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(scalar-standing-wave templates of matter and consciousness), "Merkaba Mechanics"
(interdimensional
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(standing scalar wave patterns and fixed points of tonal frequency), and B. Keylon
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the standing scalar wave pattern of 12 Sub-Frequency Bands 1 Keylon Crystals are

I standing scalar wave patterns that form the Keylons are called Fire 0 Letters,
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frequency/ standing scalar wave patterns, upon which individual Keylon crystals will form. The
composite

frequency/ standing scalar wave patterns upon which complex Keylon Codes are formed are
called
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Light (scalar wave)Sound (tonal frequency) Grid (morphogenetic Partiki grid). 1.
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frequency/ standing scalar wave patterns) per 1 complete double-helix DNA strand. As each
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Light (scalar wave)- Sound (fixed points of electrotonal frequency) Grids (morphogenetic

(standing scalar waves/ fixed points of electro-tonal frequency) of the 12-strand
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light and scalar wave spectra, that will accompany Silicate Matrix Activation. A. Preparation of

if the new wave spectra from the Silicate Matrix are to "ground" or

precise frequencies/ scalar waves of the Fire Letters within each dimensional band. Keylontic
Science
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of higher dimensional wave patterns, the Crystal Body must be expanded to its greatest
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sound and scalar waves that will accompany the planetary Time Acceleration by adjusting our
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(scalar-standing-wave templates of matter and consciousness), "Merkaba Mechanics"
(interdimensional
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Ante-matter radiation wave fonn Forms of sentient conscious beings exist within all matter
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(standing scalar wave patterns and fixed points of tonal frequency), and 40 2.
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progressively higher dimensional wave spectra causing the frequency seals of Earth"s 7
Primary Vortices

opens the dimensional wave spectra associated with that vortex begins running through
Earth"s EM
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scalar grids, standing wave patterns built on . fixed points of frequency or "

dormant scalar standing waves to life. 4. As the Shields progressively activate, the frequency

sound-electromagnetic-scalar waves that allows the planets to pass through the Magnetic
Repulsion
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to ante-matter wave form. Rahunta Phase is a 15-dimensional Merkaba Vehicle that
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the UHF/ULF wave spectra brought in by the Stellar Bridge. In 17 48
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Light (scalar wave)Sound ( tonal frequency) Grid (morphogenetic Partiki grid). 1.
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standng Univ~ BODY wave pattern Mind (also called the RJ"shic Body) flame
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frequency/ standing scalar wave patterns) per 1 complete double.helix DNA strand. As each
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of lightstanding scalar wave patterns. The scalar wave forms composing the Stream of
Consciousness

patterns. The scalar wave forms composing the Stream of Consciousness are referred to as

conscious scalar standing waves that give consciousness its individuated form in time.
Geomancies and

of standing scalar wave patterns built upon fixed vibrations of sound. The Stream of

and standing scalar waves, through which the creative pulse of the God-Mind perpetually

a standing scalar wave field built upon fixed points of sound-vibration -its

Letters (scalar wave composite forms) begins to change. The original Stream of
Consciousness
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Fire Letter/scalar wave design of the original Stream of Consciousness and creates new,

process of scalar wave splitting and refraction, the blueprints- morphogenetic fields- for
conscious life

multi-dimensional scalar wave construction; a living morphogenetic field -the structure of
dimensionalized

Fire Letters/ scalar wave patterns contained within the design of the original Stream of

Fiie Letters/ scalar wave patterns of the original Seed of Consciousness. As identity
progressively

the pure scalar wave radiation forms of the highest dimensions. When the original identity

Fire letter/ scalar wave design of the original Seed and Stream of Consciousness. Through
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Fire Letter/ Scalar wave design of the original Stream of Consciousness frequently breaks
down

Fire Letter/ scalar wave patterns through which it is connected to the original Stream
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Fire Letters/ scalar wave patterns of the Seed of Consciousness. If the Stream of

Fire Letter/ scalar wave design that birthed the Stream of Consciousness into manifestation.
Identities

Fire Letter/ scale wave design that originally connected them to God-Source. This fragment

Fire Letters/ scalar wave patterns is well worth the effort. This process
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Fire Letter/ scalar wave pattern that ·connects the individual to its original Stream



Fire Letter/ scalar wave pattern. When activated, the Spark opens new chakra centers in

Fire Letters/ scalar wave and tonal patterns of the 8th Dimension. In the human

Fire Letters/ scalar wave and tonal patterns of the original Stream of Consciousness, bringing

Fire Letter/ scalar wave patterns of the dimensional identity levels and DNA strands below,
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minute scalar standing wave pattern that connects you to your original Stream of
Consciousness
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dormant standing scalar waves (which exist as crystallized sound tones) to activate, lighting

activate, lighting the wave pattern and making the Shield release its tones. The Secrets
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transducers of UHF wave spectra, down-stepping this energy so it may enter the

as living scalar wave grids through which multi-dimensional frequency can enter the Earth"s
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pure ante-matter wave form of the Raja Hova body in HU-5. As

the pure original wave- form of consciousness in HU-5, progressively de-densifying the

and scalar standing waves is progressively formed around the body, which gives the body-
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This structure of wave patterns is called the Merkaba Vehicle. The Merkaba Vehicle fonns

2. Through this wave-pattern structure a . state of physical bi-location of

is turned into lighVwave pattern then re-manifested fully within HU-2 in a

existing as pure wave form in the shape of the Rahunta Vehicle. The Rishi
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dormant scalar standing wave grids of the Nada, A/phi and Betcha Bodies in

of the sound waves as they spread through your body. Nethra Breaths: 1. INHALE-
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indicates that the wave patterns of the D-5 Archetype have begun to enter
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and sleeping brain wave patterns, through which D-5 frequency can increasingly flow into
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light, sound, scalar waves and units of consciousness that form the foundation of anything
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out of scalar waves of light & sound. 6. Merkaba: Sets of counter-rotating
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align the Scalar Wave Templates that make up the Planetary Grids. With those blockages

• The Scalar Wave Blueprints upon which the Planetary Base manifests. 5. What is

generating a Scalar Wave Form that goes into the larger Scalar Wave Pattern ofthe

the larger Scalar Wave Pattern ofthe body, and manifests a condition. 6. What is
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Vocabulary 1. Scalar Wave A pattern of light and sound that is fixed as

as a standing wave that holds its form. It is the Template of Manifestation
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in the Scalar Waves? (a) D 4-12 (b) D 6-12
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group of scalar wave patterns. A scalar wave is a standing oscillating wave pattern

patterns. A scalar wave is a standing oscillating wave pattern that pulses and emanates

a standing oscillating wave pattern that pulses and emanates from a unit or a
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• Two distinct wave patterns in frequency that make up any holographic moment, one
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• Two distinct wave patterns in frequency that make up any holographic moment, one
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creating a Scalar Wave Pattern. • Even just the process of hearing the instructions



create a Scalar Wave Pattern that will in tum create the appropriate adjustments in
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to open into wave form into a person"s fields for transmutation. 11. Why do
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Vocabulary 1. Scalar Wave Pattern: The energetic pattern that is created when someone has

(b) Scalar Wave Pattern (c) Fetal pattern (d) Hova Body 2.
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of scalar standing-wave points within a morphogenetic field. 5 Harmonic Universes in one
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are condensed Scalar Wave points that hold the core electrotonal geometrical mathematical
program for
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of scalar standing-wave points within a morphogenetic field. 12 Centers of the UNIVERSAL
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are spherical scalar wave grids that form tissue capsules between each 3- Dimensional
Harmonic

disc of scalar waves that emanate out from the body on a horizontal plane.
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associated with the wave-length of the dimensional frequency band to which the Chakra

Primary Colors (wave spectrum) CS-Biue C6-lndigo C7-Violet MC9-Silver MClO-
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with the primary wave-length of its corresponding dimension. (©20041\""Sha-yana
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laws of scalar wave mechanics. Bio-Regenesis Techniques are SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS OF
CONSCIOUS ENERGY

of the scalar wave template of the body, working co-creatively under the direction

PATTERNS OF SCALAR WAVES through the process of THOUGHT, it is not difficult to

THINGS - SCALAR WAVE CONFIGURATIONS of multi-dimensional vibrating patterns of BI-
POLAR ELECTROMAGNETIC

LANGUAGE OF SCALAR WAVES", as this is the "LANGUAGE OF LIGHT AND SOUND"

language of scalar waves" is "spoken" through the forms of specific wave spectra,

forms of specific wave spectra, forms that appear to the conscious 3-dimensional mind
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LIGHT - RADIATION WAVES that have a specific measurable WAVELENGTH and vibrational
ENERGY SIGNATURE.

a specific measurable WAVELENGTH and vibrational ENERGY SIGNATURE. In using the
conscious mind to

languages) represent SCALAR-WAVE GUIDES, and directly affect the contours of the scalar
wave

of the scalar wave blueprint of the Manifestation Template. The Manifestation Template
governs the

Language of Scalar Waves:" is the medium through which we gain conscious access to

the "scalar wave languages" of Color and Symbol image, which direct the contours

LANGUAGE OF SCALAR WAVES and directing the ENCODED INSTRUCTIONS through PRECISE
LOCATIONS within the

the intrinsic scalar-wave language of the Spirit, which is the CAUSAL ELEMENT behind

power of SUBTLE WAVE FORMS to create desired change within the core Manifestation
Template

Template. Intrinsically, scalar waves are specific points of vibrating bi-polar energy
signatures. Vibration

affect the scalar-wave arrangement of the Manifestation Template, and thus alter the
vibrational
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with the scalar-wave Manifestation Template of the PLANETARY SHIELDS. Vortices, Time
Portals, Star

NATURAL ACTIVATION. Scalar-wave distortions within the Templates for the DNA Strands
(which
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Tri-tone Standing Waves) for melody, harmony and overtones. To be effective, the Songs

generated specific scalar-wave formations that triggered activation ofcorresponding
configurations within the DNA Template

Color-Symbol scalar wave instructions, through which desired outcomes within the personal
or planetary

activate dormant scalar-waves in the 8th DNA STRAND TEMPLATE, through which the
process
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sound and scalar waves, within which the individuated consciousness is stationed, and upon
which
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(scalar-standing-wave) and OMNI·POLAR SOUND VIBRATION. • In the Omni-

INTERDIMENSIONAL TRI-TONE WAVE. An lnterdimensional Tri-tone Wave is a singular point
of

lnterdimensional Tri-tone Wave is a singular point of fixed vibration that is composed

form Bi-polar waves, while replicating their original Tri-tone Omni-polar design. •

Tri-tonal Standing Waves of Partiki units break down into two sub-units, sub-

form Electromagnetic Scalar-StandingWaves. The third vibration of the Tri-tone wave, the
Resonant

the Tri-tone wave, the Resonant Tone, remains as the core vibration through which

matter Tri-tone Wave of Sound Vibration projects its energy into Bi-polar Particum

and Partika Scalar Waves of Light Radiation. Energy thrust expands into the Anti-particle

Ante-matter Tritone Wave draws the energy back to its source. Through the draw

polar Standing Scalar Waves of Light Radiation returning to their original Omni-polar Ante-
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Light Radiation Scalar-Waves (expansion) and back into Omni-polar Sound Vibration Tri-

Vibration Tri-tone Waves (contraction) is called PARTIKI PHASING . Through perpetual cycles

built upon Scalar Waves of Light Radiation, then "flash off" through fusion ,
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(stand scalar wave patterns and fixed points of tonal frequency), and B. Keylon



form create standing wave patterns- scalar wave grids, which hold the form of consciousness

wave patterns- scalar wave grids, which hold the form of consciousness within
dimensionalized manifestation.
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fields of standing wave points - that form the base laws of energy upon

human body represent wave strata that exist within specific relationships to the embodied
consciousness.

behavior of the wave strata in which it is ensconced. The wave strata of

is ensconced. The wave strata of seemingly physical forms appear to human detection in

sub-particles and wave bands that group to form the 3- dimensionally manifest hologram

behavior of dimensionalized wave strata is an intrinsic element within the function of human
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PRIMAL ORDER SCALAR WAVES: Points of standing waves, composed of quantities of
conscious energy

Points of standing waves, composed of quantities of conscious energy that emanate out of

and scalar standing-wave grids which serve as the structured blueprints upon which our

layers of scalar waves, which serve to direct the flow of consciousness into multiple

and off" of scalarwave points within the dimensional scalar grids, which gives the appearance

manifest movement of wave spectra within a dimensional system. Sub-frequency Bands are
shorter

up the scalar-wave grid. Frequency is the form consciousness takes on while ensconced

the vibrating-oscillating wave spectra of which matter particles and dimensionalized
consciousness are composed.

the scalar standing-waves "flash off and on" within the morphogenetic field template.

the formation of wave spectra within dimensionalization. The vibratory-oscillation rate of
Partiki units

pattern of scalar waves "flashing off and on") of wave spectra within the

and on") of wave spectra within the various levels of the dimensionalized morphogenetic field.

vibrational-oscillation between wave spectra determines the matter density levels particles will
exhibit within
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Higher Frequency Short Wave Length Slower Electron Spin Less Density Electric Lower
Vibration =

oscillation = Shorter wave length = Slower electron spin around nucleus = Greater expansion

Lower-Frequency Longer Wave Length Faster Electron Spin More Density Magnetic Higher
Vibration =

oscillation = Longer wave length = Faster electron spin around nucleus = Greater compaction



structure, composed of wave spectra with varying degrees of matter density characteristic to
the
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Bi-polar Scalar-Waves of light radiation, built upon Omni-polar Tri-tone Waves

polar Tri-tone Waves of sound vibration, that forms the foundation for diversified
Manifestation

patterns of Scalar-wave and Tri-tone wave interrelationships that create crystallizations of
energy

and Tri-tone wave interrelationships that create crystallizations of energy called KEYLONS.
Groups of

Scalar-Tri-Ton Wave Points that create a template of stationary SCALAR FREQUENCY. Each
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and off" scalar-wave points within a morphogenetic field. The morphogenetic field scalar grid

off" or scalar-wave points, which exist as part of the longer cycle of

The relationships between wave strata within the dimensional frequency bands create the
holographic refraction

sound and scalar waves that allows consciousness to perceive the illusions of matter solidity,
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of scalar standing-wave points within a morphogenetic field. The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
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of scalar standing-wave points that create the appearance of manifest wave spectra within

appearance of manifest wave spectra within a dimensional system. Sub-frequency Bands are
shorter

up the foundation wave strata of Dimensions. 1 Harmonic Universe composed of 3
Dimensions,
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Phasing- Scalar Standing- Wave flashing. The internal expansion I fission I "flashing on"

of scalar standing-wave points made of Partiki units. Partiki Phasing governs the mechanics

lower vibration, shorter wave length, greater expansion and less matter density. These
conditions represent

Ante-matter scalar wave form of non-density consciousness. As the morphogenetic field
expands,
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15 HU-5 Wave pattern flame or fire body ANTE-Matter Partika Anti-matter
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level of scalar standingwave creation and energetic organization within and behind all
dimensionalized systems,

the morphogenetic scalar wave blueprint and all other dimensions of form anatomy are built.

Partiki scalar standing-wave grids of the Kathara Grid Holographic Core. The Cosmic Kathara
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are condensed Scalar Wave points that hold the core electro-tonal geometricalmathematical
program for
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of scalar·wave points within a morphogenetic field. 12 Centers of the UNIVERSAL
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Dimensional Partiki scalar wave composites that regulate the rate of Partiki Phasing to create

of scalar standing-wave flashing/cycles of Partiki Phasing) between dimensional bands and
Harmonic

minute vortices of wave spectra that serve as frequency modulation zones (scalar flash-
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Dimensional Partiki scalar wave composites that regulate the rate of Partiki Phasing to create

of scalar standing-wave flashing/ cycles of Partiki Phasing) between Dimensional Bands and
Harmonic

the flow of wave spectra and Frequency Bands from one Harmonic Universe to another,

Star Gates (wave spectra vortices) within the Ley Lines, for molecular transmutation and

the Inter-Harmonic wave spectra of the planetary morphogenetic field . The Planetary Star

the flow of wave spectra and Frequency Bands from one Harmonic of consciousness to

the Dimensionalized scalar wave grid of the morphogenetic field. They control the opening
and

Star Gates (wave spectra vortices) within the DNA, for cellular transmutation (via

the Inter-Harmonic wave spectra. The Biological Star Crystal Seals control the opening and

(and Vertical wave spectra vortices) of the Level-1: 12- Tree Kathara Grid

Vertical modulation of wave spectra, there are also 15 Secondary Crystal Seals that control

Chakras, modulating the wave spectra between Parallel (particle I anti-particle) Dimensional
Frequency
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minute vortices of wave spectra that serve as frequency modulation zones (scalar flash-

or inter-harmonic wave spectra that serve as passageways - time portals - between

or inter-harmonic wave spectra that serve as gateways of consciousness between
Dimensional Time



Horizontal relationships of wave spectra within the DNA/RNA and bio-energetic field, through

between inter-dimensional wave spectra within the biological DNA. In Kathara Healing, the
Diadic
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and Planetary Scalar-wave Templates of the Universal Templar Complex are called Scalar
SHIELDS.
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electro-tonal scalar wave programs of the Kathara Grid, Scalar Shields and Manifestation
Template.
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arrangement of scalar waves created through the mathematical programs of the
corresponding Kathara Centers.

3-Dimensional scalar-wave grids that hold the blueprint for manifestation, as set by
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to enter the wave spectra within which perception of manifestation is possible. Basic
Transduction

energy- repeating scalar wave flash/ Partiki Phasing sequences that run between Dimensions
and Harmonic
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THE SCALAR STANDING-WAVE GRIDS, THAT MAKE UP DIMENSIONALIZED MORPHOGENETIC
FIELDS, REPRESENT THE INTRINSIC
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into Scalar Standing-wave Grids that represent the Living Morphogenetic Field blueprint upon
which
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sets of Scalar-wave Points, Wave Strata formed of units of consciousness that form

Scalar-wave Points, Wave Strata formed of units of consciousness that form the basis
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"----" ~Scalar Waves are standing wave points that emanate out of fixed points

Waves are standing wave points that emanate out of fixed points of sound (

off" of Scalar Wave points, or "Flash-line Sequences", that determine the intrinsic

layers of Scalar waves with varying Flash-line Sequences, or Frequency Bands. Dimensions
are

Bands, or Partiki wave spectra, that exist within specific relationship to each other to
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manifest movement of wave spectra within a Dimensional Scalar Grid. Sub-frequency Bands
are
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The relationship between wave strata and variance in Partiki Phasing, Flash-line Sequences,
within
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of interdimensional Scalar Wave spectra, that regulate the flux of consciousness-energy
between Dimensional,

the Dimensionalized Scalar Standingwave Templates they form. The MCEO Freedom
Teachings® Series Presented
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Units, Scalar Stand Waves, and Crystalline Keylons and Keylon Codes represent the PRIMAL
SUBSTANCE

structures of scalar wave fields that form the Universal Manifestation Template of the 15-
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structures of scalar wave fields that form the Personal Manifestation Template of 15-
Dimensional
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Partiki Scalar Standing-wave Grids that hold consciousness into individuated dimensionalized
"packages" of

of scalar standing-waves composed of units of consciousness) we have already expanded our

form of standing-wave strata, to which we are intimately and indelibly connected. Suddenly

OF CONSCIOUS, SENTIENT WAVE-STRATA: ETERNAL BEINGS ENSCONCED WITHIN AN
ETERNAL UNIVERSE, within which

we are walking wave-forms within a sea of interrelated wave forms and that

sea of interrelated wave forms and that the pattern of our being operates as
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a Scalar standing-wave Kathara Grid. As the morphogenetic fields of species are interwoven
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specific scalar standing-wave-guide GEOMANCY - a consolidated inter· dimensional frequency
pattern

morphogenetic field. The wave-guide Geomancy, containing the frequencies to activate the
PBIS and
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Symbol Code Scalar Wave Guide for Kathara Reprogramming Thoughts and Images, formed



by the

of scalar standing-wave grids, we can begin to apply that power effectively in

Grid. The frequency wave spectra, perceived by the human mind as Pale Silver, represents

11th - Dimensional wave spectra, combined with the Pure White primary wave spectra of

Pure White primary wave spectra of the 12th - Dimensional frequency bands. Using the

the Hierophant Symbol wave guide to direct frequency and electro-tonal instructions through
the

a scalar standing-wave pattern of 11th and 12th Dimensional frequency within the personal

by the stronger wave influence of the higher 11 th and 12th Dimensional frequencies,

the entire dimensionalized wave spectra of the dimensions that oscillate below them. The
MCEO
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Symbol Code Scalar Wave Guide for Kathara Reprogramming PURE WHITE 12th Dimensional
Frequency L

Dimensional Scalar Standing-wave Guide for activating the Maharic Shield and the PBIS. Ease
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frequency and corresponding wave spectra from the dimensionalized Unified Field are drawn
into the

Blockages and scalar wave distortions within the Kathara Grid impede the natural functions of
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corresponding to the wave spectra of Dimensions 1, 2 and 3 were intended to

11-12 the wave spectra of which the body was composed would take a

the higher frequency wave spectra of Dimensions 4, 5 and 6. The expansion of

expansion into the wave spectra of Dimensions 4, 5 and 6 represents the process

shortening of the wave- length of the scalar waves that compose the matter form

of the scalar waves that compose the matter form and consciousness. These changes in

changes in intrinsic wave characteristics have their reflection within the behavior of atomic
structure

the morphogenetic field wave spectra rises in frequency, the electron spin around the atomic

and gth- Dimensional wave spectra, the process of OverSoul Integration, expansion into a gth

and 12th Dimensional wave spectra, the process of MAHARIC INTEGRATION, expansion into
a 12-

Crystalline Liquid Light wave from of Pre-matter substance. At this point the identity
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the incoming scalar wave frequencies of Soul Integration begin to crush the morphogenetic
field,



Page:  66

exposure to scalar wave spectra and its resulting fragmentation of the morphogenetic field
and

the scalar standing-wave template that corresponds to the Pre-matter Liquid Light fields

the frequencies and wave spectra of the Maharic Shield through the Kathara Grid, Bio-
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the morphogenetic scalar-wave template and all other levels of identity are form are

is the first wave spectra composite through which consciousness anchors itself into
dimensionality in

the scalar standing-wave template upon which subsequent levels of the Kathara Grid, Bio-
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Dimensional Partiki scalar wave composites that regulate the rate of Partiki Phasing to create

tonal scalar standing-wave grids composed of numerous sets of Crystal Seals that form
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of spinning, horizontal wave spectra that direct the function of Hova Body merger. These
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and into pure wave form, which represents Maharic/ Avatar Integration for the identity. The
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armature" of scalar waves and flash-lines, upon which more Partiki units will cluster
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minute vortices of wave spectra that serve as frequency modulation zones (scalar flash-

or inter-harmonic wave spectra that serve as Gateways of Consciousness between
Dimensional Time

Horizontal relationships of wave spectra within the DNA/ RNA and bioenergetic field, through
sets

Page:  74

are spherical scalar wave grids that form tissue capsules between each 3-Dimensional
Harmonic

disc of scalar waves that emanate out from the body on a horizontal plane.
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of scalar standing waves) that intermesh to refine the scalar-grid webbing upon which
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primary frequency band wave-length of its dimensional affiliation. PrimarY Color of Chakras
Chakra

the corresponding scalar-wave points within the Hova Body Shield are released from
Dimensional

the scalar standing-wave points undergo fusion, then a reciprocal fission and replication
within

Page:  79

associated with the wave· length of the dimensional frequency band to which the

Primary Colors (wave spectrum) C1· Red C2· Orange C3· Yellow

Page:  81

determined by the wave length characteristic to its corresponding dimensional frequency
band. In charting
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on hues (wave spectra) of the higher dimensional frequencies. The Kundalini energies, at
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densification into the wave spectra of perceivably experiential matter. The Galactic Star
represents the
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with the primary wave· length of its corresponding Dimension. Axi·A·
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12-strand scalar-wave configuration that allows for the progressive transmutation of
Harmonic-1

inter-harmonic scalar-wave configurations, which forms within the bio-energetic field, is a

sets of scalar-wave spectra that correspond to each dimensional band, through which each

is translated into wave-spectra that is within the range of perceivable matter manifestation.
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of the scalar wave from of the DNA Template and Scalar Shields, through which

distortions of scalar-wave arrangements within the Kathara Grid, Shields and DNA Template
and
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consciousness and scalar wave flash-line sequences into the personal morphogenetic field, via
the
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Morphogenetic Field Scalar-wave Template for the Original Human Genome Maharic Shield



Mahara Hova

geometrical arrangement of wave-form structure and observable strand interrelationship.)
The MCEO Freedom Teachings

Page:  98

form layers of standingwaves-scalar waves -that serve to "flesh out" the

of standingwaves-scalar waves -that serve to "flesh out" the structure of

of scalar standing-waves upon which consciousness begins its experience of
dimensionalization, the structures

and objectified the wave spectra and their inherent energy constructs of that which exists

to the scalar-wave construct of human form, which together work to bring the

OF ORGANIZATIONS OF WAVE PATTERNS INHERENT TO THE ELECTRO-TONAL PROGRAM
AND SCALAR ORGANIZATION
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are the scalar-wave apparatus, and their seemingly manifest parts, that allow the personal

electro-tonal scalar wave form -a compartmentalized field of ENERGY SIGNATURES, within
which
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Senses as Scalar-wave Constructs & Expanding our Perception of Perception If it can

of interrelated scalar-wave forms that serve to block out portions of the Unified

these greater scalar wave constructs, it will not seem so outrageous to consider the

the higher dimensional wave spectra and its inherent reality fields into the perceptual range
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of the scalar-wave constructs that exist within the NADA HOVA BODY and the

form the identifiable wave patterns presently associated with sound waves, are drawn into the

associated with sound waves, are drawn into the Level-2 Kathara Grid Crystal Seals

through the scalar-wave grids that hold the form of the identified sensory organs,
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a Scalar Standing-wave pattern containing the electro-tonal programs of the 11th and

as a Frequency WAVE GUIDE through which the Maharic Shield can be activated to
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3-dimensional scalar-wave disc emanating from sets of 3 Signets, through which the
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matter liquid light wave form. ~ In Kathara Healing the Harmonic-4 Maharic Shield
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core electro-tonal scalarwave program upon which the DNA will manifest. The human DNA
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the scalar standing-wave organization inherent to the human form. ~Senses are scalar
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its pure scalar-wave state of being into the dimensionalized scalar-grids, through which

in pure scalar-wave form - a scalar-pattern that held the original, pure
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Sub-Harmonic scalar-wave spectrum, the 12th -Dimensional level of the Maharic Shield
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of scalar standing-wave points within the scalar-grid template, caused by the fission/

SLOWER VIBRATION= SHORTER WAVE LENGTH= SLOWER ELECTRON SPIN= LESS
PERCEIVABLE MATTER DENSITY The MCEO
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tonal scalar standing-wave point arrangements within the Level-1 Kathara Grid. Thus, it

realign the scalar-wave flash-line sequences of dormant Kathara Centers, Kathara Lines,
Crystal
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serve as scalar-wave guides to reset the electro-tonal flash-line sequences within
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is the scalar wave template that governs the release of phase-lock on the

Using the Hierophant wave template, you have now activated the planetary Maharic Shield,
opening
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Dimensional Frequency Scalar Wave Guide The 11th -12th Dimensional Scalar Standing-wave
Guide

Dimensional Scalar Standing-wave Guide for activating the Maharic Shield and the PBIS.
Hierophant
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systems and scalar-wave constructions of consciousness, upon which the biological
manifestation is built,

upon the Scalar-wave Templates of Consciousness that serve to hold the identity as
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which the scalar-wave patterns of the higher frequencies of identity can enter the

world are scalar wave constructions, appearing solid and externalized because we view them
with

dimension above the wave forms we perceive as solid and objectified. Our consciousness
structures

into the scalar wave forms of dimensionality in order for us to perceive the
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corresponds to a wave length in the dimensional spectrum that appears as COLOR to

that primary dimension wave spectrum to differentiate between Phases of current for various
applications.

current I GREEN wave, Phase-2: 5th Dimensional Current I BLUE wave and Phase-

Current I BLUE wave and Phase-3: 6th Dimensional Current I Blue-Violet wave.

I Blue-Violet wave. In Level-1 Kathara Healing we learn to activate and
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quantity of Scalar Wave patterns that span Densities 1 and 2. The Mentor Focus
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by repatterning the Scalarwave Programs in the personal Holographic Template to their
original Primal
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Sequences and Scalar wave arrangements within the 3 Levels of the Kathara Grid and
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15-Dimensional Scalar-wave construct. Part of our identity exists simultaneously within the
Time
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of their dominant wave-length. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi
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as a carrier wave that will carry the desired interdimensional currents through the Signet

of the primary wave-length formed by the specific Partiki Phasing Rhythm for that

of its primary wave-length. The Color Cap Stones of the dimensional frequency bands
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interrelationships of scalar-wave patterns within the Kathara Level-3 Diodic Points Grid. All
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11-0-12 Wave Guide Symbol Code, the ACTIVATE Hierophant Symbol, to open the

as a Carrier Wave to carry the Cap Stone Color frequencies of the Signet

the Maharic carrier wave current, to open the Nada Hova Body and physical body
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Units and Scalar-Waves . The first Manifestation Template is called the Rishic Shield;

Ante-matter scalar-wave level of Density-5 and holds the complete Primal Scalar

configuration of scalar-wave patterns, the Primal Order of energetic substances, through
which the

manifested. The scalar-wave design of the Rishic Shield represents DIVINE RIGHT ORDER -

Order of scalar-wave energetic relationship and Partiki Phasing Sequences that individual
identities in

of Omni-polar wave spectra, enters the manifest densities by projecting portions of itself

matter Hydroplasmic scalar-wave spectra through which identity began its experience within
the holograms

Order of scalar waves through which manifest consciousness links to its Rishic Shield. The

Order of scalar-waves that make up the original Manifestation Template from which individual
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precisely ordered scalar wave arrangements, and that there is an intrinsic and indelible Primal

organization of scalar-wave configurations that links our consciousness and DNA Template to
the

all), the scalar-wave design of our personal Scalar Shields remains organized upon the

create misshapen scalar-wave groupings within the anatomy of the personal Kathara Grid,
Scalar

These misshapen scalar-wave groupings within the Kathara Grid, Scalar Shields and DNA
Template
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magnetic distortions in scalarwave forms, within the Kathara Grid and Scalar Shields, that
cause

phenomenon of scalar-wave distortion that directly affects the human DNA. The incarnations
of

within core-scalar-wave programs of our DNA Template; this is called VECTOR EMBEDDING.
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construct of Scalar-wave frequency with its corresponding Anti-particle Manifestation. As a
form
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Order perfect scalar-wave pattern of the personal 12th-Dimensional Pre-matter Hydroplasmic
Maharic
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the Maharic Carrier Wave - into your Doradic Sphere at the 41h Heart Chakra.

run the Maharic Wave down the Doradic Cords in the arms and into the
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dormant Scalar Standing Waves in the personal shields are stimulated and activated
("switched

materials) the scalar waves in the personal shield self-sustain (we would say
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Stone, the Primary Wave Length of the dimensional frequency band from which the current
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PRIMAL ORDER Scalar-wave Template through which an identity enters time is the Density-
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Karma creates scalar-wave distortions within the Scalar Shields of personal 15-Dimensional
Anatomy

the misshapen scalar-wave distortions that form them, are the cause of ALL disease
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of scalar standing-wave points within a morphogenetic field. All things in manifest existence
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associated with the wavelength of the dimensional frequency band to which the Chakra
Corresponds.

Primary Colors (wave spectrum) C1 · Red C2- Orange C3· Yellow C4-
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are spherical scalar wave grids that form tissue capsules between each 3-Dimensional
Harmonic

disc of scalar waves that emanate out from the body on a horizontal plane.
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represents fixed scalar-wave sequences/ "Fire Letters ", that correspond to each dimension/

of scalar standing-wave points within a morphogenetic field. U1 I 5"~ 0 ::

Letters I scalar-wave grids, creating the potential to embody the Avatar identity and
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Morphogenetic Field Scalar-wave Template for the Original Human Genome Maharic Shield
Mahara Hova



geometrical arrangement of wave-form structure and observable strand interrelationship.)
The MCEO Freedom Teachings
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of Tone sound waves oscillating in the body. 4. Activate First Merkaba Spiral (
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the personal scalar-wave-guide Symbol Code Programs that correspond directly to the core
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Triadic Columnar Standing Waves) from Source, to run through the DNA Template and body
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sets of scalar waves within the Scalar Shields, that manifest within the Kathara Level-
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vibration, or STANDING WAVE OF INTERNAL SOUND, emitted from ONE-SOURCE/ GOD, that
corresponds
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passing like radiating waves of PALE BLUE, PALE YELLOW & PALE VIOLET ..... 10.

10. As the waves of color move through you, bring your attention to your
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from the scalar-wave-template of the embodied Kathara Grid levels into the DNA
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into the scalar-wave DNA Template that holds the blueprint for the physical-chemical
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standingcolumnar-scalar-light waves made of Keylons, or 3-dimensional Partiki Grids. The
Trion
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sound and scalar-wave-fields that form the blueprints upon which all matter manifests.

of presound standing waves, also possessing neutral electrical charge, that form the Primal
Sound

translate the scalar-wave blueprint of the DNA Template and Kathara Grid into the
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or "Time Wave" into which the consciousness intends manifest embodiment. A singular Time

A singular Time Wave constitutes a Time Continuum, within which there are specific repeating
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time travel", "wave riding ", "Star Gate passage", "Teleportation" etc.) the
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Current "carrier wave" (via activation of the Maharic Seal/Shield) is required
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progressively higher dimensional wave spectra causing the frequency seals of Earth"s 7
Primary Vortices

opens the dimensional wave spectra associated with that vortex begins running through
Earth"s EM
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Keylontic Remote Viewing: Wave-Riding To 208,216 BC.
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Shields" (scalarstanding-wave templates of matter and consciousness), "Merkaba Mechanics"
(interdimensional
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magnetic & scalar wave manifestation within the body, chakra system, morphogenetic field
and consciousness
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magnetic and scalar wave spectra and the scalar fields (standing electrotonal wave grids)

(standing electrotonal wave grids) of which morphogenetic fields are composed. Keylontic
Science uses

a specific scalar wave template, built upon specific electro-tonal units of sound frequency,

serves as a wave guide and manifestation template for energy movement within the human

Control Codes are wave-guides that direct the focus and manifestation of wave spectra

and manifestation of wave spectra within each dimensional field in the 15-Dimensional
Spectrum.

which the frequency wave patterns of that dimension can be contoured and directed through

sound and scalar wave spectra are used to realign the human body and DNA

the faster moving wave spectra of the higher-dimensional identity levels, the experiential
realities
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(standing scalar wave patterns and fixed points of tonal frequency), and B. Keylon
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Light (scalar wave) Sound (tonal frequency) Grid (morphogenetic Partiki grid). 1.
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15 HU-5 wave pattern (Rishic Record) 5. Hedronic Body flame or fire
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exists within the wave spectra we perceive as sound. Each day we are saturated
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I AM a wave upon the Ocean of Eternal Light. Chorus 2: I Reach
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pure ante-matter wave form, that exists beyond the dimensionalization of the Time Matrix,

codes (scalar wave patterns) of the entire 15-Dimensional Matrix become embodied within
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electromagnetic and scalar waves. If too many 12th-level Avatars entered the Earth system
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into ante-matter wave form. When the DNA is working properly the process of

into pure consciousness wave form), rather than physical death and repeated incarnation, is
the
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sound and scalar waves, upon which the individuated consciousness and matter substance of
the

sound and scalar waves upon which it is built. The Partiki Grids of the

electro-tonal standing wave patterns that form the structure of the Hova Bodies, which

magnetism and scalar waves) as waveguides to alter and adjust the scalar grids of

scalar waves) as waveguides to alter and adjust the scalar grids of the Crystal

matter pure conscious wave forming the highest dimensions - is formed. The types of
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of standing scalar waves, built upon fixed points of sound, which form the morphogenetic

of standing scalar waves and frequency that form the morphogenetic framework within which
BioSpiritual
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conscious ante-matter wave-form, in the highest vibrating harmonics. Each Harmonic
Universe also

pure ante-matter wave form. The harmonics of human identity are also manifest within
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ante-matter scalar wave grid of pure consciousness. As we evolve through our time

magnetic and scalar waves that form the morphogenetic field/Crystal Body of multi-
dimensional

magnetic and scalar waves, with the lowest vibrating spheres at the core, that surround

5- Ante-matter wave form density - Raja Hova Body- Rishi identity gestalt -
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(primary scalar wave-guides), for each Harmonic Merkaba Spiral, to release the
morphogenetic
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magnetic and scalar wave spectra that allows for transmutation of cellular form into light
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electro-magnetic/scalar wave spectra, progressively freeing distortion from the Hova Bodes,
to allow
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conscious Ante-matter wave-form. The Rishi identity represents the 15-Dimensional state of

Grid: A scalar wave is a multi-dimensional standing wave pattern that emanates out

multi-dimensional standing wave pattern that emanates out of a · fixed point of

of Energy. Scalar waves appear to move from one place to another, but in

appearance of scalar wave movement is generated as sequences of scalar wave points are

sequences of scalar wave points are activated or "lighted" in synchronization with each

to another). Scalar waves represent fixed points of perpetual fission and fusion that emanate
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as standing scalar wave, that flashes on and off, which emanates from the fixed

unit. The scalar wave represents the standing burst of light that is created in

create the scalar wave template for matter particle manifestation and Partika are the base-

create the scalar wave templates for anti-particle manifestation. The Partiki represents the
stage

tonal ante-matter wave-form. The dynamic of Partiki phasing creates a synchronized "

of Standing Scalar Waves, which are called Scalar Grids or Scalar Fields. The entire
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of standing scalar wave patterns built upon fixed points sound of vibration) that progressively

stimulate the dormant wave-forms of the imprint into activation. Once activated, the DNA
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conscious Ante-matter wave form, which form the foundations for multiple Universal
morphogenetic structures.
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conscious Ante-matter wave form. Ascension is the fulfillment of the plan of Stair
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the vertical scalar wave frequency bridge that connects the 15-dimensional aspects of
consciousness

Harmonic Universes, Scalar Waves and Grids- and their relationship to the order and function

a morphogenetic scalar wave guide), which is the 51h-Dimensional Geomancy Control Code,
combined
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Code (scalar wave guide), to directly activate dormant portions of the Incarnates Nada
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original Anti-matter wave form ("light"). The process of particle transmutation from matter

matter substance to wave form is a natural part of the Hova Body merger/
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into full Merkaba wave form, which represents the attainment of full Christ Consciousness,
Dimensional
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called a Scalar Wave (SW). SWs represent fixed, standing wave patterns of conscious

represent fixed, standing wave patterns of conscious electrical energy that emanates from the
core
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to standing scalar wave patterns. The scalar wave forms, composing the consciousness, are
referred

patterns. The scalar wave forms, composing the consciousness, are referred to as
Geomancies and

specific standing scalar waves that give consciousness its individuated form in time.
Geomancies and

of standing scalar wave patterns built upon fixed vibrations of sound. The stream of

and standing scalar waves through which the pulse of God Mind perpetually spirals
consciousness

a standing scalar wave field built upon fixed points of sound vibration) its original
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process of scalar wave splitting and refraction, the blue prints or MF"s for conscious

multi-dimensional scalar wave construction - a living MF - the structure of dimensionalized

letters and scalar wave patterns of the original seed of consciousness - thus -

the pure scalar wave radiation forms of the highest dimensions. When the original identity

fire letter scalar wave design of the original seed and stream of consciousness. Through
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fire letters, scalar wave design, of the original consciousness, frequently breaks down or
becomes

letters and scalar wave patterns, through which it is connected to the original stream
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fire letters, scalar wave patterns and the seed of consciousness. If this stream of

fire letter scalar wave design that birthed the stream of consciousness into manifestation.
Identities

fire letter scalar wave design that originally connected them to the God Source. The
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fire letter scalar wave pattern that connects individuals to their original seed and stream

fire letter, scalar wave pattern. When activated, the spark opens new chakra centers in

fire letter, scalar waves and tonal patterns of the 8th D. In the human

fire letters, scalar wave and tonal patterns, activating 8th dimensional frequencies within the
MF.

fire letter scalar wave patterns of the dimensional identity levels and strands below. The
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electro magnetic scalar waves is progressively formed around the body- giving the body-form

This structure of wave patterns is what is called The MerKaBa vehicle. (MV)
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HU2. Through this wave pattern structure, a state of physical bi-location of the

into a Light-Wave pattern and re-manifested fully within HU2, in a less
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of standing scalar wave patterns that emanate from fixed points of electro-tonal frequency,
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is designed upon wave grids or complex patterns of energy weavings, that form sets
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- or morphogenetic wave grids (within which that particular body is stationed and

a fixed standing wave pattern, known as a scalar wave (SW). Thus, each

as a scalar wave (SW). Thus, each higher body is a SW field,
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the current life-wave into our Time Matrix 950 billion years ago. Also called
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manipulation of sound wave 79
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end of the wave pattern and "quarantine" the other portions of that band,

whereas the new wave pattern generated through the splice "overrides" the original wave

overrides" the original wave structure, sending portions of it "riding above" this artificially

this artificially created wave pattern. It is a form of frequency modulation, and when
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your own brain wave patterns. These professional communities we have mentioned presently
represent the
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sound and scalar waves-that serve to arrange consciousness in ways through which
perception
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and electromagnetic standing wave patterns that direct the morphogenetic Keylon structure
of the body.
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seeding "life,waves" into manifest Time Matrices. The Yanas Collectives of the Primal
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seeded a life-wave into our 15-dimensional Time Matrix 950 billion years ago
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allow another life-wave of Eieyani Master Council Guardians to incarnate directly in time,
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a composite scalar wave pattern Keylontic Symbol Code called the "Hierophant." Its color
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, the scalar wave grid composed of dimension 10/11/12 frequency, with the

Maharic Shield scalar-wave grid). As you inhale the Hierophant upward from Earth"s core,
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a temporary scalar-wave pillar of dimension 10/11/12 frequency light that blocks
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Keylontic Science scalar-wave technology built upon the advanced scientific principles of
15~Dimensional
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entered the frequency wave spectra that would become our manifest body here. That
memory
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are the first wave of teachers that will be able to go out there

are the first wave that"s going to be able to reclaim your Eternal Selves.
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are two distinct wave patterns that make up this holographic moment that we are
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dealing with spectra, wave spectra in the room, in the unified field, will give

to identify that wave spectra. This time I want you to move your consciousness

of a little wave line drawn in energy that represents the Frequency Modulation Zone,

encasement of this wave pattern that is the frequency modulation zone. Now, from the
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into alpha brain wave pattern and even deeper if you like. This is the
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actually a scalar wave pattern. Okay, it sounds like words here and it sounds

getting the scalar wave pattern in your field It will begin making adjustments in
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real manifestation in wave form Forget what the holographic content is. We"re learning to

to open into wave form into your field; you could really work yourself into
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particle composites, scalar waves of the opposite universes. There should be a shudder in
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and anti-particle wave spectra encounter each other. There will be a transmutation occurring
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coming down from waveform into pre-matter liquid light substance, where we had our
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in the Blue wave spectra is a dominant feature. Along with research provided by

in the contemporary wave of "school yard slayings" (children killing classmates, teachers
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layers of scalar waves that serve to direct the flow of consciousness/ energy into

bands. * Scalar Waves are points of Standing Waves, composed of quantities of
consciousness,

points of Standing Waves, composed of quantities of consciousness, that emanate out of
fixed

and Particum. Scalar Waves exist within a fixed Scalar Field that forms the Universal

energy. Fixed scalar waves appear to move due to a perpetual action of internal

of scalar standing waves points "flash on and off", creating perpetual rhythms of

of fixed scalar waves. Scalar Wave Frequency is the form consciousness/energy takes within

scalar waves. Scalar Wave Frequency is the form consciousness/energy takes within
dimensionalization, and

the vibrating-oscillating wave spectra of which matter particles and dimensionalized
consciousness are composed.

manifest upon Scalar-Wave Blueprints or Templates of Consciousness called Morphogenetic
Fields. The Morphogenetic
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15 HU-5 Wave pattern flame or fire body ANTE-Matter The MCEO Freedom
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within the scalar-wave/frequency structure of the human morphogenetic field and holds the

*The scalar-wave programs, held within the DNA imprint, which create diversity of

a Fire Letter/ scalarwave program sequence, corresponding to 1 Dimensional Frequency
Band of consciousness/
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Fire Letter/scalar-wave program sequence corresponding to 1 Dimensional Frequency Band of
consciousness/
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Fire Letter/scalar-wave) digression and could no longer complete Transmutative ascension
out of
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Fire Letter/scalar-wave program sequence corresponding to 1 Dimensional Frequency Band of
consciousness/
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Fire Letter/scalar-wave program sequence corresponding to 1 Dimensional Frequency Band of
consciousness/
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Fire Letter/scalar-wave program sequence corresponding to 1 Dimensional Frequency Band of
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Fire Letter/scalar wave content (genetic code) to house a higher frequency Indigo
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are fixed scalar-wave grids that hold consciousness- in the form of Partiki Units

or geometrical scalar-wave programs that represent the particular geometrical arrangement of
Partiki Units
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diversity of scalar-wave templates and DNA, which creates variety in manifest form. For

Fire Letter/scalar-wave pattern of the Unified Field into its personal morphogenetic field
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represents fixed scalar-wave sequences/ "Fire Letters" that correspond to each
dimension/frequency

of scalar standing-wave points within a morphogenetic field. The Oraphim genetic imprint of

Fire Letters/ scalar-wave grids, creating the potential to embody the Avatar identity and
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Fire Letter/scalar-wave patterns of its own consciousness into the fetal tissue, which

dis-harmonic scalar-waves in the DNA translate into further bio-chemical/hormonal
imbalances
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are spherical scalar wave grids that form tissue capsules between each 3-Dimensional
Harmonic

disc of scalar waves that emanate out from the body on a horizontal plane.
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agreement. The Birth Wave of the Indigo Children represents the Return of the Emerald
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experienced physical "wave-riding", a term used to describe physical teleportation through
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electromagnetic scalar-standing-wave form. Translation of data from tl COT Plate Libraries is
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SCALAR-STANDING· WAVES, WHICH CREATE THE TEMPLATE OF VIBRATIONAL ENERGY
THAT IS THE
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(standing scalar wave patterns and fixed points of tonal frequency), and B. Keylon

fomn create standing wave patterns- scalar wave grids, which hold the form of consciousness

wave patterns- scalar wave grids, which hold the form of consciousness within
dimensionalized manifestation.
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of scalar standing-wave points that create the appearance of manifest wave spectra within

appearance of manifest wave spectra within a dimensional system. Sub-frequency Bands are
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progressively higher dimensional wave spectra causing the frequency seals of Earth"s 7
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opens the dimensional wave spectra associated with that vortex begins running through Earth
"
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FREQUENCY) OR SCALARSTANDING-WAVE TEMPLATES THAT MAKE UP THE BLUEPRINT FOR
HUMAN DNA. •
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Fire Letter! scalar-wave program sequence corresponding to 1 Dimensional Frequency Band
of consciousness/
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Fire Letter/ scalar-wave program sequence corresponding to 1 Dimensional Frequency Band
of consciousness/
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Fire Letter! scalar-wave program sequence corresponding to 1 Dimensional Frequency Band
of consciousness/
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DIRECT THE SCALAR-WAVE ELECTRO-TONAL TEMPLATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS IN TIME, TO
RECLAIM THE
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OF THE NEW WAVE OF HUMAN EVOLUTION . IF YOU ARE ABLE TO REGENERATE
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Morphogenetic Field Scalar-wave Template for the Original Human Genome ·MaharicShield ~
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geometrical arrangement of wave-form structure and observable strand interrelationship.)
THE SiLICATE MATRIX 12-
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of scalar-standing-wave configurations, which correspond specifically to the natural order of
the
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are scalar-standing-wave guides that translate into tonal vibration electrical impulse within
the

the body"s scalar-wave template. This mathematical formula for directing interdimensional
electrical impulse through

Page:  108

is a scalar-wave construct that encases the body in an "egg" of
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information, a thought wave, sent in your direction, but you will not get another
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to systematic stellar wave infusions or infusions of frequencies coming through the Solar Gate

period of 3 waves of approximately 24 hours each. In the first wave, the

In the first wave, the Density 3 Teuric Shield, the Gaia matter, particle-based,

trigger the second wave of Day 2, transmutation of the Density 2 Doradie Shield,

the 3"d wave occurs and the Density I Telluric Shield, Earth matter, transmutes

Page:  7

speed of First Wave of Transmutation, Day 1. The Arcturian Activation Because it has

During the first wave, the 9th, 8th and 7th subfrequency bands of Earth, Density

inter-dimensional light wave, transmuting the original atmospheric gases into new hydrogen-
based elemental

On the first wave of transmutation, the Magnetosphere, the Radiation Belt, the Ionosphere
and

of the first wave of transmutation, 3 days of cold darkness begin on Earth.

Page:  8

sequences of scalar wave units, or Fire that make up the transmuted outer atmos-

hold interdimensional sound waves and faster than the speed of Density 1 light and

to begin a waves spectra in the sound we speak of is chemical production

is the sound waves of Density 3 (Density 2 light) emerging into Density

faster oscillating shorter wavelength frequencies to implode. Holding inter-dimensional sound
frequencies requires that

Page:  9

dimensional sound-light waves by activation of the corresponding scalar waves in
appropriately functioning

the corresponding scalar waves in appropriately functioning body templates triggers the
turnstile and interface

indigo anti-particle wave and Density 3, D 7 base tone etheric particle wave,

tone etheric particle wave, the violet ray of trans-mutation moves into the 7th,

During the first wave, Arcturian activation, Earth begins entering into the first of three



receives its second wave of transmutation, the Silver Wave Infusion of the Density 3,

transmutation, the Silver Wave Infusion of the Density 3, D 7-8-9 Orion

activation. The second wave of transmutation Day 1.5 to 2.5 (the Orion activation)

During the second wave of the 3-Day Particle Conversion Period, half way -
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1, the Silver Wave Infusion of the Orion activation brings the Density 3 D

During the second wave (Orion activation), Earth"s outer atmosphere begins entering into the

receives its second wave of transmutation, the Silver Wave Infusion of the Density 3,

transmutation, the Silver Wave Infusion of the Density 3, D 8 D 9 Orion

as the Second Wave moves to Earth. Some types of biological and inorganic forms
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the The Third Wave of the Andromeda Second Wave, that the storms begin in

the Andromeda Second Wave, that the storms begin in Activation commences, and this is

of the Second Wave As the thermosphere initiates its trans- and Orion Activation, darkness

as the Second Wave completes Density 2 Merkaba spiral, enter the Hal-Lah about
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moon. The 3rd wave of transmutation, Day 2.5 to 3, the Andromeda Activation. Inner

conversion. The Third Wave begins by about the middle of Day 2, with initiation
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knew First, a wave of multi-colored light this day was going to be

as the third wave continues the emit electrical charge. magnetic fields and the inner

(6 to wavelengths for each of the D 1, 2, 3 por- 25

As the Third Wave begins to touch down on and it"s scalar template blueprint,
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suppress their brain wave patterns and DNA activation level. So, their last ditch attempt
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"catch the wave or be run over by it", it"s coming! Okay, so
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see the standing waves. There would be oscillating pillars that would sparkle in the

is the sound wave generation. They are the most powerful external technologies available and

space with radio waves, I forget the meaning of the acronym, but there are
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like the first wave of "Okay, that"s what is going on ... "
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is the first wave of Indigos, people. Jehovian manipulation. There are 560,000 Indigos out
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as the carrier wave for the higher frequency Primal Light and Sound Currents associated
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destroy the scalar-wave template of the zygote"s matter form resulting in miscarriage. In
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(scalar-standing-wave templates of matter and consciousness), "Merkaba Mechanics"
(interdimensional

Page:  6

of scalar-standing-waves composed of interdimensional frequency that take the form of
minute,

minute, stationary, columnar waves of light and sound which "flash off and on"

Page:  7

a "carrier wave" for the direction of interdimensional frequency into Earth"s Planetary Shields

Page:  10

a composite scalar wave pattern Keylontic Symbol Code called the "Hierophant." Its color

Shield, the scalar wave grid composed of dimension 10/11/12 frequency, with the

Maharic Shield scalar-wave grid). As you inhale the Hierophant upward from Earth"s core,

Page:  11

a temporary scalar-wave pillar of dimension 10/11/12 frequency light that blocks

Page:  12

the personal scalar-wave-guide Symbol Code Programs that correspond directly to the core

Page:  17

of Tone sound waves oscillating in the body. 4. Activate First Merkaba Spiral (

Page:  23

sets of scalar waves within the Scalar Shields, that manifest within the Kathara Level-

Page:  25

vibration, or STANDING WAVE OF INTERNAL SOUND emitted from ONE-SOURCE/ GOD, that
corresponds

Page:  29



passing like radiating waves of PALE BLUE, PALE YELLOW & PALE VIOLET ..... 10.

10. As the waves of color move through you, bring your attention to your

Page:  33

primary color (wave- length) frequency and imagining the Cross-hatched Grid of light

higher dimensions. lnterdimensional Wave-Length Color Spectra: D·1 Red, D·2

Page:  35

craft or "Wave-Riding"(Direct portal or Star Gate transit via Merkaba Vehicle).

Page:  40

Dimension-3=Yellow Wave Length= DNA Strand Template3=Menta1Body disharmonic
pattern= scan D-3

Page:  54

are scalar-standing-wave guides that translate into tonal vibration electrical impulse within
the

the body"s scalar-wave template. This mathematical formula for directing interdimensional
electrical impulse through

Page:  55

is a scalar-wave construct that encases the body in an "egg" of
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(scalar-standing-wave templates of matter and consciousness), "Merkaba Mechanics"
(interdimensional
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Light-Sound-Scalar-wave, Merkaba Mechanics and Esoteric sciences into intelligent
investigation of holistic
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template) Science, Scalar-wave and Time Mechanics, 15-Dimensional The MCEO Freedom
Teachings®
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electromagnetic scalar-standing-wave form. Translation of data from the COT Plate Libraries
is

the last life-wave was seeded 950 billion years ago up to the present.

Page:  5

the current life-wave into our Time Matrix 954 billion years ago. Also called

Page:  22

laws of scalar wave mechanics. Bio-Regenesis Techniques are SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS OF
CONSCIOUS ENERGY

of the scalar wave template of the body, working co-creatively under the direction

PATTERNS OF SCALAR WAVES through the process of THOUGHT, it is not difficult to

ARE THINGS- SCALAR WAVE CONFIGURATIONS of multi-dimensional vibrating patterns of
BI-POLAR ELECTROMAGNETIC

LANGUAGE OF SCALAR WAVES", as this is the "LANGUAGE OF LIGHT AND SOUND"

language of scalar waves" is "spoken" through the forms of specific wave spectra,

forms of specific wave spectra, forms that appear to the conscious 3-dimensional mind

of LIGHT- RADIATION WAVES that have a specific measurable WAVELENGTH and vibrational
ENERGY SIGNATURE.

a specific measurable WAVELENGTH and vibrational ENERGY SIGNATURE. In using the
conscious mind to
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languages) represent SCALAR-WAVE GUIDES, and directly affect the contours of the scalar
wave

of the scalar wave blueprint of the Manifestation Template. The Manifestation Template
governs the

Language of Scalar Waves" is the medium through which we gain conscious access to

the "scalar wave languages" of Color and Symbol image, which direct the contours

LANGUAGE OF SCALAR WAVES and directing the ENCODED INSTRUCTIONS through PRECISE
LOCATIONS within the



the intrinsic scalar-wave language of the Spirit, which is the CAUSAL ELEMENT behind

power of SUBTLE WAVE FORMS to create desired change within the core Manifestation
Template

Template. Intrinsically, scalar waves are specific points of vibrating bi-polar energy
signatures. Vibration

affect the scalar-wave arrangement of the Manifestation Template, and thus alter the
vibrational

Page:  24

with the scalar-wave Manifestation Template of the PLANETARY SHIELDS. Vortices, Time
Portals, Star

NATURAL ACTIVATION. Scalar-wave distortions within the Templates for the DNA Strands
(which

Page:  25

Tri-tone Standing Waves) for melody, harmony and overtones. To be effective, the Songs

generated specific scalar-wave formations that triggered activation of corresponding
configurations within the DNA

Color-Symbol scalar wave instructions, through which desired outcomes within the personal
or planetary

activate dormant scalar-waves in the 8th DNA STRAND TEMPLATE, through which the
process
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THEY FORM SCALARSTANDING WAVE FREQUENCY PATTERNS, THAT DIRECTLY AFFECT THE
SCALAR-TEMPLATE OF THE

COLOR REPRESENTS SPECIFIC WAVELENGTHS OF FREQUENCY WITHIN THE
MULTIDIMENSIONAL SPECTRUM. SPECIFIC COLORS CAN BE

SPECIFIC MATHEMATICAL SCALAR-WAVE INSTRUCTIONS THAT ALSO CAN BE USED TO
DIRECT FREQUENCY FOR
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PRIMARY COLOR (WAVELENGTH) SCALE FOR DIRECTING INTERDIMENSIONAL FREQUENCY
DIMENSION D-1 RED D-

Page:  28

(scalar-standing-wave) and OMNI-POLAR SOUND VIBRATION. • In the Omni-polar

INTERDIMENSIONAL TRI-TONE WAVE. An lnterdimensional Tri-tone Wave is a singular point
of

lnterdimensional Tri-tone Wave is a singular point of fixed vibration that is composed

form Bi-polar waves, while replicating their original Tritone Omni-polar design. • In

Tri-tonal Standing Waves of Partiki units break down into two sub-units, subtones,

Electromagnetic Scalar-Standing-Waves. The third vibration of the Tri-tone wave, the



Resonant

the Tri-tone wave, the Resonant Tone, remains as the core vibration through which

matter Tri-tone Wave of Sound Vibration projects its energy into Bi-polar Particum

and Partika Scalar Waves of Light Radiation. Energy thrust expands into the Anti-particle

matter Tri-tone Wave draws the energy back to its source. Through the draw

Bipolar Standing Scalar Waves of Light Radiation returning to their original Omni-polar Ante-

Light Radiation Scalar-Waves (expansion) and back into Omni-polar Sound Vibration Tri-

Vibration Tri-tone Waves (contraction) is called PARTIKI PHASING. Through perpetual cycles
of

built upon Scalar Waves of Light Radiation, then "flash otr through fusion, into
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interwoven Bipolar Scalar-Waves of light radiation built upon Omni-polar Tri-tone Waves

polar Tri-tone Waves of sound vibration that forms the foundation for diversified
Manifestation

patterns of Scalar-wave and Tri-tone wave interrelationships that create crystallizations of
energy

and Tri-tone wave interrelationships that create crystallizations of energy called KEYLONS.
Groups of

Scalar-Tri-Tone Wave Points that create a template of stationary SCALAR FREQUENCY. Each

Page:  30

unified scalar-standing-wave field of conscious Primal Energy Units within which the manifest

3 interwoven scalar-wave fields , each with interrelated but varying fixed rhythms of

of frequency and wave spectra, which creates the spherical electro-magnetic domain that is

of smaller scalar-wave templates within the larger scalar-wave template of the Time

the larger scalar-wave template of the Time Matrix. The experience of linear passage

Page:  31

the scalar-standing-wave templates upon which the spherical electro-magnetic domain of the

higher frequency its wave spectra is and the less dense its particle manifestation will

3 dimensional scalar-wave templates that form each Harmonic Universe. The fixed vibrational
variance

of 3 scalar-wave templates generates specific ratios of variance in the angular axis

as interwoven scalarstanding-wave fields of conscious gaseous light, or Thermoplasmic
radiation, which is

Page:  32

3-dimensional scalar-wave template. The 5 Ariea Hova Bodies of 15-Dimensional Human



body"s scalar-standing-wave template increases. Increased oscillation of the body"s Density-1
scalar

the frequency of wave-spectra in the body"s scalar template into the interdimensional
spectrum.

3-dimensional scalar-wave template. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
Adashi

Page:  35

of scalar standing-wave points that create the appearance of manifest wave spectra within

appearance of manifest wave spectra within a dimensional system. Sub-frequency Bands are
shorter

up the foundation wave strata of Dimensions. 1 Harmonic Universe composed of 3
Dimensions,
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of scalar standing-wave points within the scalar-grid template, caused by the fission/

SLOWER VIBRATION= SHORTER WAVE LENGTH= SLOWER ELECTRON SPIN= LESS
PERCEIVABLE MATIER DENSITY The MCEO
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of scalar standing-wave points within a morphogenetic field. Each Harmonic Universe
contains the
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of scalar standing-wave points within a morphogenetic field. All things in manifest existence
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are spherical scalar wave grids that form tissue capsules between each 3-Dimensional
Harmonic

disc of scalar waves that emanate out from the body on a horizontal plane.
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associated with the wavelength of the dimensional frequency band to which the Chakra
Corresoonds.

Primary Colors (wave spectrum) C1· Red C2· Orange C3· Yellow
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Morohoqenetic Field Scalar-wave Template for the Orioinal Human Genome Maharic Shield
Mahara Hova

geometrical arrangement of wave-form structure and observable strand interrelationship.)
The MCEO Freedom Teachings
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represents fixed scalar-wave sequences/ "Fire Letters", that correspond to each



dimension/frequency

of scalar standing-wave points within a morphogenetic field. The Oraphim genetic imprint of

Letters I scalar-wave grids, creating the potential to embody the Avatar identity and
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interwoven scalar-standing-wave points that are composed of Primal Units of energy called
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the geometrical Scalar-wave Grids of the 3 Primal The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
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of fixed standing-wave or columnar· wave points, called Scalar-waves, that The

or columnar· wave points, called Scalar-waves, that The MCEO Freedom Teachings®

points, called Scalar-waves, that The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi
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arranged interwoven Scalar-wave points. Partiki Grids form the Scalar Grid of the Universal
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standing Sound-vibration waves, through which energy and life are seeded into manifestation.
It

of Standing Sound Waves that connects the consciousness of all manifest beings and
universes

Page:  63

of scalar-standing-waves, is brought into active embodiment within the biologically based
conscious

higher dimensional scalar-wave forms that compose the spiritual identity creates the
systematic ~

Page:  64

form of scalarstanding wave grids, within which is housed the eternal spiritual identity. A

of the scalar-wave forms of one set of 3 dimensions, which surrounds and

Page:  65

Density-5 scalar-wave field. A set of 12 Breneau collectively form a Geomantic
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Ante-matter scalar-wave spectra emerges (Density-5; dimensions 13-15). God AS
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or "Monadic Wave". (A Resonant Tone is a middle range standing-wave



middle range standing-wave vibration made up of a slow moving Base Tone and

Over Tone standing-wave vibrations.) The Eckah, a conscious inaudible, spherical standing
sound wave

spherical standing sound wave that exists within the consciousness field of God, is the

standing-spherical-sound-wave field of conscious energy-identity that is the first of

spherical scalar-standing-wave fields of living conscious energy-identity expressed in the
form

eternal scalar-standing-wave fields of bi-polar conscious light are the 3 Primal

Kundalini electro-magnetic wave-spectra of 15-dimensional Time Matrices and their life fields

through the scalar-wave configurations unique to the manifestation template for the specific
15-

singular Eckah Blue Wave Tone spherical vibrational field. The second and third steps of

the standing-spherical-soundwave field of conscious energy-identity that is the second of

3 spherical scalarstanding-wave fields of living, conscious energy-identity expressed in the
form
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standing-spherical-sound-wave field of conscious energy identity that is the third of

spherical scalar-standing-wave fields of living, conscious energy-identity expressed in the
form

spherical, inaudible sound-wave fields of conscious, living energy-identity that are the 3

Partiki scalar-standing-wave field of inaudible sound vibration, which manifests as a set

an eternal standing-wave field of inaudible sound-vibration. The 3 Primal Sound Creation

Page:  70

scalar-standing-sound-waves of the Khundaray begin a process of internal fission and

scalar-standing-sound-waves that expand and contract following a specific syncopated
rhythm. In

syncopated standing-sound waves, one wave-form expands (polarizes in fission, releasing a

sound waves, one wave-form expands (polarizes in fission, releasing a burst of

while the other wave-form contracts (returns in fusion to the replicate of

polarized primal sound waves. As one wave in a polarized pair expands via fission

waves. As one wave in a polarized pair expands via fission into accelerated movement,

radiation, its counterpart wave reciprocally contracts via fusion, creating vibration or internal
holding of

the original whole wave. This dynamic of energetic expansion and contraction that results
from

dimensionalized scalar-standing-wave fields, or the "12 Rays" of the .._______; Universal

Partiki scalar-standing-wave field. The scalar-standing-wave field, or Partiki Grid, of



The scalar-standing-wave field, or Partiki Grid, of the Kee-Ra-ShA exists

a spherical standing-wave of conscious, Living Light within the Khundaray spherical scalar-
wave

Khundaray spherical scalar-wave sound field. The Kee-Ra-ShA forms the spherical,
electromagnetic

radiation) scalar-standing waves grids of the Khundaray Primal Sound Field and KeeRa-ShA

upon the tonal-wave structure of the Khundaray and Kee-Ra-ShA are the

upon the tonal-wave structure of the Khundaray and Kee-Ra-ShA, are the
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grouping of Scalar waves formed from the Partiki Unit arrangement of each of 12
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blueprint of scalar waves upon which particles and anti-particles from the various "
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Templates, the scalar-wave blueprints upon which the manifest DNA emerges. The Life Force

Page:  77

15) Ante-matter Wave Form 950 Billion Years Ago • Anuhazi: Elohei-Eiohim Feline-

Page:  81

hold the scalar-wave temples for universal structure in order. The Oraphim Cetaceans created

Page:  82

the 6th dimensional wave band, the Indigo wavelength of the 15-Dimensional Spectrum. Maji

band, the Indigo wavelength of the 15-Dimensional Spectrum. Maji Grail Line Indigo
Children

D-6 Indigo wave spectra and the D-6 consciousness characteristic to this wave-

characteristic to this wave- length, to embody within the Indigo Child fetal body. The

Page:  83

Khundaray Current standing-wave frequencies of the Primal Sound Fields from beyond the
Time

ShA Current standing-wave frequencies of the Density-5 Primal Light Fields and the

Maharata Current standing-wave frequencies of the Density-4, Dimension-12 Pre-matter
Hydroplasmic
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Earth"s scalar-standing-wave Manifestation Template, Earth"s Planetary Shields, within each
of the specific



the scalar-standing-wave structures that are an inherent part of the personal DNA

specific scalar-standing-wave LightSound patterns called Fire Letter Sequences. • The
Manifestation Templates

Page:  90

or scalar-standing-wave frequencies, takes place through the Universal Kundalini, Maharata,
Kee-Ra-

Page:  93

are sca"lar-standing-wave grids of interdimensionallight ~ 93 The MCEO Freedom
Teachings®
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and Planetary Scalar-wave Templates of the Universal Templar Complex are called Scalar
SHIELDS.
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are condensed Scalar Wave points that hold the core electrotonal geometrical-mathematical
program for

Page:  102

the Scalar-Standing-Wave Grids : that hold the Electromagnetic Blueprint for manifestation of

Page:  105

Shields standing-scalar-wave blueprint. Vortax-4 SG-4 Giza, Egypt Density-4 Gru

Page:  107

ratios of scalar waves through which 3-Dimensional Manifestation Templates are formed.
Merkaba Fields

include the scalar wave patterns of other dimensional frequency bands (additional Flash Line

Page:  108

progressively higher dimensional wave spectra "-..___/ causing the frequency seals of Earth"s
7 Primary

opens the dimensional wave spectra associated with that vortex begins running through
Earth"s Electro-

Page:  109

arrangements of scalar-waves within the 15-Dimensional UNIVERSAL MANIFESTATION
TEMPLATE. The core structure

Ante-matter scalar wave grids out of which the Star Gates in matter Densities

are the scalar wave Manifestation Templates formed by the Universal Kathara Grid of the

arrangement of scalar waves and Partiki Phasing Rhythms through manifestation is entered,
which is



Page:  110

and their scalar wave arrangements differ from those of the Organic Imprint Density-4

realign the scalar wave patterns of the Planetary Shields with their 12th-Dimensional Maharic

Tri-tone Standing Waves of sound vibration, 12th Dimensional frequency is referred to as

matter Tri-tonal Wave form. This process of accelerated fusion within the Planetary
Manifestation

Page:  113

Tri-tone Standing Wave of the PLASMA BEAM. The GRU-AL Site becomes a

Page:  114

Plasma Beam Standing Wave of Tri-tone sound vibration is the most powerful natural

energy distribution, scalar wave healing technologies and for passage to the Halls of Amenti

·TONAL STANDING WAVE of sound vibration, or an invisible HYDROPLASMIC FLAME of Omni-

POLAR ELECTROMAGNETIC SCALAR WAVES of particle and anti-particle light radiation. The
GRU-AL

Tri-tonal Standing Wave Hydro-plasmic Flame, and transmit a continual supply of re-

Page:  120

Morphogenetic Field Scalar-wave Template for the_Original Human Genome ""Aame Codes"
of

geomebical arrangement of wave-form structure and observable strand interrelationship.) Fire
Letters are formally

Page:  121

the personal scalar-wave-guide Symbol Code Programs that correspond directly to the core

Page:  127

hydroplasmic "carrier wave" that is necessary for embodiment of the 15-dimensions-plus

Page:  128

of scalar-standing-waves, fixed points of light and sound wave frequencies that represent

light and sound wave frequencies that represent the blueprint upon which the personal DNA,

Page:  131

formation of Celestaline Wave that carries the atomic blueprint into the D-12 Pre-

dimensional fixed scalar-wave templates (like the DNA Template, the Shields are composed

their dormant scalar-wave groups "turn on"). When activated, each of the 4

Page:  132



for the electromagnetic-wave-form of the Merkaba Vehicle (and the scalar-wave

and the scalar-wave Shield "blueprints" for the Merkaba Vehicle), the units of

transport. The scalar-wave mathematical instructions generated by this thought-intention
instantaneously direct the

within the Celestaline Wave as a D-12 Hydro-plasmic columnar-wave blueprint, down-

Hydro-plasmic columnar-wave blueprint, down-scales in frequency to "re-manifest" in

structure enters Celestaline Wave suspension and the consciousness, as a field of aware
energy

Page:  133

state of lightsound waves by shifting the angle of the axis upon which matter

Page:  134

sound waves. The "fixed" body is finite or "mortal", incapable

(spherical scalar-wave construct) around the body. In 12-dimensional transmutation (used

Page:  139

Standing-Columnar-Vibration-Wave of the Primai Sound Yuseta Body; the organic form of

Page:  155

a Photo-Radionic Wave beam. Pleiadian-Serres retrieve Arc Box and prevent pole shift

Page:  171

Photo-sonic-Standing-Wave Crystalline Technology was installed in Earth"s Templar in
25,500BC Atlantis

Page:  174

electro-magnetic scalar-wave programs upon which the 12 DNA Strand Templates are
structured.
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and the Celestaline Wave As previously mentioned, the Angelic Human DNA Template, the
Sub-

Page:  178

resemble both "waves" and "particles". In either phase, the sub-atomic units

to the sound-wave spectrum of the dimension above that in which the interface

Page:  179

revert to "wave phase", transmuting the particle/anti-particle packages also into wave-

packages also into wave-form. The Celestaline chemical creates a super-luminal carrier wave,

super-luminal carrier wave, known as the "Celestaline Wave", "Morphogenetic Wave" ~



the "Celestaline Wave", "Morphogenetic Wave" ~ or the "Maharic Wave" ("

Wave", "Morphogenetic Wave" ~ or the "Maharic Wave" ("Maharic" is derived

the "Maharic Wave" ("Maharic" is derived from the term "Maharata", the

minute columnar scalar-waves, a state of suspended electromagnetism known as "Hydro-
plasmic

minute, radioactive particle-waves called "tracers" (composed of photons) and residual muons

with the Celestaline Wave, bond to the atoms of the Celesmiac Residue, turning the

Page:  180

natural scalar- -..__/ wave blueprints of the DNA Template by drawing higher-dimensional
frequency

Page:  181

The higher frequency wave-forms literally "crush" the wave-forms of which the

"crush" the wave-forms of which the lower Strand DNA Templates are composed,

Page:  185

broadcast into Earth"s airwaves to unsuspecting channels" from Parallel Earth through the
NDCG. False

Page:  187

Letlef (Scalar Wave) sequer.ces in half ol Eanh"s Star Gate· II

Page:  193

the scaa-·Siandmgwave T emplale of the dmenSIOnat frequency fields. Rate of fissaon

Page:  199

which the scalar-wave blueprint of the original human Silicate Matrix "Crystal Gene"

Page:  200

of interdimensional scalar-wave frequency the Minister is able to embody and transmit
through

DNA Template scalar-wave forms corresponding to the Inner Earth Amend Priests of UR),

Page:  213

Tri-tone Standing Wave PLASMA BEAM into the Planetary Shields, releasing the Seal and

LIGHT-SYMBOLSOUND subtle-wave technology. The human body serves as a
BIOELECTRICAL ENERGY CONDUCTOR

Page:  232

time travel", "wave riding", "Star Gate passage", "Teleportation" etc.) the Harmonic



Page:  240

or "Time Wave" into which the consciousness intend~ manifest embodiment. A singular Time

A singular Time Wave constitutes a Time Continuum, within which there are specific repeating

Page:  242

Current "carrier wave" (via activation of the Maharic Seal/Shield) is required

Page:  252

the salar·wave frequencies of the core Kathara Grid and DNA Template I

with the primary wave-length of its corresponding Dimension. 12 PRIMARY AXI·A
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a composite scalar-wave program called a FIRE CODE that serves as a frequency
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September 17). Blue Wave Infusion D5/D6 activates Earth Core (originally 2002 June).

Page:  255

2001 November: Blue Wave Infusions DS/D6 grid accelerations start; RRT Sarasota FL, GA

Man" LPIN Blue Wave activation via Rha-Veca Code. NCT-Bases Sarasota FL, Bermuda

2002 January: Blue Wave Infusion complete, Violet Wave Infusion D6/D7 activates Earth Core

Infusion complete, Violet Wave Infusion D6/D7 activates Earth Core (originally 2006 June).

2002 April: Violet Wave Infusions D6/D7 grid accelerations start. RRT Sarasota FL, GA

Man" LPIN Violet Wave activation amplify Trion/Meajhe Field. PSC Seals# 5/ #6/

August-September: Violet Wave Infusion completes, Gold Wave Infusion D7/D8 activates
Earth Core

Infusion completes, Gold Wave Infusion D7/D8 activates Earth Core (originally 2010 June).

2012 January): Gold Wave Infusions start D7/D8 grid accelerations. RRTs France and
Sarasota
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07/08 Gold Wave lnfusion/Arcturian Activation, D8/09 Silver Wave Infusion/ Orion Activation

D8/09 Silver Wave Infusion/ Orion Activation and D9/D1 0 Blue-Black Liquid

Black Liquid Light Wave Infusion/ Andromeda Activation frequencies release in Earth grids
(originally

"Christos" Stellar Wave Infusions/ Lyran Stellar Activations; 010/011 Silver-Black Liquid Light
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Rome orchestrated another wave of their history-record-confiscation campaign and organized
the Council
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are standing scalar wave patterns. Right now, we see a hologram, the hologram of

by standing scalar wave patterns of consciousness bending in certain ways and refracting off
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16: The Gold Wave Infusion: Veca 8 Reushaia Induction Technique 17: Veca Code 11
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Light-Sound-Scalar-wave, Merkaba Mechanics and Esoteric sciences into intelligent
investigation of holistic
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(scalar-standing-wave templates of matter and consciousness), "Merkaba Mechanics"
(interdimensional
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and Scalar Standing-Waves/pulses of consciousness; carriers of the Eternal Life Stream. The

Field Scalar-Standing-Wave Grid. 3. The ALL-ONE-ness: AT-ONE-MENT: ONESPIRIT,
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Se"Ur Standing-Columnar Waves created through activating the Eckasha Merkaba. The Seuria
movements can
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(standing scalar wave patterns and fixed points of tonal frequency), and B. Keylon

form create standing wave patterns- scalar wave grids, which hold the form of consciousness

wave patterns- scalar wave grids, which hold the form of consciousness within
dimensionalized manifestation.
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of scalar standing-wave points within a morphogenetic field. Magnetic Repulsion Zones create
separation
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are condensed Scalar Wave points that hold the core electro-tonal geometrical· mathematical
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are spherical scalar wave grids that form tissue capsules between each 3-Dimensional
Harmonic



disc of scalar waves that emanate out from the body on a horizontal plane.
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associated with the wave· length of the dimensional frequency band to which the

Primary Colors (wave spectrum) C1· Red C2· Orange C3· Yellow
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or "Time Wave" into which the consciousness intends manifest embodiment. A singular Time

A singular Time Wave constitutes a Time Continuum, within which there are specific repeating
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time travel", "wave riding ", "Star Gate passage", "Teleportation" etc.) the

Page:  51

letting the sound wave you have created "hang in the air" while you

it, so the wave can retain its form before the slowing of your body

cause the sound wave to slow and "drop to the ground". 7. Imagine

rotating columnar-standing-wave pillar" of frequency that enshrouds the body and extends
miles

the body; a Standingwave-column, called a Se"-Ur (pronounced "sEE-your)
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the Se"-Ur Wave you have created. 10. Close Salutation by standing in the
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Current "carrier wave" (via activation of the Maharic Seal/Shield) is required
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passing like radiating waves of PALE BLUE, PALE YELLOW & PALE VIOLET ..... 10.

10. As the waves of color move through you, bring your attention to your
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singular ScalarStanding-Columnar-Wave or "Pillar" of vibration called a Se"-Ur within

Se"-Ur standing-waves are called the 12 Reuche Sceptre Pillars, which together form

the first scalar-wave-field that becomes the Core God World of creation. COSMIC

called the Amoraea Wave-Pillar or Ecka-ManU Eternal Flame to emerge through the

Window, the Amoraea Wave circulates pulses of living God consciousness between God
Source and

Creation. The Amoraea Wave/Ecka-ManU Eternal Flame is known as the "Heart

with the Amoraea Wave-Pillar Ecka-ManU Flame the 12 Reuche Scepter Pillar columnar



Scepter Pillar columnar waves bend toward the Reuche center to form 12 arcs of
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scalar standing-columnar-wave discs of Bi-polar EirA-ManA consciousness called the 12

Tri-polar scalar wave disc composed of blended ManUEirA-ManA Force called the Cosmic

EirA scalar standing waves forming a counterclockwise rotating scalar field that receives God
Force

ManA scalar standing waves forming a clockwise rotating scalar field that transmits new
pulses

rotating Merkaba scalar wave spiral, the "bottom spiral" of the Merkaba Field and

rotating Merkaba scalar wave spiral. Together, the EirA and ManA Merkaba Spirals create the
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scalar columnar standing wave to expand outward from within itself, forming a stationary
scalar

scalar Spherical standing-wave of ManU God Force, called the Cosmic Amoraea Crystal, a

stationary scalar standing wave in the shape of an elliptical sphere or Cosmic Egg,
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columns of standing waves - Harmonic Scalar Waves. Each Keylon Code, together with its

- Harmonic Scalar Waves. Each Keylon Code, together with its Scalarstanding wave, is called

with its Scalarstanding wave, is called a Fire Letter. The Cosmic Template Scalar Field

Keylon Codes/Standing-waves/Fire Letters, each group composed of a set of 3

Keylon Code/Scalar-wave sequences, which forms a 15-Dimensional Time Matrix. Each
dimension

Keylon Codes/Scalar Waves/ Fire Letters and is called a Fire Letter Sequence. The

Keylon Codes/Scalar Waves, which are the carriers of the electrical force organization that

manifest in electrical wave-forms called Ionic Particulates. There are 3 types of Ionic

consciousness; the tangible wave-form substance of which thought, consciousness and
energy is composed.

carried in their wave-form structure. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
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Uotfled RekiTeri"ipmte 12 AmonoaWave Ed<a ManU Rama•i C:enlrt •urroun~ 12-
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of scalar standing-wave points within a morphogenetic field. " 1 j l i
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are condensed Scalar Wave points that hold the core electro-tonal geometrical-mathematical



program
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the Reuche"s Standing Wave Points (Pillars) makes the Stationary Columnar Waves bend
towards

the Stationary Columnar Waves bend towards and away from each other, creating Arcs of
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and Planetary Scalar-wave Templates of the Universal Templar Complex are called Scalar
SHIELDS.
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ratios of scalar waves through which 3- Dimensional Manifestation Templates are formed.
Merkaba Fields

include the scalar wave patterns of other dimensional frequency bands (additional Flash Line
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arrangements of scalar-waves within the 15-Dimensional UNIVERSAL MANIFESTATION
TEMPLATE. The core structure

Ante-matter scalar wave grids out of which the Star Gates in matter Densities

are the scalar wave Manifestation Templates formed by the Universal Kathara Grid of the

arrangement of scalar waves and Partiki Phasing Rhythms through which manifestation is
entered, which
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and their scalar wave arrangements differ from those of the Organic Imprint Density-4

realign the scalar wave patterns of the Planetary Shields with their 12th-Dimensional Maharic

Tri-tone Standing Waves of sound vibration; 12th-Dimensional frequency is referred to as

matter Tri-tonal Wave form. This process of accelerated fusion within the Planetary
Manifestation
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Tri-tone Standing Wave of the PLASMA BEAM .. . (continued} The MCEO
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Plasma Beam Standing Wave of Tri-tone sound vibration is the most powerful natural

energy distribution, scalar wave healing technologies and for passage to the Halls of Amenti

TRI-TONAL STANDING WAVE of sound vibration, or an invisible HYDROPLASMIC FLAME of
Omni-

POLAR ELECTROMAGNETIC SCALAR WAVES of particle and anti-particle light radiation. The
GRU-AL

Ti-tonal Standing Wave Hydro-plasmic Flame, and transmit a continual supply of re-
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geometrical arrangement of wave-form structure and observable strand interrelationship.)
Fire Letters are formally
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·Standing·Wave Template for a 15- Dimensional Time Matrix is the Kathara

Sphere scalar standing wave of Primal Light & Sound called a Universal Radial Body,
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Parallels, Adjacents, Astrals, Wave-Riders, "Dead People", "Ghosts", Souls, Over-souls,
Avatars.
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15) Ante-matter Wave Form 950 Billion Years Ago • Anuhazi: Elohei-Eiohim Feline-
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the current life-wave into our Time Matrix 950 billion years ago. Also called
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inter-dimensional scalar-wave frequencies during the course of an SAC. As full-thrust
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standing scalar-sound-waves), for each other; the communication is not "live" in
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0 Radial Body wave field to the Density-1 body though a Lock Seal
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Flame of Amoraea wave-field of the Radial Body appears to D-12 HSP
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silver-blue Celestite wave-field of frequency Rays that contain the natural activation code

the subtle Celestite Wave, or "C. WAVE" field as it emanates from just

or "C. WAVE" field as it emanates from just below the navel and

the pulsing Celestite Waves. The "C.WAVES" are there even of you cannot

The "C.WAVES" are there even of you cannot yet sense their presence;

sensing the C.WAVE pulses moving through your body, INHALE Maharic Current up to
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Flame of Amoraea wave-field of the Radial Body appears to D-12 HSP



Page:  172

of the EIROS Wave, or ""E. WAVE" within the physical body as a

or ""E. WAVE" within the physical body as a gentle "ripple" of
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of the standing~ wave Flame Body Spheres of the Eukatharaista Body and God-Source
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blue spherical standing-wave. Imagine that you, as the eternal Maharic Spark, move to
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tangible, impermeable living wave form of Eternal Truth, Love and Power. 5. INHALE deeply,

is the CARRIER WAVE through which your affirmation of ETERNAL TRUTH is carried into

the Maharic Carrier Wave into the Azur-A, allowing it to "carry your

the Maharic Carrier Wave directly to the discovered areas of resistance. Breathe several
Maharic

expand a Maharic Wave DISC outward from the Azur-A, extending its perimeter to
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Self Truth affirmation-wave. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi
MCEO
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Liquid Light Scaiar-wave Divine Blueprint IS flle "O ~IATemplate". The "
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REM and associated brainwave patterns. When the D-3 Mental Body has reintegrated and
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as a living wave of consciousness that is now al.ive and awakened within
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D-2 Orange wavelength colour frequency. 8. With your mental attention on the Spiraling
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(dimensional scalar-wave-form arrangements) that form the tangible matter template and
mutated

kinds or erratic wave fields of "twisted" energy. Using HSP (Higher Sensory

1 (Red wavelength) "Distortion Field" forms around the Attachment, as its own

Page:  206



manifest as scalar-wave reversals called Overlays within each Density level of the Host"s
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Azure Blue, Azurite wave-field of frequency Rays that contain the natural activation code,

the subtle Azurite Wave field, (or "A.WAVE"), as it emanates from

or "A.WAVE"), as it emanates from the Azur-A at the Thymus,

the pulsing Azurite Waves. The "A.WAVES" are there even if you cannot

The "A.WAVES" are there even if you cannot yet sense their presence;

of "heat-waves", rising from the neck through the head, or "cranial
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of the AMORAEA WAVE, (or "A.WAVE"), within the physical body, as

or "A.WAVE"), within the physical body, as a gentle "expansion of
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that repeatedly cycles waves of Pale Silver/Emerald Green-Blue & Silver-Pink frequency

EXHALE FORCEFULLY, expanding Waves of Kee-Ra-ShA frequency outward, throughout the
Maharic Shield,

imagining a great wave of Deep Emerald Green-Blue Amoraea Frequency bursting outward
from
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it chooses, sending waves of Silvery-Pink, Emerald Green-Blue & Silver frequency out
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Divine Intention. The Waves of Ascent and Descent, Cosmic 11:11 and Blue Fire
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"Catch the Wave of Ascent" into the natural Universal Time-pulsation Rhythm, as

entering the "Wave of Descent" to the Wesedak Black Hole system. Blue Fire

Fire Sword, Gold Wave Monadic Infusion & Golden Censer Pulse, the Golden Arches &

D8 Universal Gold Wave Monadic Infusion entered our Universal Veca Shields via the D-

The natural Gold Wave Monadic Infusion releases the first set of central Lock-Seals

activated, the Gold Wave Monadic Infusion becomes a progressively intensifying arc of natural
D7/

frequency. The Gold Wave Monadic Arc serves .as an "anchoring rod" for

both the Gold Wave Monadic Arc and the Golden Censer Monadic-Reversal Arc Initiated

Arches". The Gold Wave Monadic Arc entered Earth"s Shields via its organic entry point
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the natural Gold Wave Monadic Infusion and inorganic Golden Censer Pulse began Initiation
of

of the Gold Wave Arc and Golden Censer R-Are on November 5-6,
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on the Carrier Wave" of the 13th Pillar, and "thus the Cosmic 11

the natural Gold Wave Monadic Infusion Initiated during PSG-12 opening. The second part

run the Gold Wave Infusion, allowing Veca-11 and its parallel Veca-11 to

draw the Gold Wave Monadic Infusion Arc from PSG-12 France as it activated,

the natural Gold Wave Arc to break into the UIR closed circuit, a portion

of the Gold Wave Arc intercepting and phase-bonding to the Golden Censer R-

allowed the Gold Wave Arc to split into two Arcs, one moving from Stonehenge

phase-bonded Gold Wave Arc Created a protective shield for PSG-12, preventing its

Sword) and Gold Wave Monadic Arc, ("anchoring rod" for the 13th Pillar Eckasha-

phase-bonded Gold Wave Arc, carrying 3 parts of the Cosmic 12:12:12:

of the Gold Wave Arc that did not phase-bond to the Golden Censer

run the Gold Wave Arc, Cosmic 12:12:12:12 Activation and coming Cosmic
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"Catch the Wave of Ascent", will receive the Cosmic 11:11 Consummation/activation
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"Catch the Wave of Ascent" into the Bridge Zone time continuum to Reset

#-16: Gold Wave Monadic lnfusion-Veca Code-8 Reushaia Induction and Technique#-17:
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D-12 carrier wave upon which the Kee-Ra-ShA Currents must ride. -
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generate the Amoraea wave in our bodies sufficiently by this date, the Shadow Body
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central carrier-anchor wave for the Se-Ur" Arcs of the 12 Reuche Pillars.
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Pillar Standing-wave-Arcs anchor. The 12 Reuche Pillars arc between our Veca
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blue spherical standing-wave. Imagine that you, as the eternal Maharic Spark, move to
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is the CARRIER WAVE. INHALE Maharic Current directly from the Azur-A, then EXHALE

expand a Maharic Wave DISC outward from the Azur-A, extending its perimeter to
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16: The Gold Wave Monadic Infusion · Veca Code# 8 Reushaia Induction PART 3A
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16: The Gold Wave Monadic Infusion- Veca Code- 8 Reushaia Induction, to complete PART
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crystalized scalar-standing-wave body forms of the Unified Field Consciousness. 1 Node =
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"Catch the wave of Ascent" to the Bridge Zone continuum during the May
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of a standing wave pattern, composed of fourth- and fifthdimensional frequencies, and thus
appearing

Visually, this standing wave pattern looks like an electric-blue flame with a pale
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represents the standing wave pattern within Earth"s core in dimension 2, orange-gold in
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In the first wave of souls moving out of the Palaidorian morphogenetic field and

in the first wave of physical creation on Earth 60 human beings were manifested,

their first incarnational wave about 12 million years ago. Entering through the peoples of
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Seeding. The first wave of Melchizedeks appeared about 35,000 years ago, the second wave

ago, the second wave 3,500 years ago, and the third wave began about 250

and the third wave began about 250 years ago and continues today. The family

of the first wave of the Melchizedek cycle. The Melchizedeks assisted the Hibiru Cloister

within the third wave of their race birthing cycle. The Melchizedeks hold within their
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the first full wave of the Melchizedeks birthing cycle began during the Third Seeding,

ago, the second wave about 3,500 years ago and the last about 250 years
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"ascend in waves," as portions of its energetic systems merge with their doubles

grid. The first wave will begin in 2012 and end between 2072 and 2084,
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ride this first wave into ascension. The Second planetary ascension wave is not scheduled

Second planetary ascension wave is not scheduled to occur until about 4230 AD. Templar



on this first wave, and be freed of the Earthly incarnational cycles. It would
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takes place in waves. All planets evolve within cycles of time designated by the

sending a Morphogenetic Wave into the dimensional band above. The morphogenetic wave
then projects

above. The morphogenetic wave then projects its particle and anti-particle form into
manifestation

through the morphogenetic wave, only portions of the human population will be able to
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planet on that wave of ascension. People who have fully assembled the third- and

to ride that wave of ascension back into Tara"s energetic tapestry, which perceptually
constitutes

the planet"s morphogenetic wave, which will merge with Tara"s fourth, fifth and sixth-
dimensional

in the morphogenetic wave will then re-manifest out of the morphogenetic field into

catch the morphogenetic wave will continue on in their own First Harmonic Universe time

of the ascension wave of 2012-2022 AD, to completely assemble the necessary frequency

catch the ascension wave. The soul, not the personality, will make this decision. Only

ride the ascension wave, the soul awareness will arrange for the appropriate death scenario.

catch the ascension wave. The body helps the consciousness evolve to higher frequency, and

the coming ascension wave it is very important that the personality allow the soul

process. The ascension wave offers the souls of Earth the opportunity to reach their
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with the third wave of the Melchizedek Cloister birthing onto the planet. This cycle
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catch the morphogenetic wave" (discussed later) and pass through the Halls of Amenti

Amenti on the wave, while the dimensional blend was still in effect. Once the

the next morphogenetic wave. The people who were able to catch the first wave

catch the first wave would find themselves teleported into the future, where they would

take this morphogenetic wave voyage in preparing their bodies and consciousness for this
transition.
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first full birthing wave into human civilization, reinforcing the teachings of the Law of
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release two morphogenetic waves, through which masses of people could ascend to Tara if

The first morphogenetic wave was released from Earth in 20,113 BC, the second wave

BC, the second wave in 17,900 BC, but the populations were unable to ascend

of Earth, morphogenetic waves are released only during four periods, the first two waves

the first two waves within the first 4,426 years of the cycle, and the

the last two waves during the final 4,426 years of the cycle. These two

The first morphogenetic wave of this Ascension Cycle was due to be released in

The last morphogenetic wave of this Ascension Cycle would take place in 4230 AD.
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for the morphogenetic wave of 2017 AD became a very difficult task, as the
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AD mass ascension wave. Due to interracial difficulties between the Annu-Melchizedek and
the

Page:  84

second mass birthing wave of Melchizedek Cloister souls was scheduled to occur around 1500

Melchizedek Cloister birthing wave. The Sphere of Amenti was released from D-4 by

the Melchizedek birthing wave of 1500 BC, plans were made for the opening of
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the mass ascension wave of 2017 AD were lost beneath the chaos left in
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the mass ascension wave of 2017 AD. The Azurites and Elohim worked together through

for the ascension wave of 2017 AD. In 700 BC the Ra Confederacy gave
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the mass ascension wave of 2017AD, the integrity of the Sphere of Amenti must
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the mass ascension wave of 2017 AD. The Azurite Council, Interdimensional Association of
Free

2017 AD ascension wave was put back on schedule. Since 27 AD, when the
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face the ascension wave of 20 17 AD. Throughout the evolution of the races,
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particle/anti-particle wave of energy. This particle/antiparticle energy wave is called a

particle/antiparticle energy wave is called a morphogenetic wave. The morphogenetic wave
represents the

called a morphogenetic wave. The morphogenetic wave represents the energy released as
particles and

wave. The morphogenetic wave represents the energy released as particles and anti-particles
fuse,
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creates a building wave of energy moving from Earth and Tara, into the higher-

tide, this energy wave creates a backflow energy wave, from the morphogenetic fields,
through

a backflow energy wave, from the morphogenetic fields, through which Earth"s overtone
particles remanifest

time the morphogenetic wave fully crests, and the grids of Earth and Tara begin

of the morphogenetic wave begins about five years before, and extends up to the

of the morphogenetic wave, all of Earth"s overtone particles, and Tara"s base-tone anti-

of the morphogenetic wave, Tara"s anti-particles are also going through a pole reversal
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of the morphogenetic wave, the magnetic grid of particle Earth becomes electrical, and the

of the morphogenetic wave crest, during the half-point in the cycle, there is

of the morphogenetic wave, electrical energy is magnetically pulled from particle Earth"s core
into
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creates the morphogenetic wave, allows a beam of UHF energy to pass from the
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the last morphogenetic wave. That energy is replenished every 26,556 years as the
Holographic

creates the morphogenetic wave that allows portions of Earth and Tara to temporarily merge

of the morphogenetic wave crest, at the half-point in the cycle, the Holographic
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point the morphogenetic wave reaches its full crest and particle/anti-particle spin begins

the next morphogenetic wave, when the base-tone particles would also enter the Photon

for the morphogenetic wave, mass ascension and evolutionary leap in time to occur, the
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of the morphogenetic wave, people who have not fully assembled the fifth DNA strand



the next morphogenetic wave period 2213 years later, whichever comes first. The Halls of

catch the morphogenetic wave and ascend. During the five-year period prior to the
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of a morphogenetic wave. Humans possessing mid-range vibration rates, which is presently
the

half-point morphogenetic wave crest, the overtone particles of Earth will have entered the

During the morphogenetic wave 2213 years in the future, at the natural close of

in the morphogenetic wave at the half-cycle point, and the base-tone particles

the second morphogenetic wave at the close of the cycle. At that point the
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particle mechanics, morphogenetic waves and time cycles that we have just outlined,
represent the

of the morphogenetic wave. In such a case the Earth"s grid cannot link with

the next morphogenetic wave. This is only the beginning of the problems that would

the first morphogenetic wave. After 2,213 years had passed and the final morphogenetic wave

the final morphogenetic wave of the cycle was due, the Earth grid vibration would
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the next morphogenetic wave will be in relation to the evolution of Earth and

The next morphogenetic wave in your present 26,556-year cycle is your potential ticket

dynamics of morphogenetic waves to you because you are presently within the second
ascension

the first morphogenetic wave of this cycle completes its crest. Do you think you
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17 AD morphogenetic wave, and the potentials of ascension it holds, numerous Guardian
races
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and the morphogenetic wave allowed fifth-dimensional frequency to move through Earth"s
grid, the
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The upcoming morphogenetic wave period of 2012-2017 in Earth"s present time cycle would
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11/12:12 Wave-of Flame and Red Pulse In January of 1972 members
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sent an intense wave ofULF energy out through all of the planets in the

solar system. This wave of energy would cause a chain reaction within all of

would result. This wave of expanding D-1 energy is called a Red Pulse

it constitutes a wave of solar flame within the D-1 frequency bands. Life

the Red Pulse Wave of Flame would be coming in on the electrical overtone
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releases a morphogenetic wave as intended, just as that wave begins to crest (

just as that wave begins to crest (2012), the Earth changes begin. When

When the morphogenetic wave begins to crest, the Halls of Amenti portals open, but
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the second morphogenetic wave of the second ascension cycle, during the natural Doreadeshi
in

Page:  154

form a morphogenetic wave and transfer into the next Harmonic Universe into the sixth-

in this morphogenetic wave are the electrical overtone particles of the D-1 and

half-point morphogenetic wave the clockwise rotating electrical Merkaba Fields of D-1, D-
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refraction of energy waves through varying angular relationships between spinning particles.
All that you
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of the morphogenetic wave between 2012-2017 and ascending into the D-5 time
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and six Stellar Wave Infusions between 5/5/2000 and 2017, through which the

of the morphogenetic wave would take place. Between 1992-5/5/2012, six silent

Stellar Activations and Wave Infusions, activating DNA strands 5-9, between 6/1996 and
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the Red Pulse/Wave of Solar Flame from moving through Earth and neighboring planets.
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experiments using scalar wave technology, satellite manipulation of inter-stellar radio waves
and certain

inter-stellar radio waves and certain types of nuclear testing from 1988 through the
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to the Indigo wave pattern of the interdimensional Light Spectrum, thus the Paradisian
children
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follows: the first wave of 144,500 Indigo Children will birth between 1999-2004. They

the first birth wave will serve as Place Holders, their sixth DNA strand activation

The second birth wave of 5,500 Indigo Children will birth between 2005-2017, to

the second birth wave will assist Bridge Zone Earth to balance frequency following the
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445) and Stellar Wave Infusion Mechanics (page 447). For now, we would simply

Activations and Stellar Wave Infusions between 5/5/2000 and 2017. Through these Stellar

Stellar Activations and Wave Infusions Earth"s particle base will be temporarily raised into the

Activations and Stellar Wave Infusions with our running schedule of upcoming Earthly events.
The
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ASCENSION SCHEDULE Wave Infusions and Stellar Spiral alignments Earth will encounter
between 2000

6/2004. Blue Wave Infusion 6/2002- 612006 D-4 Solar Spiral aligns with

6/2008. Violet Wave Infusion 6/2006-6/20 10 D-5 Pleiadian-Alcyone

2008-11112012. Gold Wave Infusion 6/2010- 6/2014 D-6 Sirian Spiral aligns

day 11 Silver Wave Infusion day 1-21 D-7 Arcturian Spiral aligns with

Black Liquid Light Wave Infusion day 2-31 D-8 Orion - Meta-Galactic

Black Liquid Light Wave Infusion day 31 D-9 Andromeda- Galactic Core morphogenetic field
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Core. The Morphogenetic Wave Begins to Build. Earth Prepares for 1/1/2000 Transcendence

Keepers Begin Blue Wave Infusions. By 7/1998 the Sphere of Amenti opened into

grid. The morphogenetic wave began to build on 6/26/1998 and the D-

the Covenant, Blue Wave Infusions began within the bio-energetic fields of the Keepers

2000. The Blue Wave Infusions of the Flame Keepers will complete in 1/ 2002.
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2004: First Birth Wave of Indigo Children. The first wave of 144,500 D-6

Children. The first wave of 144,500 D-6 soul essence-Root Race 7: Paradisian
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Flames End Blue Wave Infusions. Keepers of the Blue Flame Begin Violet Wave Infusions.



Flame Begin Violet Wave Infusions. The Keepers of the Blue and Violet Flames will

complete their Blue Wave infusions in 1/2002 and the Keepers of the Blue

will begin Violet Wave Infusions. The Keepers of the Blue and Violet Flames complete

D- 6 Blue Wave Infusions that began on 6/26/1998. The Keepers of

D-7 Violet Wave Infusion begins. Through these D-6/D-7 Wave Infusions,

6/D-7 Wave Infusions, D-6 base tone and D-7 overtone frequencies,

and their Violet Wave Infusions will begin in 1/2007. Shifting to the Bridge

of the Blue Wave Infusion, activation of half of the fifth DNA strand, completion
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Begins First Stellar Wave Infusion-The Blue Wave Infusion. Earth is halfway through its

Infusion-The Blue Wave Infusion. Earth is halfway through its D-4 Solar Activation,

D-6 Blue Wave Infusion descend through the Pleiadian-Alcyone and Solar Spirals, beginning

first Transmutative Stellar Wave Infusion, the D-5/ D-6 Blue Wave Infusion. Through

D-6 Blue Wave Infusion. Through these D-5/D-6 Wave Infusions, D-

5/D-6 Wave Infusions, D-5 base tone and D-6 overtone frequencies

field. Earth"s Blue Wave Infusion will complete in 6/2006, when Earth"s Violet Wave

when Earth"s Violet Wave Infusion begins. In 6/2004 the D-5 Pleiadian-Alcyone

complete six Stellar Wave Infusions berween 6/2002 and 6/2017. Three of these
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by transmitting specific wave spectrums oflight directly into the human optical facilities.
Technologies such

facilities. Common radio waves are also intended as carriers of subsequent EM pulses, which
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Activation. The morphogenetic wave continues build. The particles of Earth"s D-2 elemental
kingdom
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2017: Second Birth Wave oflndigo Children. The second wave of 5,500 D-6 soul

Children. The second wave of 5,500 D-6 soul essence-Root Race 7: Paradisian

Earth Completes Blue Wave Infusion and Begins Violet Wave Infusion. Earth will be halfway

and Begins Violet Wave Infusion. Earth will be halfway through its D-5 Pleiadian

D-6 Blue Wave Infusion that began in 6/2002 completes and the D-

D-7 Violet Wave Infusion begins. Through these D-6/D-7 Wave Infusions,

6/D-7 Wave Infusions, D-6 base tone and 204
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D-7 Violet Wave Infusion, and begin its D-7 /D- 8 Gold

D- 8 Gold Wave Infusion in 6/2010. 18. 2006: Dracos-Zeta Resistance to

Flame Begin Gold Wave Infusions. Keepers of the Violet Flame Begin Violet Wave Infusions.

Flame Begin Violet Wave Infusions. The Keepers of the Blue Flame are half way

D-7 Violet Wave Infusion that began in 1/2002 completes and the D-

D-8 Gold Wave Infusion begins. Through these D-7 I D-8 Wave

I D-8 Wave Infusions, D-7 base tone and D-8 overtone frequencies,

D-6 Blue Wave Infusion that began in 2002 completes and the D-6/

D-7 Violet Wave Infusion begins. Through these D-6/D-7 Wave Infusions,

6/D-7 Wave Infusions, D-6 base tone and D-7 overtone frequencies,
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2012. The morphogenetic wave continues to build as Tara"s D-4 and D-5
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Earth Begins Gold Wave Infusions. Earth is half way through its D-6 Sirian

D-7 Violet Wave Infusion that began in 6/2006 completes and the D-

D-8 Gold Wave Infusion begins. Through these D-7 /D-8 Wave

/D-8 Wave Infusions, D-7 base tone and D-8 overtone frequencies

Flame Begin Silver Wave Infusions. Keepers of the Violet Flame Begin Gold Wave Infusions.

Flame Begin Gold Wave Infusions. The Keepers of the Blue Flame are half way

D-8 Gold Wave Infusion that began in 1/2007 completes and the D-

D-9 Silver Wave Infusion begins. Through these D-8/ D-9 Wave Infusions,

8/ D-9 Wave Infusions, D-8 base tone and D-9 overtone frequencies,

D-7 Violet Wave Infusion that began in 1/2007 completes and the D-

D-8 Gold Wave Infusion begins. Through these D-7 /D-8 Wave

/D-8 Wave Infusions, the D-7 base tone and D-8 overtone
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black Liquid Light Wave Infusions. The Keepers of the Blue Flame are half way

D-9 Silver Wave Infusion that began in 6/2011 completes and the D-

Black Liquid Light Wave Infusion begins. Through these D-8/D-9 Wave Infusions,

8/D-9 Wave Infusions, the D-9 base tone and D-8 overtone

and the Morphogenetic Wave Prepares to Crest. The Keepers of the Blue Flame End
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as the morphogenetic wave prepares to crest. The Keepers of the Blue Flame complete
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2012: The Morphogenetic Wave Begins Cresting, Earth Begins Passing into the Holographic
Beam and

As the morphogenetic wave begins cresting, Earth"s particle base begins separating in to
fields
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until the morphogenetic wave crest ends at the half cycle point in 2017 and

increase in gamma wave activity. The Hall of Records will begin transmitting data through

Flame Begin Silver Wave Infusions. The Keepers of the Violet Flame are half way

D-8 Gold Wave Infusion that began in 6/2011 completes and the D-

D-9 Silver Wave Infusion begins. Through these D-8/ D-9 Wave Infusions,

8/ D-9 Wave Infusions, the D-8 base tone and D-9 overtone

black Liquid Light Wave Infusions. 212
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Black Liquid Light Wave Infusion that began in 3/2012 completes and the D-

Black Liquid Light Wave Infusion begins. Through these D-1 0/D-11 Wave

0/D-11 Wave Infusions, the D-1 0 base tone and D-11

Black Liquid Light Wave Infusions during the Three-day particle conversion period in 2017.

Completes its Gold Wave Infusion. Earth completes its first cycle of three Transmutative
Stellar

three Transmutative Stellar Wave Infusions. The D-7 /D-8 Gold Wave Infusion

D-8 Gold Wave Infusion that began in 6/2010 completes. Through the completion

completion of the Wave Infusion D-7 base tone and D-8 overtone, frequencies

D-9 Silver Wave Infusion begins. Earth will not begin its second cycle of

of three Stellar Wave Infusions until the Three-day particle conversion period of 2017,

receives the Silver Wave and Blue-Black and Silver-Black Liquid Light Wave Infusions.

Black Liquid Light Wave Infusions. 33. June 2015: Keepers of the Violet Flame Begin

black Liquid Light Wave Infusions. The Keepers of the Violet Flame are half way

D-9 Silver Wave Infusion that began in 1/2013 completes and the D-

Black Liquid Light Wave Infusion begins. Through these D-9/D-10 Wave Infusions,

9/D-10 Wave Infusions, D-9 base tone and D-10 overtone frequencies,

Activation. The Morphogenetic Wave Begins to Slow. 213
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via the morphogenetic wave, begins to slow in preparation for the wave"s full cresting,

preparation for the wave"s full cresting, when the Holographic Beam from Metagalactic Core
aligns

black Liquid Light Wave Infusions. The Keepers of the Violet Flame are half way

Black Liquid Light Wave Infusion that began in 6/2015 completes and the D-

Black Liquid Light wave Infusion begins. Through these D-1 0/D-11 Wave

0/D-11 Wave Infusions, D-1 0 base tone and D-11 overtone

and the Silver Wave and Blueblack and Silver-black Liquid Light Wave Infusions. The

black Liquid Light Wave Infusions. The Grids of Earth And Tara are in Full

black Liquid Light Wave Infusions. Earth comes into direct alignment with the Holographic
Beam,
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remaining Transmutative Stellar Wave Activations and Earth"s core receives a rapid sequence
of three

of three Stellar Wave Infusions. On day one of the 3-day period Earth

D-9 Silver Wave Infusion, through which D-8 base tone and D-9

Black Liquid Light Wave Infusion, through which D-9 base tone and D-1

Black Liquid Light Wave Infusion, through which D-10 base tone and D-11

Black Liquid Light Wave Infusion brings the Three-day particle conversion period to a

Black Liquid Light Wave Infusions, through which the frequencies of D-1 0 and

Black Liquid Light Wave Infusion. Those of the Flame Keepers who complete the full

Activations and Stellar Wave Infusions will become fully embodied over-souls/ninth-level
avatars,

Three Days. Morphogenetic Wave Completes Cresting and Particle Conversion from Hyper-
space Takes Place.
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and the morphogenetic wave completes its crest. Earth"s base tone magnetic fields
temporarily collapse
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the second morphogenetic wave 2213 years in the future in 4230 AD, at which

the first morphogenetic wave of the first 0-4 ascension cycle. The Bridge Zone
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if you find waves of mass UFO "fly-by" sightings, know these are
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the couch, intense waves of electrical energy passed through my body, and when I



clearly see these waves of ultra-blue light with my inner vision. I sat

still, observing the waves and feeling the near-rapturous sensations they created within my

several minutes, the waves slowed, and the energy "settled" into my nervous system.
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vision as blue waves of light. Toward the end of this transmission I came

understand that these waves represented the beginning of a Blue Wave Infusion that
accompanied

of a Blue Wave Infusion that accompanied my personal Heart Star-Solar Activation. I

Are "Stellar Wave Activations and Infusions" real? They certainly seem to be real

or when Blue Wave Infusions begin during the dream state and astral projection then

The concept of wave infusions is also quite convincing when observing large sheets of
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of Amenti, Morphogenetic Waves, Stellar Activation, Star Crystal Seals and Stellar Spiral
Alignments meant
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I AM a Wave Upon the Ocean of Eternal Light. I Reach My Arms
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Soul." Each progressive wave of new revelation required that I face the physical reality
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harness human brain-wave patterns via bio-neurological blocking into a selected frequency
range
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the specific scalar-wave templates characteristic of human biology to access the electromag-
243
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Earth"s core scalar-wave blueprint (the Planetary Shields) and the scalar-wave blueprint

and the scalar-wave blueprint or "Divine Blueprint" of the human DNA Template.
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15) Ante-matter Wave Form, 950 Billion Years Ago •Anuhazi: Elohei-Elohim Feline-
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hold the scalar-wave temples for universal structure in order. The Oraphim Cetaceans created

Page:  257



the 6th-dimensional wave band, the Indigo wavelength of the IS-Dimensional Spectrum. Maji

band, the Indigo wavelength of the IS-Dimensional Spectrum. Maji Grail Line Indigo Children

D-6 Indigo wave spectra and the D-6 consciousness characteristic to this wave-

characteristic to this wave- length, to embody within the Indigo Child fetal body. The
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the Khundaray Current standingwave frequencies of the Primal Sound Fields from beyond
the Time

ShA Current standing-wave frequencies of the Density-5 Primal Light Fields and the

Maharata Current standing-wave frequencies of the Density-4, Dimension-12 Pre-matter
Hydro

Page:  268

are scalar-standing-wave grids of interdimensional light and sound frequencies upon which
the

Page:  278

Earth"s scalar-standing-wave Manifestation Template, Earth"s Planetary Shields, within each
of the specific

through the scalar-standingwave structures that are an inherent part of the personal DNA

specific scalar-standing-wave LightSound patterns called Fire Letter Sequences. • The
Manifestation Templates

or scalar-standing-wave frequencies, takes place through the Universal Kundalini, Maharata,
Kee-Ra-
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lhe Scalar-Standing-Wave Grids that hold the Electromagnetic Blueprint for manifestation of
the
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Morphogenetic Field Scalar-Wave Template for the Original Human Genome Teilurlc Shield
Nada Hova

geometrical arrangement of wave-form structure and observable strand interrelationship.)
286
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the personal scalar-wave-guide Symbol Code Programs that correspond directly to the core
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hydroplasmic "carrier wave" that is necessary for embodiment of the IS-dimensions-plus
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of scalar-standing-waves, H.x:ed points oflight and sound wave frequencies, that

oflight and sound wave frequencies, that represent the blueprint upon which the personal
DNA,
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ROUNDTABLES to-Radionic Wave beam. Pleiadian-Serres retrieve Arc Box and prevent pole
shift
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broadcast into Earth"s airwaves to unsuspecting channels" from Parallel Earth through the
NDCG. False
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them a massive wave of personal and public questions that cried out for answers.
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acceleration of Stellar Wave Infusions (see "Stellar Wave Infusions" on page 447)

see "Stellar Wave Infusions" on page 447) into Earth"s Planetary Shields. In May

D-6 Stellar Wave 6. scalar templates 324
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huge standing-columnar-waves of ISdimensional, inaudible sound) called Trion Pillars. Once
anchored in
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and all Stellar Wave infusions initially due prior to 2012 will now occur between
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dates of first wave Phantom Pulse transm1ss10ns was obtained by Enoch, the Density-3
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thought-directed subtle-wave technologies built upon organic Creation Physics, Core Scalar
Template Dynamics

Dion Field standing-waves, or when a civilization utilizes the natural global free energy
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of human brain-waves, blood and hormonal systems in order to amplify humanity"s present

damaging "invisible wave fields ." If Emerald Covenant nations successfully create a D-
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interdimensional standing sound waves anchor in Earth"s Planetary Shields through the "four
Faces"
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the next intended wave of territorial conquest, attempting to use the Phi-Ex Network

Page:  377

powerful standing-columnar-wave "Pillars" of inaudible sound. The Sonic Pillars would anchor
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semi-plasmic hydrostanding-wave state, then internally combusted in a massive "flash" of

Page:  386

form Ultra-ULF waves and bounce them back to Earth. The Ultra-ULF waves

The Ultra-ULF waves are intended to "improve submarine communications" (not to

frequencies of Stellar Wave Infusions that occur during SACs. This natural DNA function
allows

Page:  389

formed sub-space wave fields composed of micro-subatomic units called Mions. Mion units

the scalar-standing-wave Partiki Grid Template and the manifest quarks, mesons, mueons,
and

specifically calibrated electromagnetic wave fields, combined at precise angles of interface,
which, when "

Space Mion Field waveform has a long tubelike extension emerging from its point of

site, the Trumpet wave-field expands outward into an inverted cone, like the "

of the Trumpet wave-field can be precisely calibrated to "match" the scalar-

of the Trumpet wave-field is progressively accelerated, which causes the template of the

template of a wave-form shatters, the physical matter structure literally "de-manifests"
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UIR "first wave" activation list include Atlanta-GA, Las Vegas-NV, Spokane-WA,

are "Three Waves" of such Phoenix Spike site activations planned by the UIR.
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space sonic-Mion-wave-field projection technology of the "Trumpets"; it just so
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standing-conical-scalar-wave clusters imbued into Selenite and quartz rods, 398
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of advanced subtle-wave broadcasting technology employed for intended planetary dominion
and destruction. The
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invisible sub-sonic wave fields from the Pylon Selenite Rod transmission bases in the
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currents, the carrier wave frequencies corresponding to the first four of Earth"s natural12-Star

White Horse" carrier wave. Jehovian HD-C Seal-2, the "Red Horseman," placed

Red Horse" carrier wave. Jehovian HD-C Seal-3, the "Black Horseman," placed

Black Horse" carrier wave. Jehovian HD-C Seal-4, the "Pale Horseman," placed

Earth"s natural carrier waves, the "horses." The Jehovian frequencies would automatically
emerge with
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the progressive Stellar Wave Infusions (frequency infusions) generated by the opening of
Earth"s

Earth"s core scalar-wave template has suffered extensive damage. Emerald Covenant
Guardian Nations were
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vulnerable to several waves of seismic activity with progressively increasing magnitude.
Jehovian Seal-6,
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Program resume. Morphogenetic Wave begins to build. 8/30/1998: 3-day Incubation Rite

2004: First birthing wave for 144,500 Indigo Children 111/2000: TRANSCENDEDNCE DAY.
Guardians call

Earth receives Blue Wave Infusion 811212003: Dracos-Zetas plan experiment to bring
cloaked ships

2017: Second birthing wave of 5,500 Indigo Children 6/2006: Earth receives Violet Wave

Earth receives Violet Wave Infusion 2006: Dracos-Zetas will begin broadcast of Holographic
Inserts

Earth receives Gold Wave Infusion 1/1/2012: Earth"s 7th Vortex- Andes Mountains, South

to separate. Morphogenetic Wave begins to crest. Polarity of Earth"s particle base reverses.
Hall

Activations & Stellar Wave Infusions. Earth, Tara & Gaia in full alignment with Meta-

3 days. Morphogenetic Wave completes cresting. Earth"s Magnetic Fields collapse for 3 days.
Earth
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inter-dimensionallndlgo light wave spectrum, thus their name. Activation of the 6111 DNA
strand

Page:  444



Stellar Activations and Wave Infusions are the process by which the Star Crystal Seals
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electromagnetic and scalar waves that are beyond presently identified spectra and frequency
bands, directly

VE INFUSIONS Transmutative wave Infusions Blue Wtwe D-5/D-6, Violet Wtwe D-

Black Liquid Light wave D-9/D-10 and Silver-Black Liquid Light wave

Black Liquid Light wave D-10/D-11 As the Stellar Activations progressively take

Stellar Activations. Stellar Wave Infusions are a natural part of the DNA evolution process
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Stellar Spiral. Stellar Wave Infusions begin after the onset of the first Stellar Activation.

the first Stellar Wave Infusion begins. Through the Infusion, the frequency bands of the
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STELLAR WAVE INFUSIONS When the first Stellar Activation is complete, all frequency

the first Stellar Wave Infusion cycle begin to transmit through Earth"s grid. This sequence

has a Stellar Wave Infusion halfway through its activation cycle. The process operates within

the first Stellar Wave Infusion begins within the human auric field and body. By

Stellar Activation and Wave Infusion continues, the HU-1 dimensional auric capsules
progressively dissolve

The term Stellar Wave Infusion is derived from observation of the actual energetic process

in spiraling, energetic waves or sequential pulses of energy, through the lower-dimensional
Merkaba

on these energetic wave pulses appear as an infusion of colored electricity or light

carried on the wave. 449
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D YNAMICS Stellar Wave Infusions not only affect the subtle body structures of the

Activations, the Stellar Wave infusions will create a mounting sense of mental, emotional and

produced by Stellar Wave Infusions can be frightening if one does not understand what

Stellar Activations and Wave Infusions new areas of the brain are brought out of

Activations and Stellar Wave Infusions can be handled with as little discomfort as possible.
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through a Stellar Wave Infusion. In simple terms, a Stellar Wave Infusion begins when

terms, a Stellar Wave Infusion begins when a Stellar Spiral begins to align with

through the Stellar Wave Infusion, the frequencies of that Stellar Spiral begin to enter

from the Stellar Wave Infusion that have been building up within Earth"s morphogenetic field
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the next Stellar Wave Infusion begins. When half of the frequencies of the new

Activation, the previous Wave Infusion ends and the next Wave Infusion begins. The process

and the next Wave Infusion begins. The process of Stellar Activations and Stellar Wave

Activations and Stellar Wave Infusions represents a complex, multidimensional synchronization
of Stellar Spiral movement.

Stellar Activations and Wave Infusions, which will alter the pulsation speed of Earth"s three-

Stellar Activations and Wave Infusion cycle, and thus would have remained trapped within the
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Activations and Stellar Wave Infusions, humans also have the opportunity to participate in
Activations

human via Stellar Wave Infusions, just as stellar frequencies are added to the Earth"s

morphogenetic field through Wave Infusions. Planetary bodies and human bodies are
multidimensional in structure.
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used during Stellar Wave Infusions and Activations, in order to transmute the particle content
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turn into light waves and transmute into the dimensional bands of the Harmonic Universe
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Activations and Stellar Wave Infusions of the ascension period, the process of cellular
transmutation
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Stellar Activations and Wave Infusions Chart, page 468 6. Planetary Stellar Activations and
Wave

Stellar Activations and Wave Infusions Chart, page 469 7. Stellar Activations and Wave
Infusions

Stellar Activations and Wave Infusions Schedule, page 470 8. Stellar Spiral Alignments
Schedule, page
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Stellar Activations and Wave Infusions Summary The Star CrysUJl Seal - DNA Transmutatlve
Activations

Crystal Seal Blue Wave Infusions of 0-410-5 frecuency beg1n at Blue Star

Violet·Biue Wave Infusions of 0-6tV-7 frequency beg1n at tnd1go Star

Crystal Seal Gold Wave Infusions of D-7tV-8 frequency beg1n at Gold Star



above navel Silver Wave Infusions of 0-8/0·9 frecuency beg1n at

Core Blue-Black Wave Infusions of 0-910-10 frecuency beg1n at one-half

Silver·Biach wave Infusions of 0-10tV- 11 frecuency begin at one-half
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STELLAR ACTIVATIONS AND WAVE INFUSIONS ThP. 6 St!!llar Activafiol!s farth Wi!l

6/2004 BLUE WAVE INFUSION: 2002 -2006 D-5 BT& D-6 OT

- 612008 VIOLET WAVE INFUSION: 2006-2010 D-6 BT and D-7 OT

1/2012 GOLD WAVE INFUSION: 2010-2014 D-7 BT & D-8 OT

12--612017 SILVER WAVE INFUSION: day 1-2017 D-8 BT& D-9 OT

BLACK UQUID UGHT WAVE INFUSION: day 2-2017 D-9 BT& D-10 OT

BLACKUQU/D LIGHT WAVE INFUSION: day 3-2017 D-10 BT& D-11 OT
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Stellar Activations and Wave Infusions Schedule For Earth . Earth populat1ons and The
Keepers

ACTIVATION EARTH POPULATIONS Wave Infusion start end start end D-4 Solar 51512000 -

2004 + Blue Wave D-510-6 frequencies 612002 - 6/2006 612002 -

2012 + Violet Wave D-6/D-7 frequencies 6/2006 - 6/20

day 3* Gold Wave D-7/D-8 frequencies 6/2010-6/2014 2017

1-3* Silver Wave D-8/D-9 frequencies 2017 day 1- 2* 2017

Black Liquid Light Wave D-9/D-1 0 frequencies 2017 day 2- 3*

Black Liquid Light Wave D-1 0/D-11 frequencies 2017 day 3* 2017
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magnetic and scalar wave spectra) from the highest dimensions, Meta-Galactic Core and
Galactic

dimensions. Stellar Activations, Wave Infusions and particle transmutation take place as a
result of

Stellar Activations and Wave Infusions cycle commences upon the planet, through which a
temporary
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Title : The Forbidden Testaments of Revelation 1 - Handbook
Subject : The Cosmic Clock, Secrets of Lohas and the Arc of the Covenant
Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings - Ashayana Deane
Keywords :
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"Golden Fleece" Wave-field and the "Cloak of Invisibility The "Arc

Spherical-Standing-Scalar-Wave-Field Sheathe that rapidly forms around, and permeates the
UniversaiVeca

"Golden Fleece" wave-field combines the 0-8 Core Monadic current (Ectrons/

the Golden Fleece wave-field around and within the Flame Body allows the matter

the Golden Fleece wave-field. Matter forms entering the Golden Fleece hyper-dimensional
state
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SpherlcaJ-Standing-Scalar-Wave Trans· Harmonic Radial Body that exists within the "

organic Shield scalar-wave structure. The Earth Shield received its Shield of the Arc
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Radial Body Capsule wave-field within Earth"s Ptanetary Shields. The collective "Golden
Fleece•

"Golden Fleece• wave-field would serve as a temporary uHost Matrix" frequency platform.

platform. Through this wave-field platform portions of Earth"s Shields and populations with
31%

"Golden Fleece" wave· field Host Matrix platfonn through which greater portfons of

"Golden Fleece" wave-field, Earth"s 31% + Divine Blueprint Shields would undergo temporary
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Reece• Host Matrix wave-field will allow Leve!-1 UniversaiNeca Flame Body activated people
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Golden Fleece .. wave-field HOST MATRIX. by which the Earth Shields and population

"Golden Fleece" wavefield through which the internal "Arc of the Covenant" and
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the Scalar-standing-wave Blueprint held within the Time Matrix Shield; thus there are

Page:  14



spiraling Merkaba Vehicle wave form, shift the Merkaba Vehicle axis to the new space-

a eUipticaJ-sphenHStandina-wave-fleld that forms INSIDE of the COUNTER-ROTATING
electro-magnetic
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Constant Atomic Window wave-field Transient Radial Body•energy capaule" that "holds the

CONSTANT spherical-standing-wave-field within which all manifestation takes place, is
formed. The

scalar·standing-wave template, that Is composed of De-polarized "OMHI-POLAR"

scalar-standing-particulate-waves) that serve as the underlying •creation Fabric" or COSMIC

Page:  16

polar "Standing-wave" energy, the Natural Divine Order through which dimensional structUre,
time-

elliptica/.sphere--standing-wave-body within the Center Point of the Cosmic Krist Template,
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elliptical} spherical-standing-wave-field; the ·universal Chrlstos Field" IS A CONSCIOUS
IDENTITY

&U!nding-wave of tangible, quantifiable RADIATION within the cora Divine Blueprint Shield
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Amoraea Flame standing-wave of ManU-Holy Spirit that resides within the center of

quantifiable standing· wave of living ManU· God-Force consciousness expressing in the

of a standing-wave of Energy Radiation; within the UniverSal Christos Seed Atom AND

Page:  37

the Sellar Standing Wave ill<! kl"lown aalhe Universal Shield or Unified FJeld. The Prlmll
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The Spherical Standing Wave Fields Generated by the Christlac Merkaba Tlit llltutll
Counlll11rot.tknl
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Catch the Frequency Wave" that will release in Earth"s Shields on this day due

Christos Current" carrier-wave. Note: CODE INDUCTION SEQUENCE IS IMPORTANT: The Arc
Seal Release
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higher "carrier-wave" current. 2. INHALE pale-silver Maharic current from Chakra-13
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Polark: 3. Gold Wave Infusion PKA Universe Tri<Jn Field 6 Expansion Cycles Gold

Expansion Cycles Gold Wave Infusion. July 24--November 11, 2002 Ecka and P Polar1c

P Polar1c Gold Wave Infusions run vertically down ltlrough Primal Aald Denshy lock-I

14-13. Gold Wave tnfuslon runs dowh releasing Dlmenslonallock·l2 between Signet 13-

13"" PRier. Gold Wave Infusion cootinoos down lo Density primal fteld seed atom Kathara

A Activation Gold Wave Infusion reaches critical mass in Christos Seed Atom ~r1dng
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The Goldtn Aeece Wave Field rei-n the Axl1 PIJu .. Lock on lh•
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a Scalar Standing Wave Ttmplate (K)•Keylon Thrust 9u9tlent: The quantity (quantum)
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have entered your wave-strata; the "Light Balls", like the "pond ripples",

caused within your wave-strata due to an event of inter-dimensional exchange. The

your 3- dimensional wave-spectrum. The color spectra of the Light Balls emerge from

of the interdimensional wave spectrum from the "incoming end" that is perceivable within

Page:  2

within your perceivable wave-spectrum as a "Light Being" or "Shadow Being",
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as a scalar-wave transmission point for the mathematical program that was held within
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"morphogenetic ascension wave", that begins with the August 13-15, 2003 3-Day
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have three stellar wave infusions coming in. If any of you remember in Voyagers

about the stellar wave infusions and the last three of those came in on
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from the first wave. Ma" a said that, no, this one will be like
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a really strange wave moving through. Anybody feeling this? There is a really strange

a really strange wave of familiarity running through the room. Almost like we"ve done
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The Silver-Black Wave Infusion (Can be done just prior to, during or

Activation Silver-Black Wave Infusion (D10 BT/D11 OT)) Preparation: Anchoring The
Planetary

The Blue-Black Wave Infusion 1. 2. Sit or stand comfortably, eyes closed and
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Because The stellar wave infusions that we"ve been catching The waves to try to

been catching The waves to try to help clear certain things in The body

weren"t for The waves coming through, The stellar wave infusions. I would like you

through, The stellar wave infusions. I would like you to see some of what
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with The natural wave infusions that are coming now. But also, with The progressive
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in with The wave infusions. If a planet hasn"t had a particular stellar wave

a particular stellar wave infusion yet, you can"t pull that frequency out of The

after The stellar wave infusion. So, The people that aren"t here will be able

Page:  81



The blue-black wave infusion. That"s The thing we had to move out of

The silver-black wave infusion. That"s The one we just got done doing. It

with The Maharic Wave Infusion. The maharic wave infusion releases tomorrow, which is day

Infusion. The maharic wave infusion releases tomorrow, which is day four, The day after
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when these waves are coming in yet, because they are still waiting. They

exactly when The wave is releasing. It can be used when it"s releasing, or

all The stellar wave infusions, and you"ve worked with The other technique. So, if
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Usually there"s a wave or something coming through, certain types, The hairs stand up
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need The maharic wave infusion, The big one coming in, with The D12 frequency,

final kundaray/keerahsay wave infusion to separate The two templates, where The part of
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to catch The wave of The planet, and The galaxy and The universe, in
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Monad with TheMaharic Wave Infusion (Can be done during or any time following

Lyran Activation Maharic Wave Infusion (D11 BT/D12 OT)) Preparation: Anchoring The
Planetary

The Blue-Black Wave Infusion and PART C: Releasing The Solar Cross Andromeda Implant

The Silver-Black Wave Infusion 1. Sit quietly with eyes closed and begin gentle
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The Heliotalic carrier wave. EXHALE gently, slowly filling The Azurite Core Crystal at The
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Ra-ShA/Khundaray Wave Infusion (Can be done during or any time following

Ra-ShA/Khundaray Wave Infusion (DB-14-15). Activation strongest from August 27-

Ra-ShA/Khundaray Wave Infusions reach critical mass accretion peak in Earth"s core before

The Blue-Black Wave Infusion, PART C: Releasing The Solar Cross Andromeda Implant -

The Silver-Black Wave Infusion and PART D: Releasing The Grand Cross Lyra Implant

with The Maharic Wave Infu sion. 1. Sit quietly with eyes closed and begin
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(standing scalar wave patterns and fixe~ points of tonal frequ~nqy), . ~

ve patterns- scalar wave grids, w_hlch hold the ·form of consciousness within

Page:  6

3-Dinenslonal scalar-wave gids that hold the bluepint fa manlfeslalion, as set bY

Page:  7

arranged Scalar-Standing-Waves that form Shield Templates; (144 Fire Letters/12 Fire

the Scalar Standing Wave Template of the Universal Shield "Unified Field"

Page:  8

that fOITTllhe scalar-standingwave Template of the drnension at frequency fields. Rate o/
fission

Page:  16

Shields. standing-scalar-wave blueprint Vort.e:x-4 SG-4 Giza, Egypt Density4

Page:  21

are spherical scalar wave grids that foim tissue capsules between . each 3-Dimenslonal

Page:  24

asSociated with the wave-length of the dimensional frequency band to which the C~

Page:  27

Morphogenetic Field Scalar-wave Template for the Original Human Genome el!riC Shield
Betcha

ometrical arrangement of wave-form structure and observable strand interrelationship.) . ?-7

Page:  37

represents fiXed scalar-wave sequences( Fire letters". that c:arespond . to each dimension/

Fjre Letter$/ scalar-wave grids, creating the potential to emboctf the AvBIN ldentity and
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Sets are Ordered Wave Fonn Structures through which Consciousness, as Primal Life Force
Current,

the Scalar Standing Wave Flel~ kriown as the Universal Shield or Unified Field. The
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The Spherical Standing Wave Fields of the PCM & PKA Universe Veca Merkaba Field
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Sets are Ordered Wave Fonn StnJCtures through which Consciousness, as Primal Life Force
Current,
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~ sionaJ scalar-wave gids flat hold l1e bluepjllt fa manifestatioo, ~ as set
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Sets are Ordered Wave Form Structures -- tl_lrough which Consciousness, as Primal Life
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Point & Time Waves, STF Brain Vortex Misalignments & Lotus Touch Base Shield Bonding
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(scalar-standing-wave templates of matter ·and consciousness), "Merkaba Mechanics" (
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™ and Earths" Wave of Ascent ------ As introduced in Kathara Level- 1 Programme
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of their dominant wave-length, TELLURIC DIMENSION . 0·1 RED D-2
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SCALAR-STANDING-WAVE DENSITY SHIELDSA UNIVERSAL FLAME CURRENTS, MERKABA
VORTICES & PERSuNAL ANATOMY
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scalar-standing- . waves, are brought into active embodiment within the biologically based
conscio11s

higher dimensional scalar-wave forms that compose the spiritual identity cre!ltes the
systematic
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form of scalar-standingwave grids, within which is housed the eternal spiritual identity. A

of the scalar-wave forms of one set of 3 dimensions, which surrounds and
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Density-S scalar-wave field. A set of 12 Breneau collectively form a Geomantic
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Ante-matter scalar-wave spectra emerges (Density-5; dimensions 13-J 5) ..
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or "Monadic Wave". (A Resonant Tone is a middle range standing-wave

middle range standing-wave vibration made up of a slowmoving Base Tone and faster-

Over Tone standing-wave vibrations.) The Eckah, a conscious inaudible, spherical standing
sound wave

spherical standing sound wave that exists within the consciousness field of God, is the

standing-spherical-sound-wave field of conscious energy-identity that is the first of

spherical scalar-standing-wave fields ofliving conscious energy-identity expressed in the form
of

eternal scalar-standing-wave fields of bi-polar conscious light are the 3 Primal

Kundalini electro-magnetic wave-spectra of 15-dimensicinal Time Matrices and their life fields

the s~alar-wave configurations unique to the manifestation template for the specific iS-

singular Eckah Blue Wave Tone spherical vibrational field. The second and third steps of
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the standing-sphericalsound-wave field of conscious energy-identity that is the second of

spherical scalar-standing-wave fields of Jiving, conscious energy-identity expressed in the
form

standing-spherical-sound-wave field of conscious energyidentity that is the third of 3

spherical scalar-standing-wave fields of living, conscious energy-identity expressed in the
form

spherical, inaudible sound-wave fields of conscious, living energy-identity that are the 3

Partiki scalar-standing-wave field of inaudible sound vibration, which manifests as a set

an eternal standing-wave field of inaudible sound-vibration. The 3 Primal Sound Creation
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scalar-standing-sound-waves of the Khundaray begin a process of in,ternal fissioQ

scalar-standing-sound-waves that expand and contract following a specific syncopated
rhythm. In

syncopated standing-sound waves, one wave-form expands (polarizes in fission, releasing a

sound waves, one wave-form expands (polarizes in fission, releasing a burst of

while the other wave-form contracts (returns in fusion to the replicate of

polarized primal sound waves. As one wave in a polarized pair expands via fission

waves. As one wave in a polarized pair expands via fission into accelerated movement,

radiation, its counterpart wave reciprocally contracts via fusion, creating vibration or internal
holding of

the original whole wave. This dynamic of energetic expansion and contraction that results
from

dimensionalized scalar-standing-wave fields, or the "12.Rays" of.the Universal Kundalini

Partiki scalar-standing-wave field . The scalar-standing-wave field, or Partild Grid,



The scalar-standing-wave field, or Partild Grid, of the Kee-Ra-ShA exists

a spherical standing-wave of conscious, Living Light within the Khundaray spherical scalar-
wave

Khundaray spherical scalar-wave sound field . The Kee-Ra-ShA forms the spherical,

radiation) scalar-standing waves grids of the Khundaray Primal Sound Field and Kee-RaShA

upon the tonal-wave structure of the Khundaray and Kee-ra-ShA are the

upon the tonal-wave structure ofthe-Khundaray and KeeRa-ShA, are the core arrangement
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3 Eternal Standing Wave Flames of: "Holy Spirit" · "First Eternal Partiki":

Eternal Standing . Waves create tile !Jerpetually generated "Christ-Child"- the Christos
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SOURCE TRINITY STANDING WAVES . Individuate into Livin~ Light:Sound·EM Radiation
Currents
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werful, Eternal, standing-wave fields from which the smaller dimensionalised currents of the
15
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PRIMARY COLOR (WAVELENGTH) SCALE 1. D-1 Chi Proton units + · 0
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Spherical Ellipse Standing Wave "Flames!" -of · the 15-Dimensional & Eukathansta
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Monad Eternal Standing Wave "Flame Clusters·. The Eckasha Monad then phase-<:
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Monad Eternal Standing Wave "Flame Clusters•. 41nner Etheric Sha-Aah·LA" Reishadon
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Ellipse Scalar Standing Wave ( ( Veca Flame Body activation & the Eckasha Tlia
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the hues (wave spectr:a) of the higher dimensional frequencies. The Kundallnl energies
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dimsifica6on lniD the wave specba ofpercehrably experien6al ma!fer. The Galactic Shield) and
the
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Letters (Standing Waves} of the corresponding . Dimensional Scalar Shield. Density Si-Veca

uency band standing waves in a shield template} correspond to. the DNA . Templafe;

Page:  89

Sets are Orderec Wave Form Structures through which Consciousness, as Primal Ufe Force
Curren~
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The Spherical Sbnding Wave Fields of the ?CM & PKA Universe Veca Merkaba
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state of lightsound waves by shifting the angle of the axis upon which matter
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into light-sound waves. The "fixed" body is finite or "mortal", incapable

(spherical scalar-wave construct) around the body.ln 12-dimensional transmutation (used

Page:  111

Elliptical-StandingColumnar-Vibration-Wave of the Primal Sound Yuseta Body; the organic
fomn of
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and the Celestaline Wave As previously mentioned, the Angelic Human DNA Template, the
Sub-
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resemble both "waves" and "particles ". In either phase, the sub-atomic

to the sound-wave spectrum of the dimension above that in which the interface
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revert to "wave phase", transmuting the particle/anti-particle packages also into wave-

packages also into wave-form. The Celestaline chemical creates a super-luminal carrier wave,

super-luminal carrier wave, known as the "Celestaline Wave", "Morphogenetic Wave" or

the "Celestaline Wave", "Morphogenetic Wave" or the "Maharic Wave" ("Maharic"

Wave", "Morphogenetic Wave" or the "Maharic Wave" ("Maharic" is derived from

the "Maharic Wave" ("Maharic" is derived from the term "Maharata", the

mJnute columnar scalar-waves, a state of suspended electromagnetism known as "Hydro-
plasmic

minute, raidoactive particle-waves called "tr~cers· (composed of photons) and



with the Celestaline Wave, bond to the atoms of the Celesmiac Residue, turning the

fonnation of Celestaline Wave that carries the atomic blueprint into the D-12 Pre-
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dimensional fixed scalar-wave templates (like the DNA Template, the Shields are composed

their dormant scalar-wave groups "turn on"). When activated, each of the 4

for the electromagnetic-wave-form of I tr"J ·
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and the scalar-wave Shield "blueprints" for the Merkaba Vehicle}, the units of

transport. The scalar-wave mathemetical instructions generated by this thought-intention
instantaneously direct the

within the Celestaline Wave as a D-12 Hydro-plasmic columnar~wave blueprint, down-

Hydro-plasmic columnar~wave blueprint, down-scales in frequency to "re-manifst" in

structure enters Celestaline Wave suspension and the consciousness, as a field of aware
energy
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Morphogenetic Reid Scalar~wave Template fa~ the Origin!:!! Human Genome Maharic Shield
Divine Blueprint

· Scalar-Standing-Waves ·trat fonn S~ield Templates; (144 Fire Let!

the Scalar stan~ Wave Template of the Universal Shield ~·Unified Field". Each

a composl!~ scalar-wave program called a FIRE CODE \hal serves as a
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Lotus Arc Standing-Wave Sets of the Lotum Crystal Body anchor into the Density

Pulse Rhythm Time Waves of the Ecka-Veca Body and physical biology. Section-6

Page:  133

Lotus Arc Standing Wave Arcing Pillar Currents circulate LifeForce & Life-Source Currents
thrqugh

Page:  136

Ecka-Amoraea Standing-Wave Current th"!t arc through the Signet Centres of Kathara

Templates forrnfng Standing-Wave "Lotus Arc Pillar Sets". "Lotus Arc Sets" exist

Phasing Rhythm) Time Wave (Transfiguration Cycle) that sets the "Heart-Beat" (=
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Shield-Standing·Wave Templates & Shields emerge as the Eternal Living Light Foundation
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Lotus Arc Stanaing wave Arc set within the Ecka Base Shield. /39. Eckasha
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Seed Atom standing-Wave Flame B: Expansion of the Ecka Base Sh1eld Standmg-Wave

Base Sh1eld Standmg-Wave D1sc from the R d" f U "t ·

shaped Standing· Wave Flames that exists as Fixed Points of Eternal Life, Electro

12 Arcing Standing-Wave Pillars that emerge from the "13• Pillar" Centre Beam

Lotus Arc Standing-Wave Arc Set withm the Ecka Base Shield. /40 .
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Chambers Se"Ur standing wave / -~ _"7jjz pillars ./I / . #
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of interacting Standing-Waves upon, within, and through which the 3- Jntertacing
Holographic Crystal

Page:  159

intricate Standing-Scalar-Wave Structures of the Density Shields SparkPulse-Currents of
Living Light

the Scalar-Standing-Wave Shield templates develop to become intricate living anatomy
structures, through
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Arc set standing wave field verttcal LotE" Arc set. Z4·EM ·staff
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vertical stnding . wave II ash lines that link the density shields within the
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through the standing waves of the Vector Code Templates in the Density & Dimensional

Page:  180

Scalar· Standing-Wave Discs composed of an intricate Network of Keylon (Standing-

Keylon (Standing-Wave) arrangements that hold a replicate of the mathematical Krist Code

frequency band standing:waves that form the 12 Fire Letter Sets of which each
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is a Standing-Wave EM Etheric-Atomic Current: Still Point f~u~P~Jik:
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vibration between 2 Waves ". The Eyonic Crystal Body is formed as +/ -/
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ic Partikate Pulsar Waves PCM LotE Myonic Magnetic A!mic D-13.5 Crystal Body

Lotus Flow.& Pulsar Wave· LolA Points Miodic/ Di.odic Vortex Grld 33113 +

of . Partikite Wave Radiation that blend & circulate Etheric-Atmic Ketheric currents between

Tubes of Partikite Waves are called RADE/DNIC HELIDPATHS. The Partikite Waves of Ketheric

HELIDPATHS. The Partikite Waves of Ketheric Spectra· that circulate through. them are called

are called Pulsar Waves or Trans· ·figuration Point Waves. Pulsar · Waves

·figuration Point Waves. Pulsar · Waves travel the Radeionic Helie· paths of

Waves. Pulsar · Waves travel the Radeionic Helie· paths of the LotA Points,

LotA Points, runnin~ waves · to and from the 24 interior Lotus Pomts that

& draws Pulsar Waves through the Heliop;,~th Tu.bes from the L~l:!

Pulsar PI as1na Waves forms a "Flaming Radiant Sun"·lmown as the
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" !· Wave Units of el-eck-trl-c radiation • that under
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are Standing· Wave Units of el-eck·trl·c radiation that
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Point & Time Waves, STF Brain Vortex Misalignments, and Lotus Touch Base Shield Bonding
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between Partiki Standing Wave Units upon which the Shield Template will form. Such
alteration
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Partiki Unit Standing-Wave from which the "Fallen" PKA-PCM Set originally emerged

Living Partiki Standing-Wave. Thus, under usual circumstances of CaL-OR unit formation (
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partiki unit standing wave. 23(:,
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are Standing· Wave Units of el-eck·tri·c radiation that
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is the scalar wave template that governs the release of phase-lock on the

Using the Hierophant wave template you. have now activated the planetary Maharic Shield,



opening
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rnensicnal Scalar Standing-wave Guide for acavaang !he Maharlc Shield and the PSIS.
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siiver-blue Celestite wave-field of frequency Rays that contain the natural activation code

the subtle Celestite Wave, or "C. WAVE", field as it emanates from just

or "C. WAVE", field as it emanates from just below the navel and

the pulsing Celestite Waves. The "C.WAVES" are there even of you cannot

The "C.WAVES" are there even of you cannot yet sense their presence;

sensing the C.WAVE pulses mov(ng through your body, INHALE Maharic Current up

Page:  292

release ofthe EIROS Wave, or ""E. WAVE" within the physical boqy as a

or ""E. WAVE" within the physical boqy as a gentle "ripple" of
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blue spherical standing-wave. Imagine that you, as the eternal Maharlc Spark move to
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tangible, impermeable living wave-form of Eternal Truth, Love and Power. 5. INHALE deeply,

is the CARRIER WAVE through which your affirmation of ETERNAL TRUTH is carried into

the Maharic Carrier Wave into the Azur·A, allowing it to "carry

the Maharic Carrier Wave directly to the discovered areas of resistance. Breathe several
Maharic;

expand a Maharic Wave DISC outward from the A:z.ur·A. extending

Self Truth affirmation-wave.
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the subtle Azurite Wave field, (or "A.WAVE"), as it emanates from

or "A.WAVE"), as it emanates from the Azur-A at the Thymus,

the pulsing Azurite Waves. The "A.W AVES" are there even /18
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sense of "heatwaves", rising from the neck through the head", or "cranial
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of ttie AMORAEA WAVE, (or "A. WAVE"), within the physical body, as



or "A. WAVE"), within the physical body, as a gentle "expansion of
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that repeatedly cycles waves of Pale Silver I Emerald Green-Blue & Silver·
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EXHALE FORCEFULLY, expanding Waves of Kee Ra ShA frequency outward. throughout the
Maharic Shield.

imagining a great wave of Deep Emerald Green-Blue Amoraea Frequency bursting outward
from

it chooses, sending waves of Silvery-Pink, Emerald Green-Blue & Silver frequency out
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beautiful Ethos Standing Wave Eckasha shaped Flame of pastel Heliotalic light about 1-2
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shaped spherical standing wave that looks the same no matter what angle you view

Sta nd ing Wave. Step forward, and walk across the plane of the liquid-
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LA-a Standing Wave Eckasha shaped Flame of pastel Heliotalic light about 3-4"
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AdOR-A standing Wave Eckasha shaped Flames of pastel Heliotalic light about2-3" high,
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of interacting Standing-Waves upon, within, and through which the 3-lnterfacing Holographic
Crystal

Page:  4

Clocks" are ScalarStanding-Wave Discs composed of an intricate Network of Keylon
(Standing-

Keylon (Standing-Wave) arrangements that hold a replicate of the mathematical Krist Code

frequency band standing-waves that form the 12 Fire Letter Sets of which each
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through the standing waves ofthe Vector Code Templates in the Densrry & Dimensional
Shields
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vibration between 2 Waves." The Eyonic Crystal Body is formed as +1-10
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Seed Atom Standing-Wave Flame Radiation Units B: Expansion of the Ecka Base Shield

Base Shield Standing-Wave Disc from the Ecka- le-e TOR-A Seed Atom

are EckashaShaped Standing-Wave Flames that exist as Fixed Points of Eternal Life, Electro-

12 Arcing Standing-Wave Pillars that emerge from the "13th Pillar" Center Beam

Lotus Arc Standing-Wave Arc Sets within the Ecka Base Shield ©A"shayana &
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Christiac Planetary Time Wave and, in the event, our biological readiness to respond to
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setting the Carrier Wave through which the Ethos-Etheric Pillar of Power can rise,
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feeling for a wave- like vibration extending across the Ethos Rod at the feet

circular, rhythmic-cyclic waves of greater and greater intensity moving through your fields (

this Etheric AdorA Wave intensifies until it reaches its peak, at which point (

and the vibrating wave ceases. 10 After the Etheric AdOR-A wave ebbs to

Etheric AdOR-A wave ebbs to stillness, sit up straight SLOWLY ... bringing your
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Ethos Grid Descending Wave" downward- moving the 0-3 Ethos Pillar from the AzurA
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and a vibration wave begins to emerge through the Nadra Key and into both
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12 Maharata Carrier Wave via the Planetary Bio·feed Interface Sys em to
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Scalar-Shield-Standing-Wave Templates & Shields emerge as the Eternal Living Light
Foundation
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Seed Atom Standing-Wave Flame .. B: Expansion of the Ecka Base Shield Standing-

Base Shield Standing-Wave Disc from the Radiation Units Ecka- Le--e TOR-A

shaped Standing· Wave Flames that exists as Fixed Points of Eternal Life, Electromagnetic

Arcing Stand ing-Wave Pillars that emerge from the "13• Pillar" Centre Beam

Arc Standing -Wave Arc Set within the Ecka Base e ·
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of interacting Standing-Waves upon, within, and through which the~Interfacing Holographic
Crystal Bodies
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intricate Standing-Scalar-Wave Structures of the Density Shields SparkPulse-Currents of
Living Light

the Scalar-Standing-Wave Shield templates develop to become intricate living anatomy
structures, through
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Arc set standmg wave 1e <•(EM-· ·staff Spindle Lines Pcm Density
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24 vertical stnding wave ·rlash lines that link the density shields within th.
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Clocks" are ScalarStanding-Wave Discs composed of an Intricate Network of Keylon
(Standing-



Keylon (Standing-Wave) arrangements that hold a replicate of the mathematical Krist Code

band standing:·waves that form the 12 Fire Letter Sets of which each
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Fire Letter Standing Wave "-:. "C": SHIELD FIRE LEITER UNES When the 5

12 Spherical Standing Wave Fire Letters progressively "turns on" (from Shield Centre

Fire Letter Standing Wave. Each Shield Fire Jetter Une has a Set of 12

Letter Spherical Standing Waves rotate around the TiL,E-"a within them due to
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is a Standing-Wave EM Etheric-Atomic Current: Still Point Sparks (Shaddl counler-
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vibration between 2 Waves". · Eyonic Crystal Bod¥+ I-I 0 Node Centres draw
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Ketheric Partikate Pulsar Waves PCM LatE Myonic Magnetic Atmic D-13.5 Crystal Body •

& Pulsar PhaslllP Waves forms a "Flaming Radiant Sun" -known as the

Page:  37

Pulsar Transfiguration Plasma Waves. The Pulsar Plasma Waves enter the "i.ncoming"
Radeionic

The Pulsar Plasma Waves enter the "i.ncoming" Radeionic Heliopath Tubes of the

the Pulsar Plasma Waves begin Phasing within the Heliopath Tubes forming Ketheric Spark-
Pulse

The Pulsar Plasma Waves follow the Heliopath Tubes through the interior Lotus Points &

as Photoo$onic Waves, creating a ~within the Pillar of Power Breathing Tube.

Pulsa.r Plasma Waves (from the Inhale) info the Reu-Sha-TA Spiral

Page:  45

Pulsar Ketheric Partikite Wave Pulses of the Radeionic Heliopath "Tubes of light" .
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PRIMARY COLOR (WAVELENGTH) SCALE capacitY & Eternal "Life Force Current
Regeneration 1.
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the Eternal Standing Wave Living Consciousness Cell wlin which all all Ecka-Veca Creation
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are Standing· Wave Units of el-eck-trl-c radiation I I that
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Base Shield Standing-Wave Disc from the Radiation Units · Ecka- Le-e TOR-

are Eckasha-shaped StandingWave Flames that exists as Fixed Points of Eternal Ute,
Electromagnetic

of12 Arcing Standing-Wave Pillars that emerge from the "1J• Pillar" Centre Beam

Lotus Arc Standing-Wave Arc Set within the Ecka Base Shield.
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arranged Scalar-Standing-Waves . thatfcrm Shield Templates; (144 Fire Letterol 12. Fire

the Scalar Standing Wave Template of the Universal Shield "Unified Field" Each $
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tic Field Scalar~wave Template for the- Original Human Genome Maharic Shield Divine
Blueprint

Scalar Stan~ . Wave Template of the Unlver$al Shield ~n!fled Field"
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the Pulsar-Plasma Waves from the EckaLota Body, the species Crystal Body (&those
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absorb Red-Pulse Wave Spectra as it runs, within areas of the Planetary Grids

Rhythms and Time Waves of the Planets" organic Base-12 Diamond Sun Crystal Body
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Planetary Pulsar-Plasma Wave Breathing Tube Respiration Cycle resumed self-sustained
Phasing of the

Pulse (Time Wave) to the Planetary Indigo Sun Crystal Body for Indigo Sun
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generating Pulsar-Plasma Waves that enter and activate the Dyonic Crystal and Diadic
Vortices

the Pulsar-Plasma Waves move inward toward the Pillar of Power, they release a

moving Pulsar-Plasma Waves move inward through the Heliopath Tubes into the interwoven
24

transfer the Pulsar Waves into the Radon Cells in the Breathing Tube for storage.

of Pulsar-Plasma Waves from the 24 Lotus Points. 6. Re-engage Breathing Tube

Heliotalic Spark Pulsar Waves into the Reu-Sha-TA Spiral in the Breathing Tube.

the incoming Pulsar Waves (released from the Radon Cells to the Reu-Sha-

the synthesised Pulsar Wave Currents to the Nadis Lines, Nadia! capsule, DNA Template Silver
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their natural Time Wave of counter-phasing and your Breathing Tube will stay open
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Christiac Planetary Time Wave and, in the event, our biological readiness to resp~nd
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including quickening, magnetic waves, tilt points, electric waves, "snap" -points and Addondra

tilt points, electric waves, "snap" -points and Addondra fire lines. We learnt
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these "evacuation waves" and according to the GA, it was a small one

make these exit waves happen. They will be occurring anyway, but the Christie races
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and Atomnic Transmutation-Wave Infusion Cycle Commencement Days 1-13 Starburst
Dynamics-4: S/
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Kristiac Ascension-Time, wave Rebirth,one dimensional level at a time, whije irretrievable
aspects

a Descending Time-wave "Bardoah Transition", until the two opposing Planetary Time Waves

opposing Planetary Time Waves and their inherent content engage final permanent
separation (2013)

Kristiac Ascending Time-wave of Rebirth and a Black-hole Descending Time-wave of

hole Descending Time-wave of Final Bhardoah Transition ("Final Death Cycle" as Progressive-

two opposing lime-waves progressively separate. Earth and her life field are fortunate in
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oddities in time-wave stability(primarily short periods of "Time Flux time-vacuum;

a literal Transduction Wave, a Trans-Harmonic EM "Time-Pulse Acceleration Wave" that

Time-Pulse Acceleration Wave" that travels from the Ecka through the Veca Templar and
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Anchor Phase, Crack-wave, Magnetic Surge Wave, Tilt Point, Electrical Surge Wave, Snap
Point.

wave, Magnetic Surge Wave, Tilt Point, Electrical Surge Wave, Snap Point. 1. Anchor Phase.

Point, Electrical Surge Wave, Snap Point. 1. Anchor Phase. Flame Runner, Flame-Line and

the "Crack-Wave" of the Veca Pillar Shield. Crack-Wave. Keylons of Veca

Pillar Shield. Crack-Wave. Keylons of Veca Pillar Shield, Dimensional Shield and Crystal Body

fragment in Crack-wave When the Veca Pillar Shield reaches critical mass saturation
frequency

systematically as a wave of vibration, or "Crack-wave", through the Veca Pillar

or "Crack-wave", through the Veca Pillar Shield then outward through the corresponding

Anchor) Magnetic Surge Wave and Tilt Point- Magnetic Wave draws Keylon fragments,



Dimensioni:ll

Tilt Point- Magnetic Wave draws Keylon fragments, Dimensioni:ll Shield anq Crystal Body into

the cr~ck-wave spreads through the Veca Pillar Shield and corresponding Dimensional
Components,

Reuche Pillar Standing-wave, which causes the cracking Keylon unit fragments to
shift.rotatlon

a Magnetic Surge Wave, which progressively draws Keylon unit fragments from the lowest
dimensional

the Magnetic Surge Wave has. full~ spread through the Dimensional Shield and Crystal Body,

the Magnetic Surge Wave reaches "Tilt Point" Critical Mass Acceleration. At ."Till

4 Electrical Surge Wave and Snap Point Dimensional Shield and Crystal Body Keylon Cohesion

Snaps in Electrical Wave, freeing Keylon fragments for Eckasha Pillar Absorption. When the
Magnetic

the Magnetic Surge Wave reach.es Critical Mass Acceleration and the Dimensional Shield and
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Planetary. Dimensional Time-wave Encryption corresponding to the Veca Pillar, translating the
Rama Code

Planetary Dimensional Tirile-wave into progressive activation: C. · Rama Key ADAPTER
CODES corresponding

of the Diffusion Wave, preparing the DNA Template Rarria Keys to anchor, without distorting,

2005 Diffusion-Cohesion Waves, Veca Pillar Absorption, Eckasha Pillar Double-charge,
Ka~L~em

Diffusion and Cohesion Waves~ Keylon fragiT)ents transfer into Eckasha Pillar in
Descent~estined

Descent~estined Diffusion Wave headed for Red Pulse compaction, Eckasha Pillar Absorbs
Veca Pillar

away from Diffusion Wave into axis alignment with Polarian Buffer, generating an Ascend-
destined.

destined.Polarian Cohesion Wave and achieving Polarian Anchor to corresponding Polarian
Gate Shield. once

"Electrical Surge Wave and Snap Point free Keylon . fragments of the Veca

Dimensional Diff~sion Wave as the Keylon fragments diffuse within, and dismantle, the .

a Polarian Cohesion Wave, thus achieving Polarian Anchor Co-resonant Axis Afignment with·

Gate Shield. (waves build progressively Days 5·6·7) 6 Ka-

Polan an. Cohes1on Wave are protected from compaction within the Eckasha Pillar as the
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the Polarian Cohesion Wave into the corresponding Polarian Gate Shield via the Polarian
Buffer.

Buffer, Polarian Cohesion Wave and Polarian Anchor, splitting Starburst Time-wave Base



Rhythm into

splitting Starburst Time-wave Base Rhythm into the Ascent-destined P~larian Host Wave

P~larian Host Wave and Descent-destined Red Pulse Diffusion Wave, preventing viable
portions

Red Pulse Diffusion Wave, preventing viable portions of Earth"s Plan(:ltary Shields from being

"Cohesion-Diffusion Wave Day-6 Half-way Point" allows restoration of Planetary Kethradon

continues and Diffusion Wave builds. As activation of Rama Passage Grid Network continues,
the

from the Diffusion Wave and Eckasha Pillar, forming a second POLARIAN COHESION WAVE
that

second POLARIAN COHESION WAVE that draws Into Co-resonant. Axis Alignment with the
Polarian

into Polarian Cohesion Wave alignment draw into the Polarian Buffer and organize following
the

Polarian Buffer, Cohesion Wave and Anchor, and Flame Runner Rama Code Krist Re-
encryption

complete as Diffusion Wave completes on Day-7, permanently dividing Veca Pillar Shield
Keylon

separate Starburst Time-wave Base Rhythms·; .\he Ascending Polarian Host Wave

Ascending Polarian Host Wave and the Descending Red Pulse Compaction Wave. D. Planetary
Eckashaic

Red Pulse Compaction Wave. D. Planetary Eckashaic Record Restoration (via download of
PlanetarY

6 "Diffusion Wave Half-way Poinf) allows restoration of damaged Planetary Kethradon Photr
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Red Pulse-Red Wave and Dimensional Etheric Red Pulse Transmutation Sequence. 7 Reu-sha-

dismantled in Diffusion Wave phase), its fragments releasing chaotically In an internally
rumbling "

AzurA. 11 Red Wave: Veca Etheric Elhradon Cell reversed by Red Pulse broadcasts "

broadcasts "Red Wave of Annihilation" into corresponding Etheric Ethos Kathara Signet and
outward

"Dimensional RED WAVE" to the corresponding Signet Cente~ in the Etherlc . Ethos

Atom Cell Red Wave broadcast generates a corresponding "Contact Wave" of un-buffered

corresponding "Contact Wave" of un-buffered Ethenc. Partikate/Anti-partikate fusion and
resultant

The "Red Wave of Annihilation CONTAC1 WAVE" spreads outward through the corresponding
Etheric

of Annihilation CONTAC1 WAVE" spreads outward through the corresponding Etheric Ethos
Dimensional Shield, unleashing
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Etheric Body Transmutation Wave Infusion-Cycle (Red, Orange, UV, Double, Turquoise Silent
Sound,

Body Hydro-plasmic Wave Meltdown, Ketheric Template Flash-point, Ke~hradon Cell Pop,
Ketheric

Vaporizes, Atomic Hydroplasmic Wave and KethericAtomic Red Pulse Sequence initiate. 12.
Etheric Body Transmutation

Etheric Body Transmutation Wave Infusion-Cycle Unfolds :. As the "Red Wave of

the "Red Wave of Annihilation Contact Wave" spreads outward through the con:esponding

of Annihilation Contact Wave" spreads outward through the con:esponding Etheric Ethos
Dimensional Shield,

the lnfuslon·wave spectrum, progressively transmuting each sub-harmonic of the Etheric
Dimensional

Kelheric-Atomic Transmutation Wave ·Infusion-Cycle of Day-12 to Day-13. Day

Etheric Capsule: Contact Wave spreads through D-1 Red Sub-frequency Band of Ethenc

Band Dimensional Infusion Wave th·rough the corresponding Dimensional Etheric Body
Capsule and

Band Dimensional Infusion Wave through the corresponding Dimensional Etheric Body
Capsule and Eth.eric

Turquoise Silent Sound Wave: Dimensionai""Turquoise Silent Wave· expands within
Dimensional Etheric Body

Dimensionai""Turquoise Silent Wave· expands within Dimensional Etheric Body Capsule D13-
Pale Turquoise

· Sound Vibration Wave" into the bi-polar Dimensional .Etheric body replicas. "

Turquoise Silent Sound Wave. "Blue Moon" pale Silver-Blue Lunar cast or Halo

G. Etheric Hydroplasmic Wave Meltdown: Etheric Body Melts to Dimensional Etheric
Hydroplasmic Wave: Dimensional

Dimensional Etheric Hydroplasmic Wave: Dimensional Elheric body "melts" from solid, to
silica-gel,

Light·ball Wave ripples through and pops the Ketheric Kethradon CeU, causing the

sending the Hydropfasmic Wave through the Ketherlc Template. The Hydroplasmic Wave
floods the Ketheric

Template. The Hydroplasmic Wave floods the Ketheric Template, pr~ress1vely vaporizing the
Ketheric Membrane

Initialing Atomic Hydroplasmic Wave Infusion and Ketheric·Atomic Red Pulse Sequence
Commencement £.
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2005 Atomic Transmutation-Wave Infusion Cycle Commencement 13. Atomic Body
Transmutation-Wave Infusion-Cycle

Atomic Body Transmutation-Wave Infusion-Cycle Unfolds As the Hydroplasmic Wave floods
the Ketheric

As the Hydroplasmic Wave floods the Ketheric Template, progressively vaporizing the Ketheric



Membrane between

the Atomic Transmutation-Wave Infusion Cycle series of Hydro plasmic (Liquid-Silica-Light

.The Transmutation-wave Infusion Cycle begins separation between Ascending and
Descending ·Planetary

·Planetary Time Waves, vaporizing the Etheric Body to Thermoplasmic Gas, releasing fluid and

Dimensional Crystal Compaction Waves in two to form an Ascending Time-Wave, activating
Polarian

an Ascending Time-Wave, activating Polarian "E-Wave", ~A-Wave, and Etheric

Polarian "E-Wave", ~A-Wave, and Etheric and Atomic Polarlan Anchor Host-

Wave", ~A-Wave, and Etheric and Atomic Polarlan Anchor Host-Buffer"" for Ascensing

for Ascensing Time-wave, salvaging remaining viable aspects of the Planetary Dimensional
Crystal Body

D.escending Time-Wave magnetic pole reversal, Crystal Compaction Wave and· reversed
spin/

reversal, Crystal Compaction Wave and· reversed spin/polarity Etheric-Atomic Silica-Gel
Crystal

Atomic Body Transmutation-Wave Infusion Cycle prepares Ascending and Descending aspects
of Planetary Crystal

Dimensional Etheric Thermoplasmic Wave, Atomic Hydroplasmic Wave and Dimensional
Atomic Chemicalliquid Infusion begin: Begin

Wave, Atomic Hydroplasmic Wave and Dimensional Atomic Chemicalliquid Infusion begin:
Begin Clear Elheric Capsule:

transp9renl Dimensional Hydroplasmic Wave and fluid-born pre-combustion chemicals enter
Dimensional Atomic body.
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Etheric Crystal Compaction Wave, Dimensional Atomic Thermoplasmic Wave and Dimensional
Atom f.~ Chemical-Gas

Dimensional Atomic Thermoplasmic Wave and Dimensional Atom f.~ Chemical-Gas Infusion
begins: Dimensional Etheric

body completes Thermoplasmic Wave and Dimensional Etheric Body Crystal Compaction Wave
begins. Dimensional Atomic

Body Crystal Compaction Wave begins. Dimensional Atomic Thermoplasmic Wave begins.
Uquid-born pre-combustion

Dimensional Atomic Thermoplasmic Wave begins. Uquid-born pre-combustion chemicals from
Atomic Hydro plasmic

Atomic Hydro plasmic Wave convert to gas-born pre-combustion chemicals within the
Dimensional

Dimensional Etheric Time-wave ·splits, Descending Etheric Crystal Compaction Wave begins.
Ascending Polarian

Etheric Crystal Compaction Wave begins. Ascending Polarian "E·Wave", Dimensional Etheric
Krist



"E·Wave", Dimensional Etheric Krist Re·Encryption and Dimensional Etheric Polarian

Etheric Crystal Compaction Wave begins, splitting the Dimensional Etheric Crystal Compaction
Wave into two

Etheric Crystal Compaction Wave into two opposing Time-Waves, the Descending Elheric
Time-wave

two opposing Time-Waves, the Descending Elheric Time-wave continuing on the path of

Descending Elheric Time-wave continuing on the path of compaction, and lhe new Krist-

Dimensional Etheric Time-Wave, called the Etheric "Polarlan E- Wave", aligning spin axis

"Polarlan E- Wave", aligning spin axis of any remaining viable Dimensional Etheric units

Etheric Crystal Compaction Wave completion. Day~12-End (*Tuesday February 1, 2005) D.

Acceleration & Descending Wave Compaction Phase begins. Ascending Dimensional Etheric
Units complete Polarian "

"E· Wave"and Polarian Anchor: Dimensional Gaseous Etheric body aspects on Desce~

Desce~ding Time-Wave complete Crystal Compaction Wave densification, Descending
Dimensional Etheric Body magnetic

complete Crystal Compaction Wave densification, Descending Dimensional Etheric Body
magnetic poles reverse and Descending

on Ascending Time-wave complete Polarian-E-Wave and.flllfill Polarian Anchor on Dimension

complete Polarian-E-Wave and.flllfill Polarian Anchor on Dimension corresponding to Veca
Pillar

Atomic Crystal Compaction Wave, Densification, Phase-Lock and Dimensional Etheric
Implosion Phase begin on

on Descending Time-Wave: Descending Dimensio~al Elheric Body reversed-polarity Silica-Gel
Crystals

Body completes Thermoplasmic Wave and begins Descending Dimensional Atomic Body
Crystal Compaction Wave densification;

Body Crystal Compaction Wave densification; sub-atomirlatomic spin axes of Descending
Time-Wave Elheric

of Descending Time-Wave Elheric Silica-Gel Crystals begin to tilt and phase-lock

Dimensional Atomic Time-wave Split, Ascending Atomic Polarian "A-Wave," Dimensional
Atomic Krist

Polarian "A-Wave," Dimensional Atomic Krist Re· encryption and Dimensional Atomic Polarian

on Ascending Time-Wave, Krist Re-encryption releases into Dimensional Atomic Body as
Descending

Atomic Crystal Compaction Wave densincation begins, splitting the Dimensional Atomic Crystal
Compaction Wave into

Atomic Crystal Compaction Wave into two opposmg nme-Waves, the Descending Atomic
Time-wave

two opposmg nme-Waves, the Descending Atomic Time-wave continuing on tne path of

Descending Atomic Time-wave continuing on tne path of compaction, and lhe new Krist-

Dimensional Atomic Time-Wave, called the Etherlc "Polarian A· Wave", aligning spin



Polarian A· Wave", aligning spin axis of any remaining viable Dimensional Atomic units

Atomic Crystal Compaction Wave completion. Oay-13 (*Wednesday February 2, 2005) G.
Descending

G. Descending Time-wave Dimensional Atomic Polarity Reversal, Dimensional Atomic Silica-
Gel MagmaBlood Crystals,

the Descending Time-Wave of the dimension corresponding to Veca Pillar number,
Dimensional Atomic

·rystal Compaction Wave densification completes, Dimensional Atomic Body magnetic poles
reverse, and Dimensional
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H. Dimensional Transmutation-Wave Infusion Cycle ends and Dimensional Starburst Phase-
Sequence begins Host

Shatters, Descending Time-wave Dimensional Atomic Implosion Phase Begins- Original
Universal-Galactic-Solar-Planetary

e Descending Time-Wave Base Pulse Rhythm, the corresponding Krist Re-encrypted Flame
Runner

the Ascnding Time-Wave. Day-13-End (*Wednesday February 2, 2005) 3. Etheric

forming Ascending Polarian Wave and Descending Sextant Wave Opposing Planetary Time
Waves and Two

and Descending Sextant Wave Opposing Planetary Time Waves and Two Opposite-
Polaity/Spin Dimensional

Opposing Planetary Time Waves and Two Opposite-Polaity/Spin Dimensional Crystal Bodies.
New Kristiac
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Etheric Dimensional Time Wave release from their common Adhesion Point and split into two

Planetary Dimensional Time Waves, the Ascen9ing Polarian Wave and Descending Sextant
Wave. Kristed Etheric

the Ascen9ing Polarian Wave and Descending Sextant Wave. Kristed Etheric Dimensional
Units are drawn

and Descending Sextant Wave. Kristed Etheric Dimensional Units are drawn on natural PCM
CCW

PCM CCW Polarian Wave "Time Wave of Ascension". Remaining viable Etheric Dimensional
units

Wave "Time Wave of Ascension". Remaining viable Etheric Dimensional units riding upon the

upon the Polarian Wave are dra~Yn through the Dimensional Etheric Polarian Gate Shield,

spin Ascending Polarian Wave units, forming a reverse-spin Descending Sextant Time-Wave,
the

Descending Sextant Time-Wave, the units cit which draw into a chaotically organized
reversed-

Descending Sextant Tune-Wave also prepare to enter Co-resonant Etheric Suspension on the



the Descending Time-wave Base Pulse Rhythm. The Descending Sextant Dimensional Crystal
Body adopts

the Ascending Polarian Wave Bond expediting Polarian Anchor Host-Buffer link within the
Veca

The Descending Sextant Wave Bond initiates expedited reversal of damaged Keylon units that
cannot

joined Opposing Time-waves generate Pla~etary Tension Field until their 2013 Final
Separation.

Both Ascending Polarian Wave and Descending Sextant Wave Dimensional Crystal Bodies from
the dimension

and Descending Sextant Wave Dimensional Crystal Bodies from the dimension completing its
Starburst Cycle,

respective Co-resonant Wave Bonds with, and thus retain their respective structural integrity
through,

Rhythm Primary Time-wave corresponding to their respective spin direction and polarity. As
each

P/anetfJrY Time Wave progressively splits into the Ascending Polarian Wave and Descending
Sextant

the Ascending Polarian Wave and Descending Sextant Wave Base Pulse Rhythm. As each Veca

and Descending Sextant Wave Base Pulse Rhythm. As each Veca Pillar Starburst Cycle
completes,

Opposing Planetary Time Waves progressively strain away from each other, forming a
progressively building

Opposing Planetary Time Waves occurs when the Descending Sextant Wave engages Buhhara
Black-hole

the Descending Sextant Wave engages Buhhara Black-hole Fall in 2013, at which time

the Ascending Polarian Wave and its contents engage a 2013 Acceleration Point in preparation
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translated into manifest wave strata and sub-unit expression, and the E-Cou-sha

level frequencies (wave strata) upon which translations of the "Books of E
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resonant Harmonic Time Wave Alignment with Starburst Response has occurred, we have
been gently
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and Planetary Time-wave Progression Star Rider Planetary Shields Clinics, Star Rider-Flame
Runner

"Starburst Time-wave Riders" or "STAR RIDERS", are physically present between Pillar

Planetary Harmonic Time Wave corresponding to their Access Key Pillar numbers. Once
activated, the

"Walking Standing-Wave Seur Pillars" through whil;:h th"e progressively accelerating



Dimensional Time

accelerating Dimensional Time Wave Base Rhythms from the Ecka and Eckasha Base Shields,
and

Rama Passage Time-Wave spectrum into ihe Planetary Time Code Template. The on-planet

balance the Time Wave spectra through which a planet can retain structural integrity during
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of the Diffusion Wave, prepares the DNA Template Rama Keys to anchor, without distorting,

Trans-Eckasha Time-Waves by which the ~starburst +90-Sliift and Rama
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Ascending Host Time-Wave: Polarian Anchored aspects of the Angleic Human Tribal Shield
then
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Primal Light Field wave strata as representing the "program of the Future•, for

the Density EM wave spectra, ttie Starburst-13 Cycle of Veca Pillar-13 is
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Shield S"plit Duality-Wave Anomaly and Fall of the RAshael Azurites The RAshael Azurite

Page:  29

anomalous dual-time-wave evolutionary cycle within which the systems of your Veca became,

core Dual-Time-Wave Monadic Split, through which the anomalous condition of exaggerated
evolutionary

Veca-Sub-Time-waves could remain concurrently manifest within the same spacetime
location, to

reverse-spin time-wave would have placed our respective .Ecka systems in absolute

two Sub~time-waves phase-bonded through the Host Monad of Jha-Ya, much

reversed sub-time-wave in your Veca had to down-step back to the
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reversed sub-time-wave territories of D-7 Jha-Ya, where they intended to

phase-bonded time-waves, collectively known as the Duality-Wave, emerged. The Metatronic
Monadic

as the Duality-Wave, emerged. The Metatronic Monadic Lens Caps served to harness the

under the Duality-wave Anomaly, with literally two opposite-moving but co-joined
evolutionary

the Sub~Time-waves under either the original Kristaic Ram a Eternal-life Code,

Rama Code Time-wave retained its organic connection to the natural E-Cou-Sha



the Kristiac Time-Wave and its corresponding manifest evolutionary progression has unfolded
as an
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joined sub-time-waves of the Duality Wave in your Veca system would finally

of the Duality Wave in your Veca system would finally separate and release from

Metatronic sub-time-wave could have been slowed in its progression, the natural Kristiac

Rama Coqe time-wave would have remained the dominant-quantum time-wave in your

dominant-quantum time-wave in your Veca system, and separation of the Metatronic and

reversed sub-time-wave territories had been healed and reclaimed within the Kristiac
Probability

Metatronic Sub-Time-wave in the Density-2 system. This "errant" Tara fragment

of the Duality Wave split phase-bonded time-wave distortion, through which a portion

phase-bonded time-wave distortion, through which a portion of your Veca retained its

Hosted Kristiac Time-wave Probability Mainline, and another portion of yourVeca fell into the

the anomalous Duality Wave of your Veca was brought to final healing through the
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of the Duality Wave, through the creation and periodic maintenance of the Earthly extensions

13 Dimensional RED WAVE into the D-13 Monadic Shield and corresponding Crystal Body
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and Mass Evac Waves Speaker: AOD of AdonA Council Down-step Facilitator: Ma"a of

Matrix and Time-Wave-Codes from Eckasha E-Cou-sha Memory· Crystal into

Ecka TransEckahsa Time-waves via Polarian Matrix Gate System. During Veca Pillar-13 "
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and Descending Time Wave, and each Phase-bond to Co-resonant portions of the

counter-rotating Time-waves, during the next Veca Pillar Starburst Cycle. Upon each Veca

Point, the Ascending Wave New Polarian Dimensional Crystal Body will continue its "upward"

and the Descending Wave Old N~w-reversed Metatronic Dimensional Crystal Body reverse-
spin

opposite-moving Time-waves, the Ascending Crystal Body reaches an "Acceleration Point" in

and Descending Time-waves to rapidly SNAP and release, freeing the Ascending Time-wave

the Ascending Time-wave and its 9-dimensions of accreted New Crystal Body from

the Ascending Time-wave to accelerate. In May 2014 Veca Pillar Starbursts 10-11-

and Mass Evac Waves As the processes inherent to each Veca Pillar Starburst Cycle
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Atomic Crystal Compaction Wave releases. If this Krist Re-encryption can occur before each

Atomic Crystal Compaction Wave phase in a Pillar Starburst Cycle, and should J DEALL

during the Diffusion Wave phase prior to initiation of the Red Pulse Sequence ..

Pulse-Crystal Compaction Wave period, will allow some the opportunity to instantaneously
reset the

Atomic Crystai.Compaction Wave phase) will enter a progressive axis-shift and pbase"lock
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Atomic Crystal Compaction Wave polarity reversai .... FROM THE LOWEST DIMENSIONS
UPWARD TO THE

Atomic Crystal Compaction Wave and Starburst. Once a dimension initiates the Starburst Red
Pulse

Atomic Crystal Compaction Wave initiation. This is the point at which at least a

Atomic Crystal Compaction Wave, and into final fall. · The Krist Re-encryption/Polarian

Crystal · Compaction Wave phase. At the Dimensioflal Starburst Point the dimensional Shield
will

separating, opposing EM waves (time waves). During the "Etheric and Atomic Suspension"

waves (time waves). During the "Etheric and Atomic Suspension" Phases following the

Point, the 2 waves will "phase-blend" with the Etheric Body/Shield of

Dimension Above, each wave bonding to the vibration ally co-resonant units in the

Atomic Crystal Compaction Wave occurs; at the Starburst point of the dimension above, the

the 2 opposing waves will again release and "bond upward", each wave "

bond upward", each wave "collecting" its co-resonant units from each dimensional/eve/

will allow each wave, and each "Evolutionary path" to re-accrete a dimensional

their R-CW wave, to form a new reversed matrix shield and compacted R-

will allow both waves and their shields/crystal bodies to retain as much structural
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Atomic Crystal Compaction Wave shield/crystal body polarity reversal for that dimension. Such
regions

2 opposing time-waves in that dimension, and will thus be drawn into alignmenfwith

the descending time-wave when . · Starburst occurs for that dimension. Likewise, such

"single time-wave regions" will"phase-bond-upward" on their descending time-wave,

their descending time-wave, pulling any remaining viable units in the dimensional shield
above

and descending time-wave alignment. We are telling you, A&A-04 of this

etc Primary Time Wave. If a grid region (or person) has many remaining

the ascending time wave" if the Density-1 consciousness can "pull out of"



personal!planetarv time-wave synchronization required to succeed at such an endeavor from
the

literally "MASS"EVACUATION WAVES" pre-arranged in co-operation and co-ordination with
the

"Mass Evac Waves" for specific groups and grids that require "early departure"

SCHEDULED MASS EVAC WAVE WITH THE DEC. 26, 2004 9.0 QUAKE AND RESULTANT
tsunamis.

rather SMALL EVAC WAVE (about 150,000 reported; we know the number is closer.

2004 Mass Evac Wave came literally just after the Dec. 21-24, 2004 Polarian

this "ascent wave" out of DN-1 were iri.heed of •quick

Atomic Crystal Compaction Wave began, they would have no chance whatsoever to pick up

Budhara descending Time-wave was the bhly other option, and the soul groups who.

Polarian Mass Evac Wave is only-the -tst in a series of 7,
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of the Diffusion Wave, prepares the DNA Template Rama Keys to anchor, without distorting,

Trans-Eckasha Time-Waves by which the "Starburst +90-Shift and Rama

Ascending Host Time-Wave. Polarian Anchored aspects of the Angleic Human Tribal Shield
then
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of the Diffusion Wave, prepares the DNA Template Rama Keys to anchor, without distorting,

·Eckasha. Time-Waves by which the, "Starbursl +90.SI"lift and Rama
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Ascending Host Time-Wave. Polarian Anchored a·spects of the Angefic Human Tribal
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Ray •crystal Wave• Star-burst into the Personal and Planetary Maharic Shield; each
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setilng ihe Carrier Wave through which the Ethos-Etheric Pillar of Power can rise,
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feeling for a wave- like vibration extending across the Ethos Rod at the feet

circular, rhythmic-cyclic waves of greater and greater intensity moving through your fields (

this Etheric AdorA Wave ·Inten sifies until it reaches its peal<, at which

and the vibrating wave ceases. 10 After the Etheric AdOR-A wave ebbs to

Etheric AdOR-A wave ebbs to stillness, sit up straight SLOWLY ... bringing your
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Ethos Grid Descending Wave ·" downward- moving \he D-3 Ethos Pillar
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and a vibration wave begins to emerge through the Nadra Key and into both
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generating Pulsar-Plasma Waves that enter and activate the Dyonic Crystal and Diodic
Voriices

the Pulsar-Plasma Waves move inward toward the Pillar of Power, they release a

moving Pulsar-Plasma Waves move inward through the He!iopalh Tubes into the intervvoven

transfer the Pulsar Waves into the Radon Cells in the Breathing Tube for storage.

of Pulsar-Plasma Waves from the 24 Lotus Points. 6. Re-engage Breathing Tube

alic Spark Pulsar Waves into the Reu-Sha-TA Spiral in the Breathing Tube.

the incoming Pulsar Waves (released from the Radon Cells to the Reu-Sha-

the synthesised Pulsar Wave Currents to the Nadis Lines, Nadia\ capsule, DNA Template Silver
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their natural Time Wave of counter-phasing and your Breathing Tube will stay open
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of the Diffusion Wave, prepares the DNA Template Rama Keys to anchor, without distorting,

Trans-Eckasha Time-Waves by which the "Starburst +90-Shift and Rama
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Ascending Host Time-Wave. Polarian Anchored aspects of the Angelic Human Tribal Shield
then
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Ray "Crystal Wave" Star-burst into the Personal and Planetary Maharic Shield; each
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"CJ"rinity lJime Wave" "~-Siia-£j1_" ~storation, rrtie :;t.li-Seu-~-
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present Ascending Time-Wave into the Monadic Core of the Shields, thus allowing progressive
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"Trinity Time-Wave Codes" require induction of the "Activation Keys" and will
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tall vertical standing wave Se"ur Pillar that anchors into the earth about 2" in
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"Trinity-Time-Wave" Ra-Sha-La Restoration Code Induction The 6-Step Hon"-
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frequency of Time-Wave Pulses released from the Monad, which controls Rate of Shield

and embodied Time-Wave. TOOLS: You will need either the full colour unified Blue
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of the Time-Wave ... and slow your next breath cycle back to the

and its Time-Wave Base Pulse Rhythm ... you have now entered the TimeWave

now entered the TimeWave Domains of the Khem-a-lo-ha-tea "Veca
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your consciousness Time-Wave from its "leap breath" acceleration. 4 Inhale slowly and



of a Time-Wave acceleration ... Slightly accelerate movement and the Inhale to synchronise
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"Trinity-Time-Wave" Ra-Sha-La Restoration Code Induction- Phoenix "05 Technique
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""Trinity-Time-Wave" Codes for use with Phoenix "os Technique 4b <
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really working with wave spectra. They are also specific mathematical programs that
represent specific

represent specific scalar wave patterns that go with the planers and our own persooal

Page:  4

earner wave Kristos IS the part of you stationed in D12 If

templates of scalar waves. An energetic pre-matter bssue capsule called a Radial Body
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crush the scalar waves of the template below tl There"s a Divine Order and

Page:  7

using symbols, scalar wave patterns of llghl and sound. malhematlcally organiZed,
geometrically organized to
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reaUUes of scalar wave interac1JonS within the planetary shields A large portion of our

Page:  11

the whole cellestalline wave th1ng, the particle/antipartiCle fission/fusion where we get to
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run the Gold Wave lnfus1on, allowing Veca-11 and its parallel Veca-11 to

facilitated the Gold Wave Monadic Infusion. It expedited initiation and activatiOn of Veca Code

Page:  13

to catch the wave of ascent into the bridge zone time continuum to reset

to catch the wave of ascent to the bndge zone continuum during the May

on the Carrier Wave· of the 13th Pillar. Before the 13th Pll1ar Eckasha-
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run the Gold Wave lnfus1on, aJiowlng Veca-11 and its parallel Veca-11 to



a vibrabon, a wave form • If you can"t feel it in your body,

• it"s a wave f()(ffi trs not always how loud the sound is.
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opposed to a wave ol energy moving up and down • it"s a finely
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Maharata Current carrier wave {via activation of the Maharic SeaVShield) is required to
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with specific scalar waves in your sh~elds. Everythtng is composed of the units

pulses with disharmonic waveforms. They can be used for master grid mechanics, and will
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with specific scalar waves in your shields. They build more quickly a protective sound
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of the Standing Wave Flame Body Spheres of the Eukatharlsta Body and God-Source.
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the ascending time wave (where many of us would like to find ourselves),
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catch the Polarian wave for any of it coming out. So it"s the beginning
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little ... standing waves. That was very good, guys, by the way, very
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POWER A scalar wave is a multi-dimensional standing wave pattern that emanates out

multi-dimensional standing wave pattern that emanates out of a fixed point of sound-

of Energy. Scalar waves appear to move from one place to another, but in

appearance of scalar wave movement is generated as sequences of scalar wave points are

sequences of scalar wave points are activated or "lighted" in synchronization with each

to another). Scalar waves represent fixed points of perpetual fission and fusion that emanate

patterns of scalar waves through the process of thought; therefore, appropriately directed
thought can

are things--scalar wave configurations of multi-dimensional vibrating patterns of bi-polar
electromagnetic

Language of Scalar Waves," as this is the "Language of Light and Sound"

language of scalar waves" is spoken through the forms of specific wave spectra, forms

forms of specific wave spectra, forms that appear to the conscious 3-dimensional mind

Page:  3

of the scalar wave template of the body, working cocreatively under the direction of

the "scalar wave languages" of color and symbol image, which direct the contours

Language of Scalar Waves and directing the encoded instructions through precise locations
within the

the intrinsic scalar-wave language of the Spirit, which is the causal element behind

power of subtle wave forms to create desired change within the core manifestation template

power of subtle wave forms to create desired change within the core manifestation template

template. Other scalar wave Technologies we use are those of light and sound. There

light and sound waves that our chemical DNA forms upon. The God languages of
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ante-matter scalar-wave spectra emerges (Density-5, dimension 13-15). This is

through the scalar-wave configurations unique to the manifestation template for the specific
15-



Page:  5

eternal scalar-standing-wave fields of bi-polar conscious light are the 3 Primal

Light-Sound Scalar Waves. When you translate those flash-line sequences through the
English
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spherical, inaudible sound-wave fields of conscious, living energy-identity that are the 3

standing Sound-Vibration waves, through which energy and life are seeded into
manifestation. It

of Standing Sound Waves that connects the consciousness of all manifest beings and
universes

Time Matrix. Monadic Wave Portions of God"s consciousness, units of tonal vibration called
Partiki,

or "Monadic Wave." It exists as a conscious, inaudible Resonant Tone fixed sound

spherical standing sound wave within the consciousness of God. A resonant Tone is a

middle range standing-wave vibration made up of a slow-moving Base Tone and

Over Tone standing-wave vibrations. The Eckah, a conscious inaudible, spherical standing
sound wave

spherical standing sound wave that exists within the consciousness field of God, is the
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Matrix. As one wave in a polarized pair expands via fission into accelerated movement,

radiation. Its counterpart wave reciprocally contracts via fusion, creating vibration or internal
holding of

the original whole wave. This dynamic of energetic expansion and contraction that results
from
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frequency/standing scalar wave patterns that form Keylons and represent their electro-tonal
programs.

about the scalar wave patterns that when activated within the DNA allowed the body

precise frequencies/scalar waves of the Fire Letters within each dimensional band. Once
realignment

of scalar-standing waves, fixed points of light and sound wave frequencies that represent

light and sound wave frequencies that represent the blueprint upon which the personal DNA,
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Matrix. The scalar wave forms composing the stream of consciousness are referred to as

conscious scalar standing waves that give consciousness its individuated form in time.
Geomancies and

of standing scalar wave patterns built upon fixed vibrations of sound. The Stream of



and standing scalar waves through which the creative pulse of the God Mind perpetually

a standing scalar wave field built upon fixed points of sound vibration) its original
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process of scalar wave splitting and refraction, the blueprints or MFs for conscious life

with the scalar-wave manifestation template of the planetary Shields. Every species of animal,
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pillar or standing wave, but you will get a smaller one. You can manifest

triggers the particular wave length that corresponds to that pait of the DNA. You"re
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(where sound waves combine in a very cohesive way, creating objects in sound).

not just move waves through us), creating the blocks out of which things can

these standing columnar waves, a Se"Ur whenever we do a round or salutation. Once

configurations that sound waves will take. One set of commands goes with each level

that create sound waves. You don"t hear the sound waves, but once you"ve activated

hear the sound waves, but once you"ve activated currents in your body and activated
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languages) represent scalar-wave guides, and directly affect the contours of the scalar wave

of the scalar wave blueprint of the manifestation template. The manifestation template
governs the

Language of Scalar Waves" is the medium through which we gain conscious access to
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columnar-scalar-light waves made of Keylons, or 3-dimensional Partiki Grids. The Trion
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Maharata Current carrier wave (via activation of the Maharic Seal/Shield) is required
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realities of scalar wave interactions within the planetary shields. A large portion of our

Page:  23

a command, a wave form, a vibration. It"s not always how loud, but how
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opposed to a wave of energy moving up and down. They are all a

manifestation grids and wave-guides of light within the morphogenetic crystal body. I AM
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pattern of scalar waves and sound frequencies which the body and Morphogenetic Field
translate

sensing the frequency wave patterns beneath words and language you will develop the ability

of the lower wave signature. Learn to immediately counter negative statements or energy
signatures,
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Tri-tone Standing Waves) for melody, harmony and overtones. The tones of the Songs

generated specific scalar-wave formations that triggered activation of corresponding
configurations within the DNA

color-symbol scalar wave instructions, through which desired outcomes within the personal or
planetary
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Fire Letter scalar wave pattern that connects individuals to their original seed and stream

Fire Letter, scalar wave pattern. When activated, the spark opens new centers in the

fire letters, scalar waves and tonal patterns of the gth dimension. In the human

Control Code-scalar wave guide). Here the Double Lightning Bolt is used to directly

fire letters, scalar wave and tonal patterns, activating gth dimensional frequencies within the
morphogenetic

fire letter scalar wave patterns of the dimensional identity levels and strands below. Once
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of standing scalar wave patterns built upon fixed vibrations of sound. The stream of

and standing scalar waves through which the pulse of God Mind perpetually spirals
consciousness

Page:  31

of Light-Radiation waves with a specific measurable wavelength and vibrational energy
signature. In

a specific measurable wavelength and vibrational energy signature. In using the conscious
mind to

if the new wave spectra from Silicate Matrix activations are to "ground" or

manifestation template"s scalar-wave arrangement and alter the vibrational patterns of sound
tones within
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Be it. Scalar wave shape-shifting Try to shape shift into scalar waves (

shift into scalar waves (Living Conscious Flames of God). You have this as

Body Form, the Wave Form that the living God Consciousness of that particular



dimensionalized
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present Ascending Time-Wave into the Monadic Core of the Shields, thus allowing progressive
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there. Scalar standing wave shields of different types of matter that are not perceivable
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affects the brain waves a little bit different. There are other things. Your electrical

Page:  18

just built a wave form. We built a certain type of wave form on

certain type of wave form on this side of the room, and another type

build a coresonant wave form like that, which means they have similar elements at

just set the wave in the room. That implies we set a wave in

we set a wave in our fields. We just built a Se-Ur pillar.

pillar. A standing wave pillar of sound that actually has a light equivalent in
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create an activation wave that"s easier, particularly for human bodies and angelic human
bodies,
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but no tidal waves, no earthquakes, no weird things. So, we were moving through
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form the particle-wave building-blocks of conscious, living Manifest Matter are continually
formed.
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and Embodied Time Waves Page 12 Starburst Response Page 12 The E-Cou-Sha

Page:  5

dimensions and time waves, and these two aspects are extremely closely linked. Each Density

its characteristic time waves and cycles, and its dimensional characteristics. As consciousness
progresses up

Page:  6

A single Time Wave constitutes a Time Continuum, but there are repeating cycles of

Page:  10

distorted, smaller time waves (sextant time) upon which the planet is currently moving

essence, these time waves do not contain the possibility of backflow, which is what

Page:  11

consciousness and time waves that allows perpetual renewal of one"s being and of
manifestation.

and Embodied Time Waves 11

Page:  12

more expanded time wave. Faster breathing is connected with the fight or flight response,

of the time waves that are released from the monad, which is then reflected

personal embodied time wave. The aspect that is most easily affected by you is

create different time waves within yourself that have "more time" within each moment

the descending time waves, beginning with the lowest dimensions. These two opposing time
waves

two opposing time waves are held in a buffer field until Starburst completes. The

The ascending time waves involve rapid and intense time shifts, and require the active

Page:  13

two opposing time waves to be bonded together within the monad itself, and these



these two time waves are now in the process of their final separation. The
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to enter tlie wave spectra witliin wliicli perception of manifestation is possi6fe." (kathara

of standing scalar waves through which the creative pulse of the God-mind perpetually

a standing scalar wave field built upon fixed points of sound vibrations, its original

arrangement of scalar wave composite forms begins to change. The original stream of
Consciousness

Fire Letter scalar wave patterns through which it is connected to the original stream

Page:  4

Amoraea Flame standing wave of ManU Holy Spirit that resides within the center of

tangible, quantifiable standing wave of living ManU God-Force Consciousness. The more we
practice
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Letters and Scalar Wave Patterns in our Shields, what we are doing is turning
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consciousness of the Wave Forms that everything is manifest on. It"s very hard to
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are activating these waveforms in the template, which allows that frequency and that
consciousness
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body form (waveform) it takes. Our shields are literally composed of Nodes and

Rays. The scalar waves that make up our shields are part of the Nodus

crystal that the wave body emerges. The crystals of the Nodus are called "

body form (waveform) it takes. These are the consciousness that go with the

shift into scalar waves, which are Living Conscious Flames of God. You have this

are activating these waveforms in the template, which allows that frequency and that
consciousness

Page:  12



up the Scalar Waves in the shields, we are turning on the Consciousness of
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little standing Scalar Waveforms, group together by like-vibration and like-mathematics.
They all
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pattern of scalar waves and sound frequencies, which the body and Morphogenetic Field
translate

template, a scalar wave template, a manifestation, a blueprint for manifestation somewhere.
It goes
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like the scalar waves we are made of flashing on and off, we disappear

patterns of scalar waves through the process of thought. Undirected thought creates chaotic
patterns
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are activating these waveforms in the template, which allows that frequency and that
consciousness
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create a scalar wave pattern that sets a blueprint for manifestation Thoughts are things
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fire letters, scalar waves and tonal patterns of Dimension 8: the light and sound
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they are standing waves of light and do not have form in the matter
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build scalar standing wave pillars-known as SE "urs. 7. How does Ash

of standing scalar waves, waves of energy that stand, oscillate and flash on and
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of standing scalar waves, energy waves, that stand and oscillate and flash off and

scalar waves, energy waves, that stand and oscillate and flash off and on. 2.
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(d) Silver wave. 3. Due to the activations of the BeaST Black Hole
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do scalar standing waves create? • Intimate interwoven patterns that then literally create the

the subatomic scalar waveforms, received this gift from Source. These teachings show us the

from the minutest waveforms to the largest cosmic bodies-they show us the science

see the standing wave-forms that make up every atom in existence? • Our

units, of standing waves, that bends the energy of our consciousness into very specific

create with) the waveforms that make up the fabric of the cosmos. Vocabulary 1.
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light and sound waves. They"re three-dimensional because you have three different lines of
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of scalar standing waves, Keylon tic Science teaches that: (a) Oscillation is when
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other particle or waveform is built. (a) 1.44 (b) 3 (c)
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would the slowest waves be found in our 15-dimensional Time Matrix, and why?

• The slowest waves would be found in Density- I, dimensions I, 2 and

found. The next waves that pulse faster are found in Density-2, dimensions 4,



form 3-dimensional wave grids that rotate and move. They form spheres and elliptical
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block- a scalar wave template. The Kathara Grid is a template for manifestation. It

of any scalar wave template. The Kathara Grid is also, literally, the Star Gates-

points of standing wave vibrations. Each Kathara Center goes with each dimensional level.
The

groups of scalar waves will accrete around these Shields and fill out the pattern
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there are some waves that science picks up from the Parallel Universe (PU),

are standing scalar wave discs. They are standing waves of sound and light that

They are standing waves of sound and light that are unique unto us. Everybody
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templates of standing waves flash OFF. The vibration state is associated with "sound,"

templates of standing waves that exist as vibration make up the Primal Sound Fields

templates of standing waves that create the Primal Light Fieldsdimensions 13, 14 and 15.

templates of standing waves in vibration form begin to interact with each other in

and the standing waves begin to oscillate, not just vibrate. The standing waves in

vibrate. The standing waves in vibration form interact and they begin to "arc"
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activate the "wave fields" right around and within our body, where we can

is the carrier wave of this Gate-12, Shield-12, Dimension-12 "Divine
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the standing scalar wave templates of the strands below and leave holes in them.
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would the slowest waves be found in our 15-dimensional Time Matrix, and why?

• The slowest waves would be found in Density- I, dimensions I, 2 and

found. The next waves that pulse faster are found in Density-2, dimensions 4,

form 3-dimensional wave grids that rotate and move. They form spheres and elliptical
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block- a scalar wave template. The Kathara Grid is a template for manifestation. It

of any scalar wave template. The Kathara Grid is also, literally, the Star Gates-

points of standing wave vibrations. Each Kathara Center goes with each dimensional level.



The

groups of scalar waves will accrete around these Shields and fill out the pattern
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there are some waves that science picks up from the Parallel Universe (PU),

are standing scalar wave discs. They are standing waves of sound and light that

They are standing waves of sound and light that are unique unto us. Everybody

Page:  39

templates of standing waves flash OFF. The vibration state is associated with "sound,"

templates of standing waves that exist as vibration make up the Primal Sound Fields

templates of standing waves that create the Primal Light Fieldsdimensions 13, 14 and 15.

templates of standing waves in vibration form begin to interact with each other in

and the standing waves begin to oscillate, not just vibrate. The standing waves in

vibrate. The standing waves in vibration form interact and they begin to "arc"
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activate the "wave fields" right around and within our body, where we can

is the carrier wave of this Gate-12, Shield-12, Dimension-12 "Divine
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the standing scalar wave templates of the strands below and leave holes in them.
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massive scalar standing wave grid that becomes a holographic experience of space, time, and
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signature or standing wave signature, just like your body does. 7. What are the

frequencies, you run wave patterns through your body. Those wave patterns will touch
receivers

your body. Those wave patterns will touch receivers in the Shields and bring them

the standing scalar waves that everything is created from are consciousness. The frequencies
have

as a carrier wave. That means if the frequency is disharmonic, the Kristos carrier

the Kristos carrier wave will not go there. So there is a safety net
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is the carrier wave for all the other waves? (a) D-12 (

all the other waves? (a) D-12 (b) D-6 (c)
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These are standing-wave Pillars from the Eckasha-Aah Level that are getting frequency
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Light (scalar wave) Sound (tonal frequency) Grid (morpohogenetic Partiki Grid). Hova

electromagnetic and scalar waves that form the morphogenetic field/Crystal Body of
multidimensional human
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Ascension. 10. Scalar Waves: A Scalar wave is a multidimensional standing wave pattern that

Waves: A Scalar wave is a multidimensional standing wave pattern that emanates out of

a multidimensional standing wave pattern that emanates out of a fixed point of sound-
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SHIELD scalar-standing-wave template .... The living consciousness of the Cosmic Shield
represents

elliptical-sphere-standing-wavebody within the Center Point of the Cosmic Krist Template,
allowing

Page:  10

Amoraea Flame standing wave of ManU-Holy Spirit that resides within the center of
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tangible, quantifiable standing wave of living ManU-God-Force consciousness .... The Paradox
of
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it forms lovely waves that go like this (smoothly flowing gesture from A"sha).
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are standing scalar wave patterns. Right now, we see a hologram, the hologram of

by standing scalar wave patterns of consciousness bending in certain ways and refracting off
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consciousness of these Wave Forms that everything is manifest on. It"s very hard to
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involved. It"s about wave patterns. You have one element that moves like this and
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It"s like a wave of joy that you can almost feel ripple through your
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on the Adashi Wave going in, carried in the memory of the people who
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each time a wave goes out and comes back in. It knows more of
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specific-quantum Manifestation Wave, called an Eckashi Birth Wave, is released into the
Cosmic

an Eckashi Birth Wave, is released into the Cosmic Reishaic Record Crystal of the

Body. The Eckashi Wave begins as a "Starburst" of pure conscious identity in

of the Eckashi Wave next "divides its quantum" to specific smaller quanta, or

in a" Spark Wave" from the central Cosmic Reishaic Record, and "step down"

a "Spark Wave," called an "Adashi Ascension Wave," which emerges from the

"Adashi Ascension Wave," which emerges from the Cosmic Reishaic Record into the first

the Adashi Ascension Wave releases and "up-steps" the Ascended identities back into

new Eckashi Birth Wave, equal to the quantum of the Adashi Ascension Wave, is

the Adashi Ascension Wave, is simultaneously released from the God-Source Consciousness
Field into

the Adashi Ascension Wave up-step into the Adashi Return Cycles that initiate the

new Eckashi Birth Wave down-step into the "Eckashi Expansion Cycles" that initiate

the Adashi Ascension Wave releases from the Cosmic Reishaic Record, the individual identities
carried

the Adashi Ascension Wave re-materialize in their eternal-life "Krysted" Ascension Bodies,
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Cosmic Eckashi Birth Wave that we all "road in on"). And it is

Page:  27

an Eckashi Birth Wave Outflow from the local Solar Reishaic Record "Core Crystal"

Solar Eckashi Spark Wave when it receives a Galactic Eckashi Wave from the core

a Galactic Eckashi Wave from the core Central Sun of the Galaxy in which

"spark-cluster wave of conscious spirit," and "step down" through the local

Planetary Eckashi Birth Wave that transfers into the smaller Planetary Reishaic Record Crystal
at

Planetary Eckashi Birth Wave represents a "-------- The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
Presented



Page:  28

Solar Eckashi Birth Wave, is the first step by which already individuated conscious identity-

collective "incarnational wave" -makes choices and agreements "among themselves" to enter

Page:  65

kinds of plasma waves moving in and out, that are in the Krystal Body

Page:  71

on a long wave, sometimes it goes on the short wave, and you never

on the short wave, and you never know which way; it depends on what

is an incoming wave- they are planning to hit Giza tomorrow with the D-

Page:  88

make a particle wave of consciousness, and they are going to take it from

set the first wave of the many waves. I have a feeling that there

of the many waves. I have a feeling that there is going to be

to be a wave for each tribe class, each tribe class will release a

will release a wave of them. I wouldn"t doubt if it"s the tribe classes

create a particle wave with their consciousness, it will actually create a field for

be the first wave of them, and somewhere we have in their writings, that
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to create a wave that we can ride that will help us to probably

Page:  105

should be a wave sliding through your body now that will be your Primal

Page:  112

get a transmission wave in, it"s like there is 6 weeks of transmission. This

get into time waves this time. That is more of the technicals for other

Page:  121

talking about scalar wave technology because that"s what"s being used. And parts of the

Page:  123

To appreciate the wave, the. gentle caress "-../ that the Eternal Wind Song plays

Page:  131

do, feel the wave, it"s like a wave of joy and light that comes



it"s like a wave of joy and light that comes from behind us and

It is the wave of the joyful, freed frozen ones that were stuck in

now as a wave of consciousness, through the crystal gate. Once we move with

move with the wave, through the crystal gate, we are next going to move
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group, like a wave, we are stepping towardJhe line of the Aquafereion people and
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or something, like waves of applause . It is not the syncopated, not like

Page:  177

and forming of wave of beautiful mist, moving upward into the connections to Urtha

also creating a wave for us to follow. They are opening, they are using

to create a wave of ascension for each of the rings. So, we"re assisting

Page:  211

are bringing the waves in with this as we sing it, the Krystal River

the Krystal River waves. Psonn of Aurora (12 rounds) BE .. ... TO

Page:  217

release in a wave, literally a wave of consciousness and they could start immediately

wave, literally a wave of consciousness and they could start immediately but they are

us a carrier wave to give us a bit more frequency to go out
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·appreciate the wave, the gentle caress that the Eternal Wind Song plays with

Page:  228

do, feel the wave, it"s like a wave of joy and light that comes

it"s like a wave of joy and light that comes from behind us and

It is the wave of the joyful, freed frozen ones that were stuck in

now as a wave of The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi

Page:  229

move with the wave, through the Crystal Gate, we are next going to move

Page:  231

group, like a wave, we are stepping toward the line of the Aquafereion people



Page:  233

or something, like waves of applause . It is not the syncopated, not like

Page:  236

is still a wave running, because I had to keep the wave on to

to keep the wave on to do the graphs, I could hear the AdonA.
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a whole new wave of the program and I did want you to see

Page:  265

a very new wave of attempted Bio-Regenesis on the Angelic Human and Cloister

Page:  281

anti-particle annihilation wave. Where, they could have bent it where it went around

Page:  292

having an activation wave at the moment, right? Yeah. If you happen to have

Page:  294

that means a wave is incoming and it"s a wave that moves through all

and it"s a wave that moves through all of you and your RaShaLAes also,

Page:  302

will be a wave of ones ... they literally are still alive and their

they create a wave together, a wave of consciousness, a!l the little balls

wave together, a wave of consciousness, a!l the little balls that were in

Page:  306

come through in waves, and they will all take, when they come from Source,

Source, when any wave of consciousness comes from Source into individuation out into the

Page:  307

It was a wave. Wow! Sometimes I just listen and go, "ho, ho,

they move the wave so fast that I couldn"t even remember what 1. ..

to reverse the wave and run it back again! [Laughs] These are just

Page:  335

That was a wave tangent. This is a simplified version of that [chart)

Page:  337



flow, because the wave comes in strong. With all of those things we"ve just

Page:  340

exchange, the Celestelline wave that we"ve talked about a long time ago, that is

that is a wave of chemical that forms in the atoms and in the

Page:  347

think there are waves- [to Az]l think your son saw this- remember

talking about those waves of little tiny molecular movement light? I think that"s connected

you can see waves coming-of little light dots-coming up off the surface
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some kind of wave was incoming. Alright, is this the other guys? They said

Page:  360

to get this wave where you feel like your blood sugar is crashing and

ride the Starfire wave. So we will be able to go back and forth.

will be evac waves that go out from all sorts of places on the

Page:  361

of animals, like waves of evacs with, say, 50 or 100 animals going, they

Page:  381

form a crystal wave. What the visual that we are going to use before

Page:  382

this little crystal wave that floats in to this doorway, the doorway again is

looks like a wave pattern, a transparent wave pattern where the air actually looks

pattern, a transparent wave pattern where the air actually looks like it"s rippling in

to move the wave which means they"re going to draw us in. We are

looks like a wave if you were standing looking form the side, it would

look like this wave of lovely crystals just. .. that used to be standing

Page:  385

crystal pa rticle wave moving into your palm. When you feel that the ray

moving as a wave again- out the door, laying in our crystals. Now we

Page:  398

before following the wave, anyway. I will keep talking until I hit a certain



runs a carrier wave that will allow you a level of supported RashaLAe Body

run the carrier wave journey. That is for this group, you will have your

carries the carrier wave that will allow for the Rash aLAe Body activation. This

Page:  400

is the carrier wave Journey and even if you have done it before at

was a carrier wave and this is why they have us run this, there

Page:  403

call them Ring Waves start to periodically burst out from the Core of the

starts. Those Ring Waves would send gamma ray bursts into our Solar System from
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the s~cond wave of 12 Tribes Classes that have up to 48 people

Page:  411

on the return wave Home. Now it is a long Journey, I mean there

pick up the wave, it is like an Aqualene Transmission wave that will allow

an Aqualene Transmission wave that will allow you to frequency ride and will allow

to catch that wave and use it on your own even when you"re not
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are using scalar wave electro-magnetic technology in order to create a biological harness

Page:  426

talking , a wave comes through as far as the information I"m supposed to

carry and that wave comes through keyed to the encryption of the group shield

Page:  437

interrupted and the wave is flowing it is just like .. . gone. Sorry

Page:  442

focus for my wave of transmission to come in on so I can word

have the natural wave flow with the group. And, if the group was like

on an average wave that everybody can catch the knowledge on, it was like

Page:  444

on a fast wave, to get it to say the right thing. PartikE, Partikl,

been after a wave of kind of, like K2-3 was kind of like



like a glaze wave. So much information with so much detail that it"s like

Page:  469

pick-up the wave because "--..../ it literally is an Adashi Ascension Wave that

an Adashi Ascension Wave that is building. And the Journey 1, that wave is

Journey 1, that wave is when it released and that is where everybody"s got

recording. When that wave, the point in space-time here when that wave actually

here when that wave actually released and it"s still carried, the encryption is still

Page:  481

provided with another wave, I think, of information. It"s not yet fully finished as
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to start, the wave is going to start moving fast and hopefully it will,
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a really fast wave that could be really difficult to speak. Alright. Good. Now,
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catch your Adashi Waves back and ... what is neat is once you get

the Urtha"s Adashi Wave, others won"t. There is going to be lots of us

Page:  498

with the live wave coming through. And this one is exciting. Because, I have

Page:  508

anchoring as the wave comes through and then takes it and embellishes what the
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Radeionic Heliopaths, Transfiguration Waves, and the Diamond Sun Body of Krist
................... 37 The

Page:  8

are arcing standing-wave pillars that emerge from the center point 13th Pillar Center

Page:  9

Lotus Ate Standing wave Arc set withintheEckaBaseshield. different types, usually with
negative/ magnetic/feminine

Page:  27

through the standing waves of the Kathara Grid programs, called Vector Code Templates, and

Page:  32

is a standing wave Still Point. Both Manos and Lotos are Etheric-Atomic currents,

Page:  33

vibration between two waves," or the Node itself. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series

Page:  37

Radeionic Heliopaths, Transfiguration Waves, and the Diamond Sun Body of Krist
OensifteaHon Phase -

tubes of Partikate Wave Radiation that blend and circulate Ketheric (combined Etheric-
Atomic)

and the Partikite Waves that circulate through them are called Pulsar Waves or
Transfiguration

are called Pulsar Waves or Transfiguration Waves. These are passageways of 2 Please refer

Waves or Transfiguration Waves. These are passageways of 2 Please refer to page 36

Page:  38

draws these Pulsar Waves through the Heliopaths from the Ecka Lota into the LotE

and Pulsar Plasma Waves forms a Radiant Flaming Sun known as the Sun of

it. The Pulsar Waves are intended to regenerate and refuel the seed atoms for



Page:  40

Programs, and Earth"s Wave of Ascent As introduced in Kathara Level-1 Program, the

Page:  41

the planetary time wave that is moving toward a future of healing, restoration and

which planetary time wave we will ride upon, and thus what evolutionary destiny we
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at a host wave coming in from a planet that is falling, and a

Page:  12

carries the carrier wave that carries the Access Keys. That"s why Page 12 of

Page:  15

They have one wave of coming out of frequencies, and another wave going back.

frequencies, and another wave going back. They have a particle/anti-particle wave collision

particle/anti-particle wave collision taking place in their matrix. They are finding out

Page:  19

heat from the wave is so hot. I just have to lie the body

Page:  20

there is a wave that is in there that they ran through the first

carry that carrier wave that was released when the first opening of what"s called

Page:  30

out on a wave of consciousness. You never get exhaled out alone. You always

Page:  31

types of radiation waves going out from what used to be the prana seed

like a gamma wave spectra. Eventually they would cause first implosion of the prana

Page:  34

is the rider wave that the other currents have to come in on. So

Page:  37

a big Evac wave coming and its all pointing downward towards earth. Earth is

Page:  40

It"s the natural waves of ascension, of return home. What we actually have is



like disbursement, disbursement wave where you go into manifestation, into the different
domains of

Page:  54

when the transmission wave is coming through, as far as the data wave coming

as the data wave coming in live, that things I"m just learning and looking

just is a wave of information that we can all catch. That"s why it
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be riding the wave. However, being awake will be important on this one. Being

Page:  86

be a live wave tonight, so there will be things that kind of fall

Page:  100

like a scalar wave tube. These are scalar wave technologies. They are meant to

These are scalar wave technologies. They are meant to cause harm, and they do

Page:  102

it"s like this wave of vibration will come up through your body spontaneously, and
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to run the wave, and they wanted it from the first time it was
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calm your brain wave pattern, where you actually read that you"re asleep, and then
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creates an electromagnetic wave that runs down each of the fire chambers, and once

Page:  149

won"t catch the wave. So, a lot of times we are catching waves when

we are catching waves when we do strange hour workshops. It"s not fun for

waiting for that wave as well. If we can remember these things that very
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activations when the wave comes in. If you ever get those, and you think

Page:  6

begins called ring waves, that are a form of gamma rays, that emerge like

to be ring waves coming off the Sun. They would fry us within 50

Page:  7

what the ring waves that are going to start coming off the Sun will

The first Bardoah wave that is due to come off the Sun is due

Page:  8

right when the wave comes through it comes out right verbally, but if we

Page:  11

literally, the gamma waves that are sent out by the central sun, talk to

Page:  18

have the same wave that was given through. It carries certain frequency- that will

Page:  20

started releasing ring waves and radiation things. Those ring waves and radiation things-
what

things. Those ring waves and radiation things- what they do, is they loosen the

and ride the wave back into the next level in that it came from.

it catches that wave 250 years from now ... will be able to go

Page:  33

go with the wave, because- before, every time we do a presentation, its always

with. And the wave comes through and I go up on break, and I"m

Page:  40

is no back wave. Something called the Eiron point closes permanently. When that happens,



Page:  47

the next Adashi wave, the next Starfire Wave, where the entire system went back.

the next Starfire Wave, where the entire system went back. So, you always go
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Sun "s wave of final Bardoah in, that the consciousness field can prepare

Page:  62

of these gamma waves, ring waves. They start coming out into the rings and

gamma waves, ring waves. They start coming out into the rings and making the

Page:  69

with the frequency waves coming in. So, if I"m walking around like this that"s

Page:  77

the Solar Bardoah wave at the end of the Bardoah cycle. And at that

Page:  84

take that last wave of them out. So it"s really interesting and there was

catch the next wave in, in pieces, so." Right? No biggy. It"s like you"re

get that Bardoah wave because that"s what I want because I don"t want my
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great to like wave them in front of security kind of things, ya know

Page:  95

There"s a tidal wave of technical information that is still pouring in, washing all

Page:  110

Collective, whatever Collective Wave you came out of. That can be scary for some
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I remember this wave coming when the Red Pulse was coming, and it"s just
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ride Urtha"s StarFire Wave out, that"s ok. That"s what the New Earth field is

Page:  131

Creation. Riding a wave in where we can go in to this Creation Point,

the Direct Cognition Wave because the words just aren"t touching it real well. (



bit of a wave of extra information that has a feel to it that

Page:  133

are called Transfiguration Waves and they are the Core Waves, or we call them

are the Core Waves, or we call them Plasma Waves as well, from which

call them Plasma Waves as well, from which Electro-Magnetic waves forms, so it

which Electro-Magnetic waves forms, so it also the Birth of Electro-magnetism. These

Space-Time EM Waves, so this is the generator of the EM Force and

Page:  144

that comes in waves like pulses and then stops. This is transmuting stuff in

be periods of waves where there"s a purging of the structure that is no

Page:  164

a series of waves given off they are called the Ring Waves or Bardoah

called the Ring Waves or Bardoah Ring Waves that are gamma ray bursts that

or Bardoah Ring Waves that are gamma ray bursts that are given off as

Its 1st Ring Wave will be the Ring-1 Wave when its 1st level,

the Ring-1 Wave when its 1st level, its Level-1 RaSha Template separates

that, a ring wave burst and that is still due in somewhere in the

Page:  172

our Adashi Return Wave ... Our Adashi Return Wave wouldn"t be the return wave

Our Adashi Return Wave wouldn"t be the return wave from these systems. We couldn"t

be the return wave from these systems. We couldn"t ride a full Adashi on

catch the Ascension Waves, you need to follow where they go and they will

Page:  173

these deep mourning waves because I love Earth you know despite all the nasty

doubt there are waves of grief that have been moving through the Indigo Shield

Page:  174

If a consciousness wave, say the Spirit of a planet that is embedded within

solar last Bardoah wave and bring everything out with it. It is called the

ride a Bardoah Wave without its body, it is a death transition, but where

Page:  175

the same time wave out again. Because if all things were happening simultaneously right,



that last Bardoah Wave of the Solar Gate and in that period anything that

Page:  196

just ride the wave, you know I don"t think about what is going to

Page:  198

here comes the wave, heatwave ... OK, next one please. [graph] [DVD-

Page:  204

that last Bardoah Wave that goes backwards and it sends a stream of energy

Page:  205

weren"t catching the wave of Bardoah going out, a natural way of Bardoah going

Page:  206

a natural Bardoah Wave, your template will be held long enough to connect with

ride a natural wave that"s going back in, if you can keep yourself calm

in that field wave that is going back in, and re-attach yourself to

Page:  208

before the full wave. So, there"s all sorts of things that we"re going to

Page:  209

just starts the wave, right? Anyway, we have the solid inner core that corresponds

Page:  223

come in on waves- waves that come through the Krystal Spiral from Source. There

certain types of waves where, when you have, an Adashi cycle complete. Goes through

will be another wave of consciousness sent out into the manifesting domains and, so

so there are waves that come and go waves of consciousness. There are waves

come and go waves of consciousness. There are waves of manifesting that come on

consciousness. There are waves of manifesting that come on the end of a backflow

of a backflow wave that was an ascension wave that went in, so we"re

was an ascension wave that went in, so we"re all part of these cycles

sets of standing waves that create the experience of evolution through the domains. So,

Page:  229

not like EM waves like we think of it. That"s way after we get

Page:  233



form the electromagnetic waves all the way out here in the outer domains, all

Page:  245

give off ring waves at it releases one ring, ring one, it"ll start from

Page:  265

the last Bardoah wave of the body. And when ... Bardoah, remember, means separating

that last Bardoah wave of that separation they would be able to ride their

Page:  268

There is a wave released at that point that is still carried on the

pick up that wave in the Shadra Shield together. And it is the one

Page:  271

one of those waves. All right, we are, we"ve seen this one enough times.

Page:  288

out on a wave. Like, you do this with this ... so we"ll be

Page:  319

for certain pulse waves to come through that carry specific data. And the data

right. When the wave comes I"ll be up. I"ll be back to my usual
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is when the wave released. And you will still get it because that recording

Page:  324

a series of waves that are called Ring Waves that release, and in our

are called Ring Waves that release, and in our solar system it"s going to

to get Ring Waves and each Ring Wave releases one layer of the 15

and each Ring Wave releases one layer of the 15 layers of the Rasha

process of Ring Waves burns up the hydrogen field much, much faster than they

Page:  332

here comes a wave. I"m picking up speed now, I can feel it! [

Page:  338

get the rider wave to come out. If you just tried to open the

Page:  343



15 different Ring Waves that release each of the 15 layers of the Rash

that final Bardoah Wave that will allow the Spirit that entered the Light Body

Its first Ring Wave will be probably around Hetharo of 2008, so it is

Page:  376

hit the next wave that is going out. So that push is actually the

Page:  389

creates a Transfiguration Wave. Now this is just one set of 3 of one

Page:  390

these are Transfiguration Waves ... that these actually .. . you have ManA coming

. create Transfiguration Waves that, as they expand and contract, they release electro-
magnetic

release electro-magnetic waves in whatever domain frequency they"re in, and they build up

Page:  393

that first Ring Wave comin" in and what might that mean (chuckles), kind

Page:  432

heat. The speed wave is coming. This is where I"ll probably start talking a

Page:  455

and particles- particle wave light kind of things, electromagnetic frequency. With
understanding that the

Page:  462

the progressive ring waves that are going to come in from the Solar Bardoah

the Solar Bardoah waves. We"ve talked about those before. There will be a solar

a solar bardoah wave once a year. The first one will be the mildest.

use those ring waves as just natural fuel , to regenerate and heal. It

from the ring waves that are going to be coming off the Sun. So,

the solar ring waves, because it will begin to create a level of radiation

Page:  463

stable the ring waves are. They will let us know if it gets to

because the ring waves are getting too strong. If that happens, it also depends

Page:  464

the Bardoah ring waves, but solar symbiosis cycle is something that takes place between



transmute the ring waves coming off of our falling Sun, or our dying Sun,

Page:  487

hot and cold waves, all night. Now, all right, let"s see .. . Now
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to the air waves. But, what they would like to do is sing to
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KaLE-Hara Krysta Wave and the KaLE-Krysta & KaLA-Krystar Cycles Because there

KaLE-Hara Krysta Wave, through the Sala KaLE Chambers. These are a set of
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Sala KaLE Chamber/Wave that is coming from Density 2 Sala into the planet,

the Sala Sira Wave/Chamber coming from a different angle. The Sala Sira Chamber
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the form of waveforms. They can be standing waves or moving waves, but the

can be standing waves or moving waves, but the templates upon which density (

waves or moving waves, but the templates upon which density (or matter manifestation)

occurs are standing waveforms. A standing wave is called a Scalar Standing Wave. It

waveforms. A standing wave is called a Scalar Standing Wave. It holds a fixed

a Scalar Standing Wave. It holds a fixed point in a grid with many

standing columns of wave forms. Standing waves oscillate and vibrate. Oscillation is when the

wave forms. Standing waves oscillate and vibrate. Oscillation is when the Particum and
PartikA
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standing scalar waves form. And they form intimate interwoven patterns that create the

the standing scalar waves that make up the templates upon which matter manifests, and

The standing scalar waves of consciousness that the universe is made out of includes

now I see." Wave People If you work with the information provided here, you

of standing scalar waves who are wave people ... consciousness. Those wave people that

waves who are wave people ... consciousness. Those wave people that make up our

... consciousness. Those wave people that make up our bodies are smaller than the

ourselves, those little waveforms that are beings in their own right, actually look to

Page:  5

(standing scalar wave patterns and fixed points of tonal frequency), and B. Keylon

form create standing wave patterns - scalar wave grids, which hold the form of

patterns - scalar wave grids, which hold the form of consciousness within dimensionalized
manifestation.
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other particle or waveform is built upon. Though we think of them as simply

as a scalar wave, it is a type of scalar wave. Each one of



type of scalar wave. Each one of those standing points of PKI units, when

creates a scalar wave pattern and then it flashes off again into vibration, then

oscillation ... standing wave patterns, scalar waves, standing waves. The MCEO Freedom
Teachings®

wave patterns, scalar waves, standing waves. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
Presented by

scalar waves, standing waves. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi
MCEO
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Particum are standing waves, little tiny standing waves that cycle. They go back and

little tiny standing waves that cycle. They go back and forth from being an
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Scalar Waves and Scalar Grids In very simple terms we are familiar

are familiar with waves that are in the world around us. We have waves

us. We have waves flowing on the ocean and these are horizontal waves. We

these are horizontal waves. We can perceive of scalar waves as waves that flow

perceive of scalar waves as waves that flow vertically. They are a process by

scalar waves as waves that flow vertically. They are a process by means of

between dimensions. Scalar waves are effectively vertical waves that move energy and
consciousness between

are effectively vertical waves that move energy and consciousness between dimensions; flash
on in

dimensions. Standing scalar waves are made of Partiki units, points that flash on (

fabric of scalar waves, an energy field that pulls in more and more of

D hologram. Scalar waves anchor our consciousness into dimensionality in the Time Matrix in

substance of scalar waves, we can begin to understand who we are and how

arrangements of scalar waves. Our consciousness literally turns into that form in order to

of standing scalar waves, each wave of which is composed of Keylons (a

scalar waves, each wave of which is composed of Keylons (a Partiki unit
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together making stronger wave forms (such as the Maharic Shield). All these wave

Shield). All these wave forms are composed of Partiki units, units of ManU/ManA/

complex standing scalar waves formed by clusters of Partiki/PartikA/Particum. Dimensions
build on

light and sound waves. They are 3-dimensional because you have three different lines

the standing scalar wave shields, we are talking about a part of the Crystal
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is our Scalar Wave Template. Scalar Wave Template equals Crystal Keylon Body. When we

Wave Template. Scalar Wave Template equals Crystal Keylon Body. When we work with our

Keylons (scalar waves), pulling in more consciousness like it was meant to do.

fast. These standing waves that form standing wave grids form movement on the inside

that form standing wave grids form movement on the inside of matter. When we

we get into waves that move here in the electromagnetic spectrum, our light and

light and sound waves and gamma waves on one end and infrared on the

waves and gamma waves on one end and infrared on the other and all

of these standing waves--how they behave and how they cycle, how fast they

angles--that other waveforms come into perceivable manifestation. It is part of the
holographic

units, of standing waves, that bends the energy of our consciousness in!o very

light and sound waves, Partiki, PartikA, and Particum, we get into the structure that
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rhythms of standing waves flashing off and on. Within the 15-Dimensional Matrix we

of scalar standing-wave points within a morot1oaen•!tic field. Magnetic Repulsion Zones
create
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D-12 Carrier Wave. Everything we work with and all the techniques that come

as the Carrier Wave for anything else. If you are working with currents down

is the Carrier Wave that allows you to open the seals so you can

D-12 Carrier Wave and come into the 0-1 body. You could become

like a scalar wave flashing on and off. The frequency flashes in, it activates

powered, fast, choppy waves," are only in the D-2 and the first part

contact" kind of waves. Gamma waves can do pretty good damage on you and

of waves. Gamma waves can do pretty good damage on you and so can
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becomes. The lowest waves, the slowest waves that would flash on and off the

waves, the slowest waves that would flash on and off the slowest, would be

The next fastest waves would be at HU 2, then at HU 3, then
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vibration, templates of waves in standing form, begin to interact with each other in
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form 3-dimensional wave grids that rotate and move. They form spheres and elliptical
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carried in the wave ~ 05 12 SFB fields. The highest ascension mechanics 06
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to a scalar wave of consciousness. Other Kathara Grids built on 11, 10 or
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are condensed scalar wave points that hold the core electro-tonal geometrical mathematical
program

geometrical relationship-standing waves that hold the geometrical relationship-for each of the
first

groups of scalar waves will accrete around these shields and fill out the pattern
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block, a scalar wave template. Each Kathara Center goes with each dimensional level and
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of scalar standing-wave points within a morohoaenetic field. 12 Centers of the UNIVERSAL
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not form standing waves in the same way they do within the 15 dimensions
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can activate the wave fields right around your body and within your body--where

of any scalar wave template. They are literally the star gates, the coordinate points
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Universal Standing Scalar Wave Domains. You will see on this diagram the 3 that
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are scalar standing wave grids, and it is about vortices, which are spiraling electromagnetic
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Scalar-Standing-Columnar-Wave or "Pillar" of vibration called a SE"-Ur within

Se-Ur standing-waves are called the 12 The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
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the first scalar-wave-field that becomes the Core God World of creation. COSMIC



called the Amoraea Wave-Pillar or Ecka-ManU Eternal Flame to emerge through the

Window, the Amoraea Wave circulates pulses of living God consciousness between God
Source and

Creation. The Amoraea Wave/Ecka-ManU Eternal Flame is known as the "Heart

with the Amoraea Wave-Pillar Ecka-ManU Flame the 12 Reuche Scepter Pillar columnar

Scepter Pillar columnar waves bend toward the Reuche center to form 12 arcs of

rotating scalar standingcolumnar-wave discs of Bi-polar EirA-ManA consciousness called the
12

Tri-polar scalar wave disc composed of blended ManU-EirA· ManA Force called

EirA scalar standing waves forming a counter-clockwise rotating scalar field that receives God

ManA scalar standing waves forming a clockwise rotating scalar field that transmits new
pulses
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rotating Merkaba scalar wave spiral, the "bottom spiral" of the Merkaba Field and

rotating Merkaba scalar wave spiral. Together, the EirA and ManA Merkaba Spirals create the

scalar columnar standing wave to expand outward from within itself forming a stationary
scalar
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Spherical standing-wave of ManU God Force, called the Cosmic Amoraea Crystal, a

stationary scalar standing wave in the shape of an elliptical sphere or Cosmic Egg,
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scalar standing columnar wave, a pillar of vibration called a SE"UR within the Yunasai,

Cosmic SE"UR standing waves are called the 12 Reuche Scepter Pillars, which together form

the first scalar wave field that becomes the core God World of Creation. Reuche
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directions. These standing waves of very pure Sound and Light in turn interact with
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called the Amoraea Wave Pillar or Ecka ManU Eternal Flame to emerge through the

Window, the Amoraea Wave circulates Pulses of Living God Consciousness between God-
Source and

9 & Amorea Wave "Ecka" Eternal ManU Flame Cosmic Core Sca lar Standing

Sca lar Standing Wave Unified Field Template 12 Force Consciousness Fields of the Yunasai,

Creation. The Amoraea Wave Ecka ManU Eternal Flame is known as the Heart of

with the Amoraea Wave Pillar, the Ecka ManU Flame, the 12 Reuche Scepter Pillar



Scepter Pillar Columnar Waves bend toward the Reuche center to form 12 Arcs of

scalar standing columnar wave discs of bi-polar EirA-ManA consciousness called the 12

tri-polar shield wave disc composed of blended ManU, EirA, and ManA Force called

with the Amoraea Wave-Pillar Ecka-ManU Flame the 12 Reuche Scepter Pillar Columnar

Scepter Pillar Columnar Waves bend toward the Reuche center to form 12 Arcs of

EirA scalar standing waves form a counterclockwise rotating scalar field that receives God
Force

ManA scalar standing waves form a clockwise rotating scalar field that transmits new pulses
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the center, creating waves of current that flow into and out of the center.
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rotating Merkaba scalar wave spiral, the bottom spiral of the Merkaba Field. The Krystallah
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Merkaba is a wave field that forms around the body. It forms because of
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Reuche"s Standing ~ Wave Points makes the Stationary Columnar "" Waves Bend Toward &

Stationary Columnar "" Waves Bend Toward & Away from Each Other, . "" Creating
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scalar columnar standing wave to expand outward from within itself, forming a stationary
scalar

scalar spherical standing wave of ManU God Force called the Cosmic Amoraea Crystal, a

stationary scalar standing wave, in the shape of an elliptical sphere or Cosmic Egg,
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of standing scalar waves. An eloquence in the design of the cosmos - so
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VB). A Hydrolase Wave was released during the Workshop which the Aquafereion Shield
caught
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Crystalline Transmission: A wave transmission form of data exchange-very different from
channelling-in

Page:  15

an Adashi Ascension Wave back and go back into the non-manifest field of
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the Bardoah Ring Waves. 3. Ganuna Bursts: When the Prana Seed has closed, the
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are Gamma Ring Waves coming from the Core ofthe Sun? (a) Energy Bursts.

b) Bhardoah Ring Waves, each emitting Gamma Bursts. (c) New energy the Sun

Page:  59

Bond and Celestalline Wave to go into a Krystar State, in our Krystar Capsule.

block the Celestalline Wave? • Because of environmental influences in our Planetary, Solar
and
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levels ofthe Celestalline Wave in the Rasha Bodies will show in the eye-rings
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releases a Celestalline Wave through the 12 Allurean Chambers, by which the EtorA and

Page:  63

and the Celestalline Wave, where we literally tum into Hydrogeleziac Liquid Light stuff 7.
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the "Celestalline Wave". Ash"s said, "When any elemental atomic Eiradonas current or

releasing a Celestalline Wave through the Allurean Chambers. With release of the Celestalline
Wave,

of the Celestalline Wave, the EtorA and AdorA Hall of Records (1st 8-
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a live Keylontic wave-which means I don"t have the material before the fact.
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It is a wave transmission. It is not channeling where something else comes into

Page:  16

things called ring waves. There are 15 ring waves that will happen and this

are 15 ring waves that will happen and this has to do with when

and with ring waves. So, we are moving into a cycle right now that

the first ring wave releases, which is the weakest one. Copvright A"shavana & A"hzavana
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a bigger carrier wave, and the Azara part of my consciousness in the Urtha

that bigger carrier wave. So if you hear that, just realize what it is
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will catch a wave back, an Adashi Ascension Wave back, and go back into

an Adashi Ascension Wave back, and go back into the non-manifest field of
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like the next wave of information. I don"t know if we"ll get there with

Page:  78

as electro-magnetic wave spectra and quarks and sparks and things, that are perceivable

Page:  101

it"s because the wave the information flows on is starting to come in faster,
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Body & T-Waves That"s looking at it-same thing-with all of its
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are called Ring Waves that, in the terms of the Sun, will be given

called Bhardoah Ring Waves, but first ... the first one will release. The Prana

off Gamma Ring Waves. There will be some type of Gamma Bursts that come
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called a Celestalline Wave. (2:04:55) Copyright A"shavana & A"hzavana Deane, 2007,
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about the Celestalline Wave, and how that was a certain transient element that would

time when the wave is first releasing, to be able to move into the
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the Celesta! line Wave in the body. And there are certain activations that are
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Bond and Celestalline Wave and all that, and literally turn into a hydrogeleziac liquid
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the time-the wave isn"t coming. We"re waiting for the wave ... there"s a

waiting for the wave ... there"s a certain wave of frequency that will come

there"s a certain wave of frequency that will come into the Aquafereion Shield on
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ride a certain wave that"s going to be releasing sometime earlier as opposed to
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releasing a Celestalline Wave through the 12 Allurean Chambers. The AdorA and EtorA Hall

of the Celestalline Wave, opening the REisha-TA Halls of Records within the Cosmic

there is a wave releasing. The Halls are opening in the Andromeda Shield and
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new like Celestalline Wave Hydrolase Conversion. I"m learning this too, so I"m slightly lost
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the release ofthe wave. It"s a wave offrequency coming in from M-31 that

wave. It"s a wave offrequency coming in from M-31 that will come through

to catch the wave, ride the wave in because it"ll give us all protection,

wave, ride the wave in because it"ll give us all protection, including you, and
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that natural healing wave that is coming in through the REisha-TA Halls, it
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how fast the wave itself is moving, the healing wave, but how fast your

moving, the healing wave, but how fast your own body"s currents, how many of

bring back the wave that would allow other people to get the encryption should
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pop and a wave is going to release. Ok ... we are going to

of the carrier-wave that was released in the "pop". You can just

of the carrier-wave. It is the carrier-wave that the Jesheua Code, Healing

is the carrier-wave that the Jesheua Code, Healing Codes will be able to

bit of that wave. Try to feel it and now we start to see
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There is a wave going to release and it is best actually, that we

... for a wave. It, it is going to be like a burst. Our
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ok. Once the wave comes, I tend to forget about that until it stops.

off before the wave even comes because it"s just going to interrupt it. We
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with the Ring Waves for each one of the 15 Geleziac Layers. They start
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Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave is going to release, they are not saying we have
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them all and wave. Right? "AAaaahl There"s life in the universell" No kidding,
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a natural backflow wave of a Starfire Cycle back into the Adashi Cycles. The
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began, the first wave of which we just used to take a ride out,
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the first ring wave is coming. The Bhardoah ring wave is coming off the

The Bhardoah ring wave is coming off the sun so that ought to be
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until the second wave of 12 Tribes classes but everything is expedited these days,
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starts its ring wave releases. We will be able to ... because of this
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called the Celestalline Wave. And this is where the whole thing goes into the

with a new wave of rebirth, and the old wave that went in pops

and the old wave that went in pops back out on reverse spin in

Celesta I line Wave releases, and everything goes to the center, it"s called the
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birth, a new wave of creation comes out to where the old one was,
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there"s a new wave of creation coming out at the same time. So, it"s
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when the new wave comes out to the Inner, it manifests out to the

when the old wave that had gone in and came back out enters Adashi

out, the new wave is already starting its way out again, and you"re going
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actually are time waves, transfiguration waves with space-time transfiguration. And it"s
literally the

time waves, transfiguration waves with space-time transfiguration. And it"s literally the
process by
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of a hard wave to ride because it"s really high frequency, I mean M-

with the new wave "cause that is the wave that the action is

that is the wave that the action is about for that class. So, if
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on the Ascension wave with Urtha and the M-31 Galaxy. And that was
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do with Celestalline Waves and how the Celestalline Wave releases. This is the Hydrolase

how the Celestalline Wave releases. This is the Hydrolase Conversion Cycle right here and

is the Celestalline Wave Cycle and then they hit this. And this thing that

The Celestalline Atomic Wave releases Celestalline Thermos Wave into the REisha-ic Record.
The

releases Celestalline Thermos Wave into the REisha-ic Record. The DhaLALUma Door opens
to

from the Ascension Wave that had just come in. It sends the Ascension Wave

sends the Ascension Wave and its contents back out into the Adashi-1 Cycle,

births another Creation Wave out. And as we enter Cycle-1 there is Adashi

a new Birth Wave that comes out into the Core and I think it

1, the new wave starts the Core. When we hit 2, the new wave

2, the new wave starts the Inner and they syncopate. So I just wanted
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catch the next wave out. So they"re trying to help me understand to not.
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out as the wave was coming, and I was speaking live. They started talking

with the EM waves from the Sun, because something was happening with the Sun
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the Celestalline Vapor-Wave. And it turns into Vapor and goes into the center,

a New Creation Wave comes out into the Eyugha Cycles, and then into the
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become the dimensional waves and their tones. And when we break it down there"s-
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tonight, the first wave. The second wave is coming through during the period the



wave. The second wave is coming through during the period the Tribes 12 (

Page:  141

the first Ring Wave that was released. That"s just the Core. There"s still14 other

create a Ring Wave. One of the problems we"re having with the Omega Code

harness that Ring Wave to accelerate the activation of the Rods, because it takes

harness that Ring Wave coming off the Sun during the Hetharo period, they would
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to harness that wave, and of course our guys are planning not to let

pick up this wave, and it"s only when it"s being released in the Milky
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of a vapor wave that would push the others out, the ones who still
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oh, a heat wave. So, what I want to show you here, on this.
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progressively as a wave enters the body. And it"s you. It"s a part of
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we receive these waves of energy from what is called the Gha-Fa" Body,
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do with this wave coming in is they are going to go into a
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Cord comes a wave that is called the Gha-Fa" Wave, or the Bharda

the Gha-Fa" Wave, or the Bharda Wave, that progressively brings in the energies

or the Bharda Wave, that progressively brings in the energies of the AdorA encryption.

and then a wave ... the GhaFa" from this one will start to download

Ma-Sh a Wave, will start coming from the Edonic level, and that will
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when the next wave comes in for the, yeah ok, for the Tribe 12

Page:  164

now the heat wave. Anyway, "When the Dhani Tube opens, it sparks open

Page:  165



light frequencies, EM waves, are made out of, which is a base Mana type
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the Gha-Fa" wave downloads into the atomic D2 Body". Now, the Gha-Fa"

the Gha-Fa" wave is referring to that Gha-Fa" Body literally beginning to

the Gha-Fa" wave downloads into the atomic D2 Body progressively transfiguring the Manifest

Page:  168

next Gha-Fa" wave, the Edonic wave, called the Ma-Sha Wave, out into

wave, the Edonic wave, called the Ma-Sha Wave, out into the emptied Outer

the Ma-Sha Wave, out into the emptied Outer Domain Gha-Fa", refill ing
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open, there"s a wave that comes in from the Edonic Gha-Fa"s to fill

the Ma-Sha wave. So, that is what takes you through the Ma-Sh
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the Bhardoah Transformation wave" Not atomic Transfiguration, but Transformation wave,
"will begin. Unable

Transfiguration, but Transformation wave, "will begin. Unable to release the Gha~Fa" Seals
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in releasing this wave, because how many eons now have they been burying people

Page:  177

Part 1 Bhardoah wave of the Gha-Fa" frequencies that would enable 1/6th

the Gha-Fa" wave so it could enter the Stage 2 Cycle. Now, they
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transmits an lnfrasound wave to its planets. The wave carries a single tone, the

its planets. The wave carries a single tone, the Tha-rOs, which enters the

Sha Gha-Fa" wave download. If Median and NET Earth could make it to

Page:  180

Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave Number 1, which is also the time when the White

the solar ring wave to amplify and expedite the Omega Code"s 01 activation in
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Part 1 Bhardoah wave initiates now, rapidly expediting the atomic, Eiradonis, elemental
merger enabling



transmute the purge wave that a body usually releases as it initiates re-spiritualization

purge the purge wave before it engages the Telluric 02 physical and Atmic 03

Ring and the waves will be able to transmute it before it uploads into

anymore. These transmission waves coming in are enough to wipe me out. The MCEO
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as the purge wave being transmuted by the Dhani Codes in the Shield. 3)
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a mass Ascension Wave out of here. We are going have to start getting
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final bit. The wave is incoming as we"ve been getting bursts of it but

really cool. The Wave is just beginning and we have about a 20 minute
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But the live wave .. . this is going to be another one of

is when the wave was releasing and it stops after that, right. That particular

right. That particular wave doesn"t come again so the first recording when it was

Page:  197

it"s turning into waveform. And this has to do with it stabilizing in the
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in an undulating wave in the air and they"re coming in various spaces and
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very big heat wave. Right, ·oK. Now, imagine for a moment that there
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if in a wave and they"re coming up this way and off the front
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anchoring the Bharda Wave, the first part of- we have entered Stage-2 Bharda

Page:  215

come back. The wave would come back in. But, if you start having or
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large release in waves that already started with the beginning of the Dhani Awakening



to be literally waves of people that have been stuck here that can still
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first Bhardoah Ring Wave, which is the first separation of the 01 level of
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stronger. And the wave that will be released will be stronger than the one

Page:  282

opening, the Evac Wave will come out and then that cord will close so
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a whole huge wave of them coming in. So what is left there is

we"re riding the wave in. And it send the quantum that was stolen from

catching the Live Wave and they"ll be able to transmit that Live Wave just

transmit that Live Wave just like you will be. And this will also backrun

Thermos, a heat wave of Thermos. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
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Shield of Mercy Wave from the position of our Bi-locate Body pushing forward
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sending a transmission wave forward. And then we"re going to ride that transmission wave

ride that transmission wave forward and come back from backward in time behind us

return on that wave by pushing our Krystar Vehicle from back there back forward

in on that wave. And we also get our own missing quantum back as

bringing the whole wave of it back so NET Earth gets back what was

Elemental Vapor Heat Wave. And when we get back into the body, as we

back with the wave. Yeah, that"s what just .. . I"ve a feeling that"s
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until the reverb wave passes. OK, and we"re waiting for it to open ,
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in on the wave from Tribes-11 work. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
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is this massive wave of what looks like spirits, like millions of spirits of

it the heat wave .. . the dust that when these bodies come together



Page:  292

send on the wave, the Bhardoah Wave that was just brought in, out to

wave, the Bhardoah Wave that was just brought in, out to all of the

who caught the wave live and that will be-you can get a sub-

of the live waves, but it will just take longer to get the full

caught the live wave will have enough quantum to at least push it out,
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286 Celestalline Atomic Wave, 49 Celestalline Wave, 15, 49 Cloak of AR-tur-a,

Wave, 49 Celestalline Wave, 15, 49 Cloak of AR-tur-a, 38, 51, 53,

Sha Gha-Fa" wave download, 178 Ego Net, 16 Eira-Dhani Breathing Tube, 124,
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207 mass Ascension Wave, 184 Mecca-Mica complex, 139 Median Earth, 1, 123, 125,

Page:  297

® Series Ring Wave, 141, 180, 255 Safe Zone Maps, 117, 120, 126, 141,
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specific-quantum Manifestation Wave, called an Eckashi Birth Wave, is released into the
Cosmic

an Eckashi Birth Wave, is released into the Cosmic Reishaic Record Crystal of the

Body. The Eckashi Wave begins as a "Starburst" of pure conscious identity in

of the Eckashi Wave next "divides its quantum" to specific smaller quanta, or

a "Spark Wave" from the central Cosmic Reishaic Record, and "step down"

a "Spark Wave," called an "Adashi Ascension Wave," which emerges from the

"Adashi Ascension Wave," which emerges from the Cosmic Reishaic Record into the first

the Adashi Ascension Wave releases and "up-steps" the Ascended identities back into

new Eckashi Birth Wave, equal to the quantum of the Adashi Ascension Wave, is

the Adashi Ascension Wave, is simultaneously released from the God-Source Consciousness
Field into

the Adashi Ascension Wave up-step into the Adashi Return Cycles that initiate the

new Eckashi Birth Wave down-step into the "Eckashi Expansion Cycles" that initiate

the Adashi Ascension Wave releases from the Cosmic Reishaic Record, the individual identities
carried

the Adashi Ascension Wave re-materialize in their eternal-life "Krysted" Ascension Bodies,
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Cosmic Eckashi Birth Wave that we all "road in on"). And it is
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an Eckashi Birth Wave Outflow from the local Solar Reishaic Record "Core Crystal"

Solar Eckashi Spark Wave when it receives a Galactic Eckashi Wave from the core

a Galactic Eckashi Wave from the core Central Sun of the Galaxy in which

Solar Eckashi Birth Wave move outward together from the central Solar Reishaic Record as

"spark-cluster wave of conscious spirit," and "step down" through the local

Planetary Eckashi Birth Wave that transfers into the smaller Planetary Reishaic Record Crystal
at

Planetary Eckashi Birth Wave represents a The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented



by
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Solar Eckashi Birth Wave, is the first step by which already individuated conscious identity-

collective "incarnational wave" -makes choices and agreements "among themselves" to enter
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kinds of plasma waves moving in and out, that are in the Krystal Body
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on a long wave, sometimes it goes on the short wave, and you never

on the short wave, and you never know which way; it depends on what

is an incoming wave- they are planning to hit Giza tomorrow with the D-
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make a particle wave of consciousness, and they are going to take it from

set the first wave of the many waves. I have a feeling that there

of the many waves. I have a feeling that there is going to be

to be a wave for each tribe class, each tribe class will release a

will release a wave of them. I wouldn"t doubt if it"s the tribe classes

create a particle wave with their consciousness, it will actually create a field for

be the first wave of them, and somewhere we have in their writings, that
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to create a wave that we can ride that will help us to probably
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should be a wave sliding through your body now that will be your Primal
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get a transmission wave in, it"s like there is 6 weeks of transmission This

get into time waves this time. That is more of the technicals for other

Page:  121

talking about scalar wave technology because that"s what"s being used. And parts of the

Page:  123

To appreciate the wave, the gentle caress that the Eternal Wind Song plays with

Page:  131



do, feel the wave, it"s like a wave of joy and light that comes

it"s like a wave of joy and light that comes from behind us and

It is the wave of the joyful, freed frozen ones that were stuck in

now as a wave of consciousness, through the crystal gate Once we move with

move with the wave, through the crystal gate, we are next going to move

Page:  134

group, like a wave, we are stepping toward the line of the Aquafereion people

Page:  136

or something, like waves of applause. It is not the syncopated, not like patterned

Page:  177

and forming of wave of beautiful mist, moving upward into the connections to Urtha

also creating a wave for us to follow. They are opening, they are using

to create a wave of ascension for each of the rings So, we"re assisting

Page:  211

are bringing the waves in with this as we sing it, the Krystal River

the Krystal River waves. Psonn of Aurora (12 rounds) BE TO e- Te-

Page:  217

release in a wave, literally a wave of consciousness and they could start immediately

wave, literally a wave of consciousness and they could start immediately but they are

us a carrier wave to give us a bit more frequency to go out

Page:  220

To appreciate the wave, the gentle caress that the Eternal Wind Song plays with

Page:  228

do, feel the wave, it"s like a wave of joy and light that comes

it"s like a wave of joy and light that comes from behind us and

It is the wave of the joyful, freed frozen ones that were stuck in

now as a wave of The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi

Page:  229

move with the wave, through the Crystal Gate, we are next going to move

Page:  231



group, like a wave, we are stepping toward the line of the Aquafereion people

Page:  233

or something, like waves of applause. It is not the syncopated, not like patterned

Page:  236

is still a wave running, because I had to keep the wave on to

to keep the wave on to do the graphs, I could hear the AdonA.

Page:  248

a whole new wave of the program and I did want you to see

Page:  265

a very new wave of attempted Bio-Regenesis on the Angelic Human and Cloister

Page:  281

anti-particle annihilation wave. Where, they could have bent it where it went around

Page:  293

having an activation wave at the moment, right? Yeah. If you happen to have

Page:  295

that means a wave is incoming and it"s a wave that moves through all

and it"s a wave that moves through all of you and your RaShaLAes also,

Page:  303

will be a wave of ones ... they literally are still alive and their

they create a wave together, a wave of consciousness, all the little balls that

wave together, a wave of consciousness, all the little balls that were in all

Page:  307

come through in waves, and they will all take, when they come from Source,

Source, when any wave of consciousness comes from Source into individuation out into the

Page:  308

It was a wave. Wow I Sometimes I just listen and go, "ho,

they move the wave so fast that I couldn"t even remember what 1. ..

to reverse the wave and run it back again I [Laughs] These are

Page:  336



That was a wave tangent. This is a simplified version of that [chart]

Page:  338

flow, because the wave comes in strong With all of those things we"ve just

Page:  341

exchange, the Celestelline wave that we"ve talked about a long time ago, that is

that is a wave of chemical that forms in the atoms and in the

Page:  348

think there are waves- [to Az]l think your son saw this- remember

talking about those waves of little tiny molecular movement light? I think that"s connected

you can see waves coming-of little light dots-coming up off the surface

Page:  357

some kind of wave was incoming Alright, is this the other guys? They said

Page:  361

to get this wave where you feel like your blood sugar is crashing and

ride the Starfire wave. So we will be able to go back and forth

will be evac waves that go out from all sorts of places on the

Page:  362

of animals, like waves of evacs with, say, 50 or 100 animals going, they

Page:  382

form a crystal wave. What the visual that we are going to use before

Page:  383

this little crystal wave that floats in to this doorway, the doorway again is

looks like a wave pattern, a transparent wave pattern where the air actually looks

pattern, a transparent wave pattern where the air actually looks like it"s rippling in

to move the wave which means they"re going to draw us in. We are

looks like a wave if you were standing looking form the side, it would

look like this wave of lovely crystals just. .. that used to be standing

Page:  386

a crystal particle wave moving into your palm. When you feel that the ray

moving as a wave again- out the door, laying in our crystals. Now we



Page:  399

before following the wave, anyway. I will keep talking until I hit a certain

runs a carrier wave that will allow you a level of supported RashaLAe Body

run the carrier wave journey That is for this group, you will have your

carries the carrier wave that will allow for the RashaLAe Body activation. This is

Page:  401

is the carrier wave Journey and even if you have done it before at

was a carrier wave and this is why they have us run this, there

Page:  404

call them Ring Waves start to periodically burst out from the Core of the

starts Those Ring Waves would send gamma ray bursts into our Solar System from

Page:  405

is the second wave of 12 Tribes Classes that have up to 48 people

Page:  412

on the return wave Home. Now it is a long Journey, I mean there

pick up the wave, it is like an Aqualene Transmission wave that will allow

an Aqualene Transmission wave that will allow you to frequency ride and will allow

to catch that wave and use it on your own even when you"re not

Page:  414

are using scalar wave electro-magnetic technology in order to create a biological harness

Page:  427

start talking, a wave comes through as far as the information I"m supposed to

carry and that wave comes through keyed to the encryption of the group shield

Page:  438

interrupted and the wave is flowing it is just like .. gone. Sorry about

Page:  443

focus for my wave of transmission to come in on so I can word

have the natural wave flow with the group. And, if the group was like

on an average wave that everybody can catch the knowledge on, it was like

Page:  445



on a fast wave, to get it to say the right thing. PartikE, Partikl,

been after a wave of kind of, like K2-3 was kind of like

like a glaze wave. So much information with so much detail that it"s like

Page:  470

pick-up the wave because it literally is an Adashi Ascension Wave that is

an Adashi Ascension Wave that is building. And the Journey 1, that wave is

Journey 1, that wave is when it released and that is where everybody"s got

recording. When that wave, the point in space-time here when that wave actually

here when that wave actually released and it"s still carried, the encryption is still

Page:  482

provided with another wave, I think, of information. It"s not yet fully finished as

Page:  485

to start, the wave is going to start moving fast and hopefully it will,

Page:  493

a really fast wave that could be really difficult to speak. Alright. Good. Now,

Page:  497

catch your Adashi Waves back and ... what is neat is once you get

the Urtha"s Adashi Wave, others won"t There is going to be lots of us

Page:  499

with the live wave coming through. And this one is exciting Because, I have

Page:  509

anchoring as the wave comes through and then takes it and embellishes what the
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Page:  4

activations when the wave comes in. If you ever get those, and you think

Page:  6

begins called ring waves, that are a form of gamma rays, that emerge like

Page:  7

to be ring waves coming off the Sun. They would fry us within 50

what the ring waves that are going to start coming off the Sun will

The first Bardoah wave that is due to come off the Sun is due

Page:  8

right when the wave comes through it comes out right verbally, but if we

Page:  12

literally, the gamma waves that are sent out by the central sun, talk to

Page:  18

have the same wave that was given through. It carries certain frequency- that will

Page:  21

started releasing ring waves and radiation things. Those ring waves and radiation things-
what

things. Those ring waves and radiation things- what they do, is they loosen the

and ride the wave back into the next level in that it came from

it catches that wave 250 years from now ... will be able to go

Page:  33

go with the wave, because- before, every time we do a The MCEO Freedom

Page:  34

with. And the wave comes through and I go up on break, and I"m



Page:  42

is no back wave. Something called the Eiron point closes permanently. When that happens,

Page:  49

the next Adashi wave, the next Starfire Wave, where the entire system went back.

the next Starfire Wave, where the entire system went back. So, you always go

Page:  56

Sol, the Sun"s wave of final Bardoah in, that the consciousness field can prepare

Page:  64

of these gamma waves, ring waves. They start coming out into the rings and

gamma waves, ring waves. They start coming out into the rings and making the

Page:  71

with the frequency waves coming in. So, if I"m walking around like this that"s

Page:  79

the Solar Bardoah wave at the end of the Bardoah cycle. And at that

Page:  87

take that last wave of them out So it"s really interesting and there was

catch the next wave in, in pieces, so" Right? No biggy. It"s like you"re

get that Bardoah wave because that"s what I want because I don"t want my

Page:  97

great to like wave them in front of security kind of things, ya know

Page:  98

There"s a tidal wave of technical information that is still pouring in, washing all

Page:  113

Collective, whatever Collective Wave you came out of That can be scary for some

Page:  116

I remember this wave coming when the Red Pulse was coming, and it"s just

Page:  119

ride Urtha"s StarFire Wave out, that"s ok. That"s what the New Earth field is

Page:  135



Creation. Riding a wave in where we can go in to this Creation Point,

the Direct Cognition Wave because the words just aren"t touching it real well. (

bit of a wave of extra information that has a feel to it that

Page:  137

are called Transfiguration Waves and they are the Core Waves, or we call them

are the Core Waves, or we call them Plasma Waves as well, from which

call them Plasma Waves as well, from which Electro-Magnetic waves forms, so it

which Electro-Magnetic waves forms, so it also the Birth of Electro-magnetism. These

Space-Time EM Waves, so this is the generator of the EM Force and

Page:  148

that comes in waves like pulses and then stops. This is transmuting stuff in

be periods of waves where there"s a purging of the structure that is no

Page:  169

a series of waves given off they are called the Ring Waves or Bardoah

called the Ring Waves or Bardoah Ring Waves that are gamma ray bursts that

or Bardoah Ring Waves that are gamma ray bursts that are given off as

Page:  170

Its 1st Ring Wave will be the Ring-1 Wave when its 1st level,

the Ring-1 Wave when its 1st level, its Level-1 RaSha Template separates

that, a ring wave burst and that is still due in somewhere in the

Page:  177

our Adashi Return Wave ... Our Adashi Return Wave wouldn"t be the return wave

Our Adashi Return Wave wouldn"t be the return wave from these systems We couldn"t

be the return wave from these systems We couldn"t ride a full Adashi on

Page:  178

catch the Ascension Waves, you need to follow where they go and they will

these deep mourning waves because I love Earth you know despite all the nasty

doubt there are waves of grief that have been moving through the Indigo Shield

Page:  180

If a consciousness wave, say the Spirit of a planet that is embedded within

solar last Bardoah wave and bring everything out with it It is called the



ride a Bardoah Wave without its body, it is a death transition, but where

the same time wave out again Because if all things were happening simultaneously right,

Page:  181

that last Bardoah Wave of the Solar Gate and in that period anything that

Page:  202

just ride the wave, you know I don"t think about what is going to

Page:  204

here comes the wave, heatwave ... OK, next one please. [graph] [OVD-

Page:  210

that last Bardoah Wave that goes backwards and it sends a stream of energy

Page:  212

catching the wave of Bardoah going out, a natural way of Bardoah going

a natural Bardoah Wave, your template will be held long enough to connect with

ride a natural wave that"s going back in, if you can keep yourself calm

in that field wave that is going back in, and re-attach yourself to

Page:  214

before the full wave. So, there"s all sorts of things that we"re going to

Page:  216

just starts the wave, right? Anyway, we have the solid inner core that corresponds

Page:  230

come in on waves- waves that come through the Krystal Spiral from Source. There

certain types of waves where, when you have, an Adashi cycle complete. Goes through

will be another wave of consciousness sent out into the manifesting domains and, so

so there are waves that come and go waves of consciousness. There are waves

come and go waves of consciousness. There are waves of manifesting that come on

consciousness. There are waves of manifesting that come on the end of a backflow

of a backflow wave that was an ascension wave that went in, so we"re

was an ascension wave that went in, so we"re all part of these cycles

sets of standing waves that create the experience of evolution through the domains. So,

Page:  236



not like EM waves like we think of it That"s way after we get

Page:  240

form the electromagnetic waves all the way out here in the outer domains, all

Page:  252

give off ring waves at it releases one ring, ring one, it"ll start from

Page:  273

the last Bardoah wave of the body. And when ... Bardoah, remember, means separating

that last Bardoah wave of that separation they would be able to ride their

Page:  276

There is a wave released at that point that is still carried on the

pick up that wave in the Shadra Shield together. And it is the one

Page:  279

one of those waves. All right, we are, we"ve seen this one enough times.

Page:  296

out on a wave. Like, you do this with this ... so we"ll be

Page:  329

for certain pulse waves to come through that carry specific data. And the data

right. When the wave comes I"ll be up. I"ll be back to my usual

Page:  330

is when the wave released. And you will still get it because that recording

Page:  334

a series of waves that are called Ring Waves that release, and in our

are called Ring Waves that release, and in our solar system it"s going to

to get Ring Waves and each Ring Wave releases one layer of the 15

and each Ring Wave releases one layer of the 15 layers of the Rasha

process of Ring Waves burns up the hydrogen field much, much faster than they

Page:  342

here comes a wave. I"m picking up speed now, I can feel itl [

Page:  349



get the rider wave to come out If you just tried to open the

Page:  354

15 different Ring Waves that release each of the 15 layers of the Rash

that final Bardoah Wave that will allow the Spirit that entered the Light Body

Its first Ring Wave will be probably around Hetharo of 2008, so it is

Page:  387

hit the next wave that is going out So that push is actually the

Page:  401

creates a Transfiguration Wave. Now this is just one set of 3 of one

Page:  402

these are Transfiguration Waves ... that these actually ... you have ManA coming out

... create Transfiguration Waves that, as they expand and contract, they release electro-
magnetic

release electro-magnetic waves in whatever domain frequency they"re in, and they build up

Page:  405

that first Ring Wave com in" in and what might that mean (chuckles),

Page:  444

heat The speed wave is corning This is where I"ll probably start talking a

Page:  468

and particles- particle wave light kind of things, electromagnetic frequency. With
understanding that the

Page:  475

the progressive ring waves that are going to come in from the Solar Bardoah

the Solar Bardoah waves. We"ve talked about those before There will be a solar

a solar bardoah wave once a year. The first one will be the mildest

use those ring waves as just natura I fuel, to regenerate and heal. It

Page:  476

from the ring waves that are going to be coming off the Sun. So,

the solar ring waves, because it will begin to create a level of radiation

Page:  477

stable the ring waves are. They will let us know if it gets to



because the ring waves are getting too strong If that happens, it also depends

Page:  478

the Bardoah ring waves, but solar symbiosis cycle is something that takes place between

transmute the ring waves coming off of our falling Sun, or our dying Sun,

Page:  501

hot and cold waves, all night. Now, all right, let"s see .. Now I

Page:  518

to the air waves. But, what they would like to do is sing to
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Page:  9

the first ring wave is coming The Bhardoah ring wave is coming off the

The Bhardoah ring wave is coming off the sun so that ought to be

Page:  11

until the second wave of 12 Tribes classes but everything is expedited these days,

Page:  12

starts its ring wave releases. We will be able to because of this particular

Page:  14

called the Celestalline Wave. And this is where the whole thing goes into the

with a new wave of rebirth, and the old wave that went in pops

and the old wave that went in pops back out on reverse spin in

with the Celestalline Wave releases, and everything goes to the center, it"s called the

Page:  17

birth, a new wave of creation comes out to where the old one was,

Page:  20

there"s a new wave of creation coming out at the same time. So, it"s

when the new wave comes out to the Inner, it manifests out to the

when the old wave that had gone in and came back out enters Adashi

out, the new wave is already starting its way out again, and you"re going

Page:  21

actually are time waves, transfiguration waves with space-time transfiguration. And it"s
literally the

time waves, transfiguration waves with space-time transfiguration. And it"s literally the
process by

Page:  34



of a hard wave to ride because it"s really high frequency, I mean M-

with the new wave "cause that is the wave that the action is

that is the wave that the action is about for that class. So, if

Page:  37

on the Ascension wave with Urtha and the M-31 Galaxy. And that was

Page:  45

do with Celestalline Waves and how the Celestalline Wave releases. This is the Hydrolase

how the Celestalline Wave releases. This is the Hydrolase Conversion Cycle right here and

is the Celestalline Wave Cycle and then they hit this. And this thing that

The Celestalline Atomic Wave releases Celestalline Thermos Wave into the REisha-ic Record.
The

releases Celestalline Thermos Wave into the REisha-ic Record. The DhaLA-LUma Door opens

Page:  46

from the Ascension Wave that had just come in. It sends the Ascension Wave

sends the Ascension Wave and its contents back out into the Adashi-1 Cycle,

births another Creation Wave out And as we enter Cycle-1 there is Adashi

a new Birth Wave that comes out into the Core and I think it

1, the new wave starts the Core. When we hit 2, the new wave

2, the new wave starts the Inner and they syncopate So I just wanted

Page:  65

catch the next wave out So they"re trying to help me understand to noL

Page:  70

out as the wave was coming, and I was speaking live. They started talking

Page:  71

with the EM waves from the Sun, because something was happening with the Sun

Page:  82

the Celestalline Vapor-Wave. And it turns into Vapor and goes into the center,

a New Creation Wave comes out into the Eyugha Cycles, and then into the

Page:  105

become the dimensional waves and their tones. And when we break it down there"seventually

Page:  123



tonight, the first wave. The second wave is coming through during the period the

wave. The second wave is coming through during the period the Tribes 12 (

Page:  131

the first Ring Wave that was released. That"s just the Core. There"s still14 other

create a Ring Wave. One of the problems we"re having with the Omega Code

harness that Ring Wave to accelerate the activation of the Rods, because it takes

harness that Ring Wave coming off the Sun during the Hetharo period, they would

to harness that wave, and of course our guys are planning not to let

pick up this wave, and it"s only when it"s being released in the Milky

Page:  133

of a vapor wave that would push the others out, the ones who still

Page:  136

oh, a heat wave. So, what I want to show you here, on this.

Page:  137

progressively as a wave enters the body. And it"s you. It"s a part of

Page:  144

we receive these waves of energy from what is called the Gha-Fa" Body,

Page:  146

do with this wave coming in is they are going to go into a

Page:  147

Cord comes a wave that is called the Gha-Fa" Wave, or the Bharda

the Gha-Fa" Wave, or the Bharda Wave, that progressively brings in the energies

or the Bharda Wave, that progressively brings in the energies of the AdorA encryption

Page:  148

and then a wave ... the Gha-Fa" from this one will start to

or Ma-Sha Wave, will start coming from the Edonic level, and that will

when the next wave comes in for the, yeah ok, for the Tribe 12

Page:  151

now the heat wave. Anyway, "When the Dhani Tube opens, it sparks open

Page:  153



light frequencies, EM waves, are made out of, which is a base Mana type

Page:  154

the Gha-Fa" wave downloads into the atomic D2 Body." Now, the Gha-Fa"

the Gha-Fa" wave is referring to that Gha-Fa" Body literally beginning to

the Gha-Fa" wave downloads into the atomic D2 Body progressively transfiguring the Manifest

Page:  155

next Gha-Fa" wave, the Edonic wave, called the Ma-Sha Wave, out into

wave, the Edonic wave, called the Ma-Sha Wave, out into the emptied Outer

the Ma-Sha Wave, out into the emptied Outer Domain Gha-Fa," refilling the

Page:  156

open, there"s a wave that comes in from the Edonic Gha-Fa"s to fill

the Ma-Sha wave. So, that is what takes you through the Ma-Sha

Page:  158

the Bhardoah Transformation wave" Not atomic Transfiguration, but Transformation wave,
"will begin. Unable

Transfiguration, but Transformation wave, "will begin. Unable to release the Gha-Fa" Seals

Page:  161

in releasing this wave, because how many eons now have they been burying people

Page:  163

Part 1 Bhardoah wave of the Gha-Fa" frequencies that would enable 1/6th

the Gha-Fa" wave so it could enter the Stage 2 Cycle. Now, they

Page:  164

transmits an lnfrasound wave to its planets. The wave carries a single tone, the

its planets. The wave carries a single tone, the Tha-rOs, which enters the

Page:  165

Sha Gha-Fa" wave download. If Median and NET Earth could make it to

Page:  166

Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave Number 1, which is also the time when the White

the solar ring wave to amplify and expedite the Omega Code"s 01 activation in

Page:  168



Part 1 Bhardoah wave initiates now, rapidly expediting the atomic, Eiradonis, elemental
merger enabling

Page:  169

transmute the purge wave that a body usually releases as it initiates re-spiritualization

purge the purge wave before it engages the Telluric 02 physical and Atmic 03

Ring and the waves will be able to transmute it before it uploads into

anymore. These transmission waves coming in are enough to wipe me out Participant That

as the purge wave being transmuted by the Ohani Codes in the Shield. 3)

Page:  170

a mass Ascension Wave out of here. We are going have to start getting

Page:  173

final bit The wave is incoming as we"ve been getting bursts of it but

Page:  174

really cool. The Wave is just beginning and we have about a 20 minute

Page:  179

But the live wave ... this is going to be another one of those

is when the wave was releasing and it stops after that, right That particular

right That particular wave doesn"t come again so the first recording when it was

Page:  182

it"s turning into waveform And this has to do with it stabilizing in the

Page:  183

in an undulating wave in the air and they"re coming in various spaces and

Page:  184

very big heat wave. Right, OK. Now, imagine for a moment that there is

Page:  186

if in a wave and they"re coming up this way and off the front

Page:  187

anchoring the Bharda Wave, the first part of- we have entered Stage-2 Bharda

Page:  199

come back. The wave would come back in. But, if you start having or



Page:  235

large release in waves that already started with the beginning of the Dhani Awakening

to be literally waves of people that have been stuck here that can still

Page:  236

first Bhardoah Ring Wave, which is the first separation of the D-1 level

Page:  250

stronger And the wave that will be released will be stronger than the one

Page:  260

opening, the Evac Wave will come out and then that cord will close so

Page:  261

a whole huge wave of them coming in. So what is left there is

we"re riding the wave in. And it send the quantum that was stolen from

catching the Live Wave and they"ll be able to transmit that Live Wave just

transmit that Live Wave just like you will be. And this The MCEO Freedom

Page:  262

Thermos, a heat wave of Thermos. Now they got into interesting, the process of

Page:  263

Shield of Mercy Wave from the position of our Bi-locate Body pushing forward

sending a transmission wave forward And then we"re going to ride that transmission wave

ride that transmission wave forward and come back from backward in time behind us

return on that wave by pushing our Krystar Vehicle from back there back forward

in on that wave. And we also get our own missing quantum back as

bringing the whole wave of it back so NET Earth gets back what was

Elemental Vapor Heat Wave. And when we get back into the body, as we

back with the wave. Yeah, that"s what just. .. I"ve a feeling that"s going

Page:  266

until the reverb wave passes. OK, and we"re waiting for it to open, it"s

Page:  267

in on the wave from T ribes-11 work. Alright, he"s holding an Orb

Page:  268



is this massive wave of what looks like spirits, like millions of spirits of

Page:  269

it the heat wave ... the dust that when these bodies come together transmutes

Page:  270

send on the wave, the Bhardoah Wave that was just brought in, out to

wave, the Bhardoah Wave that was just brought in, out to all of the

who caught the wave live and that will be-you can get a sub-

of the live waves, but it will just take longer to get the full

caught the live wave will have enough quantum to at least push it out,

Page:  271

Krystara Celestalline Vapor-Wave Cycle Bi-Vector Consummate Twins complete merger with
Maharaja Liquid

releases Celestalline Thermos Wave into Reishaic Record 2. DhaLA-LUma Door opens to Luma

new creation birth wave enters Inner Domains of Vector 3333 AD Startire-4 D-
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Page:  4

magnetic and scalar wave manifestations within the body, chakra system, morphogenetic field
and consciousness

Page:  8

spheres of standing waves of consciousness and from those standing waves a whole process

from those standing waves a whole process comes into play. Then through this process,

Page:  12

sentient consciousness in wave form. conscious radiation. (Secrets of Amenti) The ancient
MCEO

Page:  13

anti, ante-matter wave form radiation consciousness, just pure Ascension consciousness wave
form. When

pure Ascension consciousness wave form. When we see them (if you could see

Rishi are a wave form. When they manifest to us, they tend to look

Page:  21

which the scalar-wave blueprint of the original human Silicate Matrix "Crystal Gene"

Page:  22

of interdimensional scalar-wave frequency the Minister is able to embody and transmit
through

DNA Template scalar-wave forms corresponding to the Inner Earth Amenti Priests of UR),

Page:  26

as the carrier wave. Never give up your body to anything or anyone! 19

Page:  29

the personal scalar-wave-guide Symbol Code Programs that correspond directly to the core

Page:  37

I AM a Wave Upon the Ocean of Eternal Light. I Reach My Arms



Page:  40

sets of scalar waves within the Scalar Shields, that manifest within the Kathara Level-
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passing like radiating waves of PALE BLUE, PALE YELLOW, and PALE VIOLET ... ..

13. As the waves of color move through you, bring your attention to your
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so on a wave or several waves that involve natural disasters. So we avoided

wave or several waves that involve natural disasters. So we avoided all of that.

Page:  30

turns into a wave. It actually turns into the beginning of what"s called a

called a Celestalline Wave, which is turning the whole entire structure into light radiation

Page:  31

creates the Celestalline Wave. It begins the process of that merging at the center

Page:  35

to catch the waves fast enough, and you"re really just like, when it"s time

Page:  40

a new Creation Wave also comes back out and starts its Core Cycle. As
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bringing down that wave that, like my eyes are actually swelling, and turning red,
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the next Starfire Wave in the living system. There are systems offall groups that

Page:  85

first Solar Bhardoah Wave because the Sun"s Prana Seed Core had been forced-shut

start releasing Ring Waves. The first one is due on the period of Hetharo

Layers. The Bhardoah Waves occur as the Dark Matter Template separates from the falling

a Bhardoah Ring Wave is, is a Gamma burst. And they will start at

what the Ring Waves will do is not, if they start to get bad

Page:  96

still throw Ring Waves. It allowed at least a secure passage that will help



transmute those Ring Waves; B) it allows this passage to open, which is the
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with the Ring Waves, is going to stir up certain types of bacteria"s, and
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called the Celestalline Wave Cycle. It"s where it all turns into vapor, alright. All

a new Creation Wave is born into the Core. So when we are in

that"s when that wave, the New Wave hits its Outer Domain Cycle. So it"s

wave, the New Wave hits its Outer Domain Cycle. So it"s just this fascinating,

Page:  113

then the Celestalline Wave that you literally turn to vapor and go back into

Page:  121

build a standing wave-a huge standing wave that will do all the stuff

a huge standing wave that will do all the stuff we explained about-activating
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wait until the wave moves through. And then for independents, we"ll wait until we
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almost a shiver wave that goes woooooop up through you. That comes from down

feel the shiver wave-once you feel that pass-l"m going to hold my
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bit more back wave to come up. And once that comes up they"ll let

for the back wave right now, coming up from what we just sent down-

get the back wave and begin the projection downward and arrive our whole Shield
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on the back wave-that"s why we"re talking about this now instead of afterward.
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will be a wave of healing that we will be able to access these
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There"s a thermoplasmic wave. Gentle. Feel it move up past the E-Umbi. And
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Sun"s annual Ring Wave gamma bursts, Earth changes (some will be able to
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currents and standing wave fields, the spheres within spheres of the EtorA and AdorA
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to spread the wave of Hydro-acoustic healing! A huge thank you to the
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the Peace Day Wave. With that amazing orientation, and knowing that REST was going
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of Freedom "WAVE-RUN" Global Healing Event-1- International Day of PeaceFall Equinox;
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Shields" (scalarstanding-wave templates of matter and consciousness), "Merkaba Mechanics"
(interdimensional

Page:  7

Psonns of Freedom WAVE-RUN .................................... . A. B. C. D. E. F. Diagrams

Page:  8

Psonns of Freedom WAVE-RUN" Song Sequence -which can al so be used

Page:  10

the Celesta/line Wave, occurs through the processes of"Hydrolase Conversion and Solar
Symbiosis",

Page:  27

the audible sound waves you are emitting, to create a "sound wave harness

a "sound wave harness field" around the sound waves of your GharE Tone;

around the sound waves of your GharE Tone; this is your "Gharf" Tone

Page:  37

send a paleAqua WAVE of Living Water downward through your lower bodies and out

a pale-Aqua WAVE of Living Water upward through your upper body and out

ride the transfiguration wave" with your "twinkling AIR-body-eel/". EXHALE downward from

Page:  38

outward AS a WAVE-CLOUD of PaleAqua-Mist consciousness, changing yourself into the more

flexible form of Wave-Cloud for "Travel ... The MCEO Freed om Teachings

Page:  41

Dot-Matrix Scalar-wave Light Points" of the Hydro-Acoustic Template, which materialize as

Page:  43



a "Toxic Wave" containing millions of minute miasmic toxins "rides the Exhale

"Exhaled Toxic Wave" engages the portion of the Living Water"Hydrolase Field that

that the Toxic Wave "transmutes into minute sparkles of Golden-Silver Dust" upon

Page:  48

Ball" or "Wave Field" of the Adjugate Color to the Disharmonies" primary color

Page:  54

Deep-fried and Microwaved Foods whenever possible, use frozen/canned items in
moderation, use

Page:  62

Psonns of Freedom WAVE-RUN"" Song Sequence 1. The VOICE- by Brendan Graham©
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with the Psonn Wave that we performed in Virginia Beach for the Kristiac support

of the Psonn Wave. This got everyone moving and dancing. All this exciting news
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the "Celestalline Wave" of Hydrolase into the UGU and Sha-LA-a Atoms

the "Celestalline Wave", entering Horizontal Alignment with the Transcendental Passage. 13.
As 90°
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forming an atomic wave into the Density above. 16. When all Sha-LA-a
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create a scalar wave pattern that sets a blueprint for manifestation. Thoughts are things

Page:  18

scalar pattern. Scalar wave templates are the things that first come into being that

theme of scalar wave patterns, thought, and manifestation repeated throughout the text of
this

Page:  21

will come on Waves of Love. Love is a state of Co-Resonant Vibration

it is the wave; the Eternal Wave of Co-Resonant Vibration that is the

wave; the Eternal Wave of Co-Resonant Vibration that is the Truth of Love.
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patterns of scalar waves through the process of thought. Undirected thought creates chaotic
patterns

Page:  32

Principles, in our unwavering commitment to uphold the ideal of the Kristos Truth." (

Page:  34

Like the scalar waves we are made of flashing on and off, we disappear

Page:  40

portions of your waveforms, your mions turned into dions all twisted in on themselves.
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Amoraea Flame standing-wave of ManU-Holy Spirit that resides within the center of

tangible, quantifiable standing wave of Living ManU-God-Force consciousness expressing in
the form

Page:  47

wave of Energy Radiation, within the Universal Christos Seed Atom and



Amoraea Flame standing-wave of ManU-Holy Spirit that resides within the center of

Amoraea Flame standing wave of ManU Holy Spirit that resides within the center of

AM a standing wave of ManU Holy Spirit. I AM This I AM! SELF-
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It is About Wave Patterns Love is an energy, a frequency, a state of
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It is about wave patterns. You have one element that moves in a certain
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BREATHE through it. Waves of feelings and emotions may move through your body; allow
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I AM a Wave Upon the Ocean of Eternal Light. I Reach My Arms
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present Ascending Time-Wave into the Monadic Core of the Shields , thus allowing
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Sol Bhardoah Ring Wave-1 Releases, with no 3-D observable consequences, due to
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(scalar-standing-wave templates of matter and consciousness), "Merkaba Mechanics"
(interdimensional

Page:  11

Stage 5 Vapor-Wave Cycle REisha Krystara Fold4 Ma-ha-Raj-ic Fold Stage
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Solar 8hardoah Ring-Wave-1 (11/1/08 Leap-1 to Round-1/

Solar 8hardoah Ring-Wave-2 (4/12/09 LeapShift-1 to Round-3/

Solar Bhardoah Ring-Wave-3 Y12 (January) 2011 5/22-27/2011 Solar

Solar 8hardoah Ring-Wave-4 Y13 (January) 2012 5/22-27/2012 Solar

Solar 8hardoah Ring-Wave-5 (2012 Leap-2 to Round-3/PR 12)

Solar 8hardoah Ring-Wave-6 Y15 (January) 2014 5/22-27/2014 Solar

Solar 8hardoah Ring-Wave-7 Y16 (January) 2015 5/22-27/2015 Solar

Solar 8hardoah Ring-Wave-8 Y17 (January) 2016 LEAP 5/22-27/2016

Solar 8hardoah Ring-Wave-9 (Leap 7-years early, 4/2009) (complete

Solar 8hardoah Ring-Wave-10 Y19 (January) 2018 5/22-27/2018 Solar

Solar 8hardoah Ring-Wave-11 Y20 (January) 2019 5/22-27/2019 Solar

Solar 8hardoah Ring-Wave-12 Y21 (January) 2020 5/22-27/2020 Solar

Solar 8hardoah Ring-Wave-13 Y22 (January) 2021 5/22-27/2021 Solar

Solar 8hardoah Ring-Wave-14 Y23 (January) 2022 5/22-27/2022 Solar

Solar 8hardoah Ring-Wave-15 Y24 (January) 2023 Y25 (January) 2024 LEAP

Page:  14

engagement. 1212004 Evac-Waves begin-Indonesia Tsunami Y6 Jan-Dec 2005 112005 MUG-
8

Page:  16

Block, Solar Ring-Wave-1, Further expedition of Adjugate-1 3- St Kitts-Core-



Holes. Solar Bhardoah RingWave-1 releases within the "Aqualene-Sun-Buffer-F ield

& "Labyrinth Wave-Run "; Green Dragons hand over to GA-Kryst-Host

Freedom Psonns Labyrinth Wave Run" allowed Kryst-Host to link into Global Green Dragon

Page:  18

sell<ls Ascensloo Wave bO<;k cui on it• edic!Mbly -. primoVI>olorin!
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a "Flood Wave" of Pale-Aqua-Living-WaterHydrolase from the "Water-Seed"

Water-Hydrolase Flood-Wave, outward through all of the cells and atoms of your

"Back-Flow" Wave of Invisible Air. Hold at the top of the Inhale,

"Back-Flow" Wave of Invisible Air. 11. Exhale slowly, and FEEL the Ah-

"Back-FlowReturn" Wave of warm, soothing, Aqua Air, back outward and into the

Page:  33

Back-Flow-Return-Wave" of Electric-Blue Sparks releases into the nucleus of each

Back-Flow Spark-Wave as their quantum "pulls gently inward and upward", through

Back-Flow Spark-Wave completes delivery of the atomic quantum into the AhVE"-yas

Transmuted-Atom Spark-Wave into the Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body in

Exhale a "Wave of Living-Water Hydrolase" downward from the Fontanel and throughout

the "Exhale Wave" to create a "Pale-Aqua Veil" between the atoms

Page:  35

slowly Exhale a" Wave of Living-Water Hydrolase" downward from the Fontanel and
throughout

the "Exhale Wave" to create a "Pale-Aqua Veil" between the atoms
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job for that wave of people is done, and this is our homecoming call.
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a "Flood Wave" of Pale-Aqua-Living-Water-Hydrolase from the Water Seed

Page:  27

Water-Hydrolase Flood-Wave, outward through a// of the cells and atoms of your

warm, soothing Back-FlowWave of invisible air. Hold at the top of the Inhale.

soothing Back-Flow-Wave of invisible air. Now, Exhale slowly, and fee/ the Ah-

Back-Flow-Return" Wave of warm, soothing, Aqua Air back outward and into the

Page:  30

Back-Flow-Return-Wave of Electric-Blue Sparks releases into the nucleus of each
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Back-Flow-Spark-Wave as their quantum pulls gently inward and upward through the

Back-Flow-Spark-Wave completes delivery of the atomic quantum into the Ah-VE"-

Flow Transmuted-AtomSpark-Wave into the Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body in

Exhale a "Wave of Living-Water Hydrolase" downward from the Fontanel and throughout

body, using the Wave to create a "Pale-Aqua Veil" between the atoms

Page:  56

guess they bounce waves off stars and stuff like that They figure out what"s

Page:  62

full of radio waves. We are continually ... we are receivers, and also transmitters

transmitters of those waves. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi
MCEO

Page:  67

picking up these waves, these information waves, these electromagnetic waves, through the



Spirit-Body/

waves, these information waves, these electromagnetic waves, through the Spirit-Body/Light-
Body Structure

waves, these electromagnetic waves, through the Spirit-Body/Light-Body Structure from the
Cosmos
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That"s how the Wave comes through. But we"re going to be given something, and

Page:  102

things from radio waves and things- I"m not sure how they get those pictures

Page:  122

system, they"re Ascension Waves going up, where parts of the Star Systems will jump
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a "Flood Wave" of Pale-Aqua-Living-Water-Hydrolase from the "Water-

Water-Hydrolase Flood-Wave, outward through all of the cells and atoms of your

"Back-Flow"" Wave of Invisible Air. Hold at the top of the Inhale,

soothing "BackFlow" Wave of Invisible Air. 11. Exhale slowly, and FEEL the Ah-

Back-Flow-Return" Wave of warm, soothing, Aqua Air, back outward and into the

Page:  33

Back-Flow-Return-Wave" of Electric-Blue Sparks releases into the nucleus of each

Back-Flow Spark-Wave as their quantum "pulls gently inward and upward", through

Back-Flow Spark-Wave completes delivery of the atomic quantum into the Ah-VE"-

Transmuted-Atom Spark-Wave into the Ah- VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body in

Page:  34

Exhale a "Wave of Living-Water Hydrolase" downward from the Fontanel and throughout

the "Exhale Wave" to create a "Pale-Aqua Veil" between the atoms

Page:  36

slowly Exhale a" Wave of Living-Water Hydrolase" downward from the Fontanel and
throughout

the "Exhale Wave" to create a "Pale-Aqua Veil" between the atoms
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Sets are Ordered Wave Form Structures through which Consciousness, as Primal Life Force
Current,

Page:  39

Red Pulse annihilation wave runs into body and fields from Rasha to D-1

Page:  41

a Hydro-Thermal Wave. B) As the Ah-yas Body transmutes into the core

the Hydro-Thermal Wave Ah-yas Body at its Eiron Point core) descends into
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is a live wave. If it were a reading one, I would let A"

it"s like a wave that comes through. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented

Page:  70

the strongest anchoring wave of it. So that will begin in our own fields

through in a wave. Everybody runs it, but a certain line comes through and

Page:  74

been catching the wave. Right. So, that"s the last thing I wanted to touch

Page:  75

the information, the wave starts to come in and then it builds toward the

the bottom and wave?" (Laughs) I was going to be on the lower

Page:  91

in on a wave that"s much broader. It carries much more information in it,

a shorter time wave out here. So it seems to be going, you know,

Page:  120

it is the wave"s going to bring through. Let me see what the ...

Page:  122

do the live wave one, the Shield Activation, now that we"ve got it vibrating

Page:  137

and then the wave runs and they just go, and sometimes they go for

Page:  150

to the Alpha Brainwave patterns. Ok, now they"re asking us to put our attention

Page:  155

right, once the wave comes I"ll get warm again and wake up. So ..



Page:  189

run the live wave, I"m going to take about a 15-minute break. I
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know, when the wave runs. But it shouldn"t take too long. And before we
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of scalar standing waves), are brought into active embodiment within the biologically-based
conscious

higher dimensional scalar-wave forms that compose the spiritual identity creates the
systematic transmutation

Page:  6

sound and scalar waves within which the individuated consciousness is stationed and upon
which

into scalar standing wave grids that represent the living morphogenetic field blueprint upon
which

of crystallized scalar-waves forming the Crystal Body- Templates of consciousness /light I

sound and scalar wave grids which serve as the structured blueprints upon which our

Page:  7

(standing scalar-wave patterns and fixed points of tonal frequency), and B. Keylon

form create standing wave patterns - scalar-wave grids, which hold the form of

patterns - scalar-wave grids, which hold the form of consciousness within dimensionalized
manifestation.

and scalar standing wave grids which serve as the structured blueprints upon which our

of crystallized scalar waves forming the Crystal Body. Primal Substance A manifestation
template is

Page:  8

sound vibration. Scalar-waves are points of standing waves composed of quantities of
conscious

points of standing waves composed of quantities of conscious energy that emanate out of



manifest reality. Scalar-waves or grids are created through Partiki Phasing, which is the

off" of scalar-wave points or "flash -line sequences" that determine the

form bi-polar waves while replicating their original omni-polar form. In the bi-

electromagnetic scalar standing waves. Particum units form the energetic building blocks for
particle templates,

units forming a wave of sound vibration project their energy into bi-polar Particum

and PartikA scalar-waves of light radiation. Energy thrust expands into the anti-particle

polar standing scalar-waves of light radiation returning to their original omni-polar ante-

polar light radiation scalarwaves and back to ante-polar sound vibration waves is called

polar sound vibration waves is called Partiki Phasing and gives the appearance of movement.

built upon scalar-waves of light radiation, then flash off through fusion into omnipolar

of standing scalar-wave grids (Partiki Grids) that have a relationship of 3

Thought Crystals-crystallized wave patterns that begin to create energy fields around and
within

the standing scalar-wave grids. These grids then accrete more of that consciousness coming

, going from wave pattern to combinations of wave patterns to ©A &

to combinations of wave patterns to ©A & A Deane, 2010, All Rights

Page:  9

I_ 3-D wave patterns. Through Partiki Phasing and replication, Partiki group to form

sound and scalar-wave fields that form the blueprints upon which all matter manifests.

the scalar standing waves flash off and on within the morphogenetic field template. Vibration

and off" scalar-wave points within a morphogenetic field. The morphogenetic field scalar grid

Page:  10

Dimensionalized Universal SCalar-WaVe pointS, WhiCh Manifestation Template exist as part of
the longer

The relationships between wave strata within the dimensional frequency bands create the
holographic refraction

sound and scalar-waves that allows consciousness to perceive the illusions of matter solidity,

the vibrating oscillating wave spectra of which matter particles and dimensionalized
consciousness are composed.

off" of scalar-wave points within the dimensional scalar grids, which gives the appearance

manifest movement of wave spectra within a dimensional system. Sub-frequency bands are
shorter

up the scalar-wave grid. Each dimension is one full frequency band and contains

Page:  11

ante-matter scalar-wave form of non-density consciousness. Scalar-Waves and Partiki



Phasing

density consciousness. Scalar-Waves and Partiki Phasing Scalar-waves are standing wave
points that

Partiki Phasing Scalar-waves are standing wave points that emanate out of fixed points

waves are standing wave points that emanate out of fixed points of sound (

off" of scalar-wave points, or flash-line sequences. Dimensions are scalar grids of

layers of scalar-waves with varying flash-line sequences, or frequency bands. Dimensions are

bands, or Partiki wave spectra, that exist within specific relationship to each other to

of light-radiation waves that have a specific measurable wavelength and vibrational energy
signature.

a specific measurable wavelength and vibrational energy signature.3 Spheres Within Spheres
Spheres within

of scalar standing wave creation and energetic organization within and behind all dimensional
systems,

the morphogenetic scalar-wave blueprint and all other dimensions of form anatomy are built.

Page:  12

standing wave grids of the Kathara Grid morphogenetic core. The Cosmic Kathara

Page:  13

Dimensionalized Scalar Standing-Wave Fields which form Dimensions 1-12 of our Time Matrix

Page:  14

the 3-dimensional scalarwave grids that hold the blueprint for manifestation, as set by

Page:  15

matter liquid light wave form. Dimensions Shield Hova Body 13-15 Rishic Shield Raja

of scalar standing waves that intermesh to refine the scalar grid webbing upon which

Page:  16

or inter-harmonic wave spectra that serve as Gateways of Consciousness between
dimensional time

horizontal relationships of wave spectra within the DNA/RNA and bio-energetic field, through

Page:  17

primary frequency band wave-length of its dimensional affiliation. What we perceive as color

of light-radiation waves that have a specific measurable wavelength and vibrational energy
signature.

a specific measurable wavelength and vibrational energy signature. A Chakra will also carry,
in

Page:  19



structures of scalar-wave fields that form the personal manifestation template of 15-
Dimensional

Color represents specific wavelengths of frequency that are within the multidimensional
spectrum. Specific colors

mathematical scalar -wave instructions that also can be used to direct frequency. Final

Page:  22

the form of waveforms. They can be standing waves or moving waves, however the

can be standing waves or moving waves, however the templates upon which density (

waves or moving waves, however the templates upon which density (or matter manifestation)

occurs are standing waveforms. A standing wave is called a Scalar Standing Wave. It

waveforms. A standing wave is called a Scalar Standing Wave. It holds a fixed

a Scalar Standing Wave. It holds a fixed point in a grid with many

standing columns of wave forms. Standing waves oscillate and vibrate. Oscillation is when the

wave forms. Standing waves oscillate and vibrate. Oscillation is when the Particum and
PartikA

oscillation. Standing scalar-waves form upon this structure. These standing scalar-waves form
intimate

These standing scalar-waves form intimate interwoven patterns that create the structure of
dimensional

the standing scalar-waves that make up the templates upon which matter manifests, and

Page:  23

times. The standing scalarwaves of consciousness that the universe is made out of also

Page:  24

other particle or waveform is built upon. Though we think of them as simply

Page:  25

as a scalar-wave; it is a type of scalar-wave. Each one of

type of scalar-wave. Each one of those standing points of PKI units-when

creates a scalar-wave pattern and then it flashes off again into vibration, then

oscillation ... standing wave patterns, scalar-waves, standing waves. Partiki Phasing is a very

wave patterns, scalar-waves, standing waves. Partiki Phasing is a very fundamental process
in

scalar-waves, standing waves. Partiki Phasing is a very fundamental process in creation
through

Particum are standing waves, little tiny standing waves that cycle. They go back and

little tiny standing waves that cycle. They go back and forth from being an



Page:  26

Scalar-Waves and Scalar Grids In very simple terms we are familiar

are familiar with waves that are in the world around us. We have waves

us. We have waves flowing on the ocean and these are horizontal waves. We

these are horizontal waves. We can perceive scalar-waves as waves that flow vertically.

can perceive scalar-waves as waves that flow vertically. They are a process by

scalar-waves as waves that flow vertically. They are a process by which energy

dimensions. Therefore, scalar-waves are effectively vertical waves that move energy and
consciousness between

are effectively vertical waves that move energy and consciousness between dimensions.
Standing scalar-waves

dimensions. Standing scalar-waves are made of PKI units, points that flash on (

fabric of scalar-waves, an energy field that pulls in more and more of

PartikA/Particum). Scalar-waves anchor our consciousness into dimensionality in the Time
Matrix in

primal substance of scalarwaves, we can begin to understand who we are and how

arrangements of scalar-waves. Our consciousness literally turns into that form in order to

together making stronger wave forms (such as the Maharic Shield). The Maharic Shield

of standing scalar-waves; each wave of which is composed of Keylons (a

scalar-waves; each wave of which is composed of Keylons (a PKI unit

All of these wave forms are composed of PKI units; units of ManU/ManA!

complex standing scalar-waves formed by clusters of Partiki/PartikA/Particum. Dimensions
build on

Page:  27

light and sound waves. They are 3-dimensional because you have three different lines

the standing scalar-wave shields, we are talking about a part of the Crystal

as our Scalar-wave Template. Scalar-wave Template equals Crystal Keylon Body. When we

wave Template. Scalar-wave Template equals Crystal Keylon Body. When we work with our

Keylons (scalar-waves), pulling in more consciousness like it was meant to do.

light and sound waves, Partiki, PartikA, and Particum, we get into the structure that
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rhythms of standing waves flashing off and on. Within the 15-Dimensional Matrix we

D-12 Carrier Wave. Everything we work with and all the techniques that come

as the Carrier Wave. When working with D-12 frequencies you are working with

with the Carrier Wave that allows you to open the seals so you can



becomes. The lowest waves that flash on and off at the slowest rhythm are

The next fastest waves are in HU 2, then in HU 3, and then
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vibration, templates of waves in standing form, begin to interact with each other in
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to a scalar-wave of consciousness. Other Kathara Grids built on 11, 1 0

are condensed scalar-wave points that hold the core electro-tonal geometrical mathematical
program
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block, a scalar-wave template. Each Kathara Center goes with each dimensional level and
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not form standing waves in the same way they do within the 15 dimensions
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Eternal Stand ing Wave Flames of:- The Ec-Ka-Sha Force God-Source Trinity
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scalar standing columnar wave, a pillar of vibration called a SE"UR within the Yunasai,

Cosmic SE"UR standing waves are called the 12 Reuche Scepter Pillars, which together form

the first scalar-wave field that becomes the core God World of Creation. Reuche

direction. These standing waves of very pure Sound and Light in turn interact with
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called the Amoraea Wave Pillar or Ecka ManU Eternal Flame, to emerge through the

Window, the Amoraea Wave circulates Pulses of Living God Consciousness between God-
Source and

Creation. The Amoraea Wave Ecka ManU Eternal Flame is known as the Heart of

with the Amoraea Wave Pillar, the Ecka ManU Flame-the 12 Reuche Scepter Pillar

Scepter Pillar Columnar Waves bend toward the Reuche center to form 12 Arcs of

& Amore a Wave "Ecka" Eleroal ManU Flame collectively called the 12 Reuche

Scepter Arcs. CosmicCoreScularS""ridingWave The EirA and ManA Force Arcs pass through
the Unified

scalar standing columnar wave discs of bi-polar EirA- 9 ManA consciousness called the

Tri-polar Shield Wave Disc composed of blended ManU, EirA and ManA 12 Reuche

EirA scalar standing waves form a counter-clockwise rotating scalar field that receives God

ManA scalar standing waves form a clockwise-rotating scalar field that transmits new pulses



the center, creating waves of current that flow into and out of the center.
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rotating Merkaba scalar-wave spiral; the bottom spiral of the Merkaba Field. The Krystallah
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scalar columnar standing wave to expand outward from within itself, forming a stationary
scalar

scalar spherical standing wave of ManU God Force called the Cosmic Amoraea Crystal, a

stationary scalar standing wave, in the shape of an elliptical sphere or Cosmic Egg,
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of stancling scalar-waves. An eloquence in the design of the cosmos - so
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out as standing waves that vibrate which means they stay in one place creating
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how EM time waves move, electrical waves expanding out, and magnetic waves contracting
inward.

waves move, electrical waves expanding out, and magnetic waves contracting inward. For
every expanding

out, and magnetic waves contracting inward. For every expanding 6-Cycle Time Spiral, there
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become the EM waves that form the fabric of creation (space/time). In
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creating outer sound waves that create frequency grids that are standing waves that "

that are standing waves that "hold in the air." We are creating a

creating a standing wave set, a SE-Ur Set, by using this particular sequence

and off" scalar-wave points within a morphogenetic field . The morphogenetic field scalar
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and off" of scalarwave points, which exist as part of the longer cycle of
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important lecture "wave" on the enormity of the "Cosmic Picture" and the

we represent a wave of consciousness and "knowing", poised before the end of

As the "wave" of information continued, we heard a sobering account of the
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Pass "Standing Wave Flame Field" * After birth of the Yunasai Round-2
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Sets are Ordered Wave Form Structures through which Consciousness, as Primal Life Force
Current,
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Celes!alline Thermos Wave into Reisl".ai:: Record 2. DhaL.A.-lUma IJoor opens

Adashi-1 integrated Wave.and sends Ascension Wave back out ~nits Kr15ted Kfentlty

and sends Ascension Wave back out ~nits Kr15ted Kfentlty ---+ prime Vector inlo

creation ,birth wave enters Inner Or::rnains of Veaor 3333AD Star1ire4 14
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frequencies and Time Wave that will provide "immunity" to the Metatronic 55- activation
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Krystal Spiral Time Wave. These are exciting times as we come to the place
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the Transharmonic Time Wave Blend Fields - the blend field that we will have

frequencies and Time Wave of the Living God Source. When we carry this vision

the Ascension Time Wave with us, and thereby bring the doorways here and to
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Ball Transharmonic Time-Wave Blend Field activations, allows the Silver Seed encryption to
pass
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and Transharmonic Time-Wave Blend Zones (9-Dimensional & 12-Dimensional) The
Dimensional

The Transharmonic Time-Wave Blend Zones carry the blended NET-Earth and Aurora Earth

Transharmonic =Time-Wave Blend Fields ®Mirror Ball from D-5 EL: DN-
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5 Transharmonic Time-Wave Blend Fields The Density-1 3-Dimensional Mirror Ball Fields
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5 Transharmonic Time-Wave Blend Fields NET-EARTH + AURORA EARTH Astral, Etheric,
Ketheric
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·\- Time-Wave Blend Fields ®Mirror Ball from D-5 EL: DN-
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Stariigfn. Gold Mana Wave from Edon AmorAea Temple into Aquafereion Shield. At Beach II.
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oscillations or repetitive wave patterns. This is illustrated in the second diagram over. If

trace a regular wave pattern as illustrated to the right of the diagram. Circular

motion generates such wave patterns or oscillations. This is demonstrated in practical terms
by

electrical generator produces waves of oscillating electrical current. Any cyclic activity such as
the

speech, music, radio waves, waves on the ocean, the pulse I beating of our

complete cycle or wave corresponds to a rotation of the circle. If, instead of
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electronic system, radio waves etc. In a more general sense the quality of elasticity

Even light, radio waves, X-rays etc. are all electro-magnetic oscillations. Empty space

determine how rapidly waves propagate through space and establish the speed at which light
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It propagates as waves of electro-magnetic energy oscillating in a particular frequency range.

correspond to radio waves, higher frequencies to microwaves and still higher to light.
Frequencies

higher frequencies to microwaves and still higher to light. Frequencies higher than light
correspond

these electro-magnetic waves including light travel at a speed determined by the electrical
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fire letters, scalar waves and tonal patterns of Dimension 8: the light and sound
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they are standing waves of light and do not have form in the matter
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the two time waves (Krystal Spiral and Metatronic) and completion of the 3m

the continuing Gamma RingWaves from the sun, solar flares, the Aqualene Sun, surviving
until2047
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Transharmonic =Time-Wave Blend Fields ®Mirror Ball from 0-5 EL: ON-
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)" = Time Wave original ~ Mirror Ball Communion AURORA EARTH NET-EARTH schedule
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yas Orb Master Wave Pillar) Please Note: Throughout this technique your mirror must be

yas Orb Master Wave" up from Earth Core Orb Reservoir to your AzurA, then
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"Liquid Light wave-form." ObseNe that your Wha-YA-yas Host appears at
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Starlight Gold Mana Wave from Ed on AmorAea Temple into Aquafereion Shield. At Beach
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zones or blend waves), the 5 Planes & Matter States of the Aurora Continuum,
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blending the Kryst wave in with the metatronic wave and to bring in the

with the metatronic wave and to bring in the Blend Wave. Before going into

in the Blend Wave. Before going into the next lecture, we heard about the
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Class-5: Morphogenetic Waves & Earth"s Coming Transitions 2000–2017. 1998 private
classes, New
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12/2004: Evac-Waves begin-Indonesia Tsunami Y6 Jan–Dec 2005 1/2005 MUG-
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―Trinity Time Wave‖ "Ra-Sha-LA" Restoration, the "Ah-Seu-Ra-
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planetary-Scalar-Standing-Wave Shield-Disc energy-platform that runs through the ―Aurora
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Bhardoah Rasha-Ring Waves‖ between 5/2008 and 1/2022, following the premature
Commencement
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Sala-KaLE-Krysta Wave & Opening the Chambers of KaLE, through the Sala-KaLE
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& KaLA- Krysta Wave Briefing. This workshop also explored the Amenti Mission, Krystal River

Sala-KaLE-Krysta Wave & Opening the Chambers of KaLE, through the Sala-KaLE
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Conversion (HC) Wave, Solar Symbiosis, opening of Earths‘ organic Akashic Record/Planetary
AdorA

the Hydrolase Conversion Wave (HC-Wave) & Manual ―Kick-start‖ Initiation of

Wave (HC-Wave) & Manual ―Kick-start‖ Initiation of Solar Symbiosis. 1st
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Hydrolase Conversion/HC Wave, a small quantum of the elemental matter-body of personal



the Hydrolase Conversion Wave‖ from the Krystal River Host have initiated small-quantum
embodied

this Hydrolase Conversion Wave activation into ―water-forms‖ manifest upon the planet. ―

the Hydrolase Conversion Wave, and resultant ability of Solar Symbiosis, to the planetary
elemental-

the Hydrolase Conversion Wave activation and ―passed it on to localized Earth waters.‖
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of the Celestalline Wave). This workshop also introduced new information on the Seven
Celestalline

Conversion, the Celestalline Wave, the Thrust-Quanta/G-Force (corresponding to Etheric,
Telluric,
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the Celestalline Vapor-Wave, and the Micca Complex. Class also discussed the progressive
opening
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Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave-1 releases within Aqualene-Sun Buffer Field causing D-1
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Freedom Psonns Labyrinth Wave-Run‖ & Opening NET-Earth Planetary Hall of Records
Ecoushic

Freedom Psonns Labyrinth Wave Run,‖ which allowed Kryst-Host to link into Global Green

of the Sacred Wave: Calling of the 6 Directions and the Host of Al-

Freedom Psonns Labyrinth Wave-Run & NET-Earth Hall of Records opening. H. ―
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Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave-2 releases within Aqualene-Sun Buffer Field causing D-2
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Mashaya-Hana Healing Wave-1 into Watchtower (Pine Island, FL) Median Earth Ah-

Mashaya-Hana Healing Wave-1,‖ empowering Watchtower Stewardship Council to block
BrUhan Watchtower and

Eiron Flow, Stardust-Wave, Atomic Mirror & Solar-Galactic ―Mirror in the Sky‖
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Flows & Stardust Wave and initiation of the Mirror in the Sky. First Series
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the Kryst Time Wave Blend, thus preventing the ―7 Broken Arrow Sites‖ from
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Mashaya-Hana Healing Wave-2 anchors & ―DN-1 Higher Earth Kryst-Blend-

Earth Kryst-Blend-Wave‖ (Aurora-Earth + NET-Earth Time-wave Blend) activates.

NET-Earth Time-wave Blend) activates. The Ah-SA-Yas Orb Reservoir in NET-

1 Kryst-Blend-Wave‖ frequency spectra within NET-Earth‘s DN-1 atomic base.

Bridge Kryst-Blend-Wave Codes‖ & initiates DN-1-Ketheric-level out-picturing of

Mashaya-Hana Healing Wave-2 anchors, & DN-2 EtorA Monadic Passage core-flows

5‖ (Time-Wave Blend Zones between NET-Earth & Aurora-Earth) and initiated

Trans-harmonic Time-Wave Blend field Communion Planes), the Ah-SA-as Orb Reservoir,

the Kryst Time-Wave-Blend, thus preventing the FA ―7 Broken Arrow Sites‖
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Krystal-Spiral-Time-Wave flow, D. The ―1st Journey to Ah-MA-ya-

Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave-3 releases within Aqualene-Sun Buffer Field causing D-3

Mashaya-Hana Healing Wave-3 anchors & ―D-3 & D-5 Higher

Earth Kryst-Blend-Wave‖ (Aurora-Earth + NET-Earth Time-wave Blend) activates.

NET-Earth Time-wave Blend) activates. NET-Earth Host Grids continue MG-6 GL-

5 Kryst-Blend-Wave‖ frequency spectra within NET-Earth‘s D-3 & D-
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Bridge Kryst-Blend-Wave Codes‖ & initiate D-3-Atmic & D-5-Telluric

Mashaya-Hana Healing Wave-3 anchors, & DN-2 EtorA Monadic Passage core-flows

Plane‖ (Time-Wave Blend Zone between NET-Earth & Aurora-Earth) and initiated

Aurora Kryst Blend-wave Planes, Personal Evac-plasma-craft Wha-host, the Wa-ZE-
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linked Kryst Time-Wave Blend 3 days after Met peak, to reestablish Blend-wave

to reestablish Blend-wave & not get ―Shield-nailed‖ during ―call-day

merging Kryst Blend-Wave with Met-NET-Broadcast Network via ―Biosphere-2,‖ Tuscon,

merging Kryst Blend-Wave with Met-NET-Broadcast Network via B ―Maya Mother

Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave–4 Y13 Jan–Dec 2012 Aquafereion Shield CONTINUUM-LEAP-
SHIFT-

Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave–5 * In 2012, the Planetary Mirror in the Sky
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Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave–6 Y15 2014 5/22–27/2014: Solar Bhardoah Ring

Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave–7 Y16 2015 5/22–27/2015: Solar Bhardoah Ring

Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave–8 Y17 (2016 LEAP (complete DN-2 Solar-



Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave–9 Y18 2017 5/22–27/2017: Solar Bhardoah Ring

Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave–10 Y19 2018 5/22–27/2018: Solar Bhardoah Ring

Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave–11 Y20 2019 5/22–27/2019: Solar Bhardoah Ring

Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave–12 Y21 2020 5/22–27/2020: Solar Bhardoah Ring

Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave–13 Y22 2021 5/22–27/2021: Solar Bhardoah Ring

Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave–14 Y23 2022 5/22–27/2022: Solar Bhardoah Ring

Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave–15 Y24 2023 Y25 2024 LEAP (Complete DN-3
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merging Kryst Blend-Wave with Met-Net-Broadcast Network via B ―Maya Mother
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(scalar-standing-wave templates of matter and consciousness), "Merkaba Mechanics"
(interdimensional
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2010 Kryst Blend Wave & Flame of Cos-MA-yah put on-line with
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Ball Transharmonic Time-Wave Blend Field activations, allows the Silver Seed encryption to
pass
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clearing can release waves of crying and then laughing and it can be very,

will send a wave of love-light that will release the Karmic Core Imprint
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currents, the carrier wave frequencies corresponding to the first four of Earth"s natural 12-
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chakras, modulating the wave spectra between particle and anti-particle Dimensional
Frequency Bands. Crystal
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associated with the wave-length of the dimensional frequency band to which the Chakra

Primary Colors (wave spectrum) C1 Red C2 Orange C3 Yellow C4 Green CS
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and Transharmonic Time-Wave Blend Zones (9-Dimensional & 12-Dimensional) The
Dimensional

The Transharmonic Time-Wave Blend Zones carry the blended NET-Earth and Aurora Earth
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a crystallized-standing-wave-radiation-quantum of eternally living Ah" -yah (Eternal1
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is a standing-wave of eternal living DhA-Ya-TEi radiation (God-Source
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Letters and Scalar Wave Patterns in our Shields, the Consciousness of the Rays. -
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(forms standing-wave open-gate field T ant ric Host Shield) • 1st
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1 Aya standing-wave of God-Source E-Ta-ur emerges in RAyus; the
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the Krysta A"jha Wave of transfiguration & activate the D-Span gate systems. (
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3. "Krystar Wave" D-3 Atmic 4. "Glimmer" D-4 Etheric 5.

send the acbvation wave out to the 1,728,768 Tan-Tri-A"jha shield members to
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initiate Krysta A"jha Wave of transfiguration to activate the D -span gate system

"13 Vow Wave" to the Aquafereion Shield to block the Dark Flower Awakening.
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the Solar Bhardoah Ringwave-5 of 5/27/2012, the "Eye of FAtalE"
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Liquid-Sound standing wave" that, once activated, broadcasts to, activates & fuels the Sets
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Plasma LiquidSound standing wave" that once activated broadcasts to, activates & fuels the
Sets
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1 Aya standing-wave of God-Source E-Ta-ur emerges in RAyus; the
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on Solar Ring Wave-5 the overtake to push the planetary and then drag
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be periods and waves of healing that will occur among the Shield. And there
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opening the Time Wave between certain key periods in space-time, we"re literally going

time. There"s a wave that they are opening that goes back into the Atlantean

is a Time Wave opening between those various periods of time. And it is
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for a Host Wave to be transmitted through the entire planet- but also backward
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And the frequency waves that will be transmitted during this workshop period by the
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extend a gentle wave of Host and of love to individuals. But allowing ourselves
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changing the time wave to the new BPR This is phase-1 of it
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do that in waves? Yeah. And imagine that you have your big stingray wings
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... the Time Wave of the BPR that"s the, you know, the big Leap

a longer Time Wave where there should be more time within that Wave and

time within that Wave and more apparthi turned on per segment of Wave. So

per segment of Wave. So it should begin to change the mad dash, crazy,

that new Time Wave that is opening where we actually might, like say, Well
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gets into time wave theory and a whole bunch of things that probably by

as what time wave we"re running And also that has to do with where

because certain time waves are not open onto the planet right now. After this

will be time waves open on this planet that were not open before that

opening a time wave, literally, between those space-time locations. And that will counteract

opening the time wave that goes into what is referred to as the "
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talked about the wave . the standing wave that you are forming when you

. the standing wave that you are forming when you do these spins. If

this beautiful vortex wave, right? And then you stop too abruptly and it just

And then your wave should stay up and not turn into a pancake. Alright?
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to anchor a wave here in the center of the White-Blue Shield so

bringing the vertical wave in. So when we"ve got that done and it"s ready

call because the wave activation is going to take place during each position. Then

anchor that main wave that"s going to come through, and that"s the wave that"s

and that"s the wave that"s going to feed the rest of the Shield. So
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Shieldl We"ve got wave anchored and it"s ready to come your way. So we"re
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Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave-5 that is coming through today on, you know, through

run a tracer wave through that, and that"s what they"re going to use to
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us transmitting a wave. And when I"m saying "us" I am referring to
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line of Ring Wave 5 that is coming through. And that"s . that starts

1212 where Ring Wave 5 starts to release. That"s when the FAtalE are beaming

in on Ring Wave 5 the accelerations of the Reversed Violet Ray that will
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were like silken waves of light and you could feel them as conscious. You
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it-down-time wave screen in between. It didn"t touch how fast the tornado

start doing time wave thing where they teach us about time waves. It"s another

us about time waves. It"s another like 25 years minimum of translations and then
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a little silky wave that kind of tickled down my back and I was

of the Metatronic Wave running because the Shield was running part Metatronic and part

And the Krystic Wave would be much slower and broader where it"s deeper, there"s

per segment of wave. So it"s like time expands and it"s just much more

needs that time wave, and it was being squashed progressively the more Metatronics were

but the time wave that it was being allowed to come through was being

the new time wave does include Mondays as part of workshop time. And that
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the Guardian Time wave looks like, as we begin to move toward Impeccability, there
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Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave 5 too So this is where the Beloveds waves will

where the Beloveds waves will actually start coming in in stronger force because the
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tone in a wave form] That one feels really nice, doesn"t it feel nice?
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doing something. The waveform was doing something. It was coming . like you could

little compacted time waves where everything is like choppy and like this and there"s

on- but sound waves that carry plasma. Yeah. And they showed it to me

in the time waves. And it was funny because there is a few people,

can see sound waves which is kind of strange I suppose in 3-Dspeak.

often see sound waves and the shape of it might be like, you know,
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the regular sound wave like I"m used to seeing sound waves, and the other

to seeing sound waves, and the other one was doing that but then it

those like silken waves that I talk about with the plasmas running through. And

this undulating sound wave. And I"m like Whoa what is that Beloveds? And I

called ... sound waves that are imbued with plasma. They"re like impregnated with balls



inside the sound wave is actually made of plasmas. So this is part of

it expanded the wave form of the sound. The sound took on a different

I felt the wave shift, where everybody"s doing a lovely job with the 4

saw the sound wave, especially with that one because I wasn"t really looking for

trans-harmonic sound wave which means somehow hit Krystal Spiral tuning with the vocals.
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what"s that sound wave I just saw? I don"t know, right? They"ll let us

that trans-harmonic wave across the whole room. I don"t know if we can

an undulating blanket wave that was not just like a sound wave this way

like a sound wave this way but a sound platform that was undulating across
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like rippling blanket wave and I could feel the balls in the ripples. There

you watch sound waves or even sonar waves, right, on a flat screen? But

or even sonar waves, right, on a flat screen? But it was like looking

voom, and the wave would have collapsed. So it"s like bring it down slowly,

making SE"Ur standing wave pillars, if you stopped too abruptly your beautiful pillar you

stop sounds, the wave form you created stays And you can gently pu II

the plasma sound waves can actually do. They"re going to take us more into

of the time waves. And there"s inner and outer time waves and all this

and outer time waves and all this kind of stuff And I knew they

shifting the time wave as far as how the time wave runs through our

how the time wave runs through our bodies and how the time wave is

how the time wave is running through the planet 100
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the 55 time wave that goes with the Death-Star Merkaba, and then there"s
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to begin transmitting wave. [Following section not on video] [participants clap for

anchor like big waves and run gates and set gates and stuff We were

And we transmit wave together. And that"s . the seat comes in handy because

it"s a longer wave, they tend to have us do it sitting because we"re,
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to run certain waves. So this one they"re saying is going to be a



to run live wave through us while running a live technique through me, through

you know the wave comes and the Beloveds" wave comes through me and they

and the Beloveds" wave comes through me and they give me the narration and
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to anchor a wave. And they actually started the Blue Shield out in the

shut up, the wave is coming in I Oh dear, I forgot these are
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There are actually Wave Riders where they can go back and forth through time,

so you become Wave Riders. And that"s the teams that will be literally ...
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to feel the waves run, even a little bit, I"m feeling waves go through,

bit, I"m feeling waves go through, especially around my shoulders and my neck and
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up in a wave, but it"s in a protected field now so the Beloveds
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a rippling sheet wave coming under like right beneath the floor level. So they"re

to do a wave transmit I"ll narrate as we go I think ... We

from the sheet wave below our feet and that is a really pretty, very

a tri-tone wave - sound wave - through the two fields and that"s

wave - sound wave - through the two fields and that"s going to set
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the plasma sound waves. Inside the sound wave there was this ... it looked

Inside the sound wave there was this ... it looked like a ball on
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involves a sound wave. Okay, I"m watching so I"m staring off into space and
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AL-Hum-Bhrus Wave - which is a particular set of frequencies that goes

to transmit a wave through us. Then there is going to be ... oh
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may have rolling waves of thunder. I"m like, okay The Beloveds just said .



kind of rippling wave that"s rolling out from this Shield out to the Shield

gentle and subtle waves- waveforms- that I"ve ever experienced. But there"s a real beauty
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eeeeyyyyyyy The light wave pulls through. They"re next going to do the ... and

be a tracer wave sent down that which is a little bit wider than

those silken undulating waves, and it will come down. It will follow the line
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this like tickle wave that gently comes down there. So try to sense that

now. That tickle wave is going to expand outward but backward. So it"s actually
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that"s when this wave activation, you know is done -you would have the
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ride that time wave to that timeframe, right, to get out of the war

will. that time wave will expand back and bring the Cosminyahas frequencies back and

in the time waves that are very significant. And at this point, we"re linking

So that time wave is available and now we"re opening it and making it,

I"m feeling the wave now. But I"m like ready to go curl into a
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5-3 time wave. So that is the point It"s like a peak point

end of that wave that started yesterday. And that will be the end pulse

that new time wave BPR. And thafs when we begin the process of entering
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on a time wave that is the Probability 12 Time Wave of the Host.

Probability 12 Time Wave of the Host. And there will be a period of
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It"s a particular timewave that"s carrying the 12-12-5-3 BPR instead of
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it"ll spread a wave out this way. And that will actually - because we"ve

we transmit that wave ... and what we"re transmitting to you is the wave

you is the wave that will open the Aquafereion Shield and anybody who had

receive the big wave that the Beloveds are sending through. And part of that



part of that wave of the Pillar of Peace will come up and part

time as the wave comes down] 177
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more like ripple waves that are going to come through and amplify what 178
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shifting, they"re actually wave riders, where they can go back and forth through time
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so you become wave riders. And that"s the teams that will be literally, getting
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to feel the waves running, even a little bit, I"m feeling waves go through

bit, I"m feeling waves go through especially on my shoulders and my neck and
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a rippling sheet wave coming under ... like, right beneath the floor level. So

gonna do a wave transmit, I"ll narrate as we go I think. ??? We

from the sheet wave below our feet and that is a really pretty, very

send a tritone wave, sound wave, through the 2 fields and that"s gonna set

tritone wave, sound wave, through the 2 fields and that"s gonna set ?when
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the plasma sound waves, that inside the sound wave there was this, like a,

inside the sound wave there was this, like a, a ball on a string,
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involves the sound wave. Ok, I"m watching, so I"m standing off??? I"m watching something.
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ARhAyas Aminyahs Alhumbhras wave which is a particular set of frequencies that goes with

gonna transmit a wave through us, then there is gonna be ... oh it"s
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head "rolling waves
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some kind of??? wave, that"s rolling out from the shield out to the shield

gentle and subtle waves, waveforms that I"ve ever experienced but there"s a real beauty

know, the Alhumbhra wave". And in a second or two you"ll get that spark
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be a tracer wave sent down that which is a little bit wider than

those silkon undulating waves and they"ll come down and follow the line they??? to,

feel this like??? wave that gently comes down there. So try to sense that

those now. That??? wave is gonna expand outward but backward so it"s actually gonna
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that"s when this wave activation is done, you would have the 15 dimensional spectra
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ride that time wave to that time frame, right, to get out of the
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it will, that timewave will expand back and bring the Cosminyah frequencies back and

in the time waves that are very significant and at this point we are

from. So that timewave is available and now we"re opening it and making it

because I"m feeling wave coming, and I"m like ready to ??? sleep, it"s like,
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more of those waves, almost like rain, those, the pale gold and silver, like,
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Fields, Dimensions, Time Waves and countless other "building blocks" of Keylontic Science
and
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Lecture Five: Morphogenetic Waves and Earth"s Coming Transitions 2000-2017 This lecture
gives a

discussion include: Morphogenetic Waves the processes that particles go through at certain
points in
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"Golden Fleece" Wave-field and the "Cloak of Invisibility The "Arc
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Spherical-Standing-Scalar-Wave-Field Sheathe that rapidly forms around, and permeates the
Universai-

"Golden Fleece" wave-field combines the D-8 Core Monadic current (Ectrons/

the Golden Fleece wave-field around and within the Flame Body allows the matter

the Golden Fleece wave-field Matter forms entering the Golden Fleece hyper-dimensional
state

Spherical-Standing-Scalar-Wave Trans-Harmonic Radial Body that exists within the "13th
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ride the changing waves of time. The Arc of the Covenant Gates are Base
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"Golden Fleece" wave-field would serve as a temporary "Host Matrix" frequency

"Golden Fleece" wave-field through which the internal "Arc of the Covenant"
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also come a wave of newer, more powerful frequencies that will allow us to
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a "carrier wave" for all the other
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Current "carrier wave". The D-12 Maharata Current holds what is called the
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frequency bands, scalar waves the ways in which the primal substance of partiki units

scalar (standing) waves within which the individual consciousness is stationed and upon which
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OF CONSCIOUS, SENTIENT WAVE-STRATA- ETERNAL BEINGS ENSCONCED WITHIN AN
ETERNAL UNIVERSE, within which

we are walking wave-forms within a sea of interrelated wave forms, and that

sea of interrelated wave forms, and that the pattern of our being operates as
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its pure scalar-wave of being into the dimensionalised scalar-grids through which the
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of a standing wave of energy called the Flame of Amoraea, the Eternal Flame
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Solar Red Pulse wave of energy-benign, since all Christos creations would be able
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template) Science, Scalar-wave and Time Mechanics, 15-Dimensional Physics, and Masters
Spiritual Actualization
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PATTERNS OF SCALAR WAVES (ENERGY) through the process of THOUGHT, it is not

THINGS - SCALAR WAVE CONFIGURATIONS of multi-dimensional vibrating patterns of BI-
POLAR ELECTROMAGNETIC
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LANGUAGE OF SCALAR WAVES", as this is the "LANGUAGE OF LIGHT AND SOUND"

language of scalar waves" is "spoken" through the forms of specific wave spectra,

forms of specific wave spectra, forms that appear to the conscious 3-dimensional mind

power of SUBTLE WAVE FORMS to create desired change within the core Manifestation
Template

Template. Intrinsically, scalar waves are specific points of vibrating bi-polar energy
signatures. Vibration

affect the scalar-wave arrangement of the Manifestation Template, and thus alter the
vibrational
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or standing scalar wave patterns. By using the appropriate Fire Letter Sequences the structure
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Maharata Current carrier wave (via induction of the Maharic Seal/Shield) is required
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sa Standing-Plasma-Wave Sheath (formed by the Tryptite quantum gain), and at
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Template Plasma Stand-Wave E"LAi-sa Sheathe E"-LAi-sa Silver Seed Trypton Crystal
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Plasma-Vapor-Standing Wave of the Krystar Silver-Seed within the Chismatic Field- Telluric
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repeated, the vibrationalacoustic-wave emitted causes the corresponding Heliochroic Currents
to "phase into

singular Heliochroic Standing-Wave. As the Heliochroic Standing-Wave forms, it engages
Encryption Co-

the Heliochroic Standing-Wave forms, it engages Encryption Co-resonance with the
mathematical encryption

the Heliochroic Standing-Wave is reached, a burst of Helioplasmic-vapor- is released from

the Heliochroic Standing-Wave, causing the E-LAi-sian Power-Phase Code-The CATHEION

the Heliochroic Standing-Wave to engage its Transfiguration Point. At the Transfiguration
Point of

the Heliochroic Standing-Wave, the AI-Hum-Bhra Passages (electromagnetic pathways
between the

Plasma-Vapor-Standing-Wave of the Krystar Silver-Seed, that when anchored/re-ignited
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Plasma-Vapor-Standing-Wave of the Krystar Silver-Seed within the External Creation Fields.

Plasma-Vapor-Standing-Wave of the Krystar Silver-Seed within the External Creation Fields
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Plasma-Vapor-Standing Wave of the Krystar Silver-Seed within the Chismatic Field -
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Template Plasma Stand-Wave E"LAi-sa Sheathe E"-LAi-sa Silver Seed Trypton Crystal
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Catheion Out-Flow-Wave & initiates KHY-Solar-symbiosis wave flow in the tan-

KHY-Solar-symbiosis wave flow in the tan-chi-TEi Template (Code 2
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Back-Flow Return Wave (code 3 2"0 sequence) #5. Catheion Crucible
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Plasma-Vapor Standing Wave from the Krystar Silver-Seed core emerges into External
Creation
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Plasma-Vapor Standing Wave of the Krystar Silver Seed (in 2043). We have
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Catheion Plasma-Vapor Wave: Stage 1 Planetary 2043, Aquafereion Shield May 29, 2013
Activating/

Plasma-Vapor-Standing-Wave of the Krystar Silver-Seed within the External Creation Fields
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Catheion Plasma-Vapor wave into the Cos-MY"ah, which causes the KHY-yah to

Catheion Plasma-Vapor Wave engages its Back-Flow Return Wave, the Cha-RHa cell

Back-Flow Return Wave, the Cha-RHa cell activates becoming a KHY-yon Living
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KHY Currents, KHY Waves and Solar Symbiosis. 1. After the Cha-RHa Tryptolase Cell

a Tryptolase Burst Wave, opening the "Back Flow Seals" on the E-LAi-

Catheion Plasma-Vapor Wave reverses flow and returns to the Cha-RHa Cell, while

Out-Flow Catheion Wave emerges, opening the "living circulation of the Krystar" within

Flow return Catheion Wave returns to the Cha-RHa Cell, the Cha-RHa Activates

MY"ah on KHY Waves of Tryptolase, re-igniting the Organic Eternal Life Process of
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Back-Flow Return Wave, Birth of the KHY-yon Lotus Seed, KHY Waves &

Lotus Seed, KHY Waves & the return of the Solar Symbiosis Upon interaction with

Back-Flow Return Wave, the Cha-RHa Cell transfigures into the KHY-yon Living

currents on KHY waves for eternal life Solar Symbiosis ALiorl Middl&lnner.~2 All-
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exercise. Interestingly. brain wave rhythms measured dll"ing and after SK&P are similar to
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normalizes patients" brain-wave patterns. increases serum prolactin (a ·well-being"
hormone).
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of 3 KHY-wave from the CATHi t= 1 Cha-RHa Tryptolase Generator cell.

begins transmitting KHY-waves. The KHY waves draw into the Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal

waves. The KHY waves draw into the Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template & Axon
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Catheion Out-Flow-Wave & initiates KHY·Solar~mbiosis waw flow in the

· flow Return Wave (code 3 2"" sequenc~) #5. (!thelon Crucible
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Plasma-Vapor-Standing Wave of the Krystar Silver-Seed within the Chismatic Field -

Plasma-Vapor-Standing-Wave of the Krystar Silver-Seed within the External Creation Fields.

Plasma-Vapor-Standing-Wave of the Krystar Silver-Seed within the External Creation Fields
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Plasma-Vapor-Standing Wave of the Krystar Silver-Seed within the Chismatic Field -
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KHY Solar Symbiosis Wave flow in the Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template and Bioneurological
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Back-Flow-Return Wave, and engages KHY-yon Lotus Seed transfiguration of the Cha-
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Plasma-Vapor-Standing Wave of the Krystar Silver-Seed within the Chismatic Field -
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(Ttyptolase KHY-Wavegeneration) Wllhnthe Chismabt"" Field Core Plasma Templates&
Neuronal Templates within the

lhe 24 KHY.Wave Plasma Currents Til of the K.HY.yon"" Siver-Seed,
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(Tryptolase KHY-Wave Generntion within the Chismabctoo Field Core Plasma Neuronal
Te~lale)

the 24 KHY-Wave Plasm• Currents"" of the KHY-YM"" lJvng Lotus Seed (

the 24 KHY-Wave Pfasma Currents"" into Aurma Earth"s Chlsmatic"" Field and Templar. the

the 24 KHY-Wave Plasma Currents""". progressively reawakening the ability of biological E-
LAi-

(Tryptolase KHY-Wave Generation), and its ru u/unr bio-physicll Erern1/ Life
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and planetary Time--WaveRhythm of the Net-Earth-Plane Fiekls Chismatic"" Template
progressivet)" enter

Symbiosis"" (TryptolaseKHY-WavegeneratJ>n)onAuroraAsrertSIOf\ Earlh. The Bio-Spir*Jal
Technologies featured within
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repeated, the vibrationalacoustic-wave emitted causes the corresponding Heliochroic Currents
to "phase into

singular Heliochroic Standing-Wave. As the Heliochroic Standing-Wave forms, it engages
Encryption Co-

the Heliochroic Standing-Wave forms, it engages Encryption Co-resonance with the
mathematical encryption

the Heliochroic Standing-Wave is reached, a burst of Helioplasmic-vapor- is released from

the Heliochroic Standing-Wave, causing the E-LAi-sian Power-Phase Code-The CATHEION

the Heliochroic Standing-Wave to engage its Transfiguration Point. At the Transfiguration
Point of

the Heliochroic Standing-Wave, the AI-Hum-Bhra Passages (electromagnetic pathways
between the

Plasma-Vapor-Standing-Wave of the Krystar Silver-Seed, that when anchored/re-ignited
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Plasma-Vapor-Standing-Wave of the Krystar Silver-Seed within the External Creation Fields.

Plasma-Vapor-Standing-Wave of the Krystar Silver-Seed within the External Creation Fields
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LivingPlasma-Vapor-Standing-Wave of the Krystar Silver-Seed within the External Creation
Fields.
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Plasma-Vapor Standing Wave from the Krystar Silver-Seed core emerges into External
Creation
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Catheion Plasma-Vapor Wave: Stage 1 Planetary 2043, Aquafereion Shield May 29, 2013
Activating/

Plasma-Vapor-Standing-Wave of the Krystar Silver-Seed within the External Creation Fields
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Catheion Plasma-Vapor wave into the Cos-MY"ah, which causes the KHY-yah to

Catheion Plasma-Vapor Wave engages its Back-Flow Return Wave, the Cha-RHa cell

Back-Flow Return Wave, the Cha-RHa cell activates becoming a KHY-yon Living
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KHY Currents, KHY Waves and Solar Symbiosis. 1. After the Cha-RHa Tryptolase Cell

a Tryptolase Burst Wave, opening the "Back Flow Seals" on the E-LAi-

Catheion Plasma-Vapor Wave reverses flow and returns to the Cha-RHa Cell, while

Out-Flow Catheion Wave emerges, opening the "living circulation of the Krystar"" within

Flow return Catheion Wave returns to the Cha-RHa Cell, the Cha-RHa Activates

MY"ah on KHY Waves of Tryptolase, re-igniting the Organic Eternal Life Process of
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Back-Flow Return Wave, Birth of the KHY-yon Lotus Seed, KHY Waves &

Lotus Seed, KHY Waves & the return of the Solar Symbiosis Upon interaction with

Back-Flow Return Wave, the Cha-RHa Cell transfigures into the KHY-yon Living

currents on KHY waves for eternal life Solar Symbiosis ALiorl Middl&lnner.~2 All-
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Catheion Out-Flow-Wave & initiates KHY-Solar-symbiosis wave flow in the tan-

KHY-Solar-symbiosis wave flow in the tan-chi-TEi Template (Code 2
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Back-Flow Return Wave (code 3 2"0 sequence) #5. Catheion Crucible
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of 3 KHY-wave from the CATHI = 1 Cha-RHa Tryptolase Generator cell.

begins transmitting KHY-waves. The KHY waves draw into the Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal

waves. The KHY waves draw into the Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template & Axon
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KHY Solar Symbiosis Wave flow in the Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template and Bioneurological
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Back-Flow-Return Wave, and engages KHY-yon Lotus Seed transfiguration of the Cha-
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the 24 KHY-Wave Plasma Currents TN of the Krystar KHY-yon ™ Living

The 24 KHY-Wave Plasma Currents TN of the Krystar Silver-Seed KHY-yon



(Tryptolase KHY-Wave generation) within the Chismatic™ Field Core Plasma Templates &

the 24 KHY-Wave Plasma Cuffents ™ of the KHY-yon ™ Silver-Seed

the 24 KHY-Wave Plasma Currents rM of the KHY-yon rM Silver-Seed,
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8 Primary KHY Wave Sites 711512013 AMCC-MCEO KUmA "yah AI-Hum-Bhra

8 Primary KHY Wave Sites are the CONTROL SITES for the entire Planetary Cathedral
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8 Primary KHY-Wave Sites & their Secondary and Tertiary KHY Site Systems, out/
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8 Primary KHY Wave Sites are the CONTROL SITES for the entire Planetary Cathedral
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(Tryptolase KHY-Wave Generation within the Chismatic™ Field Core Plasma Neuronal
Template)

the 24 KHY-Wave Plasma Currents ™ of the KHY-yon TM Living Lotus

the 24 KHY-Wave Plasma Currents ™ into Aurora Earth"s Chismatic ™ Field and

the 24 KHY-Wave Plasma Currents™, progressively reawakening the ability of biological

(Tryptolase KHY-Wave Generation), and its resultant bio-physical Eternal Life Ascension
potentials,

and planetary Time-Wave- The Tan-T ri-Ahura Teachings -The Path of
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the 24 KHY-Wave Plasma Currents TM of the KHY-yon rM Living Lotus

(Tryptolase KHY-Wave generation) on Aurora Ascension Earth . . . . ..

and personal Time-Wave-Rhythm (Core Circadian "wake/sleep cycle" Rhythms) with

the 24 KHY-Wave Plasma Currents ™ of the KHYyon rM, theoretically reawaken ing
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spectrum 24 KHY-Wave Flows) into "pyramidal cap stone" and External Creation via
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LAi-sian Time-Wave Rhythm. The Tan-Tri-Ahura Teachings -The Path of
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body temperature. brain wave activity, hormone production, cell regeneration and other
biological activities. In
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LAi-sian Time-Wave Rhythms (tor theoretical exploration only, etc)._ The E-LAi-

LAi-sian Time-Wave Rhythm is the organic circulation system between the materialized body

LAi-sian Time-Wave Rhythm circulates the mathematically-encrypted trypton (plasma-vapor
crystal)

ELAi-sian Time-Wave Rhythm carries the core encrypted bio-electrical impulse instructions
that

cyclic rhythms of brainwave patterns, and the literal organic rhythmic cycling of "angular

LAi-sian Time-Wave Rhythm interfaces with the biological form first through the Etheric

LAi-sian Time-Wave Rhythms, and the corresponding organic anatomical frequency-flow
interfaces between

inorganic Time· wave Rhythms (Base-Pulse Rhythm/BPR) of the Net Earth

LAi-sian Time-Wave Rhythms would flow), that would normally grow (via neurogenesis)

LAi-sian Time-Wave Rhythms of A-RHI-yah Eternal Earth (in the
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associated with the wave-length of the dimensional frequency band to which the Chakra

Primary Colors (wave spectrum) C1-Red Cl-orange c::;-1 .:JJ-0
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the biological time-wave (BPR) and bio-rhythms with the organic E-LAi-

LAi-sian Time-Wave Rhythms, progressively releasing the inorganic Circadian Bio-
electrical/Bio-chemical

LAi-sian Time-Wave Rhythms and release of the Circadian Harness correspondingly triggers
progressive

LAi-sian Time-Wave Rhythms progressively engage, the cleared Tan-Chi-TEi Membrane
progressively

theELAi-sian Time-Wave Rhythms are progressively known as first Shifters™, then

LAi-sian Time-Wave Rhythms are known as ShiftMasters rM, the Standard Bearers of
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a Hydro-Thermal Wave. B) As the Ah-yas Body transmutes into the core

the Hydro-Thermal Wave Ah-yas Body at its Eiron Point core) descends into
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, PlasmantiksrM, Dream-Wave Up-Shift, Quest of A-RHI"-yah & the Vision-
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rt.~ , Dream-Wave Up-Shift, Quest of A-RHI"-yah & the Vision-

RHI"yah Dream-Wave Up-Shift. Invitation to "Sharing the Up-Shift", "
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(Scalar Standing-wave), connect directly into the Halls of CosMin-Yahas & inherent
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LAi-sian Time-Wave Rhythms (tor theoretical exploration only, etc)._ The E-LAi-

LAi-sian Time-Wave Rhythm is the organic circulation system between the materialized body
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ELAi-sian Time-Wave Rhythm carries the core encrypted bio-electrical impulse instructions
that

cyclic rhythms of brainwave patterns, and the literal organic rhythmic cycling of "angular

LAi-sian Time-Wave Rhythm interfaces with the biological form first through the Etheric

LAi-sian Time-Wave Rhythms, and the corresponding organic anatomical frequency-flow
interfaces between

to the inorganic Timewave Rhythms (Base-Pulse Rhythm/BPR) of the Net Earth

LAi-sian Time-Wave Rhythms would flow), that would normally grow (via neurogenesis)

LAi-sian Time-Wave Rhythms of A-RHI-yah Eternal Earth (in the
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electrical/Bio-chemical

LAi-sian Time-Wave Rhythms and release of the Circadian Harness correspondingly triggers
progressive
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progressively
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Mobius Time reversal waves The Inorganic Tan-Na-KEi Algorithm entraps energy within
External

organic De-manifestation Wave, Back-Flow process. It then splits the organic Manifestation
Wave

the organic Manifestation Wave into unnatural bi-polarity, creating an unnatural, limited
quantum/finite-

External Creation Manifestation Wave called a Tl"ticumO"bEus, or "Titu~Mobius Wave·.

"Titu~Mobius Wave·. The inorganic Titus Mobius Wave is a "

inorganic Titus Mobius Wave is a "Dual-Time Reversal Wave" , "moves

Dual-Time Reversal Wave" , "moves forward by going backward", starting manifestation from

the organic Time Wave was trapped and harnessed), then ·expanding the manifestation
outward-

Mobius Time Reversal Waves are thus "Vampire Time Waves" as they drain the

"Vampire Time Waves" as they drain the life-force plasm from whatever they
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T-Mobius Time Wave Biological Negative (Magnetic) Entrainment & Sexual Attraction
Distortions T.-

Mobius Time Reversal Waves ensnare energy within External Creation through the process of
Negative

the T.-Mobius wave engages a "state of vibrational harmonization/co-resonance" ("

the T.-Mobius Wave reaches greater quantum than its target field. At this point

the T.-Mobius Wave fully ensnares its target field and draws it into a

encryption-disc/Time Wave Seed Crystal to "flip into reversal", to enter a

the T.-Mobius Wave. Tan-Tri-Ahura Teachings1 .. Shif!Masters1M Course Series -
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FutureOrganic MarkhetU"re Time Wave Movement Future Organic TE-LA Kha-Thor-ta
Complex ~

of the MarkhetU"re Wave from the Time Seed Crystal into manifest expression. Therefore, the

it"; the Time Wave Expands outward from the MarkhetU"re Time Seed Crystal as the

Thus organic Manifestation Waves are forward moving CW spiraling electrical waves of
progressively expanding



CW spiraling electrical waves of progressively expanding manifestation rising oscillation and
lowering vibration. Tan-
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EFFi-fara Time Wave Flows Tan-Tri-Ahura Teachings"" ShiftMasters"" Course Series-
Presented by
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Mobius Reversal Time Wave Harness Beastie Mind & Hemispheres of the Brain Phase 1

Mobius Reversed Time Wave reverses the materialization process & reverses brain
hemisphere polarity creating
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Reverse Time Vampire Wave" Tan-Tri-Ahura Teachings TN ShiftMastersm Course Series -
Presented
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FailSafe Reversed Time Wave - preventing Earth from engaging the Titus Point (plasm

Hydroacoustic MarkhetU"re Time Wave from the "Cosmic" EFFi-Rhyon outsteps to A-RHi-

Hydroacoustic Tryptolase plasm wave. Tan-Tri-Ahura Teachings""" ShiftMasters"M Course
Series- Presented by ARhAyas
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& the Crashing Waves of Time: A Sheep"s Tale Love Story for the Children
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Ascension In-Step Wave/Internal Manifestation Expression Wave Raise Outer Oscillation
(increase energy

Internal Manifestation Expression Wave Raise Outer Oscillation (increase energy expression
external creation) =

External Manifestation Expression Wave/Internal Descending ·out-Step• Wave A
Time/Manifestation Wave

·out-Step• Wave A Time/Manifestation Wave Spiral begins with a radiation-encrypted

A Time/Manifestation Wave Spiral begins with a radiation-encrypted Internal Creation
Plasmantik Time

Creation). The Time Wave/Manifestation Wave/MarkhetU"re Wave (Plasm Deflection Field)
spirals clockwise

Time Wave/Manifestation Wave/MarkhetU"re Wave (Plasm Deflection Field) spirals clockwise
with positive

Manifestation Wave/MarkhetU"re Wave (Plasm Deflection Field) spirals clockwise with positive
electrical charge

of the MarkhetU"re Wave from the Time Seed Crystal into manifest expression. Therefore, the

it"; the Time Wave Expands outward from the MarkhetU"re Time Seed Crystal as the



Thus organic Manifestation Waves are forward moving CW spiraling electrical waves of
progressively expanding

CW spiraling electrical waves of progressively expanding manifestation rising external
oscillation and lowering inner

the MarkhetU"re Time Wave to CCW magnetic, and the Time Wave then Contracts and

and the Time Wave then Contracts and "flows backward in time" through the

organic De-manifestation Waves are backward moving CCW spiraling magnetic waves of
progressively contracting

CCW spiraling magnetic waves of progressively contracting de-manifestation, rising internal
vibration and lowering
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organic De-manifestation Wave Back-Flow process. It then splits the organic Manifestation
Wave

the organic Manifestation Wave into unnatural bipolarity, creating an unnatural, limited
quantum/finite-life

External Creation Manifestation Wave called a Tl"ticumO"bEus, or •Titus-Mobius Wave·.

•Titus-Mobius Wave·. The inorganic Titus Mobius Wave is a "

inorganic Titus Mobius Wave is a "Dual· Time Reversal Wave", "moves

· Time Reversal Wave", "moves forward by going backward", starting manifestation from the

original organic Time Wave was trapped and harnessed), then "expanding the manifestation
outward-

Mobius Time Reversal Waves are thus "Vampire Time Waves" as the drain the

"Vampire Time Waves" as the drain the life-force plasm from whatever they

Mobius Time Reversal Waves ensnare energy within External Creation through the process of
Negative

the T.-Mobius wave engages a "state of vibrational harmonization/co-resonance" (

the T.-Mobius Wave reaches greater quantum than its target field. At this point

the T.-Mobius Wave fully ensnares its target field and draws it into a

encryption-disc/Time Wave Seed Crystal to "Disc Flip" or "ffip into

the T.-Mobius Wave. Once a state of magnetic negative entrainment has been reached,

the T.-Mobius Wave wiii "Disc-Fiip" the target field"s encryption to consume

the T.-Mobius Wave has Entrained its target, the target field can be salvaged
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Mobius "Vampire Timewave" Negative( magnetic ) Entrainment. Inorganic "Earth Mother"
reversed Lud"far
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Mobius Reverse Time Wave from the Tan-Na-KEi Algorithm & Tan-na-CHi



Organic MarkhetU"re Time Waves from the Eternal Organic EFF Algorithm & Eternal EFF-i-
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Organic MarkhetU"re Time Wave, Inorganic "Titus-Mobius Reverse Time Vampire Wave" &
the

Reverse Time Vampire Wave" & the Inorganic "Flip Disc" process of the Tan-

Algorithm Organic M-Waves @ Organic +electrical CW MarkhetU"re space-time manifestation
wave

space-time manifestation wave spiral emerging from Internal Creation & expanding into
External Creation

Inorganic T.-Mobius Wave: ® Inorganic Reversed + charge magnetic T.-Mobius reverse time

time "vampire wave" sent backward in time from future point in external creation

intercepts organic M. Wave, halts its forward movement & entraps it in a "++

Nowhere Now" M-Waves lose (static now) quantum & forward Time-Glitch Loop

\ ~~ M. Wave "falls asleep 1 , · . in the Land

the Organic M-Wave "falls aslep" (stop forward thrust) the inorganic T-

inorganic T-Mobius Wave continues to drain the Quantum of the sleeping M. Wave,

the sleeping M. Wave, until the "Titus Poinr is reached. At the Titus

Inorganic T. Mobius Wave has grown stronger than the remaining Quantum of the organic

the organic M. Wave, & the plasmantik plasm encryption disc of the organic M.

the organic M. Wave reverses I flips spin & polarity & engages a permanent

the T. Mobius Wave - the Mobius "Vampire Time Wave" then absorbs the

"Vampire Time Wave" then absorbs the remaining encryption & quantum of the M.

of the M. Wave & drags it moving "forward toward the past." @
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1. Organic M.Wave held hostage by inorganic ,....r.t::;;:t~ T.Mobius

T.Mobius Vampire wave Integral Bridge Positiv Electrical Entrain ent Field We told you

inorganic T.Mobius Wave Integral Bridge. & transfigures it with a + Electrical current

Hydroaooustic MarkhetU"re Time Wave from the Cosmic EFFi·Rhyon outsteps to A-RHi-

Original Organic M.Wave flip DISC back to it"s organic + Electrical -/+/0

Entrainment T.Mobius wave & then leads the T.Mobius "goat brain" wave

"goat brain" wave on it"s journey Home to A·RHi-yah Earth.
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DroemmeBulge (Dream Wave) The Return of A-Ri-yon"-ah: 1st 900 years

through the Blend Wave of the Integral Bridge, the organic M. Time Wave of



organic M. Time Wave of father Earthmerges with the positive Entrained reversed T.-Mobius

T.-Mobius Time Wave 0 The Banshee false magnetosphere ?? into the E-LAi-

mother" T-Mobius Wave Field transfigures & returns to her original organic state of
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D.-Planes M.TimeWave ~~\-\ER EAfrtf.t ARiYON (Yoden to ARIEA) ""<-,.

Hydro-Acustic Sound Wave of the Integral, that carries the tones , Dreama encryption
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(T. Mobius Wave) consumes our sun, but the Solar-Galactic "-.. Integral Bridge

"-.. Integral Bridge Wave engages positive electrical "-entrainment with it -& the process
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the "Dream Wave" to make it accessible to the mass psyche Tan-Tri-
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slowness of the wave that T.R. is playing right now. Just try to

to your vapor wave, you-as-wave. Feel your vapor wave self moving and

wave, you-as-wave. Feel your vapor wave self moving and undulating ever so

Feel your vapor wave self moving and undulating ever so slowly, as a vertical

as your vapor wave begins to communicate with the wave of sound that T.

communicate with the wave of sound that T.R. is playing. Feel the difference

little with the wave, side to side. And put your hands up and see

as your vapor wave begins to go into quiet communication with the music sounds

that is vapor wave is a living song unto itself, and part of a

as your vapor wave begins to interact, and gently dance with the wave of

dance with the wave of sound that is being played in the music. And

music. And the wave of the music is much larger than the wave of

larger than the wave of the music that your ears are actually hearing. Your

hearing. Your vapor wave can actually hear those sounds. Let your hands move from

undulate with that wave, as you feel it rolling gently, up and down, past

undulation of the wave. If your hands want to feel that, that folding in
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from our vapor wave. So we inhale it into the AzurA, and on the

take your vapor wave on a journey, to the Paragon Infinitum. So we"re gonna

amplify your vapor wave, first try to sense its color, or its primary tone.
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titus mobius time wave, and restoration of the Krystic time wave. It also involves

the Krystic time wave. It also involves untangling your brain and helping to increase

feeling of your wave again, of your vapor wave around you and as you.

of your vapor wave around you and as you. And focus with your eyes

vapor body, vapor wave body, in a moment, and we"re going to pierce the



of our vapor wave self through that window that becomes a door. And into

encryption of our wave as we are right now, because, as we are right

in the vapor wave. So we will bring the truth of our pattern as

on our vapor wave. And once we"re in that space we will do one

sense your vapor wave around you and as you, and if s larger, sticks
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undulating vapor wave self. And right now it will be at the pineal

part of our wave imprint. So these sounds will actually be encrypted there as

seeded your vapor wave imprint. You may hear symphonies come behind it. These are

carrier, small carrier waves of sound. Now sense yourself, you"re in there, in the

of your vapor wave. It has left its imprint there, and your window is

your small vapor wave, inhale it up to your pineal and bring it back

disharmonic in the wave, dealing with it not as a bunch of words or

bring back our wave. Comes back in on a horizontal plane and then exhale
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feel your large wave again, your vapor-wave self, you as wave, and feel

again, your vapor-wave self, you as wave, and feel that every time you

self, you as wave, and feel that every time you inhale, that window, suddenly

and energize your wave, even more. And that comes into your plasma body level,

part of your wave to the White Lotus Room, and the space beyond words,

Remember your vapor wave body around you, and remember your window that becomes a

using our vapor wave, and more journeys before our time together at this workshop

and, bring your wave with you, be your wave, and we hope you have

you, be your wave, and we hope you have enjoyed this evening "s
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(Scalar Standing-wave}, connect directly into the Halls of CosMin-Yahas & inherent

Flame uplasma-standing wave• connection", the External Creation systems of the Cos-
MA"Yah retain
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EFFi-fara Time Wave Flows The Tan-Tri-Ahura Teachings- The Path of Sic-
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EFFi-fara Time Wave Flows Q) Activating the Ahura-gon point ® Activating the
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Organic Markhet"Ure Time Wave Algorithm (P.B. I.S.) rM-Waves·)

I.S.) rM-Waves·) Open Effi-flow Energy management system of the
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titus-Mobius Time Wave Algorithm) Your Beastie & its Banshee and •manyah• our

Mobius "Vamp1re T1mewave • Negative( magnetic) Entranmen Inorganic •Earth Mother"
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Ascension In-Step Wavenntemal Man1festalion Express1on Wave Raise Outer Oscillation
(tncrease energy expression

Wavenntemal Man1festalion Express1on Wave Raise Outer Oscillation (tncrease energy
expression external creat on)

Mani estation ExpreSSion Wave/Internal Descending ·out-Step Wave A Time/Manifestation
Wave

·out-Step Wave A Time/Manifestation Wave Spiral begins with a radiation·

A Time/Manifestation Wave Spiral begins with a radiation·encrypted Internal Creation
Plasmantik

Creation) The Time Wave/Manifestation Wave/MarkhetU"re Wave (Plasm Deftection Field)
spirals clockwise

Time Wave/Manifestation Wave/MarkhetU"re Wave (Plasm Deftection Field) spirals clockwise
w1th positive

Manifestation Wave/MarkhetU"re Wave (Plasm Deftection Field) spirals clockwise w1th
positive electrical charge

of the Mar"khetU"re Wave from he Time Seed Crystal into manifest expressio . Therefore.

it"; the Time Wave Expands outward from the MarkhetU"re Time Seed Crystal as the

Thus organic Manifestation Waves are forward moving CW spirating electrical waves of
progressively expanding

CW spirating electrical waves of progressively expanding manifestation rising external
oscillation and lowering inner

the MarkhetU"re Time Wave to CCW magnetic, and the Time Wave then Contracts and

and the Time Wave then Contracts and •flows backward in time· through

organic De-manifestation Waves are backward moving CCW spiraling magnetic waves of
progressively contracting

CCW spiraling magnetic waves of progressively contracting de-manifestation, rising internal
vibration and lowering
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Integral Identity KHY-Wave Ba~or) @ ARt-yon"ah KarU"sa 03 Orons Outer Tan-
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associated with the wave-length of the dimensional frequency band to which the Chakra
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FutureOrganic MarkhetU"re Time Wave Movement Organic TE-LA Kha-Thor-ta Complex ·~

of the MarkhetU"re Wave from the Time Seed Crystal into manifest expression. Therefore, the

lr; the Time Wave Expands outward from the MarkhetU"re Time Seed Crystal as the

Thus organic Manifestation Waves are forward moving CW spiraling electrical waves of
progressively expanding



CW spiraling electrical waves of progressively expanding manifestation rising oscillation and
lowering vibration. The
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1 full KHY wave) which connect directly to 1 core Eff-i-Rhyon Etemai-
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[)e.-manifestation Wave Back-Flow process. It then splits the organic Manifestation Wave

the organic Manifestation Wave into unnatural bipolarity, creating an unnatural, limited
quantum/finite-life

External Creation Manifestation Wave called a Tl"ticumO"bEus, or 11Titus-Mobius Wave·.

11Titus-Mobius Wave·. The inorganic Titus Mobius Wave is a •

inorganic Titus Mobius Wave is a •oual· Time Reversal Wave", ~moves

· Time Reversal Wave", ~moves forward by going backwar , starting manifestation from

Mobius Time Reversal Waves are thus "Vampire Time Waves" as the drain the

"Vampire Time Waves" as the drain the life-force plasm from whatever they

Mobius Time Reversal Waves ensnare energy within External Creation through the process of
Negative

the T.-Mobius wave engages a state of vibrational harmonization/co-resonance" ( fal

the T.-Mobius Wave reaches greater quantum than its target field. At this pornt

the T.-Mobius Wave fully ensnares its target field a d draws it into

field"s encryption-discmme Wave Seed Crystal to "Di c Flip" or lp into

e T.-Mobius Wave. Once a state of magnetic negative entrainment has been reached,

T .-Mobius Wave will "Disc-Flip" the target field "s encryption

the .-Mobius Wave has Entrained its target. the target field can be salvaged
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Mobius Reversal Time Wave Harness Beastie Mind & Hemispheres of the Brain Phase 1

Mobius Reversed Time Wave reverses the materialization process & reverses brain
hemisphere polarity creating
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Mobius Time reversal waves The Inorganic Tan~Na-KEi Algorithm entraps energy within
External

External Creation Manifestation Wave called a Tl"ticumO"bEus. or ""Titus--Mobius Wave•. The
morganic

""Titus--Mobius Wave•. The morganic Titus Mobius Wave IS a wouat-lime Reversal



morganic Titus Mobius Wave IS a wouat-lime Reversal Wave· I "moves

wouat-lime Reversal Wave· I "moves forwa-d by going backward·

the organic lime Wave was trapped a harnessed), then •expanding the manifestation
outward-

Mobius lime ReversaJ Waves are thus "Vampire Time Waves· as they drain

"Vampire Time Waves· as they drain the life· force plasm from
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T-Mobius Time Wave Biological Negative (Magnetic) Entrainment & Sexual Attraction
Distortions T.-

Mobius Time Reversal Waves ensnare energy within External Creation through the process of
Negative

the T.-Mobius wave engages a "state of vibrational harmonization/co-resonance" ("

the T.-Mobius Wave reaches greater quantum than its target field. At this point

the T.-Mobius Wave fu lly ensnares its target field and draws it into

field"s encryptlon-discmme Wave Seed Crystal to "ffip Into reversal·, to

the T.-Mobius Wave. :m Tri Mur:~ To:~ ching cllo" S iflM::>.ctGr&
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Organic MarkhetU"re Time Wave, Inorganic "Titus-Mobius Reverse Time Vampire Wave" &
the

Reverse Time Vampire Wave" & the Inorganic "Flip Disc" process of the Tan-

Inorganic T.-Mobius Wave: @ Inorganic R;v;~9d + charge magnetic T.-Mobius

time "vampire wave· sent backward in time from future point in external

intercepts organic M. Wave, halts its forward movement & entraps it in a "++

Field Organic M-Waves @Organic +electrical CW Mari<hetU"re space-time manifestation

space-time manifestation wave spiral emerging from Internal Creation & expanding into
External Creation

the organic M-Waves lose quantum & forward thrust & all forward movment stops

as the M. Wave "falls asleep in the Land of Nod• magnetic repulsion

the Organic M-Wave "falls aslep• (stop forward thrust) the inorganic T-



inorganic T-Mobius Wave continues to drain the Quantum of the sleeping M. Wave.

the sleeping M. Wave. until the "Titus Polnr Is reached. At the Titus

Inorganic T. Mobius Wave has grown stronger than the remaining Quantum of the organic

the organic M. Wave, & the plasmantik plasm encryption disc of the organic M.

the organic M. Wave reverses I flips spin & polarity & engages a permanent

the T. Mobius Wave - the Mobius Vampire Time Wave" then absorbs the remaining

Mobius Vampire Time Wave" then absorbs the remaining encryption & quantum Disc of the

of the M. Wave & drags it moving "forward toward the past• @
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1. Organic M.Wave held hostage by inorganic ~~:t(q) T.Mobius Vampire

T.Mobius Vampire wave as organic encryption DISK begins to flip into reversal. lnleg

inorganic T.Mobius Wave & transfigures it with a + Electrical current & changes

Time I ~ Wave no Earth Core, creating a ~ \ ", Hydroacoustic Tryptolase

oblus Reversed Tine wave · precenlilg Earth from engag lng te Titus Point (

Original Organic M.Wave Hlp DISC back to i "s organic + Electr1cal

wa e & wave on it"s journey Home to A-RHi-yah Earth. t-
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FailSafe Reversed Time Wave - preventing Earth from engaging the Titus Point (plasm

Hydroacoustic MarkhetU"re Time Wave from the "Cosmic" EFFi-Rhyon outsteps to A-RHi-

Hydroacoustic Tryptolase plasm wave. Tan-Tri-Ahura TeachJ1gs"" Stl" lasters Course Se ies.
Presented
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States, the "Wave-ofYOU & the Space-Behind-Words", Time-Wave Expansion &

Behind-Words", Time-Wave Expansion & EarthCyncTM EFFI Flow Energy Management
Systems. Includes: •

& the "Wave-ofAllThings; reviving the Cellular Memory Matrix • Seat of the

Expanding Your Time-Wave- Suggested Daily Practices, Happy Habits, Supporting
Supplements & Empowering Play
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Code EarthCync"" activation wave). KODL Course""" ELEMENT-2 will be offered end-March
2015.
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the progressive Anonda Wave pla~tary Integral Bridge Up-shift activations cyde (8/

Planetary Templar activation waves, for rapid-access to the "Up-Shift aspect" of
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also features: Live Wave-run lnt~>gro/Bridg~>"" Temp/or transmissions from the newly
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Shields" (scalarstanding-wave templates of matter and consciousness). "Merkaba Mechanics"
(interdimensional
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BridgerM, KrystalbridgeWayr"" Carrier Wave & the Krysta/ River1"" Mission live-stream
Broadcast-1:

to planetary time-wave, as Earth progresses in the Krystal River"M Fail-Safe Host.
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"ride the wave of EarthCycn"M Up-shift" with the planetary Plasma Body Progression.
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associated with the wave-length of the dimensional frequency band to which the Chakra

Primary Colors (wave spectrum) Cl-Red C2-6range c~- 1 .=1 !
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Integral Identity KHY-Wave Back;o~ @ ARi-yon"ah KarU"sa D3 Orons Outer Tan-
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8 Primary KHY Wave Sites are the CONTROL SITES for the entire Planetary Cathedral
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the first-release wave to inifio!e doto-streom tronslo!ions" a lso became

ical workshops, as Mwave band-width" progressively increased. Fortunately, the internet
"fi11e-stream"
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Cathedral Templar first-wave-re lease peak-<vcles. •
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"UFI", Time Wave$, ElF luii·Pr:>int, the 1rliU"-Dh f lo""
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6EFFI~, Time Waves, H F Lull-Point, the TrliU"-#h Flows FrtqUency Rounds
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Shields" (scalarstanding-wave templates of matter and consciousness), "Merkaba Mechanics"
(interdimensional
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State Conscious Standing-wave fields of the ELF/LUV Cove Dwellers Domain, referred to

the Eternal Standing-wave Embodiment of the EFFI/nfinitum). The Journey to the E/

B" Conscious Standing-wave fields, each representing the CORE K+B Council of each

State Conscious Standing-wave field of the ELF/lUV Cave Dwellers Domain, referred to

State Conscious Standing-wave fields of the ELF/LUVCave Dwellers Domain, through which
the

increase of specific brainwaves, and brainwave combinations that allow for expanded states
of conscious

specific brainwaves, and brainwave combinations that allow for expanded states of conscious
& perception

super-oonscious• access) brainwaves, but also several types of lnterplaneal Blended
Brainwaves that have

of lnterplaneal Blended Brainwaves that have not yet been identified by contemporary
science, as

process of lnterplaneal Brainwave Entrainment Hemispheric Synchronization. (AMCC-
MCEO·GA rheorertcol Persp~
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3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra of the EFFI Pana-KHY Time-Wave Strata -

Pana-KHY Time-Wave Strata - & the Endless LUV Field The Pan-Ciafr-

Ever-shining Ridi~ Wave) ELF (Equilibrium Lull Field) & the Pana-KHY Passage

Eternal Conscious Standing-wave Fields of the Eff+yah AL-Hum-Bhra A
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ws-Ar5ea nme Wave (R5) Ut rn•l Elemtntal Co~Ytfft~nd Te-

A" sha Time Wave (R4) l.fo.)l..._..~,._ .... ....,.. U~Es"·

Ktysu••brkfce Time Wave (R £1~~•1 - ELf Cttrnol El::;::-:-::;:::- c~



Flows-Yana llnw wave (Rl ) ~ Panah-KHY TrhU"-ah flows- A"yhe•
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moving, beautifully colored waves of frequency, waves of consciousness. The waves of
consciousness are

waves of frequency, waves of consciousness. The waves of consciousness are the eternal
identity

of consciousness. The waves of consciousness are the eternal identity and form of the

Eternal Conscious standing-wave fields. As you move through your Arched-doorway of
choice,
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Greeter Collective conscious wave-field, imagine Now .... that you are gently dissolving the

eternal TrhU"-ah Wave of consciousness. FEEL your Mini-Me TrhU"-ah Body "

a formless, silken wave of conscious energy, with beautiful colors undulating through you and

of conscious silken wave; t his is your Eternai-Authentik TrhU" -ah form.

You" conscious-silken-wave form. Breathe slowly and gently, and FEEL the KNOWING of

You si lken-wave, intend motion and guide yourself upward and into the massive,

massive, undulating standing-wave field of the Eff-i-yah conscious wave-field. Join

i-yah conscious wave-field. Join the "Eternal Meeting of the Minds, Hearts

TrhU You silken wave of consciousness to "Flow Into the field of Etf-

Eff-i-yah wave-field, just as the Eff-i-yah"s individuation is eternally

eternal conscious standing-wave field . ..... REMEMBER ..... your Original Sensation when you

yah conscious standing-wave fields. Gently reach for the FEELING of your 1" TrhU

TrhU You silken wave of consciousness Into the eternal Eff-i-yah conscious standing-

yah conscious standing-wave field, awakening your 1" TrhU Memory to re-enter t
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TrhU You silken wave of consciousness into the Eff-i-yah Wave Field, ...

Eff-i-yah Wave Field, ... FEEL the "reality and presence" of the

yah eternal standing-wave consciousness. Sense the Eternal Knowledge held by the Eff-i-

conscious, living standing-wave fields. This state of eternal reality, the Eff-i-yah

TrhU You silken wave of consciousness" that you ARE, even further into the ever-

ever-standing conscious wave f ield of the Eff+ yah. The Eff-i-yah

i-yah conscious wave fields is never forgotten and always "held open", as

Eff-i-yah wave fields, an indelible, unique, vibrational encryption marking your 1" Indi

i-yah standing-wave fields. This indelible vibrational encryption IS your eternall" TrhU
Memory,



the TrhU You silkenwave of consciousness ... t hat you eternally .... ARE. This

i-yah standing-wave TrhU Family ... is ALWAYS ... HERE .... await ing
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. .. SILKEN WAVE OF CONSCIOUSNESS...NOW & ALWAYS I Yes, I REMEMBER I

TrhU- ME SILKEN WAVE OF CONSCIOUSNESS I Yes, I REMEMBER! .... AM THISI •.•..
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spectrum 24 KHY-Wave Flows )into "pyramidal cap stone" and External Creation
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the new Time wave BPR- 12, 12, 5, 3- Mashayahana Fold-1. May 2012
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Shields" (scalarstanding-wave templates of matter and consciousness), "Merkaba Mechanics"
(interdimensional
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,,EFFI", Time Waves, ELF Lull-Point, the TrhU"-ah Flows Frequency Rounds Formula,
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encryptions and time-waves of the personal and planetary Plasma Body structures. Plasma
Body

to planetary time-wave, as Earth progresses in the Krystal River"• Fail-Safe Host.
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11ride the wave of EarthCyncTM Up-shift" with the planetary Plasma Body Progression.
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associated with the wave-length of the dimensional frequency band to which the Chakra

Primary Colors (wave spectrum) Cl-Red C2-0range C2- f .:::Jl!J-
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associated with the wave-length of the dimensional frequency band to which the Chakra

Primary Colors (wave spectrum) Cl-Red C2-0range C2- f .:::Jl!J-
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Integral Identity KHY-Wave sack; on ® ARi-yon"ah KarU"sa D3 Orons Outer Tan-

A OronBand KHY-Wave KHYon Outflows from EFFi-Rhyon ARi-yon-ah (Currently
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a Scalar standing-wave Kathara Grid. As the morphogenetic fields of species are interwoven
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8 Primary KHY Wave Sites are the CONTROL SITES for the entire Planetary Cathedral
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PATTERNS OF SCALAR WAVES (ENERGY) through the process of THOUGHT, it is not

ARE THINGS- SCALAR WAVE CONFIGURATIONS of multi-dimensional vibrating patterns of
BI-POLAR EIECIR.

LANGUAGE OF SCALAR WAVES", as this is the "LANGUAGE OF LIGHT AND SOUND"

language of scalar waves" is "spoken" through the forms of specific wave spectra,

forms of specific wave spectra, fonns that appear to the conscious 3-dimensional mind

power of SUBTLE WAVE FORMS to create desired change within the core Manifestation
Template
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IntrinsiC2lly, scalar waves are specific points of vibrating bi-polar energy signatures. Vibration

affect the scalar-wave arrangement of the Manifestation Template, and thus alter the
vibrational
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8 Primary KHY Wave Sites are the CONTROL SITES for the entire Planetary Cathedral
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External Reality, Time Waves, the "ELF & the Lull-Point"", the Evolution of
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8 Primary KHY Wave Sites are the CONTROL SITES for the entire Planetary Cathedral
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Compound Activation First-Wave Peaks Cyc/eKDDL-2 Expanded Course Adjusted Schedule
Tuesday March
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Passage & Flux-Wave Field & Un-Es"-pa Ta-Rha"-ta Solar Pulse

Passage & Flux-Wave Field (not titled yet) Tan-Tri Wheel of Freedom

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field Code (not yet titled) The ELF & Cathedral

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field & Cathedral Plasma Template (not yet titled) The

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field Solar Pulse K. 0. Sea ls Sun Photos (

-KHY Flux-Wave Field & ELF-LUV Activation (not yet titled) •
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Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field Code Keylontfc"~ Discourses for Daily living- KDDL"" Course
Series-
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Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field & the Cathedral Plasma Template Keylontic"u Discourses for Daily
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8 Primary KHY Wave Sites are the CONTROL SITES for the entire Planetary Cathedral
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8 Primary KHY Wave Sites are the CONTROL SITES for the entire Planetary Cathedral
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8 Primary KHY Wave Sites are the CONTROL SITES for the entire Planetary Cathedral
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8 Primary KHY Wave Sites are the CONTROL SITES for the entire Planetary Cathedral
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Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field & the ELF-LUV Activation Keylontic"" Discourses for Daily
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of lnterplaneal Time Waves, and carry huge significance in making the ability of EarthCyncr""

Catch the First Wave Peaks"" as these Templar Activations first occur. It is due
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le"-tic Time-Wave engages its "First-Wave Peaks Cycle". (Please Note:

its "First-Wave Peaks Cycle". (Please Note: Some people may have already
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Wave Cycles have already begun. These are NOT the "Activation

the "Activation Waves", just a much milder "wave initiation" precursor to them).

much milder "wave initiation" precursor to them). Great est strength of frequency availability

Temp/or Activation Wave to release f rom the Planetary Core into the Planetary

Activations, the "wave flows are stronger than the sum of their parts", as

parts", as each wave-flow amplifies the ot her, in strength, clarity and quantum.

points of First-Wave Peaks within the Pan"a-coa-le"-tic/Pan-Ciair"-ah

to the First-Wave PEAKS Cycles new KDDL scheduling, t he following logistics apply.
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Compound Activation First-Wave Peaks Cycle initiates at approximately 1PM EST/EDT-Fiorida-
Cathedral-

"Catch the Wave", we will begin our revised scheduling with a new ({

Compound Activation First-Wave Peaks Cycle runs in "Pulse-Periods" starting with 3/

Compound Activation First-Wave Peaks Cyc/e-KDDL-2 Expanded Course Adjusted Schedule in
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Compound Activation First-Wave Peaks Cycle- KDDL-2 Expanded Course Adjusted Schedule
Tuesday March
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Ever-Shinning Riding wave") Councils; they are affectionately known as the ~~waveBlenders"
or

as the ~~waveBlenders" or "Eternal TIME Benders"". Just as all of the
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Long Run) Time-Wave; ages, initiates Phase-1 Pana-KHY Passage Opening Cathedrai-1/

FL. He"-TUe Wave translations begin. 4/5/2015, Easter Sunday - Cathedral Psonn-

HE"-TUe Time-Wave Announcement. Cathedral Psonn-2 (parts 1 & 2) 1"

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field * Eternal Time-Wave Strata of the EFFI Infin

* Eternal Time-Wave Strata of the EFFI Infin itum-The Pana-KHY Flux-

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field, the ELF, Eye of Lila & the LUV The

3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra & the KrystalbridgeWay"" Wave Field • The 3 Eternal

& the KrystalbridgeWay"" Wave Field • The 3 Eternal nme-Wave Spectra of the

3 Eternal nme-Wave Spectra of the EFFI Pana-KHY Time-Wave Strata-& the

Pana-KHY Time-Wave Strata-& the Endless LUV Field, the Pan-Clair" -ah,

& Panacoaletic Time Waves, Vector Phase-Lock & the 5 Primary Integral Time-Wave

Primary Integral Time-Wave Arrays • The 5 Primary Integral Time-Wave Arrays of

Primary Integral Time-Wave Arrays of the 3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra 5 Primary

3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra 5 Primary Integral Time-Wave Arrays-Long Run, Short

Primary Integral Time-Wave Arrays-Long Run, Short Run & Standing Waves Characteristics of

Run & Standing Waves Characteristics of Long Run & Short Run Time Waves •

Short Run Time Waves • Summary: Time-Wave Strata, Spectra & Arrays of the

• Summary: Time-Wave Strata, Spectra & Arrays of the EFFIInfinitum Living Plasm nme-

Living Plasm nme-Wave Background Field, 15-Dimensional EM Spectra & the 3 Eternal

5 Integral nme-Wave Array Templates of EFFI 5 Elemental EM Arrays, "Benders"

the D81nfrared Spectrum Waves of LUV- ELF, LUV & the Quanta Rha-Ta"-Dha

HE" -TUe Wave EarthCync"M Engagement- Activating the {Eff-i"-yah AI-HumBhra)

Becoming the "Wave of the Shields". 3. LUV-Wave Alignment- Entering the LUV;

Shields". 3. LUV-Wave Alignment- Entering the LUV; the "LUV Bubble" & "
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Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field • Eternal Time-Wave Strata of the EFFI Infinitum-

• Eternal Time-Wave Strata of the EFFI Infinitum-The Pana-KHY Flux-Wave

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field, the ELF, Eye of Lila & the LUV The

3 Eternal nme-Wave Spectra & the KrystalbridgeWay"" Wave Field* The 3"Eternl Time-

& the KrystalbridgeWay"" Wave Field* The 3"Eternl Time-Wave Spectra of the EFFI

3"Eternl Time-Wave Spectra of the EFFI Pana-KHY Time-Wave Strata-& the

Pana-KHY Time-Wave Strata-& the Endless LUV Field, the Pan-Clair" -ah,

& Panacoaletic Time Waves, Vector Phase-Lock & the 5 Primary Integral Time-Wave

Primary Integral Time-Wave Arrays • The 5 Primary Integral Time-Wave Arrays of

Primary Integral Time-Wave Arrays of the 3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra 5 Primary

3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra 5 Primary Integral Time-Wave Arrays-long Run, Short

Primary Integral Time-Wave Arrays-long Run, Short Run & Standing Waves Characteristics of

Run & Standing Waves Characteristics of Long Run & Short Run Time Waves •

Short Run Time Waves • Summary: Time-Wave Strata, Spectra & Arrays of the

• Summary: Time-Wave Strata, Spectra & Arrays of the EFFIInfinitum Living Plasm Time-

Living Plasm Time-Wave Background Field, 15-Dimensional EM Spectra & the 3 Eternal

5 Integral Time-Wave Array Templates of EFFI S Elemental EM Arrays, " Benders"

the D81nfrared Spectrum Waves of LUV- ELF, LUV & the Quanta Rha-Ta"-Dha

HE" -TUe Wave EarthCync™ Engagement - Act ivating the (Eff-i"-

Becoming the "Wave of the Shields". 3. LUV-Wave Alignment- Entering the LUV;

Shields". 3. LUV-Wave Alignment- Entering the LUV; the "LUV Bubble" & "
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Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field. The Eternal Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field, Seals of

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field, Seals of KaLA" Oc"-Sha-TA", Un-Es"-pa

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field, EFFI and the UFI The Pana-KHY Flux-Wave

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field is the Eternal First Field Intelligence and Internal Unified

eternally Standing KHY-Wave Structures that "Pulse" (expand and contract into and

creating a quantum wave-flux field that perpetually circulates eternal conscious energy into
and

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field engages opening of the Eternal Seals of KaLA" Oc"-

Ever-Shining Riding Wave") A-RHA" -ya Sun-8 ELF Field at the

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field into Internal and External Creation, and a corresponding Quantum

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field. Release of the Seals of KaLA" Oc"-Sha-TA

Ever-Shining Riding wave") A-RHA"-ya Sun-8 ELF Field is a specific

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field. The ELF - Equilibrium Lull Force field is an



-Ra Time-Wave Spectra; the LUV platform of the ELF extends downward from

CO-LA"-Ra Wave Field. The word " Lila" is a multilayered acronym, one
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Eternal Time-Wave Strata of the EFFIInfinitum -The Pana-KHY Flux-Wave

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field, the ELF, Eye of lila & the LUV The

Standing Plasm-Time-Wave Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field with 12 Eternal KHY-Wave

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field with 12 Eternal KHY-Wave Flows. The3~-yahh-TuofEFFt,

12 Eternal KHY-Wave Flows. The3~-yahh-TuofEFFt, & the 3 ARI-Yon"a &

Ever-shining Riding Wave) ELF (Equilibrium Lull Field) & the Pana-KHY Passage

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field 1 1 ~ ,-~----.lr-+- •eye of Ula-
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3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra & the KrystalbridgeWay™ Wave Field. The Seals af

the KrystalbridgeWay™ Wave Field. The Seals af KaLA" Oc"-Sha-TA", Quan"ta Rha-

3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra, Pana-KHY Passage & the KrystalbridgeWay" .. Time-Wave

KrystalbridgeWay" .. Time-Wave Field. KaLA" O"c-Sha-TA" Time-Template Seals & the

3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra of the Pana-KHY Time-Wave Strata There are

Pana-KHY Time-Wave Strata There are 3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra within the

3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra within the Pana-KHY Time-Wave Strata, the Eternal-

Pana-KHY Time-Wave Strata, the Eternal-Internal Pana-Coa-le"-ta Specta, the

3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra combine to engage the Sheathe of Lila KrystalbridgeWay"M
PanaCO-

-Ra Time-Wave Field and initiate Plasmontik""" TrhU"-oh Flows between Eternal, Internal

KrystalbridgeWay" .. Time-Wave Field. The Pana-KHY Passage is a specific eternal construct

·Ra Time-Wave Field of the Sheathe of Lila, initiating In-Flux of

Ra KrystalbridgeWay""" Time-Wave Field. Keylontic""" Discourses for Daily Living · KDDL"""
Course Series
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3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra of the EFFI Pana-KHY Time-Wave Strata -

Pana-KHY Time-Wave Strata - & the Endless LUV Field The Pan-Ciair-

Ever-shining Riding Wave) Elf (Equilibrium Lull Field) & the Pana-KHY Passage
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and Panacoaletic Time Waves, Vector Phase-Lock & the 5 Primary Integral Time-Wave

Primary Integral Time-Wave Arrays. Coaletic and Panacaaletic Time Waves & Vector Phase-
Lock



and Panacaaletic Time Waves & Vector Phase-Lock The KrystolbridgeWoy"" Pono-Co-LA"Ro
Wove

The Ponocooletic Time Waves of the Pana-Co-LA" -Ra Wave Field progressively

LA" -Ra Wave Field progressively bring the Time Pulse of the Internal and

of Panacoaletic Time Waves, manifest forms from External Creation can become freed from
External

Cycles. Panacoaletic Time Waves are Core Creation Template regulatory waves that contain
the mathematical

Creation Template regulatory waves that contain the mathematical encryption instructions by
which frequency fields

all Coaletic Time Waves (organic eternal Time Waves that serve to "coalesce"

organic eternal Time Waves that serve to "coalesce" varying wave-particle strata) are

"coalesce" varying wave-particle strata) are part of the organic structure and creation

of Cooletic Time Waves within the organic structures of Internal and Eternal Creation, each

of Coaletic Time Wave forms of Internal Creation, the Pana-coa/etic Time Wave

coa/etic Time Wave stands out as the most powerful and dynamic form of

of Coaletic Time Wave, as it is the only Coaletic Wave form comprised fully

the only Coaletic Wave form comprised fully of the Eternal Pana-KHY Spectra, which

imbues the Panacoaletic Wave with specialized interploneol attributes. (lnterplaneal means
"moving between

The Panacoaletic Time Waves of the KrystalbridgeWay"" Wove Field have the ability to release

Primary Integral Time-Wave Arrays Of the 3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra within the

3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra within the Pana-KHY Time-Wave Strata, two are

Pana-KHY Time-Wave Strata, two are Panacoaletic Time Wave Spectra and one is

are Panacoaletic Time Wave Spectra and one is a Coale tic Time-Wave Spectra;

Coale tic Time-Wave Spectra; the EternalInternal Pona-Coa-le"-ta Specto = Panacoaletic,

3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra combine to engage the The Blended Sheathe of Lila

-Ra KrystalbrldgeWay Wave Field = Panacoaletic. Within the 3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra

3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra there are 5 Primary Integral Time-Wove Arrays. Of

3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra, 2 are Panacoaletic and 1 is Coaletic; their corresponding

corresponding Integral Time-Waves Arrays carry the same orientation. Keylontic"M Discourses
for Daily Living
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Primary Integral Time-Wave Arrays of the 3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra (of

3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra (of the EFFI Pana-KHY nme-Wave Strata)

Pana-KHY nme-Wave Strata) Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Standing Field Es"-pa Ta-

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Standing Field Es"-pa Ta-Rha"ta ELF •Eye of



TUe ELF Flux-Waves Pana-Co-lA"-Ra NCave Dwellers" DhA-yah-TEi Planes
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Primary Integral Time-Wave Arrays- Long Run, Short Run, & Standing Waves Long Run

Run, & Standing Waves Long Run & Short Run Time-Waves long-Run Time

Short Run Time-Waves long-Run Time Waves: DN-1-3 Pan-Ciair"-ah

long-Run Time Waves: DN-1-3 Pan-Ciair"-ah Base Array: Coaletic. External

ELF Standing Flux-Wave Fields: Panacoaletic Pana-Co-LA"-Ra Base Array: ARRAY-1

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Standing Field: Short-Run Time Waves: DN-5-3 Rhe-

Short-Run Time Waves: DN-5-3 Rhe-TUe Tan-Chi-TEi Keylontic ARRAY-
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Short Run Time Waves Excerpt 4/6/15 Letter: The energetic differences between a

Short Run" Time Wave and a ...... " Long Run" Time Wave can be

Long Run" Time Wave can be compared in analogy to the "difference between"

long Run Time Waves: "Long-Run" Time Waves anchor " widely" (as

Long-Run" Time Waves anchor " widely" (as a large-diameter wave-field

a large-diameter wave-field platform), slowly and smoothly, in a progressively cyclic "

cyclic "Pulse Wave" manner, through which layers of activation and data-stream frequency

progressively self-amplifying wave-array . Long Run Time Waves Initiate activation in a

Long Run Time Waves Initiate activation in a "sluggish low-quantum start", then

Planetary Plasma Time-Wave Template. The quantum of energy, power, activation strength
and data-

Long Run Time Waves is many times larger than that carried by their Short

Short Run Time Wave counterparts. As there is much more quantum & encryption content

of Long Run Waves is much larger and " stays open" far longer, making

Long Run Time Waves, their Activation & Translation Period runs in Incremental Pulse Waves

in Incremental Pulse Waves that cycle over a longer period of time, each Pulse-

This process of wave-distribution differs significantly from that characteristic to Short Run
Time

Short Run Time Waves, which deliver their smaller quantum activations and data-translations
single-

Long Run Time Wave is the "Slow Way" for Templar Activations Download, (

Short Run Time Waves deliver smaller quantum activations and data-translations in a single-

Short Run Time Wave Activations. extending oyer a much larger time period to deliver

Long Run Time Wave Activation. On occurrences when it Is possible for Planetary Templar

Long Run Time Wave download, it is truly a gift that can literally "



Long Run Time Waves represent the "fastest way" over time to accomplish Planetary

Short Run Time Waves: Intense, thin and fast-running Templar Activation Time Waves are

Templar Activation Time Waves are called Short Run Time Waves. Short Run Time Waves

Short Run Time Waves. Short Run Time Waves "anchor" quickly and sharply and

Short Run Time Waves "anchor" quickly and sharply and in a "thin"

burst intense activation-wave and datatranslation wave". In Short Run Waves, the activation
and

wave and datatranslation wave". In Short Run Waves, the activation and data-stream moves

In Short Run Waves, the activation and data-stream moves into the Templar quickly

Though Short Run Waves anchor thinly and sharply, build rapidly and release their quantum-

Long Run Time Waves. Due to their very short activations and translations window, Short

Short Run Time Waves make it more difficult to capture full-spectrum activations, and

Short Run Time Waves deliver smaller quantum activations and data-translations in a single-

Short Run Time Waves, over a much longer period of time, to deliver the
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SUMMARY: Time-Wave Strata, Spectra & Arrays of the EFFI (Eternal First

Infinitum Eternal Time-Wave Strata of the EFFI Infinitum - EFFI Living Pre-substance

Pana-KHV Flux-Wave Field, the ELF (Equilibrium Lull Force f ield), Eye

3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra of the EFFI Pana-KHY Time-Wave Strata -

Pana-KHY Time-Wave Strata - Pana-Coa-le"-ta Spectra Pana-Co-LA"Ra

Primary Integral Time-Wave Arrays of the 3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra Pana-Coa-

3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra Pana-Coa-le"-ta Base Array Pana-Co-LA"-

Plasmantik""" ELF Flux-Waves TrhU"ah LA"-TUe & LE"-TUe Pana-KHY Flux-Wave

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Standing Field ShE"-na"-DhA (vib.) Es"-pa-DhA
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Living Plasm Time-Wave Background Field, 15-Dimensional EM Spectra & the 3 Eternal

A. Arhayas Flux-Wave Standing Field ShE"-na"-DhA I Es"-pa-DhA (

TUe ELF Flux-Waves Pana~Co-lA"-Ra " cave Dwellers" DhA-yah-TEI

ah Elf Flux-Wave Field 2•• EYE of LA"-TUe Pana- Coa- le"-ta

ta ElF Flux-Wave Field 3,. EYE of U" -La Pana-Co-LA"

ra Elf Flux-Wave Field Opening the"l 01 2 EYES of EFFI", init
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of Eternai15-Dimensional Wave Fields to form through 1 Phase Cycle of the EFFI

Ever-Shining Rid1ng Wave I Ete¢al Elf LUV field unites the 3 Spect
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5 Integral Time-Wave Arrays and the 5 Elemental EM Arrays, then Closes, initiating
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Integral Time· Wave Array Templates of EFFI The 5 Integral Time-Wave Array

5 Integral Time-Wave Array (Base Field} Encryptions The 5 Elemental Array "

Encryptions is lntecralnme-WaveArqy-1: Pana-KHY /Pana-Co-LA"Ra Aqualene Golden-Silver

5 Integral time-Wave Encryptions. EA-1: Elemental Array-1: Ether - Sun-1

8 Primary KHY-Wave Points are the Control Points for the 5 Elemental Array

5 Integral time-Wave Encryptions. Each Primary KHY Point controls t he Cathedral Encryption

Plasmantik Elf Flu•-Waves l ntecral Tlme-Wave AI"Qv•2: Pono-Coo-le"·

l ntecral Tlme-Wave AI"Qv•2: Pono-Coo-le"·to S~o: Eternal

shorHun) lntecral Tlme-Wave Arrrt-3: Pono-Coo-le"-to Sp«tro: Internal

l ntearal nme-wave Amry-4: Pott-Ciolr"-<>h Spectra: Internal Cleatlon Chismatic·

run) lntecral Tlme-Wave Array-S: Pon-Cialr" -oh Spearo: Extemal Oeatlon Keylontic
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cathedral Code" Time-Wave Template of the EFFIInfinitum .... ._.. ...... 5 Elemental EM

- Ariea Time Wave (RS) -· Pooq-KtfY/f>paq-Co-tA"Ra

Flows- A"sha Time Wave (R4) [4.1! EletMntM Amly-2: Air- S...t

- Ananda Time Wave (Rl) [4.5: ElenoenUI ~= Are~~7\llole< --

ah FlowsKrystalbridge Time Wave (R Eternal)- ELF Eternal Cove of Creation: ~--~ ln!!!

- A"yhea Time Wave (R2) :t EA-4: a..-t Afnr-4:

- Yana Time Wave (R3) ~ -.coo ........ ~ ~ Krystalbridge"" 3
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General Frequency I Wave Length Spectrum ARPS Base Spin: CW External Keylontic
Keylontic"M Discourses
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General Frequency I Wave length Spectrum Internal Chismatic DP PLF = Primal l ight
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the General Frequency Wavelength of the Infrared Spectrum. Electromagnetic Dimensional
Spectrum of Elemental EM
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: ;t Waves of LUV- ELF, LUV & the Quanta Rha-Ta"-Dha



DN-1 Dimensional Wave Field & ARPS engages a CCW rotation to merge in

DN-1 Chismatic Wave Field & Median Earth planes of the Pan-Clair" -
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-ah Time Wave Spectra, through "Sheathe of Ulo PDSSOge". Once various sets

the Chismatlc Time-Wave Template, passage between External & Internal Pan-clair" -ah
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BE"-TCJe Time Wave Arrays ot External Creation for passage into the HE"TVe &

& RhA"-TUe Wave Arrays of Pan<Jair-ah Creation. Pan-Clair"-ah interplaneal
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Long Run) Time Wave will release from the.Eye of LE"-rue through the

HE" -TUe Wave transmission has "downloaded" into the Templar, the Planetary KaLA

the Plasma Time-Wave Template, allowing for the progression of the Quanta Rha-Ta"-

Earth"s planetary Time Wave Template frees the DN-1 planetary atomic body for ARPS

Short Run) Time-Waves from the EKternal Creation Primal Light Fields, rather than Pan-

Long Run) Time Waves. Sheath of Lila Integral Bridge TrhU"-ah Flows would engage

-TUe Time Wave. External Creation Rhe" -TUe Waves carry much less quantum

Rhe" -TUe Waves carry much less quantum than Internal Creation Pan-Clair" -

ah HE"-TUe Waves; Rhe"-TUe Wave quantum is insufficient to fully release the

Waves; Rhe"-TUe Wave quantum is insufficient to fully release the KaLA Oc"-Sha-

Density Accretion Time-Wave Cycle until reaching the Bhardoah Phase Stage-2, at which

Etheric Ulf flame-wave that transmutes DN-1 atomic structure to vapor.) Krystal River

Long Run) Time Wave, to enable Vector Phose-Lock release for Quanta Rho-To"-
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Etheric ULF flame-wave that transmutes DN-1 atomic structure to vapor.). A At

Short Run) Time Wave, instead of the required D-Pianes HE"-TUe (Long

Long Run) Time Wave and resultantly the March 2018 "deadline of required quantum

Templar. Rhe"-TUe Wave Pass to Pan-Ciair"-oh D-Pianes If only Pan-

Rhe"-TUe Time Wave, its Core Crystal TrhU"ah Flows accretion level would be insufficient

Network. Rhe"-TUe Wave Passage would result in passage through the Density-S Pon-

on Rhe"-TUe wave, opportunity for Bio-Regenesis of the organic External Creation Angelic

He"·TUe Wave pulse, via the So/or Plasma Template. This initiated the

"HE"-TUe Wave Boost" could be pas.sed on to Earth"s Templar. Not

le"-tic Time-Wave, until Monday March 23, 2015, when Earth"s Templar anchored on



Compound HE"TUe Wave Temp/or Activation. The Pana-Coa-le"tic/ Pan-Ciair"-ah

Compound HE"-TUe Wave Temp/or Activation provided a much needed "quantum up-
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Organic Eternal Flux-Wave Field & TrhU"-ah Flows in the Original Angelic Human
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5 Integral Time-Wave Arrays and the 5 Elemental EM Arrays, then Closes, initiating
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Becoming the "Wave of the Shields". To follow Session-2 Part-1: Technique-

a swaying Lila-Wave 3-D field around you. 4. Breathe normally, using each

to draw Lila-Wave frequency into your lungs, and using each exhale to expand

expand the Lila-Wave frequency outward throughout your physical & TrhU" -ah Bodies.

breathing the lila-Wave frequency, and focus your attention upon the "swaying rhythm"

of the Lila-Wave Field around you. Notice that it sways in a CW

the cw Lila-Wave motion. FEEL the "Wave of the Shield" lila-Wave

FEEL the "Wave of the Shield" lila-Wave communicate with your atoms, cells,

the Shield" lila-Wave communicate with your atoms, cells, waters & TrhU"ah Body; sense

CW swaying lila-Wave. Allow your bodies to continue swaying with the lila-Wave

with the lila-Wave motion as you gently breathe frequency from the Lila-Field

with the lila-Wave Field around you, the TrhU" -ah-Shield "pops"

D TrhU"-ah-Wave field around you and around your opened Uta-Wave field.

your opened Uta-Wave field. 8. Breathe slowly and gently, and sense the larger,

CW swaying TrhU"ah-Wave field; feel it blend with the smaller CW Lila-Wave.

smaller CW Lila-Wave. 9. Breathe normally, using each inhale to draw Blended TrhU"

-ah/LIIa-Wave frequency into your lungs, and using each exhale to expand

-ah/lila-Wave frequency outward throughout your physical & TrhU"-ah Bodies 10.

-ah/lila-Wave frequency, and focus your attention upon the more strongly CW

of the TrhU"ah-Wave field around you. Allow your physicai/TrhU"-ah bodies to

CW TrhU"-ah-Wave swaying motion. 11. FEEL the "Wave of the Shield"

FEEL the "Wave of the Shield" blended TrhU"-ah/Lila-Wave communicate with

TrhU"-ah/Lila-Wave communicate with your atoms, cells, waters & TrhU"ah Body; sense

-ah/lila-Wave. Allow your bodies to continue swaying with the TrhU" -

-ah/lila-Wave motion as you gently breathe frequency from the TrhU" -

-ah/Lila-Wave field around you. 12. Breathe slowly and deeply, physically swaying



-ah/Lila-Wave, and expand your consciousness as a formless mist outward to

TrhU"-ah/lila-Wave field around you. Feel yourself becoming AS the Eternai"Wave

AS the Eternai"Wave of the Shields". Keylontic"M Discourses for Daily living · KDDL""
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Technique-3: LUV-Wave Alignment- Entering the LUV. Activating the TrhU"ah/lila-Wave field

the TrhU"ah/lila-Wave field •Krystalbrldge"" Doorways• & •LUv Bubble field, Endless

Becoming the ""Wave of the Shields". 1. Breathe gently and continue to sway

"As the wave of the Shields". As you sway gent ly CW with

a "Counter-Wave" within the TrhU" -ah/Lila-Wave field doorway around

-ah/Lila-Wave field doorway around you. 2. Notice that the Counter-Wave

that the Counter-Wave sways at the same speed and In the same CW

t he Counter-Wave sways CW right, your wave and the Counter-Wave moving

CW right, your wave and the Counter-Wave moving owoy from each other. As

and the Counter-Wave moving owoy from each other. As you sway CW right

right the Counter-Wave sways CW left, your wave & the CounterWave moving toward

CW left, your wave & the CounterWave moving toward each other, and briefly partially

wave & the CounterWave moving toward each other, and briefly partially intersecting and
passing

"As the Wave of the Shields", sensing the Counter-Wave to your right.

sensing the Counter-Wave to your right. When you can sense the "intersection

"you-As-wave" and the "Counter-Wave" each time you sway to

the "Counter-Wave" each time you sway to the right, prepare to "

"unite the waves" within your eve (Central Vertical Column/Current). Uniting the

Current). Uniting the Waves in t he CVC: 4. As you sway right &

with the Counter-Wave, momentarily STOP-motion at " right sway" and inhale, using

up the Counter-Wave & phase-lock It Into your eve. 6. Still at

motion of your wave and physlcai/TrhU" -ah bodies, then exhale & breathe

FEEL the 2 waves inside of you, phase-locked together within your CVC. Notice

motion of both waves Is progressively slowing as they engage ELF (Equilibrium Lull

of the 2 waves. Activating the "NOW-TIME LUV Bubble" KrystalbridgeWay ... EarthCync.,.:

motion of both waves will STOP and turn into a slow, gentle pulsing standing-

t he 2 waves Lull-Zone Stop-Point. Breathe slowly & deeply, focusing your

gentle, rhythmic standing-wave field Lull Zone Pulse. 8. When you sense the "

fill the TrhU"ah/UiaWave field doorway around you. This is the Still-Point Lowest-
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Technique-3: LUV-Wave Alignment- Entering the LUV; the "LUV Bubble" & "

BUBBLE & TrhU"ah/LilaWave field doorway from around you, shrinking these large energy
structures

Your TrhU"ah/Lila-Wave field "Krystalbridge™ Doorways" & "LUV Bubble" field
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Technique-3: LUV-Wave Alignment - Entering the LUV. To reopen the Krystalbridge""
Doorways

TrhU"ah-U/a-Wave field Krystalbridge.,., Doorways & LUV Bubble field around you. 2.

FEEL the "Wave of the Shields" slow, gentle, rhythmic standing-wove Lull Zone
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Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field • Eternal nme-Wave Strata of the EFFIInfinitum-The

• Eternal nme-Wave Strata of the EFFIInfinitum-The Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field,

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field, the ELF, Eye of Lila & the LUV The

3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra & the KrystalbridgeWay"" Wave Field • The 3 Eternl

& the KrystalbridgeWay"" Wave Field • The 3 Eternl Time-Wave Spectra of the

3 Eternl Time-Wave Spectra of the EFFI Pana-KHY Time-Wave Strata-& the

Pana-KHY Time-Wave Strata-& the Endless LUV Field, the Pan-Clair" -ah,

& Panacoaletic Time Waves, Vector Phase-Lock & the s Primary Integral Time-Wave

Primary Integral Time-Wave Arrays • The 5 Primary Integral Time-Wave Arrays of

Primary Integral Time-Wave Arrays of the 3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra 5 Primary

3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra 5 Primary Integral nme-Wave Arrays-Long Run, Short

Primary Integral nme-Wave Arrays-Long Run, Short Run & Standing Waves Characteristics of

Run & Standing Waves Characteristics of Long Run & Short Run Time Waves •

Short Run Time Waves • Summary: Time-Wave Strata, Spectra & Arrays of the

• Summary: Time-Wave Strata, Spectra & Arrays of the EFFI Infinitum Living Plasm

Living Plasm Time-Wave Background Field, 15-Dimensional EM Spectra & the 3 Eternal

5 Integral nme-Wave Array Templates of EFFI 5 Elemental EM Arrays, "Benders"

the D81nfrared Spectrum Waves of LUV· ELF, LUV & the Quanta Rha-Ta"-

Expedited HE"-TUe Wave EarthCync™ Engagement - Activating the (Eff-i"-yah

Becoming the "Wave of the Shields". 3. LUV-Wave Alignment - Entering the

Shields". 3. LUV-Wave Alignment - Entering the LUV; the "LUV Bubble" &
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Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field and the EFFIInflnitum Activated TrhU"-ah Time-Wave Flows



TrhU"-ah Time-Wave Flows of the Eternal Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field and

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field and the EFFIInfinitum The 8 Primary Catheion KHY-Sites

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field & TrhU" -ah Flows in the Personal Plasma
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State Conscious Standing-wave fields of the ELF/LUV Cave Dwellers Domain, referred to

the Eternal Standing-wave Embodiment of the EFFIInfinitum ). The Journey to the Eff-

B" Conscious Standing-wave fields, each representing the CORE K+B Council of each

State Conscious Standing-wave field of the ELF/LUV Cave Dwellers Domain, referred to

State Conscious Standing-wave fields of the ELF/LUV Cave Dwellers Domain, through which

increase of specific brainwaves, and brainwave combinations that allow for expanded states
of conscious

specific brainwaves, and brainwave combinations that allow for expanded states of conscious
& perception

super-conscious" access) brainwaves, but also several types of lnterplaneal Blended
Brainwaves that have

of lnterplaneal Blended Brainwaves that have not yet been identified by contemporary
science, as

process of lnterplaneal Brainwave Entrainment Hemispheric Synchronization. {AMCC-MCEO-
GA Theoretical Perspective). Due
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moving, beautifully colored waves of frequency, waves of consciousness. The waves of
consciousness are

waves of frequency, waves of consciousness. The waves of consciousness are the eternal
identity

of consciousness. The waves of consciousness are the eternal identity and form of the

Eternal Conscious standing-wave fields. As you move through your Arched-doorway of
choice,

Greeter Collective conscious wave-field of one of the 3 Eff-i-yah Time
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Greeter Collective conscious wave-field, imagine Now .... that you are gently dissolving the

eternal TrhU"-ah Wave of consciousness. FEEL your Mini-Me TrhU"-ah Body "

a formless, silken wave of conscious energy, with beautiful colors undulating through you and

of conscious silken wave; this is your Eternai-Authentik TrhU"-ah form. This is

You" conscious-silken-wave form. Breathe slowly and gently, and FEEL the KNOWING of

TrhU You silken-wave, intend motion and guide yourself upward and into the massive,

massive, undulating standing-wave field of the Eff-i-yah conscious wave-field. Join

i-yah conscious wave-field. Join the "Eternal Meeting of the Minds, Hearts



TrhU You silken wave of consciousness to "Flow into the field of Eff-

Eff-i-yah wave-field, just as the Eff-i-yah"s individuation is eternally

eternal conscious standing-wave field . ..... REMEMBER. .... your Original Sensation when you

yah conscious standing-wave fields. Gently reach for the FEELING of your 1st TrhU

TrhU You silken wave of consciousness I nto the eternal Eff-i-yah conscious

yah conscious standing-wave field, awakening your 1st TrhU Memory to re-enter the
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TrhU You silken wave of consciousness into the Eff-i-yah Wave Field, ...

Eff-i-yah Wave Field, ... FEEL the "reality and presence" of the

yah eternal standing-wave consciousness. Sense the Eternal Knowledge held by the Eff-i-

conscious, living standing-wave fields. This state of eternal reality, the Eff-i-yah

You si lken wave of consciousness" that you ARE, even fu rther into t

ever-standing conscious wave field of t he Eff-i-yah. The Eff-i-

i-yah conscious wave fields is never forgotten and always "held open", as

Eff-i-yah wave field into your first cycle of individuation and manifest incarnation.

Eff-i-yah wave fields, an indelible, unique, vibrational encryption marking your 1 st

i-yah standing-wave f ields. This indelible vibrational encryption IS your eternal 1st

TrhU You si lkenwave of consciousness ... that you eternally .... ARE. This "

i-yah standing-wave TrhU Family ... is ALWAYS ... HERE .... awaiting your
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TrhU You silken wave of consciousness" that you ARE, among the ever-standing conscious

ever-standing conscious wave-fields of your eternal Eff-i-yah Families, SENSE that

the Eff-iyah wave-fields, and rejoin the "Eternal Meeting of the Minds,

TrhU You silken wave of consciousness" that you ARE, ... as you merge in

i-yah conscious wave-field. FEEL.. your TrhU You Eternai-Authentik consciousness NOW .......

the eternal conscious wave-fields of the Eff-i-yah, your incarnational expressions are
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i-yah conscious wave-fields, .... awaiting your Remembrance of your Eternal FLOW ....

TrhU You silken wave of consciousness" that you ARE. Keylontic"" Discourses for Daily Living-
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TrhU You silken wave of consciousness" that you ARE, ... FLOW your TrhU You

ever-standing conscious wave-field of your Eff-i-yah Families. Locate by FEEL

i-yah standing wave field, and rejoin the Eternal Silent Symphony, SENSE the "



this Eternal Conscious Wave-field. FEEL the pulse of the Silent Sound Symphony and

i-yah standing-wave field; a "place where vibration is lacking". SENSE the

i-yah standing-wave field, and FLOW the "TrhU You silken wave of

TrhU You silken wave of consciousness" that you ARE into this still, quiet place,

Eff-i-yah wave-fields begin to pl ay, in response to the "
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TrhU You silken wave of consciousness" that you ARE, and FLOW a portion of

i-yah standing-wave consciousness field into the portion of your TrhU You silken

TrhU You silken wave that is still stationed within your TrhU Place in Eternity

energy as a wave of Eternal Eff-i-yah FLOW down through your Tunnel

quantum Eternal FLOW wave of information, knowledge, wisdom, Love/LUV and musical
Psonn filling

the Eternal FLOW wave enter into your 3rd Eye/Chakra then Expand throughout your

i-yah standing-wave field. Continue to "Breathe in the FLOWING to Embody
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Yah Eternal FLOW waves appear as many minute lovely translucent pure-white undulating
plasma

as a silken wave-field throughout your body. Breathe slowly and deeply, turning your

the Eternal FLOW waves as they cool; .... FEEL the "light and sparkling

of this silken wave-field as it move through your body ..... NOTICE a

the Eternal FLOW waves ca ress them. As the Eternal FLOW cools and adjusts

Plasma Template, the waves undulate and shape-shift into a variety of forms, and

the Eternal FLOW waves now cool to crystallization; NOTICE that the "atomic tickling

in an undulating wave as your atoms and cells respond to the "atomic

INTO" the BODY WAVE of the "Atomic Giggle" ...... FEEL IT ..... EMBRACE

"Atomic Giggle Wave". . .. Then gently return to slow deep breathing and

Eff-i-yah waves you "Downloaded". In crystallization, the Eternal FLOW Eff-i-
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TrhU You silken wave of consciousness TrhU" -ah Body back into your physical

yah Eternal standing-wave field. Set the mental intention NOW as to which is

TrhU You silken-wave stationed in your TrhU Place in Eternity "Orchestra Seat",

TrhU You silken-wave of consciousness into a tiny spark of white light. Now

your Eff-iyah wave-field "Orchestra Seat", it will form and remain t

Eff-i-yah wave-field, ... t hen, as your "tiny spark of



the "half-wave point" of your Tunnel of Remembrance. 40. Immediately upon reentering
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TrhU You silken-wave was focused within the Eff-i-yah TrhU You state
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ME ..... SILKEN WAVE OF CONSCIOUSNESS .... NOW & ALWAYS! Yes, I REM EMBER!

TrhU-You Silken Wave of Consciousness ....... Journey Excerpt: Now "FLOW yourselF" AS

TrhU You silken wave of consciousness" that you ARE... Key Element of Enlightenment -

yah Eternal Conscious Wave Fields - I have a TrhU Place in Eternity Journey

yah eternal conscious wave fields is never forgotten and always "held open", as

i-yah standing-wave Family ... is ALWAYS HERE.. .. awaiting your return to
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TrhU- ME SILKEN WAVE OF CONSCIOUSNESS. Yes, I REMEMBER!.... I AM THIS!... .. I

Eternal st anding-wave fields Journey Excerpt: ... your "One TrhU Place in

TrhU You silken wave of consciousness" that you ARE. AND THIS IS SO .....
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ME ..... SILKEN WAVE OF CONSC/OUSNESS .... NOW & ALWAYS! Yes, I REMEMBER!.

TrhU- ME SILKEN WAVE OF CONSCIOUSNESS! Yes, I REMEMBER!. ... ! AM THIS!.. ...
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Long Run) Time-Wave translations continue 8/8/2015- KDDL-2+ to Norway for

2A: TIME- Time-Wave Vector Accretion, Merkabic Expansion & the Transfiguration Factor. (
16

Flash-Lines, Time-Wave Cycles, Merkabic Expansion, lnterplanea l Merkaba, Ma-Sha-Yanic
Evolution

The Eternal Time-Wave Strata and Spectra of EFFI TIME- The 15-Dimensional EM

Scalar Bands TIME-Waves, Cycles & Movement TIME-Cycles, Growth, Evolution & the
Transfiguration

Interwoven Standing Time-Wave Fields & the Eternal Wheels of Time TIME- Merkabic
Accretion

Creation TIME-Time-Wave Accretion, Identity Embodiment & Simultaneous Time TIME-
External Creation, Organic
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this HE"-TUe Wave with us! We have many new, next level AMCC-MCEO-

Pana-KHY Passage wave-release cycles. All of our remaining Live-Stream Sessions are

1st HE"-TUe Wave Following the 3/23/2015 engagement of the "Pan-



D-Panes) Time Wave, setting in motion the KDDL-2+ ShiftMasters-2-lntro "

the HE"-TUe Wave has been quite an experience for us here at ARhAyas
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the HE"-TUe Wave translations still continued. We had to change our plane tickets

GA HE"-TUe Wave transmission of the KDDL-2+ new techniques has now resumed;

same HE"-TUe Wave that anchored on 4/2/15 is STILL " running
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GA HE"-TUe Wave translation, layer upon layer of new information pertaining to TrhU"-
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The Eternal Time-Wave Strate and Spectra of EFFI Eternal Time-Wave Strata of

EFFI Eternal Time-Wave Strata of the EFFIInfinitum-The Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field,

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field, the ELF, Eye of Lila & the LUV The

Pan.-KHY Flux-Wave Field with 12 Eternal KHY•Wave f lows.. Tllo,_.,.. ...

12 Eternal KHY•Wave f lows.. Tllo,_.,.. ... ,..,Eff\ u.,.,.. .... u:Mo...

3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra of the EFFI Pana-KHY Time-Wave Strata -

Pana-KHY Time-Wave Strata - & the Endless LUV Field The Pan-Cialr-
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Pl asm Time-Wave Background Field, 15-Dimensional EM Spectra & the 3 Eternal

.. lim~·Wave Template of the (ffllnfinltum £temat £~men1~ Command

Flv~t ·Wave5 PaN-co-lA"·Ita """Cave: ~len"" DhA

Flows-Atlea Time wave(RS) ~·· .. .......,.tigltlm§lltt«

Flows-A"sha Time Wave tRA) rM:.u......l~ Nt• s...-l.·...,... Fire

- 4nand"a Time Wave (Rl) ~~~ ....... ~ ... --.~ r.-10........~~ rn

- Yana Time Wave (R3) Panah·KHY TrhU"-ah nows-A"yhea Time

nows-A"yhea Time Wave (R2) .G fA.k( ......... ~ ...., ...
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the General Frequency Wavelength of the Infrared Spectrum. El.etroma&nttk Ofmenslonal
Spectrum of

~· ... Waves of LUV- ELF, LUV & the Quanta Rha-Ta"-Dha

.. l Olmens5onal Wave F1eld & AAPS engaees a CCW rotation to tnefSe In

.. J Chismatk" Wave Fietd & Median Earth plan.tsof th~ Pan-Oait"-ah
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Scalar-Tri-Ton Wave Points that create a template of stationary SCALAR FREQUENCY. Each
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TIME- Waves, Cycles & Movement PRIIWI"I" COI.CII (WA"o"ll..l!lml!

ransduction through Flux-Wave Fields. The Organic Time-Wave· Template of External
Creation

The Organic Time-Wave· Template of External Creation (Core, Inner Middle, Outer
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Frequency Accretion= Time-Wave Embodiment Organic Growth of lifeforms in time takes
place through

Unified Field Time-Wave Scalar Template into the individuated Time-Wave Scalar Template.
Through

the individuated Time-Wave Scalar Template. Through the Merkabic Circulatory System and
multidimensional anatomy,

within the Time- Wave Template and atomic embodiment. Through organic Time-Cycles of
frequency

the personal Time-Wave Scalar Template) into which t he embodiment incarnated is caused

of progressive Time-Wave Embodiment, which allows for continuity and perpetuity of
evolution for

Transmigration via Time-Wave Embodiment. "Eternal life" is an organic condition that is

the personal Time-Wave Scalar Template, which allows for the organic process of Frequency

Frequency Accretion/Time-Wave Embodiment through which the natural dynamics of Mo-
Sho-Yoh
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the personal Time-Wave Scalar Template, progressively "turning on" a larger number of

within the Time- Wave Template and atomic embodiment. Primary Transharmonic Merkaba
Accretion Sequences -

quantum rid ing wave") Es" -pa Ta-Rha"-Ta ("Ever-shining riding

Ever-shining riding wave") Pan-Ciair"-ah Eyugha Merkaba Pan"a-coa-le" -tic
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Interwoven Standing Time-Wave Fields & the Eternal Wheels of Time Vecas, Vectors &

Interwoven Standing Time-Wave Fields: The smaller ilnterwoven Standing Time-Wave Fields
-nest"

ilnterwoven Standing Time-Wave Fields -nest" within the larger, creating the •cosmic
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("quantum riding wave") Pan"a-coa-le"-tic Eyardo Merkaba - 864 Vectors D-
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Ever-shining riding wave" ) Pan"a-KHY Eyana Merkaba - 1728 Vectors KHY-Pianes,
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Sequences & Time-Wave Encryptions Turned-On in the Template, greater amount of
frequencies

frequencies & Time-Waves embodied, faster Merkabic Spin Rate capacity, and a greater# of
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(""quantum riding wave") Pan"a-coa-le"-tlc Eyardo Merkaba Pan"a-coa-le"-tic

Ever-shining riding wave") Pan"a-KHV Eyana Merkaba Pan"a-KHY EFFIInfinitum Plasm
Spectra -

Ever-shining Riding wave) Pan"a-KHY Eyana Merkaba. Internal-Eternal Plasmantik-Chismatic
Merkaba Vehicles

q""""" & Time-Waves embodied, faster Merkabic Spin Rate capacity, and a greater# of
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TIME- Time-Wave Accretion, Identity Embodiment & Simultaneous Time ~ In •"<"""" Etom•

Transmigration via Time- Wave Embodiment. ~Consciousness is held within the Etern ally
Standing

ally Standing Time-Wave Fields ofthe "Wheels of Time", and rides the Universal

its individuated Time-Wave Template into progressive form embodiment; progressive Time-
Wave Frequency Accretion

embodiment; progressive Time-Wave Frequency Accretion is progressive Identity
Embodiment. Simultaneous Time-Wave Fields

Embodiment. Simultaneous Time-Wave Fields & Identity The Spirit Family "Wheels ~n

evolution via Time-Wave & Identity Accretion External Creation toward return to
Mashayahanic Identity

the individuated Time-Wave Plasma Template is Phase-Locked into a singular Flash-Line

the personal Time-Wave Scalar Template, which allows for the organic process of Frequency

Frequency Accretion/Time-Wave Embodiment through which the nat ural dynamics of Ma·
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the personal Time-Wave Scalar Template, which allows for the organic process of Frequency

Frequency Accretion/Time-Wave Identity Embodiment through which the natural dynamics of
Ma-Sha-

Flash-Lines/Time-Waves, builds its Merkaba Vehicle structure & steps down into embodiment.
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2A: TIME- Time-Wave Vector Accretion, Merkabic Expansion, & the Transfiguration Foetor
(pages

Becoming the "wave of the Shields" Technique-3: LUV-Wave Alignment- Entering the



Technique-3: LUV-Wave Alignment- Entering the LUV; the "LUV Bubble" & "
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Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field • Eternal Time-Wave Strata of the EFFIInfinitum-The

• Eternal Time-Wave Strata of the EFFIInfinitum-The Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field,

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field, the ELF, Eye of Ula & the LUV The

3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra & the KrystalbridgeWay"" Wave Field • The 3 Eternl

& the KrystalbridgeWay"" Wave Field • The 3 Eternl Time-Wave Spectra of the

3 Eternl Time-Wave Spectra of the EFFI Pana-KHY Time-Wave Strilta-& the

Pana-KHY Time-Wave Strilta-& the Endless LUV Field, the Pan-Clair" -ah,

& Panacoaletic Time Waves, Vector Phase-Lock & the 5 Primary Integral Time-Wave

Primary Integral Time-Wave Arrays • The 5 Primary Integral Time-Wave Arrays of

Primary Integral Time-Wave Arrays of the 3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra 5 Primary

3 Eternal Time-Wave Spectra 5 Primary Integral Time-Wave Arrays-Long Run, Short

Primary Integral Time-Wave Arrays-Long Run, Short Run & Standing Waves Characteristics of

Run & Standing Waves Characteristics of Long Run & Short Run Time Waves •

Short Run Time Waves • Summary: Time-Wave Strata, Spectra & Arrays of the

• Summary: Time-Wave Strata, Spectra & Arrays of the EFFIInfinitum Living Plasm Time-

Living Plasm Time-Wave Background Field, 15-Dimensional EM Spectra & the 3 Eternal

5 Integral Time-Wave Array Templates of EFFI 5 Elemental EM Arrays, •aenders"

DS Infrared Spectrum Waves of LUV- ELF, LUV & the Quanta Rha-Ta"-Dha

Expedited HE"-TUe Wave EarthCyncTM Engagement- Activating the (Eff-i"-yah AI-Hum-

Becoming the "Wave of the Shields". 3. LUV-Wave Alignment- Entering the LUV;

Shields". 3. LUV-Wave Alignment- Entering the LUV; the "LUV Bubble" & "
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2A: TIME- Time-Wave Vector Accretion, Merkabic Expansion & the Transfiguration Factor.
(Pages

Flash-Lines, Time-Wave Cycles, Merkabic Expansion, lnterplaneal Merkaba, Ma-Sha-Yanic
Evolution &

The Eternal Time-Wave Strata and Spectra of EFFI TIME - The 15-Dimensional

Scalar Bands TIME-Waves, Cycles & Movement TIME- Cycles, Growth, Evolution & the
Transfiguration

Frequency Accretion= Time-Wave Embodiment TIME - External, Internal & Eternal Merkabic
Accretion Quanta

Interwoven Standing Time-Wave Fields & the Eternal Wheels of Time TIME- Merkabic
Accretion

Creation TIME-Time-Wave Accretion, Identity Embodiment & Simultaneous Time TIME-



External Creation, Organic
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-Mah Silken-Wave Crystal, Long & Short Way Home, 8 Stages of TrhU"

Activation Probability Time-Wave Templates, Adashi-Eckashi Return, 15 Suns of Eiradhona &
TrhU"ah

Accretion Cycles Time-Wave Template • Ma-Sha-Yanlc Evolution, Star-Fire Transfiguration,
Adashi

2 Veca) Time-Wave Template • The "Long Way Home": The 3 Adoshi
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Pano-KHY Flux-Wave Field The KaLA" Oc"-Sha-TA" Seals of the Tan-

KHY Flu~·Wave Field and the EFFIInfinitum Activated TrhU" -ah Time-Wave

-ah Time-Wave Flows of the Eternal Pana-KHY Flu~-Wave Field and

Pana-KHY Flu~-Wave Field and the EFFIInfinitum The 8 Primary Catheion KHY-Sites

with Activated Time-Wave Flows of the Eternal Pono-KHY Flux-Wove Field. Active

Pana-KHY Flu~-Wave Field & TrhU"-ah Flows in the Personal Plasma Body
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to (Riding Wave) Key Tan-Trl Wheel of Freedom Round-2: A"yhea (

to (Riding Wave) Key Tan-Tri Wheel of Freedom Round-3: Yana (

to (Riding Wave) Key Tan-Tri Wheel of Freedom Round-4: A"sha (

to (Riding Wave) Key Tan-Trl Wheel of Freedom Round-S: Ariea (

Singing Vapor Transfiguration Wave" & 20 Eft-A"-yah left-i-ron Elemental Clearing

Singing Vapor Transfiguration Wave" 3. Pan-Pan Step 20: Eft-A"-yah Zeft-i-
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-Mah Silken-Wave Crystal, Long & Short Way Home, 8 Stages of TrhU"

Activation Probability Time-Wave Templates, Adashi-Eckashi Return, 15 Suns of Eiradhona &
TrhU"ah

Accretion Cycles Time-Wave Template • Ma-Sha-Yanic Evolution, Star-Fire Transfiguration,
Adashi

2 Veca) Time-Wave Template • The "long Way Home" : The 3
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-Mah Silken-Wave Crystal, Long & Short Way Home, 8 Stages of TrhU"

E"-Mah Silken-Wave The Eff·E"·Mah Silken-Wave, External Incarnation,

·Mah Silken-Wave, External Incarnation, the Eff·E"·Mah Crystal &

Activation Probability Time-Wave Templates, Adashi-Eckashi Return, 15 Suns of Eiradhona &



TrhU"ah

Accretion Cycles Time-Wave Template • Ma-Sha-Yanic Evolution, Star-Fire Transfiguration,
Adashi

2 Veca) Time-Wave Template • The "Long Way Home": The 3 Adashi
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E"-Mah Silken-Wave The Plasma Body represents the portion of our consciousness, energy

a living, conscious wave-field that eternally carries the indelible encryption of our original

Silken-standing-plasma-wave", that retains the individual"s First Encryption, and also has the

"Eternal Standing-Wave" of "Original Quantum Restoration" is called the Eff-E"-

E"-Mah Silken-Wave (also referred to as the "tst Quantum", "

Eff-E"-Mah Wave encryption, as the consciousness individuates into Eternal-Internal
manifestation cycles.
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E"-Mah Silken-Wave, External Incarnation, the Eff-E"-Mah Crystal & the Adashi

Mah Silken Plasma-Wave crystallizes within the EFFI Field and enters a state of

the EFFI Standing-Wave Field. The Eff-E"-Mah Crystal within the EFFI Field
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E"-Mah Silken-Wave "1s1 Quantum") "awakens" (usually following completion of

Mah Silken Plasma-Wave/Eff-E"-Mah Crystal through activation of the Chismatic Plasma
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Probability Time-Wave Templates, Adashi-Eckashi Return, 15 Suns of Eiradhona & TrhU"ah

Veca) Probability Tlme-Wave Template - "Wheels within Wheels" 12 Probability & 1

E"-Mah Silken-Wave Crystal usually begins activation upon entry into the Adashi-Eckashi-
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-Mah Silken-Wave, 3 Chlsmatlc Templates, Plasmantik Marcheture Fields, Sphere of Cos-min
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E"-Mah Silken-Wave "1s1 Quantum". Eff-im-a"-rhal Transfiguration is the
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Density External Time-Wave Accretion Cycle in Pan-Ciair"-ah-Keylontic External Creation. The

Density External Time-Wave Accretion Cycle" begins when the Eternal-Internal Creation being
or

EffE"-Mah Silken-Wave 151 Encryption within Eternal-Internal Creation EFFI Field, through
the



Cycle, a Time-Wave Accretion Cycle of 1728 simultaneous incarnations placed in various
External

4 Density External TimeWave Accretion Cycle, which begins with the External
Multidimensional Anatomy Gestation
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E"-Mah Silken-Wave Crystal and simultaneous engagement of the "8 Stages of
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-Mah Silken-Wave Accretion, through which the ZhEon transfigures into the Zeff-i-

-Mah Silken-Wave Crystal and simultaneous engagement of the "8 Stages ofTrhU"-
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E"-Mah Silken-Wave Accretion, the ZhEon transfigures into the Zeff-i-ron Eternal

-Mah Silken-Wave Crystal In " Heart of Eff·E" -Mah
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(Celestalline Vapor-Wave Cycle). Once a being or system completes the 5 Stages
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Accretion Cycles Time-Wave Template • After 4 Octant cycles (32-yearsl, the

-Mah Silken-Wave Qystal and slmultaMous engagement of the "8 Stases of
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Accretion Cycles Time-Wave Template Once the GharE" spirit and Multidimensional Anatomy
of a
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4-Density Time-Wave Accretion Cycle, followed by the corresponding 5-Stage Starfire
Transfiguration
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Mah Silken Plasma Wave slowly accrete and Embody. As the External Multidimensional
Anatomy, Chismatic

Eff-E"-Mah Wave accrete, the External spectrums of the KaLE Hara and Mahara-

Mah Silken Plasma Wave progressively decrystallizes and embodies, through accretion of a set
of

a single standing-wave KHY-Yon Seed Atom unit from the corresponding Eternal-Internal

Internal Pana-KHY Wave-Spectra. The Seed "Awakens" at the start of its

Adashi Plasma Time-Wave Template KalA" Oc"-sha-TA Seals between the completed Adashi

E"-Mah Silken Wave Eternai-Authentik Identity. Under usual circumstances of organic re-
evolution,
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2 Veca) Time-Wave Template .... ·{cous~a-soaypf Eium:EirjJJ .....
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Mah Silken Plasma Wave slowly accrete and Embody. As the External Multidimensional
Anatomy, Chismatic

E" -Mah Wave accrete, the External spectrums of the KaLE Hara and Mahara-
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Z vecal Time-Wave Template " --. t-HH-t-+-~!-=":;;;;:;:;;:;;~1 t.4,f.•(_
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Mah Silken Plasma Wave progressively decrystallizes and embodies, through accretion of a set
of

a single standing-wave KHY-Yon Seed Atom unit from the corresponding Eternal-Internal

Adashi Plasma nme-Wave Template Ka lA" Oc"-sha-TA Seals between the completed
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a single standing-wave KHY-Yon Seed Atom unit from the corresponding Eternal-Internal

Internal Pana-KHY Wave-Spectra. A "Seed Cycle" begins when its K.O.

E"-Mah Silken-Wave" progressively embody. 8 Stages of TrhU"-ah Body Activation/ Eff-

("quantum ridins wave") Pan"a-coa-le" -tic Eyardo Merkaba · 864 Vectors

Ever-shinin& riding wave") Pan"a·KHY Eyana Merkaba · 1728 Vectors KHY·
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(Eiectromagenetic) Time-Wave Spectra opens into the Extemai-Keylontic Pan-Ciair"-ah EM

ah EM Time-Wave Spectra, engaging 1/3rd Atomic transfiguration & Vector Phase-Lock

Pianes EM Time-Wave Spectra opens into the Externai-Keylontic Pa n-Cia ir"-

ah EM Time-Wave Spectra, engaging 2/3rd Atomic Transifguration & Vector Phase-Lock

Pianes EM Time-Wave Spectra opens into the Externai-Keylontic Pan-Clair"-ah EM

ah EM Time-Wave Spectra, engaging 3/3rd Atomic Transfiguration & Vector Phase-Lock
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E"-Mah Silken-Wave Etemai-Authentik quantum. A ~Seed Cycle" begins when its
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a single standing-wave I<HY-Yon Sffd Atom unit from the correspondln,g

·Mah Silken-Wave accretion & 8 Stages of TrhU"·ah Body Act.
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E"-Mah Silken Wave Eternai-Authentik Identity. Together the Eff-A"-yoh Cycle &

Plasma Standing KHY-Wave Frequency Spectra of the ELF (Equilibrium Lull Force) -

Singing-Sound" KHY-Wave ELF-LUV Field • E. Eff-im-a"-tion "

Blue Ice" KHY-Wave Spectra is the "Intra-Blue Semi-spherical Singing-sound

Pink Fire" KHY-Wave Spectra is the ·o-s Infra-Pink ELF-LUV

Pink" KHY·Wave ELF-LUV Field • D. Eft-A" -yah "

LUV Plasma Standing-Wave Fields engage Interface with EKternai-Keylontlc Creation with
opening of
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a single standing-wave KHY-Yon Seed Atom unit from the corresponding Eternal-Internal

Internal Pana-KHY Wave-Spectra, that allow for progressive Transfiguration of Atomic
Structure from
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Mah Crystal/Silken Wave and simultaneous "Flashing Release of all K 0 Seal

Long Run) Time Wave. This is the current circumstance of evolution on Earth, and
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Mah Silken Plasma Wave slowly accrete and Embody. As the External Multidimensional
Anatomy, Chismatic

and EffE"-Mah Wave accrete, the External spectrums of the KaLE Hara and Mahara-

Mah Silken Plasma Wave progressively de-crystallizes and embodies, through accretion of a
set

E"-Mah Silken Wave Eternai-Authentik Identity. In Mashaya-Hanic Adashi Return, the 5

E"-Mah CrystaVSilken Wave & Simultaneous "Flashing Release of all K.O. Seal
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single-unit standing-wave "seed atom" (KHY-Yon) of Eternal frequency; they

("Quantum Standing Wave") Merkabo; 2 p~int atomic friln~tiguratiun 1/3"1

("Quantum Riding Wave") Merkdl><l; 4 l"o10t .11omu T r.• ... •igur

Ever-Shining Riding Wave") Mu l.aha, l" 1-"oint ;tomi• Tran,firuntio"

l! Vapor Transfiguration Wave Zhf.C!f! ftaJJsfiguratiou & Zeff· i-rou Birth,
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Crystal/Silken Plasma Wave in the EFFI Field; opening the Eff-E"-Mah Heart

Crystal/Silken Plasma Wave in the EFFI Fi eld. ( Eff-E"-Mah Crystal

point Effira KHY-Wave into the Va-Ba-TE" Cell (tailbone), vaporizing the



from final Time-Wave Lock-Down. As the Va-Ba-TE Cell, and correspondingly

the Effira KHY-Wave engages and surrounds the ZhEon unit, then cools and crystalizes

Singing Vapor Transfiguration Wave": As the Effiron Crystalizes with ZhEon at its core, the

" Singing Vapor" Wave, the "Wave of Transfiguration", around the Effiron-ZhEon. As

Wave, the "Wave of Transfiguration", around the Effiron-ZhEon. As the Intra-Violet

Intra-Violet Vapor Wave forms, both ZhEon and Effiron temporarily vaporize, spark and "
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yah (Shining wave) Encryption "Silver Seed", (eternally held within the form"s
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("Quantum Standing wave") Merkaba activation. In the expedited Pan-Pan Dance Activation,
Silver

yoh (Shining wave) Encryption standing-wave-atom "Downloads" from the Internal Creation

wave) Encryption standing-wave-atom "Downloads" from the Internal Creation Chismatic-
Tryptonic-1

which the Time Wave Arrays of the PanCiair"-ah Internal Creation Chismatic Spectra blend

("Quantum Standing wave") Pan-Clair "lh Merkaba activation. Progressively engages TrhU"-
ah

("Quantum Riding wave") Merkaba activation. In the expedited Pan-Pan Dance Activation,
Golden-

Ever-Shining Riding wave) Encryption standing-wave-atom "Downloads" from the Internal
Creation

wave) Encryption standing-wave-atom "Downloads" from the Internal Creation Chismatic-
Tryptonic-1

which the Time Wave Arrays of the Pana Coa-le"-ta Internal & Eternal

("Quantum Riding wave") Pana-Coa-le"-ta Merkaba activation. Progressively engages TrhU"-
ah
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Crystal/Silken Plasma Wave: opening the E/f-E"-Moh Heart point (mid-

Crystal/Silken Plasma Wave in the EFFI Field. ( Eff-E" -Mah Crystal

Release, Effira KHY-Wave & Effiron Crystal Birth: (TrhU" -ah Body Stage-

("Quantum standing wave") Merkaba activation; Activates Round-1: External-Anon do
CycleViolet Shield

("Quantum Riding Wave") Merkaba activation. Activates Round-3: lnternai-Yono CycleBlue
Shield Flows
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151 HE"-TUe Wave 4/2/2015 The Pan-Clair" -ah/Pana-Coa-
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Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field and the EFFIInfinitum Activated TrhU"-ah Time-Wave Flows

TrhU"-ah Time-Wave Flows of the Eternal Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field and

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field and the EFFIInfinitum The 8 Primary Catheion KHY-Sites

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field & TrhU"·ah Flows in the Personal Plasma
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Pano-KHY Flux-Wave Field The KaLA" Oc"-Sha-TA" Seals ofthe Tan-Tri

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field and the EFFI Infinitum Activated TrhU" -ah Time-

-ah Time-Wave Flows of the Eternal Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field and

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field and the EFFI Infinitum The 8 Primary Catheion KHY-

with Activated Time-Wave Flows of the Eternal Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field. Active

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field. Active Eternal Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field & TrhU"-

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field & TrhU"-ah Flows in the Personal Plasma Body
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Panah-KHY Flux-Wave Field and the EFF/Infinitum 1. The EFFI Infinitum The
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TrhU"-ah Time-Wave Flows of the Eternal Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field and

Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field and the EFFI/nfinitum Keylontfc"~ Discourses for Daily living-
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8 Primary KHY Wave Sites are the CONTROL SITES for the entire Planetary Cathedral
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8 Primary KHY Wave Sites are the CONTROL SITES for the entire Planetary Cathedral
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Panah-KHY Flux-Wave Field & TrhU"-ah Flows in Personal Plasma Body Template
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Elemental Command & Wave-Color Spectra: Cathedral-S Violet: Fire Command- Colors: Sun-
6
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Elemental Command & Wave-Color Spectra: Pale Blue-Violet Cathedral-S Violet: Fire
Command-
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Elemental Command & Wave-Color Spectrc.. Cathedral-4 Blue-Green: Crystal Command-
Colors: Sun-
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Elemental Command & Wave-Color Spectra: . • Cathedral-4 Blue-Green: Crystal Command-
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Elemental Command & Wave-Color Spectra: A. Primary: V7, ADG, RC2, VT10- F3 &
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Elemental Command & Wave-Color Spectra: Cathedral-3 Blue: Water Command-Color: Sun-3
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Elemental Command & Wave-Color Spectra: Cathedral-2 White: Air Command- Color: Sun-2
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Elemental Command & Wave-Color Spectra: Cathedral-2 White: Air Command- Color: Sun-2
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Ever-shinning Riding Wave") Flow" and the Codes of TrhU"-oh Master-Key DhA-

ta ("Riding Wave") Key, which releases the flow of the TrhU"-ah Elemental

Ever-shinning Riding Wave") Flow"" is the Eternal Elemental Current of the Panah-KHY
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ta (Ridlflg Wave) Key Tan-Trl Wheel of Freedom Round 2: A"yhea (

to (R1dmg Wave) Key Tan-Tri Wheel of Freedom Round-3· Yana

to (Ridmg Wave) Key Tan·Tn Wheel of Freedom Round-4: A"

to (R1ding Wave) Key Tan Tri Wheel of Freedom Round-S: Ariea (

Singing Vapor Transfiguration Wave" & 20 Eff-A"-yah Zeff-i-ron Elemental Clearing

Singing Vapor Transfiguration Wave" 7. Pan-Pan Step 20: Eff-A"-yah Zeff-i-
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ta (Riding Wave) Key Tan-Tri Wheel of Freedom Round-2: A"yhea (

ta (Riding Wave) Key Tan-Tri Wheel of Freedom Round-3: Yana (

to (Riding Wave) Key Tan-Tri Wheel of Freedom Round-4: A"sha (

ta (Riding Wave) Key Tan-Tri Wheel of Freedom Round-S: Ariea (

Singing Vapor Transfiguration Wave" & 20 Eff-A"-yah Zeff-i-ron Elemental Clearing

Singing Vapor Transfiguration Wave" 3. Pan-Pan Step 20: Eff-A"-yah Zef!-i-
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Ever-shinning Riding Wave") Flow" and the Codes of TrhU"-ah Master-Key DhA-

ta ("Riding Wave") Key, which releases the flow of the TrhU"-ah Elemental

Ever-shinning Riding Wave") Flow" is the Eternal Elemental Current of the Panah-KHY
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Rha"-ta rRidlng Wave•l Kev Access to Panah-KHY ELF field & frequency

Ever-Shinning Riding Wave"), opening Elemental Flow between Internal Creation DhA-Yah-
TEi Planes
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ta ("Riding Wave") Key Power-Phase Pulse Code: PC4-2-12-5-2
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ta !"Riding wave") Key Access to Panah-KHY ELF field & frequency spectra.

Ever-Shinning Riding Wave"), opening Elemental Flow between Internal Creation DhA-Yah-
TEi Planes
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ta ("Riding Wave") Key Power-Phase Pulse Code: PC 10-8-6-4-
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Rha"-ta ("RidingWave"l Key Access to Panah-KHY ELf field & frequency

Ever-Shinning Riding Wave"), opening Elemental Flow between Internal Creation DhA-Yah-
TEi Planes
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(11Riding Wave") Key Power-Phase Pulse Code: PC 7-5-3-3-
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ta ("Riding wave"! Key Access to Panah-KHY ELF field & frequency spectra.

Ever-Shinning Riding Wave"), opening Elemental Flow between Internal Creation DhA-
Yah·TEi
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ta ("Riding Wave") Key Power-Phase Pulse Code: PC 1-11-9-2-
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ta !" Riding wave"! Key lund r: rode Set will be tr~nsrnitte:d

Ever-Shinning Riding Wave"), opening Elemental Flow between Internal Creation DhA-Yah-
TEi Planes
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Crystal/Silken Plasma Wave In the EFFI Field; opening the E/f-E"-Mah

Crystal/Silken Plasma Wave in the EFFI Field. ( Eff-E"Mah Crystal initiated

point Effira KHY-Wave into the Va-Ba-TE" Cell (tailbone), vaporizing the

from final Time-Wave Lock-Down. As the Va-Ba-TE Cell, and correspondingly

the Effira KHY-Wave engages and surrounds the ZhEon unit, then cools and crystalizes

"Singing Vapor" Wave, the "Wave of Transfiguration", around the Effiron-ZhEon. As

Wave, the "Wave of Transfiguration", around the Effiron-ZhEon. As the Intra-Violet

Intra-Violet Vapor Wave forms, both ZhEon and Effiron temporarily vaporize, spark and "
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E"-Ma Crystal-Wave (re: Technique-S). Glyph (Brevity Brief): sth Round

Ma Point Crystal-Wave • Step 2-8: Fetal Imprint Va-Ba·TE

point Effira KHY-Wave released from Eye of lila (Pana-Co-LA"-Ra)

point Effira KHY-Wave into the Va-Ba-TE" Cell (tailbone), vaporizing the

from final Time-Wave Lock-Down; Va-Ba-TE ,Cell & Vector Phase-

2: Effira KHY-Wave engages and surrounds the ZhEon unit at AzurA, then cools

point Effira KHY-Wave into Va-Ba-TE" Cell Plasma Body tailbone. 2. Effira

2. Effira KHY-Wave surrounds ZhEon at AzurA & cools-crystalizes into Effiron Crystal

nq VaQOr TransflRuratlcm Wave.~~~ Projection Location: Tryptolase Spring in
KrystaiBridgeWay Restoration Center, Median Earth

"Singing Vapor"" Wave of Transfiguration". Will: initiate transfiguration of ZhEon (External,
finite-

"Singing Vapor"" Wave of Transfiguration around the Effiron Crystai-ZhEon at the AzurA.

Intra-Violet Vapor Wave forms, both Zhfon and Effiron Crystal temporarily vaporize, spark and

"Singing Vapor"" Wave of Transfiguration. 4. ZhEon initiates transfiguration int~ Ze/f-i-
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Mah Silken Plasma Wave slowly accrete and Embody. As the External Multidimensional
Anatomy, Chismatic

and EffE"-Mah Wave accrete, the External spectrums of the KaLE Hara and Mahara-

Mah Silken Plasma Wave progressively de-crystallizes and embodies, through accretion of a
set

E"-Mah Silken Wave Eternai-Authentik Identity. In Mashaya-Hanic Adashi Return, the 5

Mah Crystal/Silken Wave & Simultaneous "Flashing Release of all K.O Seal
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single-unit standing-wave "seed atom" (KHY-Yon) of Eternal frequency; they

("Quantum Standing Wave") Merkaba; 2 Point atomic Transfiguration- l/3"d atomic quantum;



("Quantum Riding Wave") Merkaba; ~.Point atomic Transfiguration- 2/3"d atomic quantum,

Ever-Shining Riding Wave") Merkaba; 8 Point atomic Transfiguration- 3/3"d" atomic
quantum;

Singing Vapor" Transfiguration Wave , ZhEon Transfiguration & Zeft-i -ron Birth, •
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yah (Shining wave) Encryption "Silver Seed", (eternally held within the form"s
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yah (Shining Wave) Encryption "Silver Seed", (eternally held within the form"s

yah (Shining wave) Encryption "Silver Seed" is a minute point of condensed

single-unit standing-wave "seed atom" (KHY-Yon) of Internal Pan-Clair"

yah (Shining Wave) "2 Point atomic Transfiguration "of the External Creation

yah (Shining wave) Encryption "Silver Seed" sets in motion the first 2

which the Time Wave Arrays of the Pan-Ciair"-ah Internal Creation Chismatic Spectra

yah (Shining wave) Silver Seed" Initiates Activation, the first 2 of "5

ya- (Shining Wave) Transfiguration of form from External Creation structure to Internal
Creation

Quantum St<~ndlng wave") Merkaba activation. Upon completion of the first 2 Rounds of

Silver Seed standing-wave-atom " Downloads" from the Internal Creation Chismatic-
Tryptonic-1

("Quantum Standing Wave") Merkaba activation. Fulfillment of the " Violet Green Shield"-
(Cathedrals-
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(EverShining Riding wave) Encryption "Golden-Silver Seed", (eternally held within the

single-unit standing-wave "seed atom" (KHY-Yon) of Eternal Pana-Coa-

Ever-Shining Riding wave) "4 Point atomic Transfiguration " of the External Creation

Ever-Shining Riding wave) Encryption "Golden Silver Seed" sets in motion the third

which the Time Wave Arrays of the Pana-Coa-le" to Internal & Eternal

Ever-Shining Riding wave) Golden- Silver Seed"lnitiates Activation, the third & fourth of

Ever-Shining Riding wave) Transfiguration of form from External Creation structure to
Internal-Eternal

("Quantum Rid1ng wave") Merkaba activation Upon completion of the third and fourth
Rounds

Golden-Silver Seed standingwave-atom " Downloads" from the Internal Creation Chismatic-
Tryptonic-1

("Quantum Riding Wave") Merkaba activation. Fulfillment of t he " Blue-White Shield"
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Ever-Glowing Standing Wave) Encryption "Platinum Seed", (eternally held within the form"s

Ever-Glowing Standing Wave) Encryption "Platinum Seed", is a minute point of condensed

Ever-Glowing Standing Wave) "8 Po_lDJ atomic Transfiguration" of the External Creation

Ever-Glowing Standing wave) Encryption "Platinum Seed", sets in motion the fifth round

Internal Creation Time Wave Arrays of the Pano-Co-LA"-Ro, Pana-Coa-le"-

Ever-Glowing Standing wave) Transfiguration of form from External Creation structure to
Internal-Eternal

Platinum Seed standing-wave-atom " Downloads" from the Internal Creation Chismatic-
Tryptonic-1

·Shining Riding wave") Merkaba activation. Fulfillment of the ""j;...JJJ!ale.f)
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Release of Time-Wave Lock-Down from the Fetal Imprint & the Eftiron Crystal

point Eftira KHY-Wave into the Va-Ba-TE" (Donated Parental Quantum) Cell,

the final Time- Wave Lock-Down from the Fetal lmprmt. As the Va-Ba-

the Effira KHY-Wave engages and surrounds the ZhEon unit, then cools and crystalizes

"Singing Vapor" Wave, Transfiguration of the lhEon and Birth of the left-i-

"Singing Vapor" Wave, the "Wave of Transfiguration", around the Effiron-ZhEon. As

Wave, the "Wave of Transfiguration", around the Effiron-ZhEon. As the Intra-Violet
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of 3 KHY waves carrying the Eff-1"-Mah Pano-KHY Strata Vector-Free
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yah (Shining wave) Encryption "Silver Seed" within the Core Internal-Creation Chismatic

yah (Shining wave) Encryption " Silver Seed" is a minute point of condensed

single-unit standing-wave "seed atom" (KHY·Yon) of Internal Pan

("Quantum Standing wave") Merkaba activates. When fully activated the "Ma-sha-yah
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Ever-Shining Riding wave) Encryption "Golden-Silver Seed", is a minute point of

single-unit standing-wave "seed atom" (KHY-Yon) of Eternal Pana-Coa-

("Quantum Riding wave") Merkaba activates. When fully activated the " Es"-pa Ta-

Ever-Glowing Standing Wave) Encryption "Platinum Seed", is a minute point of condensed

a single-unit standingwave "seed atom" (KHY-Yon) of Eternal Pana ·

Ever-Glowing Standing wave) Encryption "Platinum Seed" "fires", initiating TrhU"-ah Body

Ever-Shining Riding wave") Merkaba activates. When fully activated the "Effi"-yah Platinum
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point Effira KHY-Wave into the Va-Ba-TE" Cell, vaporizing the Core Vo-

from final Time-Wave Lock-Dawn. As the Va-Ba-TE Cell, and correspondingly

the Effira KHY-Wave engages and surrounds the ZhEon unit, then cools and crystalizes

Singing Vapor" Transfiguration Wave, ZhEon Transfiguration & Zeft+ron Birth. As the Effiron
Crystalizes

"Singing Vapor" Wave, the "Wove of Transf iguration", around the Effiron-ZhEon.

Intra-Violet Vapor Wave forms, both ZhEon and Effiron temporarily vaporize, spark and "
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of 3 KHY Waves carrying the Eff·I"·Mah Pono-KHY Strata

singular eternal Standing-wave Flame within the Eff-E"-Mah Heart. KeylonticN Discourses for
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Crystal/Silken Plasma Wave in the EFFI Fi eld; opening the Eff-E"-Mah

Crystal/Silken Plasma Wave in the EFFI Field. ( Eff-E"-Mah Crystal initiated

from final Time-Wave Lock-Down. As the Va-Ba-TE Cell, and correspondingly

the Effira KHY-Wave engages and surrounds the ZhEon unit, then cools and crystalizes

Singing Vapor Transfiguration Wave": As the Effiron Crystalizes with ZhEon at its core, the

"Singing Vapor" Wave, the " Wave of Transfiguration", around the Effiron-ZhEon. As

Wave, the " Wave of Transfiguration", around the Effiron-ZhEon. As the Intra-Violet

Intra-Violet Vapor Wave forms, both ZhEon and Effiron temporarily vaporize, spark and "
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yah (Shining wave) Encryption "Silver Seed", (eternally held within the form"s
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("Quantum Standing wave") Merkaba activation. In the expedited Pan-Pan Dance Activation,
Silver

yah (Shining wave) Encryption standing-wave-atom "Downloads" from the Internal Creation

wave) Encryption standing-wave-atom "Downloads" from the Internal Creation Chismatic-
Tryptonic-1

which the Time Wave Arrays of the PanCiair"-ah Internal Creation Chismatic Spectra blend

("Quantum Standing wave") Po~ Clair" ah Merkaba act ivation. Progressively engages TrhU"-
ah

(NQuantum Riding wave") Merkaba activation. In the expedited Pan-Pan Dance Activation,
Golden-

Ever-Shining Riding wave) Encryption standing-wave-atom "Downloads" from the Internal
Creation



wave) Encryption standing-wave-atom "Downloads" from the Internal Creation Chismatic-
Tryptonic-1

which the Time Wave Arrays of the Pana-Coo-le" to Internal & Eternal

("Quantum Riding wave") Pana-Coa-le"-ta Merkaba activation. Progressively engages TrhU"-
ah
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E"-Mah Silken Wave Eternai-Authentik Identity. Together the Eff-A"-yah Cycle &

Plasma Standing KHY-Wave Frequency Spectra of the ELF (Equilibrium Lull Force)- LUV

Pink Fife" KHY-Wave Spectra is the "0·8 Infra-Pink •

Blue Ice" KHY-Wave Spectra IS the "Intra-Blue • Semi..Spherie<~l
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Amplitude Radio Propulsion Wave tethering. The Solar Symbiosis process is the organic
process of

Long Run) Time-Wave, and will build the personal E/1-im-a"-rhal

Short Run) Time-Wave Galactic Alignment with Milky We;• Galactic Core (Black Hole);
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Long Run) Time-Wave, and will build the personal Eff-lm-a~-rhal Capsule
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Short Run) Time-Wave (Titus-Mobius Time-Wave); they will not engage EarthCync"M

Titus-Mobius Time-Wave); they will not engage EarthCync"M with Earth"s Vector Phase-Lock

Fall Fold Time-Wave. Earth, as a living planetary entity, has chosen to "
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3/2010 Time-Wave resonance encryption; it is the "back-shift"" or slowing

Plasma Template Time-Wave encryption resonance to the slower Time-Wave encryption
resonance of

the slower Time-Wave encryption resonance of 3/2010. The Quanta Ta-Rha"-Ta

Plasma Template Time-Wave resonance encryption into the Time-Wave resonance encryption
of M31

into the Time-Wave resonance encryption of M31 Andromeda Galaxy (Aquinas Galaxy) &

Plasma Template Time-Wave encryption resonance to the HE"-TUe (Long Run) Time-

Long Run) Time-Wave encryption resonance of the M31 Andromeda Galaxy (Aquinas Galaxy)
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highest-energy, or shortestwavelength, end of the electromagnetic spectrum.) The origin of
these previously



gamma rays and microwaves. but as the bubbles extend farther oul, only the gamma
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Long Run) Time-Wave anchors in Earth"s Templar & translations begin. *5/29/
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long run) Time Wave, ushering in the Pan-Ciair"-ah/Pana-Coa-le"-tic
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Crystal/Silken Plasma Wave: opening the Eff-E"-Mah Heart point (mid-way

Crystal/Silken Plasma Wave in the EFFI Field. ( Eff-E" -Mah Crystal

EJ/ira KHY-Wave & Ef/iron Crystal Birth: {TrhU"-ah Body Stage-

Singing Vapor Transfiguration Wave: (TrhU"-ah Body Stage-7A) D. Eff-A"-yah

("Quantum Standing wave") Merkaba activation; Activates Round-1: Externai-Ananda
CycleViolet Shield Flows

("Quantum Riding wave") Merkaba activation. Activates Round-3: lnternai-Yana CycleBlue
Shield Flows
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them", as Transmission wave-runs of the 3 data streams progressively unfold. The primary

its "next wave" releases, and new data streams for several other subjects start

respective "next wave" releases. In this regard, transcribing Guardian Transmissions has
always been

"next data wave to release in the Planetary Grids" before being able to

Transmission Stream data-wave release is a physics-process inherent to the dynamics of

the "next-wave wait time" for completing a specific subject or topic heading.

the "next-wave downloads" for each of the "open data streams". As

"Earth"s NOMI-Wave eycle Time-Lines+". The Guardians agreed with my observation of

"Earth"s NOMI-Wave Cycle Time-Lines +" article to appear later in 5
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Earth"s NOM I-Wave Cycle Time-Lines+" article that began on 8/15/2016.
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In Tandem 5PAN-Wave/NomiWave Troniploneol Transposition Crtle, Initiates within the
Planetary K.O.
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in specifoc · wave..cycles" that e xtend OYer a ion& period of time

ex- Nom/-roll Wave Cyd~ each with the first 1/l""Up--Spin Point

of the NOMI-Wave repr~nu the l!..!!!!l ~from which the fi

Annual Nami-yoh Wave Cycles begin aod unfold . This NOM I-Wave 1"

This NOM I-Wave 1" AnciKx-point !.t"ts the "Bme-Pu/5.
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Annual Nomi-yah Wave C)IC/es of the Planetary Emoncipotion Cycle began to
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long-Run Time-Wave" that has been running in Earth"s Templar since the "

"HE"-TUe Wave long-run material" transcripts will be ultimately, in the long-

Wove data-download-wave is synchronized and regulated by environmental
Frequencyconditions occurring in Earth"s
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Mall Crystol Silken-Wave J~·fternoi·Alltltent•k l<k1lt•tyencryptl0ll from
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Moh Crystal Silken-Wave l"·EternaiAuthentikldentitytR£: l-912015lOOl""·2.Session-2. PJrt
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Plasm Standina·wave Conscious Radiant Field that is the I"" Expressed Essencf" of
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progresses in ""Wave-Cycles"" over a long per iod of t ime, the
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E-Lum"en-Air Wave-Cycle Infusions the E-Lum"enoting atomit quantum F1equency Up-Shifts

Out-Phases in Wave-Cycles, the nat -yt t·E-Lum"tn-ating

ating Out-Phase Wave-Cycle. As Atomic E-Lum"en-ation progresses, the un- E-

Base engages progressive Wave-Cycles of Dt·Densificatian.
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E-Lum"en-Air WaveCycle Infusions, by slowly but progressively and inevitably AWAkENING
Humanity"s Pre-
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Particle Acceleration, as Wave-Infusions of PlonetofV E-Lum"en-Air progressively draw
quanta of
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will unfold in Wave-Cycles over the course of Earth"s 900-1000 year Planetary
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R-.1 Scalar Wave ttq)btt Scalar FW/ds Spme of Ammts S-17

lrles of Stellar Wave JnfiJ.suXI JJtn•lnfoslon
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/.Q\w Wave-- infustoo W-I T ransductloo StqueDce T-IJ Wave--ndmg

StqueDce T-IJ Wave--ndmg W·2 Tr.msfiguratton Sense S.UliS Wesadt:
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codes (scalar wave panerns) of the entire 15-Dimensioaal Matrix become embodied within
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with the pruuary wave-length of the corresponding Dimens1on. a ,1o"• Cenb"allody C~o~
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ell.iptical-spberestaodUlg-wave-body Wlthtn the CL""TER POINT of the Cosmk Krist

elliptical) spberical-standtng-wave-field: the Universal Christos Field. Tbe Ullinrsal Cbrlstos
SHd Atom
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the SttOOd morpbogenwc wave of tbe S«ond ascmsion cyck dunng the oarural
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codes (scalar-wave pattm1s) of the entire I S-Dimensional Matrix of the
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electromagnetic scalar-standing-wave form. They were manufactured from a form of
striated-selenite-

the last life-wave was seeded 950 billion years ago up to the present
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the Ct>lf"sttliut wave and then it re-manifest on the other side. When

Sub-harmonic carrier wave, you get a rush and feel bener for a while
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body rhythnn. the wave energy and Pantlci umts wtll mo\.·e through the
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sound and scalar waves upon wh.J.cb tbe mdmdua~d consciousness and maner-
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5 13,14,15 Standino wave - flame Otr fire body The 12-Dimmsional L~n""
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ofr" of scalar standingwave points within a morphogenetic field. (\"O)"I&tf ll-

and off" scalar-wave points within a morobogenetic field. The: morphogenetic field scalar grid

off" of scalar-wave points. which exist las part of the longn- cycle of
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and Partika Scalar Waves of Light Radiation. Energy thrust expands into the particle~ \

matter Tri-tone Wave (Partilci) draws the energy back to its source. This

Light Radiation Scalar-Waves (expansion) and back into Omni-polar Soood Vibr.1tion

1tion Tri-tone Waves (contnction) is called Parlik:i Pba~jng (TbeKadwaBao.
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e letter scalar wave deSlgD of the original seed and stream of CODSCJOUSllt"SS. In
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represents the standwg wave panero composed of frequency of duneustODS 1, 2 and 3.
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manipulation of soood wave panems many things can~ create, for the energy you identify
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and manifestation of wave spectra within each dimensional field in the 15-d.imensional

magnetism and scalar waves) as li"O"I/42- g"ld" to alter and adJUSt the
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cbaraccerisric to this wavelength. to embody w1.tlun the lndsgo Children fetal body. (
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sound and scalar-wave-fields that form the blueprint upon which all matter manifest

translatt- the scalar-wave blueprint of the DNA Template and Kathara Grid into the
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invisible sub-sonic wave fields from t~ Pylon Selenite Rod transmition bases in the
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the morphogenetiC scalar wave bluepnnt and all other dunensions of form anatomy are built.
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function as Scalar Wave Guides). The "fuedom Teachings" of which the Katbau Bio-
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vibration, or STANDrNG WAVE OF INTER.l<JAL SOUND en:Uned from oNE-soURCE-
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are scalar-standing-wave guicks that translate into tonal \1brat1on fltctrical impulws within
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of Scalar Standing Wave paneros bUlb upon fixed \<lbration of sound. (Ihe
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Sub-Harmonic scalae-wave spectrum, the 12th Dimensionalle"-el of the !\laharic Sbit
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snxl their transmitted wave-program into the atomic structure, biological, emotional, mental
and~ which
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trom.agnebclsc<abr wave spectra. progrusively frtting distonions from the Hova Bod1es, to
allow
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Tri·tone wave interrelationships that create crystalliza tions of n t rfy called~-
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·aiioo. Scalar wave distortions within the templates for the DNA Strands (which

Tri-tooe Standing Waves) for mt>lody. harmony and O\"t"rtOnt"S. To be effective,
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tooe (PartW) Waves (contnctioo) is called Partiki Pba.sln&. PaJ"Hki Pba.

Light Radiation Scalar-Waves (expansaon) and b<~ck mto Omni-pobr Souod Vibr.

tonc (Partilo.) Waves (contr.lction) is called Partlki Pha.si.ua:. Through

build upon scalar-waves ofLi&bt Radiatiou, then "flash off" through flw2D. mto
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Soul [ Scalar Waves] Refe re nces Ta001ble Structure of the Soul Kat:hara

..,..liJ Scalar Waves (Scalar Sranding Wm·e I Flash Lighr Sequences)
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tbr scabr·wave appararns, and Ibm Sttmingly marufest parts, that allow 1M personal
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configurations that sound waves will take. S.u1ias are mo\·ements that create

hear the sound waves. but once you"\·e activated currents in your body
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of spinning, horizontal wave spectra that direct the function ofHova Body merger.~ scalar
discs
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of a standing wave pattttn. c01np02d of fourth and fifth dunenslonal frequeoc~s. and
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Ascensioa-Spiral TakEylon Wave" that will release from the Solar ""Sa/a"" Shteld
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by a scalar-wave frequency Seed Crystal SeaL When the center Seed Crystal Seed
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through a Stellar Wave Infusion. In simple tenns, a Stt>llar Activation occurs as
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and Standmg Scalar Waves through which the pulse of God Mind perpetually splt"als
consciousness
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to enter the wave spectra within which ~ of manifestation is possible. Basic Transduction
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form Scalar-Standing-Waves, which create the Tf"mplatf" of\-ibrational energy that is the
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Page W-1 Wave Infusion (Srellar Wm·e Injilsion) Slt"lbr Acli·

e Sih·erWave Blue-Black Liquid Light Wave Silver-Black LiqWd Light Wave

Black Liquid Light Wave Silver-Black LiqWd Light Wave (\"O)....., D- P>.,-161)



Black LiqWd Light Wave (\"O)....., D- P>.,-161) D-5/D-6 D-
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[ Wave Riding References Voyagers I [ Wese d ak & Wesedrak

Page W-2 Wave Riding ] A term u~d to OOcn~ pbystcalttltp011abon through
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seeding " life.waves" into manifest Time Matrices. The Eieyani of the~ Primal Sound
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